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TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION TO THE 
FIRST EDITION

This is a conflation of two books, Stop! C’est magique (Paris: Hachette, 1980) and

Jeux pour acteurs et non-acteurs (Paris: La Découverte, 1989), with liberal additions

and alterations as Boal has added examples of his latest ever-developing practice.

As the title suggests, the exercises and games detailed are mostly suitable both for

trained and untrained performers – it is fundamental to Boal’s work that anyone

can act and that theatrical performance should not be solely the province of

professionals. The dual meaning of the word ‘act’, to perform and to take action,

is also at the heart of the work.

Three main categories of Theatre of the Oppressed are discussed in this book 

– Image Theatre, Invisible Theatre and Forum Theatre. However, there is a

continuous overlap and interplay between all these forms, and the choice of the

particular form simply depends on the situation in which the work is being made

and the goal of the theatrical event.

Image Theatre is a series of exercises and games designed to uncover essential

truths about societies and cultures without resort, in the first instance, to spoken

language – though this may be added in the various ‘dynamisations’ of the images.

The participants in Image Theatre make still images of their lives, feelings,

experiences, oppressions; groups suggest titles or themes, and then individuals

‘sculpt’ three-dimensional images under these titles, using their own and others’

bodies as the ‘clay’. However, the image work never remains static – as with 

all of Theatre of the Oppressed, the frozen image is simply the starting point 

for or prelude to the action, which is revealed in the dynamisation process, the

bringing to life of the images and the discovery of whatever direction or intention

is innate in them.

At its simplest, the idea underlying this is that ‘a picture paints a thousand

words’; that our over-reliance on words can confuse or obfuscate central issues,

rather than clarifying them; that images can be closer to our true feelings, even
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our subconscious feelings, than words, since the process of ‘thinking with our

hands’ can short-circuit the censorship of the brain, the ‘cops in the head’ placed

there by society or personal experience. The polysemy of images is a vital factor

in this work; a group of individuals will perceive a whole range of different, but

often intriguingly related, meanings within a single image, often seeing things

which the sculptors had no idea were there. Images work across language and

culture barriers and, as Boal shows, frequently reveal unexpected universalities.

Also, working with images, sculpting rather than talking, can be more democratic,

as it does not privilege more verbally articulate people. Image Theatre can be used

in the preparation of Invisible Theatre or Forum Theatre, and is central to the

more recent therapeutic work, the subject of Boal’s next book, Méthode Boal de

theatre et de thérapie – l’arc-en-ciel du désir.1

Invisible Theatre is public theatre which involves the public as participants 

in the action without their knowing it. They are the ‘spect-actors’, the active

spectators, of a piece of theatre, but while it is happening, and usually even after

the event, they do not know that this is theatre rather than ‘real life’; of course it

is also ‘real life’, because it is actually happening, the people are real, the incidents

are real, the reactions are real. This is theatre which does not take place in a theatre

building or other obvious theatrical context, with an audience which does not

know it is an audience. Several actors rehearse a scene which they then play in

an appropriate public space; the scene usually involves an unexpected subversion

of ‘normal’ behaviour within that particular society. In reaction to the incidents

in the scene, the public becomes involved in an argument, usually aided by a

couple of agents-provocateurs actors mingling with the public and expressing

extreme and opposite reactions to the events of the scene.

For example, in Brazil, a man in Boal’s group went to a shop with street

frontage, with a woman friend, and started trying on women’s dresses; another

actor, as part of the gathering crowd, expressed loud indignation at this ‘perver-

sion’, while a third actor took the cross-dresser’s part – why shouldn’t he wear

women’s clothes if he wants to . . . in no time at all a crowd is involved in heated

discussion. Invisible Theatre is a way of using theatre to stimulate debate, getting

people to question issues in a public forum. It might be compared to ‘agitprop’

street theatre, with the essential difference that the audience is free to take up any

position it wants, and has no feeling of being preached at. It asks questions without

dictating the answers. This again is fundamental to Theatre of the Oppressed – it

is never didactic to its audience, it involves a process of learning together rather

T R A N S L A T O R ’ S  I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O  T H E  F I R S T  E D I T I O N
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than one-way teaching; it assumes that there is as much likelihood of the audience

knowing the answers as the performers.

Forum Theatre is a theatrical game in which a problem is shown in an unsolved

form, to which the audience, again spect-actors, is invited to suggest and enact

solutions. The problem is always the symptom of an oppression, and generally

involves visible oppressors and a protagonist who is oppressed. In its purest form,

both actors and spect-actors will be people who are victims of the oppression under

consideration; that is why they are able to offer alternative solutions, because they

themselves are personally acquainted with the oppression. After one showing of

the scene, which is known as ‘the model’ (it can be a full-length play), it is shown

again slightly speeded up, and follows exactly the same course until a member of

the audience shouts ‘Stop!’, takes the place of the protagonist and tries to defeat

the oppressors.

The game is a form of contest between spect-actors trying to bring the play to

a different end (in which the cycle of oppression is broken) and actors ostensibly

making every possible effort to bring it to its original end (in which the oppressed

is beaten and the oppressors are triumphant). The proceedings are presided over

by a figure called the ‘Joker’ (see pp. xxvi and 260–2), whose function is to ensure

the smooth running of the game and teach the audience the rules; however, like

all the participants in Forum Theatre, the Joker can be replaced if the spect-actors

do not think he or she is doing a fair job, and virtually any of the ‘rules’ of the

game can be changed if the audience wants. Many different solutions are enacted

in the course of a single forum – the result is a pooling of knowledge, tactics and

experience, and at the same time what Boal calls a ‘rehearsal for reality’.

This is a very simplified description of Forum Theatre – and, as befits a form of

theatre which is now over twenty years old, there are many different mani-

festations of it in operation all over the world. It is used in schools, factories, day

centres, community centres, with tenants’ groups, homeless people, disabled

people, people in ethnic minorities, and so on – anywhere where there is a com-

munity which shares an oppression. Its aim is always to stimulate debate (in the

form of action, not just words), to show alternatives, to enable people ‘to become

the protagonists of their own lives’.

Having used Forum Theatre myself with a variety of different communities 

in Britain, I can testify to its efficacy, both as a way of using theatre to make sense

of life and as a means of giving people the strength and confidence to overcome

their oppressions. It is also great fun, giving rise to many different kinds of hilarity

– laughter of recognition at the tricks of the oppressors, laughter at the ingenuity

of spect-actors’ ruses, triumphant laughter at the defeat of oppression. Initially

one might have thought that the traditionally ‘reserved’ British might be the last

T R A N S L A T O R ’ S  I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O  T H E  F I R S T  E D I T I O N
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people to get up on a stage and intervene in a theatrical action; however, if the

model is right, if it is true to life, and is sufficiently effective at making the audience

angry about the treatment of the protagonist, then up on stage they will come,

especially when a first brave spect-actor has broken the ice. The phrase ‘true to

life’ should not, however, be taken as an indication that Boal favours realism 

as a style for Forum Theatre; as detailed in the following pages, he sees truth as

being utterly distinct from realism. Theatrical truth, as shown in Theatre of the

Oppressed work, need bear no relation to literal realism; if the oppressed see their

oppressors as monsters, then it is monsters that we should show, even if this means

developing a visual style more akin to expressionism than realism.

Boal’s work pursues a dogged course with endless energy and relentless

optimism. He himself zooms around the world, from Africa to Canada to Europe

to Rio, teaching his methods and techniques and, to all appearances, seeming on

every occasion to take as much joy in seeing a group work for the first time with

an exercise he must have done some thousands of times before. (One of the

problems of translating the book has been actually discovering where Boal is in

the world at any particular time, coupled with the vagaries of the international

postal system.) When you take in this frenetic globetrotting, you start to under-

stand that his ambitions for the Theatre of the Oppressed as a world-changing

practice are no mere quixotism.

This is not to suggest any stasis in Boal’s practice – while remaining true to the

fundamental principles of Theatre of the Oppressed, first set down some twenty

years ago, Boal continues to invent new exercises and adapt old ones with the

vigour of a twenty-year-old; magpie-like, he raids traditional games in whatever

country he finds them, changes them if necessary to suit his particular goals, and

then brings them back to his Paris and Rio centres like a hunter bringing back

trophies. It is this element of joy and enthusiasm, coupled with an immense and

warm humanity, which I fear no translation could entirely convey.

When watching him work, one is struck by his constant awareness and analysis

of everything that is going on in the room. Impatience is rare, and emerges only

when it is clear that the questioner has not listened to the answer or is not

prepared to apply his or her own intellect to the work, or is looking for something

more akin to paternal acceptance than knowledge of theatre and how it can help

us understand and challenge the world we live in.

In his working practice as a teacher of Theatre of the Oppressed, he eschews

labels, carefully dodging questions which might pin down his current ideology 

or pigeon-hole it in a category of, say, ‘Marxist’, or ‘Brechtian’, or whatever; such

limiting categorisations are inimical to the whole spirit of the Theatre of the

Oppressed, involving as they do the mechanisation of actions and reactions, and
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eliminating the possibility of change or individuality – in almost every case, Theatre

of the Oppressed moves from the individual to the general, rather than vice versa.

Whatever Boal’s current political views, they never infringe on this work, beyond

the basic philosophy of being in sympathy with the oppressed in any situation and

the belief in humanity’s ability to change. This does not mean that Boal does not

involve himself in direct political action, sometimes using theatre – in the recent

Brazilian elections he campaigned actively for Lula, the candidate of the Partido

dos Trabalhadores (the Workers’ Party), who came very close to winning. Boal also

directs ‘straight’ plays in ‘straight’ theatres, and sees Theatre of the Oppressed 

as just one of the many forms of theatre, not the only one, but one which can live

happily alongside the others. But Theatre of the Oppressed is Theatre of the

Oppressed, its own animal, nothing else.

Certain points of translation may need highlighting. First of all, gender – 

with so many thousands of references to people, whose gender is irrelevant to 

the context, the constant use of ‘he or she’ (or the other way round) would simply

have taken up space and interrupted the flow. ‘S/he’ was an option, but it is

unsayable and there is no equivalent for the possessive pronoun; where possible

I have pluralised, but in many instances this would have made things difficult to

understand. So, where the subject matter is not particular to one gender, I have

used ‘he’ and ‘she’ in, I hope, roughly equal quantities; if there are passages where

one predominates this may be to do with having reordered various games and

exercises, or it may be simple oversight. The word ‘actor’ is always used as applying

to both sexes.

‘Joker’ presented another problem, as in English it can conjure up visions of

Batman’s enemy. The word ‘Joker’ refers to the Joker in a pack or cards, and has

no link with the idea of playing jokes. The Joker figure is, in various different

contexts and combinations, the director, referee, facilitator and workshop leader;

in the context of Forum Theatre, the Joker is the person who acts as intermediary

between audience and performers, and is attached to no one party – just as the

Joker in a pack of cards belongs to no one suit but floats between them. Any

translation of the word would have been reductive, and in any case the word 

is now in such common parlance among Theatre of the Oppressed practitioners

(who also use the verb ‘to joke’ or sometimes ‘to joker’ to describe the Joker’s

function) that it is really too late to change it – apart from the fact that it is a good

word.

‘Spect-actor’ is a Boal coinage to describe a member of the audience who takes

part in the action in any way; the spect-actor is an active spectator, as opposed to

the passivity normally associated with the role of audience member. ‘Magic’ as in

‘Stop – that’s magic’ refers to interventions in Forum Theatre which move from
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reality to the realms of magic or fantasy – for instance, a spect-actor who takes

the place of a penniless protagonist and suddenly finds a thousand pounds in the

road; this is probably magic, but, as in all cases, it is up to the audience to decide.

I have used the word ‘forum’ (with no capital letter) to describe the part of an

evening of Forum Theatre in which the audience, the spect-actors, start to inter-

vene in the action, on the second showing. ‘Debate’ and ‘discussion’ almost never

refer to sedentary verbal exchanges of ideas, but to views expressed in theatrical

form, as interventions, rather than what Boal calls ‘radio forum’. Other words are

explained in context when necessary.

Theatre of the Oppressed is about acting rather than talking, questioning rather

than giving answers, analysing rather than accepting. This is a book for all those

who are interested in theatre as a force for change.

Adrian Jackson

November 1991

Translator’s postscript to the second edition

Ten years and four books later, what should I add? Having practised Theatre of

the Oppressed extensively with my own company, Cardboard Citizens, and in a

wide variety of cultures and contexts, here and abroad, with Augusto and without

him, I think I now understand both the work and the man better – but, happily,

most of what I wrote above still seems to apply. Perhaps what has become clearer

is the context of this book, which sits, pivotal, in the middle of his astonishing

theatrical career, bookended by his major texts – at one end the radical theoretical

work which first announced his presence, The Theatre of the Oppressed, and at the

other the frank personal recollection of his recent autobiography Hamlet and 

the Baker’s Son. In a work that is about change and how to effect it, on a personal

and political level, it might seem fair to ask what is now different about either the

man or his work. What has changed?

The work is better known now, that is for sure. Partly as a result of the publi-

cation of this book in English, Theatre of the Oppressed is now practised in the far

corners of the world, it is on syllabi galore, it is known and valued by people

working in areas ranging from youth work to urban planning, from development

appraisal even to management training – it is in the nature of powerful inventions

that their usage may outstrip the originator’s intent. The ‘rules’ of Forum Theatre

that Augusto sets down in this book remain by and large true, but the variation

in delivery, style, jokering, and everything else about it, is simply huge.
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Not that he has stood still – far from it. His energy is only minimally affected by

his advancing age, as evidenced by his pioneering theatrical entrance within the

last decade into fields ranging far and wide, from pyschotherapy to elected political

office. But the central informing ethos, which revolves around justice and injustice,

remains rock solid. And in some respects, he has come full circle.

Rereading the stories of his early experiments with Forum Theatre in Europe,

the metaphor of the bench occupied by the squatting peasants after the Portuguese

Revolution of Carnations (pp. 245–7) brings to mind the work he is currently doing

with the MST (Movimento dos Trabalhadores Sem-Terra, the Landless Workers

Movement – see pp. 7–8) in Brazil; similarly, the story of the man who recognises

one of his torturers (p. 247) is almost identical to a Forum scene produced by a

group Augusto and I worked with in Johannesburg in 1997, after their Rainbow

Revolution. Of course, there may only be so many oppressions. . . .

There is a poignancy when you analyse the exercises alongside the now-

published life. You notice that, in the section on masks and rituals, the antithetical

relationships that Boal chooses to list are: father/son, teacher/pupil, officer/

squaddie, landowner/peasant, and so on. The only one of these not to have

featured heavily in Boal’s own personal history, to my knowledge, is the military

one. His own experience of torture is well documented, and stems indirectly 

from the moment at which he adopted the slogan ‘Solidarity means running the

same risks’, triggered by a landowner/peasant confrontation, with the famous

story of Virgilio, the honest campesino who sees through the emperor’s clothes

of the urban socialist theatremakers. And of course now he is working again with

the peasants (in Brazil the feudal designation still seems applicable).

With hindsight we can see how the roots of much of what became The Rainbow

of Desire are contained in the whole laboratory sequence Boal undertook around

masks and rituals, even before his ‘Cop in the Head’ workshop in Paris. Certain

powerful elements recur: the use of others to see ourselves, the projections 

others put onto us, the insistence that we experiment with adopting these projec-

tions, the better to understand our possibilities. The roots of the techniques remain

the same, but the motivations have developed – originally more political, now

unashamedly personal at the same time.

I am struck by the recurring references – long before the workshop with the

RSC that led to the ‘Hamlet variations’ that have been added to a number of 

the exercises in this edition of the book, the Danish prince crops up frequently,

as do Antigone and Pessoa. These are lifelong points of reference, for obvious

reasons: Hamlet, the container of all human possibilities, the personification of

the struggle between action and inaction, the meeting point of the personal and

the political; Antigone, in her passionate struggle for justice, one woman ranged
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against the state; Pessoa, whose name (perfectly) means ‘person’, the man of many

‘heteronyms’, multiple personae sometimes in mutual conflict, perpetually seeking

themselves in others (and in the name of one of these, Bernardo Soares, the author

of Book of Disquietude, London: Carcanet, 1992).

Other references and uses of language contain their own clues. The Portuguese

words that send me scurrying to the dictionary (sometimes even in English!) tend

to be related to ancient Greek concepts of drama or justice, or Brazilian modernist

movements, or obscure fruits which occur nowhere outside the Amazon delta; all

key to Boal – a very earthy Brazilian national pride married to an almost academic

fondness for the very roots of philosophy and justice.

So how has Boal himself changed? If the answer was ‘not at all’, this might sit

oddly with a person who has given his life’s work to exploring theatre as a medium

for change. A few years ago I translated an older piece of his, which, prior to his

revision, was riddled with references to the ‘Yankee oppressors’; in the same text,

any references to therapy were likely to have been couched in terms of Western

bourgeois decadence. Now he is a regular visitor to New York and Omaha, he 

is married to a pyschoanalyst, as well as inventing a whole school of work using

drama as therapy. But the USA is still ‘North America’ and, in the most recent

addition to this book, his reflection on a New York workshop after 11 September,

amidst the compassion for the participants, one can still detect the anger against

American imperialism which has fed his politics since the 1960s. Though the world

has not changed as much as he would like it to have, his humanity is apparently

more generous and self-assured, even though the animus informing it still burns

with a undiminished sense of outrage. Augusto Boal, baker’s son, seventy years

young.

Adrian Jackson, November 2001

AJackson@aol.com
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The Royal Shakespeare Company, Theatre in prisons 
and landless peasants

In the last few years, I have had three wonderful new experiences, each one in

many ways far from the other two . . . and yet so close.

The first was in Stratford-upon-Avon in 1997. Cicely Berry and Adrian 

Noble invited me to lead a workshop with the actors of the Royal Shakespeare

Company to investigate the possibilities of using the introspective techniques 

of The Rainbow of Desire to create Shakespearian characters – in this case, those of

Hamlet. 

I had already done this with all kinds of plays, musical and ‘straight’, even

classics by Racine and Machiavelli – but never with Shakespeare.

Having been away from professional theatre for more than ten years – during

which I had worked intensely with groups from slums, trade unions, and churches,

and with other poor people who were using theatre as a means to understand

their own problems and to try to find their own solutions, rather than investigating

those issues just in relation to the characters in a play! – Stratford-upon-Avon was

really an event.

Directing plays is like cycling or horse-riding: you never forget. From the very

first day, I felt at home talking to professionals like myself, people who were, again

like Cicely and myself, totally open minded and open hearted in relation to the

new experience and experiment we were undertaking. 

When, in the early 1970s, after working decades mostly with professional 

actors, I first found myself facing a group of Peruvian indigenous people who had

come from small villages and hamlets, not speaking my language, and probably

distrusting me as they would distrust a Strange Creature (and I am sure they were

right!), I thought: ‘I will work with these people as though they were familiar

experienced professional actors!’ So I did, and it worked well. At the RSC, I

thought the same: ‘I will work with them as though they were nice Brazilian slum

people.’ It worked again.
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Did I treat them like something that in reality they were not? Not at all: I merely

took them for what they really were – indigenous people in Peru, actors at

Stratford, peasants in India: they are all, like me, just human beings.

We dress differently, have different habits, we invent our own music, our own

cuisine – but we cannot live only with what we ourselves have created, we must

incorporate others, sometimes in the manner of the anthropophagic Brazilian

literature at the start of the twentieth century!2 Life is expansive, it expands inside

our own body, growing and developing, and it also expands in territory, physical

and psychological, discovering spaces, forms, ideas, meanings, sensations – this

should be done as dialogue: receiving from others what others have created, giving

them the best of our own creation. 

We cannot live in isolation, under arrest inside ourselves. We can learn

enormously when we recognise ourselves in alterity: the Other also loves and hates,

fears and has courage – just like me, like you, even though she/he, you and I have

cultural differences. Precisely because of that, we can learn from each other: we

are different, being the same.

When Sanjoy Ganguly invited me to work with his peasant actors of Jana

Sanskriti in Calcutta, I imagined that they wanted me to teach them new

techniques to rehearse Forum Theatre, to help them improve the making of their

shows, something they already did wonderfully well. They said: ‘Forum Theatre

about social, political, concrete problems, we already know well how to do. Now

we want Rainbow of Desire, because we also want to discover our inner selves,

our intimate feelings. We have fears and frustrations, hopes and desires – we want

to better understand that, too!’ 

In Madhyagram, India – working with the poor among the poorest peasants of

the world – we did Rainbow of Desire techniques, the same work we did with the

wonderful professional actors of RSC, the same work we did with psychotherapists

in Längensbruck, Switzerland, and political activists in New York, USA. We simply

did theatre!

At the RSC we did the same . . . and we did it differently. In this book, besides

many completely new exercises and games, I have added all the variations that I

introduced in some of the existing techniques, so as to make them more useful

for professional actors working on a professional production. To make those

variations more readable, I called them Hamlet – a word you will find often in this
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revised edition. Of course they can be used in any kind of play, not being exclusive

to Shakespeare.

À propos of the techniques, I found it important in my work with the RSC actors

to add a last step to all introspective techniques: at the very end, the actor playing

the protagonist in a particular improvisation should go through the complete

process in the protagonist position in the exercise. 

Just an example: in the original technique called The Rainbow of Desire, the

protagonist has to make several images of his different desires, or different ‘colours’

of the same desire, which will be incorporated, embodied, by other actors, so 

as to allow us to play at the same time with those different facets or aspects. The

protagonist, in the way we usually do it, can see each one of those images fighting

with the antagonist. In the play Hamlet, there is a scene in which the protagonist

confronts Gertrude, his mother. His different desires towards her include,

obviously, filial love, sexual love, jealousy, admiration, fear, and many others. The

actor shows with his own body the images he is able to create of those feelings,

and those images are taken over by other actors; those actors will then improvise

each one against Gertrude, alone. In this new Variation, after seeing this procession

of re-improvisations, the actor playing Hamlet must go and impersonate all those

images himself, one by one, and re-improvise all those desires, emotions, senti-

ments and situations. He has to feel how he would have felt if he were only this

urge or that desire, this particular will or that single emotion: like the painter who

has a palette of pure colours before he mixes them the way he pleases.

The actor has to not only understand and feel his character, but must be 

able to deliver it to an audience in artistic form, as an artist. For anyone, doing 

this technique for personal purposes, it can be enough to learn, to know, to

understand; for the actor, however, it is imperative to show – so he must feel all

those steps, inside himself, to be able show them outside, to the audience.

As for the rehearsal techniques, some new ones were tested at the RSC,

alongside the traditional ones. I remember with joy one moment in which the 30

actors that had been working with me for two weeks were presenting a summary

of our work to their colleagues, as well as the directors and administrative

personnel. I was demonstrating one of our techniques called ‘Hanover variation’

in which the audience can say ‘Stop!’ at any moment, and direct any question

they want to the characters (not to the actors). This is meant to unbalance the

actors and, by forcing them to answer immediately, in crisis, they have to inves-

tigate, to get to the root of the part, to create knowledge and motivation for the

characters they are playing.

I was aware that the actors in the audience, not having participated in the

workshop, would be more than willing, in a very friendly and cooperative way of
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course, to ask their colleagues the most embarrassing questions – and perfectly

understandably. My actors were courageous and said, ‘Let them come!’ 

From the very beginning many questions were asked and the actors responded

very creatively . . . until one person in the audience, hearing the Ghost talk about

the crimes he had committed during his life,3 asked: ‘What crimes did you commit?’

Not an easy question: we could not remember any of his crimes, King Hamlet

being always so praised for his righteousness, and how he was such a marvellous

man, and what a wonderful King he had always been . . . What crimes? Silence.

The actor playing the Ghost, after a medium-sized pause, replied: ‘I was a King: 

a King is forced into making wars. During the wars, soldiers inevitably commit

many crimes. I was the King, so I took on their crimes, because they were my

responsibility.’ He was applauded and I asked the audience, ‘Any more questions

about this scene?’ No more questions. 

Yes, in order to use those techniques, actors must be good, creative and

imaginative. Oh, yes!

* * *

In cooperation with Paul Heritage and his People’s Palace Project based at Queen

Mary College, University of London, we have started a Project of Theatre in Prisons

– to be more precise, in thirty-seven prisons of the state of São Paulo.

This poses us a totally new problem: we are working with partners with whom

we have no solidarity regarding the crimes they have committed, even though we

strongly support their desire to invent a new future for themselves. We are also

working with guards – one of them had the words ‘Human Rights’ written on 

his truncheon – with whom we do not agree either: the prisoners have been

condemned to imprisonment, not to humiliation and further suffering, and the

guards tend to take revenge on the prisoners for their own bad working conditions,

which are combined with low salaries and high levels of danger.

Everything which is forbidden outside the prisons is common practice inside

them, provided the prisoner has the money to pay for it: drugs, robbery, sexual

violence, prostitution, gang fights, torture and murder.
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Prisons in Brazil are mostly like repositories of humans, who stay there doing

nothing – which is like having a hospital and slinging sick people into it together,

without doctor, nurse, or even medicine: how could we expect the sick to be

healed in such a scenario? Our prisons are factories of hatred.

In the first stages of this project, we have discovered the obvious: inmates are

imprisoned in space, but free in time – we, on the contrary, are mostly free in

space but confined in time. What can they do with their free time? Theatre of the

Oppressed creates spaces of liberty where people can free their memories, emotions,

imaginations, thinking of their past, in the present, and where they can invent

their future instead of waiting for it.

How to create spaces of liberty inside the walls of a prison? Prisoners have the

freedom to analyse their past, for sure; and to invent their distant future, why

not? 

But . . . what about the present? Here resides the greatest problem: their present

is their confrontation with their powerful enemy, the guards, who also consider

themselves to be oppressed. Guards don’t like to see the prisoners doing theatre,

‘amusing themselves’, while they themselves have to work, watching the inmates.

Both sides have their parti pris; each regard the other as their enemy. Just 

like when I worked with Protestants and Catholics in Derry, Northern Ireland –

their parti pris, apparently, was religion, history, but they had, both sides, families,

partners, personal problems and anxieties. We should not stamp the name of

people’s religions on their foreheads, instead we must try to see the person. To

see people without captions!

That is what we are beginning to do now: not to see, in the prisoner, the jailed

man or, in the guard, the man in uniform. To see both for what they are, before

those qualifications are pinned on them: they are people. We are trying to work

on themes that are common to both sides, mostly personal problems, which they

can share.

Now, they are asking us ‘If what you say is true, why don’t we do Rainbow of

Desire’, just as in Stratford-upon-Avon some actors asked me, – ‘Why don’t we

do Forum Theatre?’

It is the same . . . and it is different – the same is different and the different is

the same!

* * *
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Postscript – with pride in our hearts

Since I wrote the above, I have been privileged to witness, at the Memorial of

Latin America in São Paulo, a solemn ceremony held to mark the closing of this

Staging Human Rights project which had run over the course of a year, in thirty-

seven prisons in that state. In recognition of the humanistic character of its subject

matter and the excellence of its outcomes – the opening up of dialogue between

four thousand prisoners, hundreds of support staff and innumerable neighbouring

populations – the project was awarded the Premio Betinho de Direitos Humanos

(Betinho Prize for Human Rights) for 2001 by the municipality of São Paulo.

In the morning, the prison guards presented their piece, which showed the

difficulty of their work in the overcrowded prisons, and the poor remuneration

and the ever-present danger which accompanies their calling. As is always the

case with our theatrical method, the guards themselves played all the parts – even

those of the prisoners, for which they donned the uniforms of the sentenced men,

as well as adopting their physical stances – the head lowered, the hand on the

shoulder of the man in front.

This was followed in quick succession by the male prisoners’ piece, which spoke

of their lives. One of them had his ten children in the audience, delighted at their

dad’s newly revealed artistic abilities: in a particularly moving scene, his seven-

year-old daughter went on stage to hug him, forcing him to leave the stage to take

the girl back to her seat in the audience, beside her mother, a free citizen.

That evening came the culmination: the women prisoners staged the moment

when one of their number, Amanda (there telling her own true story), was

separated from her six-month-old baby, a child conceived in prison – a parting

which the law ordained. 

In Theatre of the Oppressed, reality is shown not only as it is, but also, more

importantly, as it could be. Which is what we live for – to become what we have

the potential to be. This vital element is entrusted to the creativity of the audience:

the spectators come on stage, substituting themselves for the protagonist, and

trying to find viable solutions for real problems.

The audience, moved to tears at the sight of the mother kissing her goodbyes

to her child, took her place a number of times, suggesting the construction of

crèches attached to prisons, run by the prisoners; or daily visits, after school and

before bed; or yet other ways of avoiding having to break, too prematurely, the

link between the mother and her offspring: the protagonist’s condition of woman

and mother, everyone thought, should outweigh her condition of prisoner.

Though one and the same person, the latter should not have to pay for the sins

of the former.
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When the theatrical element of the event was over, the paulista authorities,

representatives of the three bodies involved, were unanimous in their speeches,

proclaiming the necessity of continuing this Theatre of the Oppressed project 

in the prisons, with the objective of humanising the relations between these two

constituencies, compelled by circumstance to a daily coexistence, in spite of their

diametrical differences.

Then came the farewells. With tenderness, we embraced these prisoners, male

and female, and their guards and support staff – people who had made us laugh

and cry, as they performed their stories, their hopes, that day.

The time for goodbyes. In the ample auditorium of the Memorial, seven 

armed soldiers went on stage, and each prisoner gave his arm to his guard, and

they set off for the bus that would take them back to their cells. As they set 

off, one of the guards still had time to say: ‘Do you know something? As far as

human rights go, I haven’t learnt a thing – I still don’t know what they are. But

there’s one thing I have understood today – that these guys are not our enemies.

They are people.’ He went off chatting to his prisoner, no longer his enemy – 

a person now. Off he went, without knowing that actually, that day, he had

understood, at the most profound level, what is meant by the term ‘human rights’:

respect for one’s neighbour. The recognition that the other is also a man, a woman,

a human being. Like that sad mother whom the law obliged to separate from 

her little one; like that father, the unsuspected actor, who so moved his little 

girl.

And now, with pride in our hearts – but not without sadness – on our chests

shines Betinho’s medal.

* * *

The third of my experiences is under way at the time of writing, and is spreading

and gathering momentum: working with the MST, the best organised social move-

ment in Brazil, a country more than half of whose surface belongs to less than

one twentieth of the population. Most of that land was grilada (‘cricketed’), a sharp

practice involving the falsification of documents by placing newly drawn-up papers

in a box along with some of those chirruping insects, and locking the box up tight

– after a month or two, the papers look like they are very ancient, very legal,

suitably yellowed documents, above all suspicion. 

Millions of peasants have no land to cultivate while millions of acres remain

arid and useless, with the owners waiting for the government to build a highway

near them, so that prices will soar. The land is kept unproductive and useless, like

bars of gold in the vaults of a bank.
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The MST, a non-violent organisation, occupies only such deserted properties

and it cultivates them. Its members never occupy a productive area; they never

invade a living farm. Even so, resistance from the ‘legal’ landowners is extremely

violent and unarmed peasants are constantly killed. Of course they don’t rely on

Theatre of the Oppressed techniques to save their lives: they organise themselves

in all possible ways. One tactic is to try to make the reality of their lives clear to

the entire population, to gather sympathy for their cause; the newspapers and the

TV stations almost never give space to them. 

At the beginning of 2001, they approached us with the following question 

in mind: how can we use theatre to make our efforts and our needs more 

widely known? They certainly have problems. The police treat them with

inhuman violence; when they are arrested, policemen maltreat their wives and

their families; in court, not infrequently, they meet judges who are friends of 

the landowners but no friends of justice; in the government, they meet slow

bureaucrats.

We started off working in the normal way: exercises, games, Image and 

Forum Theatre. We did plays about confrontation with police forces and with the

private armies of the ‘cricketers’; plays about their confrontation with people 

in the cities who do not know what happens in the countryside and believe the

media’s misinformation; plays about their own internal organisation . . . until we

started to approach more domestic issues, like sexism, intolerance of different

types of local folk music, or confrontations inside a family after they had been

allocated a small patch of land; while the family was still living in bad conditions

in huts, moving from place to place, waiting to occupy a piece of land, there was

democracy – once inside the new farm, the old structures of the family tend to

return, the father being the chief, the mother his lieutenant and the children their

employees.

MST is made up of wonderful people, but they are also like us, they have 

the same qualities and the same inadequacies . . . which is why, after having 

done many Forum Theatre pieces, they asked us: ‘Why can’t we do Rainbow of

Desire?’

Just like the prisoners, just like the RSC actors, just like everybody. 

* * *

P R E F A C E  T O  T H E  S E C O N D  E D I T I O N
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Theatre of the Oppressed was created to serve people – rather than people 

being there to serve Theatre of the Oppressed.4 In the beginning, it is true, we had

very clear enemies, those whom we could call antagonists, oppressors: 

we lived in countries suffering under tyrannies. There was no sense in analysing

the oppressors to try to find out if they had some decent qualities, if they were

good grandfathers to their grandchildren. A dictator is a dictator, even if he says

his prayers at night, kneeling on straw. Forum Theatre, at that time, was very

simple and clear: an oppressed protagonist, knowing what she or he wanted to

do, facing a brutal enemy, an oppressor, who thwarted her/his desires. The Forum

was the search for alternatives to try to find concrete solutions because everything

else was already understood and accepted as true.

Later, we started to find situations where oppression was not so clear cut, yet

both parties claimed to be oppressed: inside a couple, among friends, parents and

children, teachers and pupils . . . confrontations that were not purely antagonistic,

in the sense that conciliation was possible and desirable. In these particular cases,

P R E F A C E  T O  T H E  S E C O N D  E D I T I O N
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4 A note on creative heresies and unacceptable deviations

After a Forum theatre session in a faraway hamlet in West Bengal, Sanjoy Ganguly remarked to Julián

Boal, who was working with him at the time: ‘I think your father would not approve of this heresy: today

I allowed a real grandfather oppressor to replace the grandfather character in the play and show how

nice he was, contrary to the actor’s portrayal of him! Why did I do this? Because, by showing himself as

a nice gentle old man in front of the whole village, that man signed a contract with the entire population

to be nice and gentle from that moment on!’ This I think was a creative heresy – like the rule applied in

some African countries that the author of the ‘best’ intervention receives a crown of flowers.

Mado le Pennec in Brittany has worked with government employees who are supposed to help the

people with their problems. That is what they are supposed to do, but, tired of the monotony, most of

them mistreat the people when they come to seek help. Mado teaches them the art of being a ‘Joker’ –

someone who does not give ‘advice’ or ‘orders’ but sincerely and democratically seeks to learn what

needs to be done. In doing Theatre of the Oppressed with the people seeking their help, the social workers

abandon their authoritarian posture and assume a more human one. They ‘were’ oppressors; as Jokers,

they become allies. Creative heresy!

There are however some unacceptable deviations – not adaptations of the mechanisms of Theatre of

the Oppressed to special conditions and local problems, but total treason to the philosophical basis 

of this form of theatre, which must be Theatre about, to and above all of the Oppressed. I have heard of

some groups that use Theatre of the Oppressed in ‘business’, allegedly to help the workers to do their

work better and in so doing to be more comfortable . . . and productive – they are usually sponsored 

by the bosses. This deviation is the same as using the music of Wagner to stimulate workers to build

trucks more quickly, or Debussy to encourage computer software workers to be more meticulous in 

their handling of the delicate components. Wagner and Debussy are not responsible for that. Neither

am I! A.B.



replacements could be made on both sides, since both sides claimed to be the

oppressed party.

Soon we understood that Forum was not enough to deal with those questions

because it is in the nature of Forum to work on objective, visible, well-known

oppressions – this made us try out other forms of Theatre of the Oppressed, other

possible theatrical structures that could help us to understand more complex

situations, no longer just those considered well known and obvious to all, as was

the case at first with Forum.

So, one by one, the introspective techniques came into being. This book

concentrates on the preparation of models to be played in Forum by anyone

willing to speak using theatre as a language, and also on the preparation of plays

to be played in front of ‘normal’ audiences, by professional actors. Even so, it

contains a few embryos of those more internal techniques.

This book is a practical introduction to all the forms of Theatre of the Oppressed.

All these forms are complementary, because human beings are complex and not

so easy to understand as we would like them to be. The best way of using them

is to use them all.

* * *

I love to dream, even when I know very well that my dream is impossible. Even

so, I dream: one day I will direct Hamlet with actors from the RSC, prisoners from

the prisons of Carandiru, peasants from the MST and workers from the slums of

Rio. One day . . .

This will never happen, I know. The role of utopias is not to be reached: it is to

stimulate us to try harder and go further. To be able to dream is already a dream

come true!

P R E F A C E  T O  T H E  S E C O N D  E D I T I O N
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

The fable of Xua-Xua, the prehuman woman 
who discovered theatre

The word ‘theatre’ is so rich in different meanings, some complementary, some

contradictory, that we never know what we mean when we talk about theatre.

Which theatre do we mean?

First of all, theatre is a place: a building, any kind of construction specifically

designed to house shows, plays, theatrical presentations. In this context the 

word ‘theatre’ takes in all the paraphernalia of theatrical production – sets, lights,

costumes, etc. – and all the agents of that production – actors, playwrights,

directors, designers and many more.

‘Theatre’ is also the setting for major events, comic or tragic, which we are

obliged to observe at a distance, as paralysed spectators: the theatre of crime, the

theatre of war, the theatre of the play of our passions.

We can also use the word ‘theatre’ in reference to the great social occasions:

the inauguration of a monument, the launching of a ship, the coronation of a

monarch, a military parade, a mass, a ball. The word ‘rite’ can be used to designate

these manifestations of theatre.

Theatre can also be the repetitive acts of our everyday lives. We perform 

the play of breakfast, the scene of going to work, the act of working, the epilogue

of supper, the epic of Sunday lunch with the family, etc. – like actors in a long

run of a successful show, we repeat the same lines to the same partners, executing 

the same movements, at the same times, thousands of times over. Life can become 

a series of mechanisations, as rigid and as lifeless as the movements of a machine.

This type of theatre, encrusted in our lives, we may designate ‘profane ritual(s)’.

Phrases like ‘over-dramatising’, ‘making a scene’, ‘playing it up’ – or in French,

‘faire du théâtre’ – are used to describe situations where people are manipulating or

exaggerating or distorting the truth. In this context, theatre and lies are synonymous.

But in its most essential sense, theatre is the capacity possessed by human beings

– and not by animals – to observe themselves in action. Humans are capable of
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seeing themselves in the act of seeing, of thinking their emotions, of being moved

by their thoughts. They can see themselves here and imagine themselves there;

they can see themselves today and imagine themselves tomorrow.

This is why humans are able to identify, rather than merely recognise,

themselves and others. A cat recognises its master, who gives it food and strokes

it, but cannot identify him as a teacher, a professional person, a lover. To identify

is to be able not only to recognise within the same repetitive context but also to

extrapolate to other contexts; to see beyond what the eye sees, to hear beyond

what the ear hears, to feel beyond what touches the skin, to think beyond what

words mean. I can identify a friend by a single gesture, a painter by his style, a

politician by the policies he supports. Even in the absence of the subject, I can

identify his mark, his traces, his actions, his merits.

An ancient Chinese fable, dating from ten thousand years before Christ, tells

the story of Xua-Xua (pronounced ‘Shwa-Shwa’), the prehuman woman who

made the extraordinary discovery of theatre. According to this old tale,5 it was 

a woman – not a man! – who made this discovery. Men merely embezzled this

wonderful art and, periodically through the ages, excluded women from the role

of actor and sometimes even that of spectator. In some societies men even

appropriated and acted women’s roles – for instance, in Shakespearean times

young boys (men not yet adult, not yet mature) played fully grown queens!

Because theatre is such a potent and durable artform, men invented new ways of

using what was essentially women’s discovery. Women discovered the art, and

men invented its artifices – buildings, plays, acting.

Xua-Xua lived hundreds of thousands of years ago, when pre-women and pre-

men wandered from mountain to valley, from land to sea, killing other animals

to feed themselves, eating leaves and fruits from trees, drinking water from rivers,

sheltering in caves among the rocks. These times were long before the arrival of

Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon, long before Homo sapiens and Homo habilis, who

were already almost human in their physical appearance, in the weight of their

brains, and in their cruelty.

These pre-human beings lived in hordes, the better to defend themselves. 

Xua-Xua – who of course had no such name, nor any other, as no verbal language

had yet been invented, not even the ‘proto mundo’, the primal language – was 

the most beautiful female in her horde, and Li-Peng was the strongest of the 

males. Naturally they were attracted to one another; they liked swimming

together, climbing trees and mountains together, they liked to smell and lick each

P R E F A C E  T O  T H E  F I R S T  E D I T I O N
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other, to touch, embrace, have sex together. It was good to be with one another.

Together.

They were happy, as happy as two prehuman people could be.

One day, Xua-Xua felt her body becoming different. Her belly was growing and

growing. And, as her belly grew, she became shy and started to avoid Li-Peng who

couldn’t understand what was happening; his Xua-Xua was no longer the same

Xua-Xua, neither physically nor in her moods. They kept their distance from one

another. Xua-Xua liked to stay alone, watching her belly; Li-Peng went off in

pursuit of other females, but could find no one like his original female.

Xua-Xua felt her belly moving; when she was on the point of falling asleep, her

belly would shift from right to left, from left to right. As time went by, her belly

grew bigger and bigger, and moved more and more. Like a well-behaved member

of the audience, Li-Peng simply looked on from afar, very sad and very afraid. He

watched without acting, spectator to her incomprehensible actions.

In his mother’s womb, Lig-Lig-Le – this was the name of the child, even though

he had no name because no language had yet been invented, but this is an old

Chinese fable where all liberties are licensed and welcomed! – Lig-Lig-Le was

growing bigger and bigger, but he could not determine the scope and bounds 

of his body. Did his body stop at his skin? At the amniotic fluid in which he was

floating? Did Lig-Lig-Le end at the limits of his mother’s surrounding body? 

Was that the world? He, his mother and the world were one single unity, he was

they and they were he. This is why, even today, when we immerse our naked

bodies in water in our bathtubs, in the swimming pool, or the sea, we feel again

those primal sensations and we merge our bodies with the whole world, Mother

Earth.

This confusion of body and world could occur because Lig-Lig-Le’s senses 

were not yet fully activated; he still couldn’t see because his eyes were closed, he

couldn’t smell because there was no atmosphere in that tiny, cramped space and

he couldn’t breathe; he couldn’t taste because he was fed through the umbilical

cord and not through his mouth. He couldn’t feel because his skin was always

touching the same liquid at the same temperature, and there was nothing to

compare it with. All feeling is comparing: we sense a sound because we can hear

silence, we love a good perfume because we can smell bad odours.

Hearing was the first sense to emerge with any clarity. Lig-Lig-Le was concretely

stimulated by his ears. He heard continuous rhythms, periodical sounds, aleatory

noises – his mother’s heartbeat and his own, blood pulsing through his veins,

gastric sounds, voices from outside. His first clear sensations were acoustic, sounds

he had to organise, to orchestrate; that is why music is the most archaic of 

the arts, the most deeply rooted: it comes from the womb. Music helps us to
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organise the world but not to understand it; it is a prehuman art, created before

our birth.

The other arts follow on after, as other senses are revealed. One month after birth

the baby starts to see, at first only shapes, then with more precision. But what can

we see, we adults? We see a continuous flow of images in motion. Which is why

we need the visual arts – to fix images, to immobilise them, which is impossible in

daily life. Photography, cinema and impressionism come later to immobilise not

only things caught in their movement, but the very fact of movement itself. These

arts see reality from the outside; dance, by contrast, penetrates movement and orga-

nises it, using sound to support this organisation. Dance is sound in flesh and blood.

These are the three artistic senses – hearing and sight, the main ones, and, between

actor and actor – and very occasionally from actor to audience – touch. The other

two – taste and smell – are concerned with practical aspects of animal life.

One bright, sunny day, Xua-Xua gave birth to a child, on the banks of the river.

Still Li-Peng watched, from behind a tree, taking no action, frightened.

This was pure magic. Xua-Xua looked at her child but could not understand. That

tiny little body was part of her body; it had been inside her, now it was outside her,

but undoubtedly it was she. Mother and child were one and the same; the evidence

was that the small body (part of her) wanted to come back, to join up with the big

body, by sucking her breast. So she could rest assured, she was both, both bodies

were she. Without doubt. From afar Li-Peng, the good spectator, observed.

Lig-Lig-Le grew up, learned to walk on his own two feet, to feed on things other

than the milk from the mother-body. And by the same measure he became more

independent; sometimes he would not obey the big body. Xua-Xua was terrified

– it was like telling one’s hands to pray and instead they start to box, or telling

one’s legs to sit and they walk away. A rebellion was taking place, led by a small

part of her – a small but precious part of her body. And she would look at herself-

mother and herself-baby; both of them were she, but one of her was playing tricks,

being naughty, disobeying. Li-Peng merely watched them (watching her-big and

her-small). He kept his distance, just looking.

One day, Xua-Xua was sleeping. Li-Peng was curious, because he could not

understand the relationship between Xua-Xua and her son, and he wanted to try

to establish his own relationship with the boy. So when the boy awoke before his

mother, Li-Peng attracted his attention, and the two of them went off together.

From the start Li-Peng knew that he and the boy were two different bodies: the

boy was ‘the other’ and not himself, not Li.

Li-Peng taught Lig-Lig-Le how to hunt and fish, and the boy was happy. When

Xua-Xua awoke and looked for her small body and could not find it, she was

unhappy. She cried and cried – because she had lost part of herself – and shouted
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and shouted, hoping her cries would be heard, but Li-Peng and the little boy had

gone away.

However, since they belonged to the same horde, a few days later Xua-Xua saw

them both, father and child. She wanted to get her baby-body back, but he refused,

for he was also happy with his father, who taught him things his mother didn’t

know.

Xua-Xua had to accept that the small body, even though it had been born inside

her – it was she! – was also somebody else, someone with his own needs and

desires. The refusal of Lig-Lig-Le to obey his mother made her aware that they

were two, not one; she did not want to stay with Li-Peng, whereas Lig-Lig-Le did

– each had made their own choice! Each had an opinion. Each had their own

feelings. They were different people, and she had to accept their difference to

enable dialogue to become possible!

This recognition forced her to identify herself: who was she? Who was her child?

Who was Li-Peng? Where were they? What would happen next time, if her belly

swelled again? Did she like Li-Peng as much now as she had done before? Would

she try other males, as he had tried other females? Would all males be as predatory

as Li-Peng? And what about she herself? Would she stay the same? What would

happen tomorrow? Xua-Xua looked for answers by looking at herself.

In this moment, theatre was discovered. The moment when Xua-Xua gave up

trying to recover her baby and keep him all for herself, accepted that he was

somebody else, and looked at herself, emptied of part of herself. At that moment

she was at one and the same time, actor and spectator. She was spect-actor. In

discovering theatre, the being became human.

This is theatre – the art of looking at ourselves.

Theatre of the Oppressed is theatre in this most archaic application of the word. In

this usage, all human beings are actors (they act!) and spectators (they observe!).

They are spect-actors.

This book is a systematisation of exercises (physical monologues), games

(physical dialogues) and techniques of Image Theatre, designed to be used both

by actors (those who make acting their profession or craft) and non-actors (that

is, everybody). Everybody acts. Everyone is an actor.

The theatrical language is the most essential human language. Everything that

actors do on stage, we do throughout our lives, always and everywhere. Actors

talk, move, dress to suit the setting, express ideas, reveal passions – just as we all

do in our daily lives. The only difference is that actors are conscious that they are

using the language of theatre, and are thus better able to turn it to their advantage,

whereas the woman and man in the street do not know that they are speaking
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theatre, just as Molière’s Monsieur Jourdain (Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme) was

unaware that he spoke prose.

Many of the games, exercises and techniques in this book are original, having

been completely invented; others were taken from well-known games and modi-

fied, the better to serve our purpose – i.e. the development in all of the capacity

to express ourselves through theatre. As some of the titles indicate, the exercises

have a wide range of origins. Some of the games are as old as Brueghel (vide his

painting ‘Children’s Games’), some are still in the making and some are still to be

invented.

As the most important element of theatre is the human body, this book is

concerned with physical movements and the relations between people and people,

and people and things, playing with such factors as distance, weight and volume.

None of the exercises or games should be done with violence, nor should any

cause pain; all should be done with pleasure and understanding. Nothing should

ever be done in a competitive manner – we try to be better than ourselves, not

better than others.

This book is not a recipe book. To clarify the intentions of Theatre of the

Oppressed (even though I stress that this book can be used equally by professional

and amateur actors, by teachers and therapists, in political or social activities and

research) I have included in it a chapter narrating many experiments undertaken

during the first few years of my time in Europe, from 1976 onwards.6 I have also

included a theoretical explanation of my method, and some information about

work I did at the Arena Theatre of São Paulo in Brazil, where I worked for fifteen

years at the start of my career.

This is the most up-to-date edition in any language of this book. I hope it will

be useful and entertaining; theatre should be happiness, it should help us learn

about ourselves and our times. We should know the world we live in, the better

to change it.

Theatre is a form of knowledge; it should and can also be a means of trans-

forming society. Theatre can help us build our future, instead of just waiting 

for it.
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Postscript

Actors and non-actors – we all are human, we all are artists, we all are
actors!

Wouldn’t it be wonderful to see a dance piece where in the first half the dancers

danced, and in the second they showed the audience how to dance? Wouldn’t it

be wonderful to see a musical where in the first half the actors sang, and in the

second we all sang together?

Imagine a theatre show in which we, the artists, would present our world view

in the first half, and in the second half the audience could create a new world,

invent their own future by trying out their own options.

Let us, we and they, create it first in the theatre, in fiction, to be better prepared

to create it outside afterwards, to extrapolate into our real life.

For me this is how magicians should be: first they should do their magic to

enchant us, then they should teach us their tricks. This is also how artists should

be – we should be creators and we should also teach the public how to be creators,

how to make art, so that we may all use that art together.

Artists are witnesses of their times: they should not impose on their public their

own view of society, their own understanding of human beings, or their own 

way to make decisions, but, after speaking their speech, having their say, giving

their testimony, delivering to us the product of their art and their craft, they should

help others to stimulate inside themselves the artists that lie within, under-

developed and timid as they may be, shy thoughts still unborn and fragmented,

the delicate sensibility that has been blunted.

This book is concerned with developing in everyone, professional actor and

non-actor alike, what everyone already has: theatre within. We all are theatre,

even if we don’t make theatre. All exercises, games and techniques in this book

can be practised by everyone – skilled professional actors should use the work to

go deeper into their possibilities, because theatre is their profession; non-actors

should go as far as they choose or feel able to go, because theatre is their vocation.

To give a sense of what I mean by this, I start with the story of a wonderful

performance given by non-performers, of wonderful acting done by non-actors.
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1 THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED IN EUROPE

Introduction

In the pages which follow, and later in the book, I give a brief account of some of

the experiments I carried out in the late 1970s in a number of European countries.

All these experiments were done in precarious conditions, with little time: two

weeks in Portugal, a week in Paris, two in Stockholm and five days in Godrano,

a small Sicilian village near Palermo.

In all of these places I was able only to explain the mechanics of the different

techniques, without ever being in a position to carry out an in-depth analysis.

Everywhere I tried to follow the same basic scheme.

First came two days’ work integrating the group, with exercises and games, and

discussions on the political and economic situation in Latin America, and on the

nature of the popular theatre which exists in some of our countries. These two

preliminary days were necessary because the groups with which I was working

were heterogeneous: in Paris, the actors came from several troupes (Aquarium,

La Grande Cuillère, Carmagnole, La Tempète); in Stockholm, they were actors

and spectators at the Scandinavian Skeppsholm Festival (Swedes, Norwegians,

Danes, immigrants); in Portugal, people from all backgrounds; and only in

Godrano actors who were all from the same group, i.e. the inhabitants of the

village.

Even if they had all been homogeneous groups, I believe that this introduction

would still have been necessary: actors must always work on their bodies to get

to know them better and to make them more expressive. The first two days’

exercises are those I describe in Chapter 2 of this book. When, afterwards, we

worked with the public, we would begin by asking them to do the same exercises,

in order not only to warm them up and help them shed their inhibitions, but also

to establish a form of theatrical communion with them.
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During the following two days, exercises and games would be linked together

and we would prepare Invisible and Forum Theatre7 scenes.

On the fifth day came the showing of the Invisible Theatre scenes and on the

sixth day the Forum Theatre presentation.

Contact with the audience in the Forum Theatre sessions was always established

following the same format: physical warm-up and disinhibition of the spect-actors

by means of games and exercises, then Image Theatre work, and finally the Forum

Theatre piece itself. The themes to be treated were always suggested by the group

or by the spect-actors; I myself never imposed, or even proposed, anything by way

of subject matter – if the intention is to create a theatre which liberates, then it is

vital to let those concerned put forward their own themes. And, as the preparation

time was short, we never managed to write whole plays, just short scenarios.

The Godrano experience: my first Forum Theatre 
in Europe or the ultimate spect-actor/protagonist!

Godrano is a little village in Sicily, 40 km from Palermo. There are many things

Godrano lacks: hotel, hospital, supermarket, cinema, theatre – there isn’t even a

petrol station or a newsagent’s. If you want a newspaper you have to go and buy

it at Villa Frati, which is a ten-minute drive away.

Among the few facilities which Godrano does have are a bar, a church, a 

public telephone, two butchers, two grocers, oh yes, and a posta carabinieri (police

station).

Godrano lies in a valley called Busambra, overlooked by a mountain of the same

name. Right in the middle of the mountain, there is a fissure, a precipice, into

which the local mafia – which holds sway over the whole region – used to throw

the bodies of the numerous workers and peasant leaders with whom they had

disagreements.

There have been many mafias. The first mafia, that of Salvatore Giuliano, was

a pre-revolutionary form of popular organisation. It was the people armed, the

people in revolt, and yet a people without ideology, without a strategy for taking

power. So it was defeated. Then the anti-people mafias emerged: the fish mafia

(on the coast) would buy an 11-kilo box of sardines for 1,000 lire and sell the

contents in the market at 600 lire a kilo. And anyone who got in the way 
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was given a warning: his house was burned down. If there was a second offence,

the definitive solution was applied: the fisherman would be thrown down the

Busambra precipice. There were also mafias in the civil construction industry,

vegetable mafias and animal fodder mafias.

Because Godrano is essentially a pastoral paese, the community numbers

amongst its inhabitants slightly less than 1,000 people and slightly more than 8,000

cows. Why so many cows? Why eight cows for each human being? Because the

European Common Market8 obliged Italy to buy its meat abroad. And the meat

one eats in Palermo (all of 40 km away) arrives by plane, when it could just as

easily come from Godrano on foot. Foreign cows feed the population of Palermo,

and the cows of Godrano live a long life, till they grow senile and die sclerotic.

And these aren’t even sacred cows, so they have no religious duties: all their time 

is free to contemplate the fields, no worries, no hurry.

Godrano used to have a population of over 2,000 people, but half had to

emigrate. They went to Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Argentina and Brazil;

they went wherever they had family, friends, or hope. But not one of these

emigrants ever stopped thinking of their little beloved paese.

Which is why house-building still goes on in Godrano: there are fewer and fewer

people and more and more houses – but one day the emigrants will return . . . so

they think.

Such was Godrano in 1977. A peaceful village. A profoundly unhappy village.

Silent even in summer.

Feminism in Godrano

Everyone in Godrano was unhappy, and among the unhappiest were the women

– and, among the women, the girls. Everyone was oppressed, but most oppressed

were the women who were married or soon to be married. In the afternoons I

used to walk around the village’s few streets, and in front of almost every house

I would see a woman sitting sewing. She would be preparing her trousseau or her

daughter’s. In these parts, the trousseau is called the corredo and the corredo is an

Italian national institution. But in Sicily this institution is even more awful and

alienating than it is in the rest of the Italian nation.

For example, I was told that it used to be perfectly normal – and even today is

quite common – for the bridegroom’s family, before the marriage, to meet the
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bride’s family for what is known as ‘the valuation’. When father, mother, uncles

and aunts, sisters and brothers, and, sometimes, friends of the family, are gathered

for the occasion, the bride’s family start displaying the contents of the corredo.

‘This cloth cost 20,000 lire.’ 

‘That’s impossible, it’s worth far less. I’ve seen the same stuff in Paoletti’s but much

better quality and half the price.’

‘Well, that’s what it cost –.’

So the argument goes till a rough figure can be agreed, then on to the next items,

and in this fashion, in front of the assembled company, they parade the bridal

nightgown, handkerchiefs, sheets, towels, carpets, even lampshades.

When general agreement has been reached, the whole lot is duly set down on

a list, with two copies made, one for each family. From then on, for however many

weeks till the marriage is due, the components of the corredo remain on display:

viewing is open to all friends and family.

The groom is not required to present a corredo. Which means, translated into

simple arithmetic: 1 bride + 1 trousseau = 1 bridegroom.

There’s equality for you.

Another ‘detail’ – the bride absolutely must be a virgin. Until recently (some

say even to this day), in many places in Sicily it was the custom, the morning after

the nuptial night, for the man to hang out the bloodstained sheet so that everyone

could see that the bride had been a virgin; no one asked if the groom was a virgin

or not.

Now, almost everywhere, local customs are moving forward, but they are still

terribly anti-women. For example, at four in the morning the whole family bursts

into the newlyweds’ bedroom to bring them . . . breakfast. And while they’re at

it they take the opportunity to catch up on the latest news; so, did it all go all right?

Did they acquit themselves well?

The police again

Two Palermo newspapers published interviews with me. Immediately, the head

of the carabinieri at Palermo telephoned the ‘brigadier’ at Godrano to ask why he

had not detected the presence of a ‘foreigner’. The carabinieri then showed great

vigilance in tracking our every movement. And when they became aware that 

we were planning to do a show in the main square, they decided to ban it. There

were lots of comings and goings, one step forward, two steps backward, many

discussions. Finally they decided to allow the show if an authorisation came 
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from Palermo – which would entail at least three days’ worth of bureaucratic

transactions. And there was a further difficulty: the show we were doing had no

script on which we could be judged.

The chief of the carabinieri came to see us mounted on his mule and accom-

panied by his entire squad (of two), on their bicyles. He repeated his objections:

‘When all is said and done, this man is a foreigner; and let’s face it, foreigners can

cause social unrest. Who knows what sort of ideas they have over there – and

who’s to say this foreigner won’t harm the citizens of Godrano by showing them

these ideas?’

My hosts gave a detailed explanation of the theory of the Theatre of the

Oppressed and the policemen listened attentively. It was explained to them that

I was not in the least interested in the importation of foreign ideas; all I brought

with me was a new way of doing theatre. As for ideas, it was the inhabitants of

Godrano who would be supplying them, not me.

‘You mean to say that it will be the local people themselves who will be expressing

themselves through this Forum Theatre? You mean these people are going to say

what they think, say whatever they like, they’re going to “practise the actions they

think necessary to liberate themselves”?’

‘Yes.’

‘The people themselves?’ shouted the brigadier who wanted to be heard on the

other side of the Bussambra Valley.

‘Exactly.’

I have to acknowledge that at this point the policeman had a rare moment of

lucidity:

‘Then it’s even more subversive than I thought and much more dangerous. People

should have ears but no mouth! It’s absolutely out of the question. Good day,

gentlemen’ – and off he went again on his mule.

The only solution was to talk to the Sindaco (the leader of the council and the

mayor rolled into one). I was not keen to ask him, because one of our plays dealt

explicitly with the economic hardship the Sindaco had caused, by not allowing the

peasants to organise their own cooperative to trade their meat elsewhere. But my

friends insisted that we should not give up prematurely – we should at least talk

to this mayor. So we went to meet the man. In the name of culture and freedom

of speech, the Sindaco decided to take full responsibility and we got back to work. 

He added that instead of going to Palermo at the weekend, as was his wont, he

would stay to watch the play. I ventured that the play was not so important –  

he would do better to go and take a break in Palermo – but he insisted on attending
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the performance, proud as Punch that his village could now boast an avant-garde

theatre, surpassing Villa Frati in terms of Art with a capital A – so he said.

The oppressed and the oppressors

Come the Saturday, we were all in the square. The whole town had got to know

about the show: many took part, others were happy just watching, still others

watched from a distance, from their window or their doorstep.

It was a wonderful experiment for a number of reasons. Apart from anything

else, this was the first time in my experience that Forum Theatre was being done

with an audience composed of oppressed and oppressors at one and the same time.

In Latin America and in Europe, I had done lots of Forum Theatre,7 but always

with the oppressed. At Godrano the adversaries were face to face.

The family

First we did a few exercises and games, not only to warm up actors and audience

but to create an atmosphere of joy, a sort of ‘artistic communion’. Then we started

the first scene, which was based on a real event and featured real people from the

village, using their real names.

First action

Giuseppina, a young woman of 20, wants to go out after supper. She asks her

mother’s permission. The latter answers that it is up to the father. Giuseppina 

says that one of her brothers will accompany her. The two women prepare 

supper.

Second action

The father arrives in a foul mood with everything and everyone – the increase in

the cost of living, his wife who isn’t bringing his children up right, the children

who are all good-for-nothings, the cooperative they were trying to set up and

which was making no progress. Enter the sons. Towards Giuseppina each practises

a different species of oppression. The first, the violent one, is of the opinion 

that a woman’s place is in the home, and that the stupider and more ignorant 

she is, the better she is placed to carry out her feminine tasks, whether at the

dinner table or in bed. The second, who is younger, does his best to tell on all his

sister’s misdemeanours, however small: she looked at next-door’s son, etc. As for
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the third, he plays the nice guy: he will accompany his sister as long as she behaves

as he thinks fit. Giuseppina asks if she can go out that evening, but it so happens

they are all busy: one is going to play football, another is going to play cards and

the third has to do his homework.

Third action

The father forbids his daughter from going for a walk. The three brothers go and

do what they want, because they’re men, even if two of them are younger than

her. Giuseppina gets back to the washing-up, because she is a woman.

The forum

Immediately after the presentation of the play, the ‘model’ which was to be 

the starting point of the forum, there were some very masculine reactions in the

audience. Two husbands ordered their wives to get up and go home. The two

women refused and stayed to the end. They didn’t dare come on stage, but they

were brave enough to stay, against their husbands’ wishes.

Other men started to say that this was not a serious problem and that we should

be discussing more serious matters, such as the price of bricks and mortar. The

women protested, saying that as far as they were concerned, this was a very serious

matter.

Then the forum began, around the supper table, right in the middle of the stage.

Three young women decided to replace Giuseppina and tried to break the oppres-

sion. But the oppressors were well coached and on every occasion the women

eventually found themselves back at the washing-up. They managed to say just

about everything they wanted to say, but in the end they were still beaten. Then

a fourth young woman came along, to show what was for her the only solution:

force. Going against the paternal will, she went out for her walk after he had gone

to sleep; and the audience accepted this as a solution. The Sindaco, who had no

daughter of his own, was enchanted with this new form of theatre, this outburst

of creativity.

Then the second part of the forum started – the spectators were now encouraged

to take the place of other characters as well, to show actors and audience new

forms of oppression – in the naïveté (in the best sense of the word) of their acting,

unaware of the power theatre had to lay bare their true feelings and ideologies in

their acting, the oppressors–interveners would show their real ideology, feelings

and desires. Immediately a corpulent man appeared and played out his solution:

he ordered his children out of his house and in the end threw his wife out too,

saying: ‘Yes, you too, go and find your boyfriend!’
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His words revealed the reactionary thinking which lay at the root of his

behaviour: if the girl had committed ‘a sin’, it was because the mother was a putana

(whore). The women vigorously challenged this.

At the end of the ‘forum’ of this scene, one of the young women spect-actors

commented:

‘We have dared to say things here, in the main square, in front of everybody,

which we sometimes don’t dare say at home. But for our parents the opposite has

been true: things they say over and over at home, they haven’t had the guts to

say once here, in front of other people.’

This transplanting of the dining room to the middle of the street had other effects

as well. There was another important moment when a young man took the place

of the protagonist. We were then able to make the following observation: when

a young woman took Giuseppina’s place, she immediately excited a feeling of

identification, which was experienced by all the other young women present. By

contrast, with the young man’s performance, there was no identification. The

young women watched him, but didn’t identify themselves with him.

What are the practical consequences of this non-identification? The male 

actor (even if he was a spectator at the beginning) was still, as far as the women

were concerned, a male actor; the woman spect-actor on the other hand was one

of them, a woman on stage, standing there in the name of other women. The male

actor, played in Giuseppina’s place, but not in her name.

It clearly follows that when an actor carries out an act of liberation in a normal

play where intervention by the audience is not allowed, he or she does it in place

of the spectator, which event is thus, for the audience, a catharsis. But when a

spect-actor occupies the stage and carries out the same act there, he or she does it

in the name of all the other spectators, because they know that, if they don’t agree,

they themselves can invade the stage and show their opinion – and the event is

thus for them not a catharsis but a dynamisation.

It is not enough for a theatre to avoid catharsis – what is needed is theatre which

produces dynamisation. We should depart from the theatre galvanised with our

desire and our decision to bring about change on that which is unfair and oppressive.

In the end, even if the men weren’t as happy as they might be, the women,

well, the women were overjoyed. The next day, when we asked Giuseppina’s

mother how she liked the show, she answered:

‘I thought it was sensational. And all my friends admired my daughter’s perfor-

mance. They told me that it’s just the same in their homes. The problems are the

same. And one of my friends said that we should look for the solutions together.’
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The cooperative: the character assumes his own role and 
seeks to refute the actor

The second show we prepared contained an extraordinary element – an actor was

playing the part of a character who was present in the audience: the Sindaco!

This came about in the following way: at Godrano, the shepherds had wanted

to form a cooperative so that together they could find an answer to the problem

of the lack of markets for their flocks. They accused the Sindaco of not helping

them, even of actively impeding the cooperative in the pursuit of its goal. They

prepared and performed the scene themselves. I only made suggestions about the

form of their play, not its content.

First action

Three members of the cooperative argue about the role of the Sindaco, and decide

to broach the subject with him in order to demand certain measures which they

deem essential. Everyone agrees.

Second action

Enter the Sindaco in the company of a presiding judge. The former explains that

he has chosen this person as a companion on account of his great knowledge 

of the subject. The three partners protest, declaring that any judge presiding in

this case should be an inhabitant of Godrano, someone better acquainted with the

problems, rather than an outsider who knows nothing of them. The Sindaco

maintains his position and ends up imposing his will.

Third action

The presiding judge reveals his plan, proposing that the base of the cooperative

should be located somewhere other than the paese, where conditions are not ideal.

Once again the partners protest, but they are beaten by the cunning arguments

fielded by the Sindaco and the judge.

Fourth action

The Sindaco insists on getting the signatures of the three partners on a document

he needs for his official procedures. At first the partners refuse, but they end up

giving in.
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The forum

By the time the forum element of the show started, tension was high. The

‘accused’ was there, in the audience, and while the actor–Sindaco was speaking,

the audience could watch the Sindaco–Sindaco’s face. The latter smiled and tried to

treat the whole thing as a joke; but the spect-actors were deadly serious. The

Sindaco asked me who this character was, and I answered that he was no-one in

particular, a symbolic Sindaco rather than a real Sindaco. He did not believe me:

‘Symbolic . . . I see . . .’ . And nor did I. When anyone shouted ‘Stop!’, the actor

would be replaced and the next spect-actor would give his version of the facts 

and of the behaviour of the authorities present. With tears in his eyes, one of the

spect-actors cried out that if the cooperative had been in existence, and had been

as effective as it had the potential to be, he wouldn’t be in the position he currently

found himself in, i.e. being forced to emigrate to Germany. Another launched a

tirade exposing the benefits the Sindaco gained from the non-functioning of the

cooperative. Another proposed – still from within the frame of the theatrical action

– that the Sindaco be excluded from the cooperative. And the Sindaco was right

there, listening to everything, drily swallowing all the accusations and preparing

his response.

Then came the inevitable moment. The Sindaco himself very nervously shouted

‘Stop!’ and took the place of the actor playing his part. This happened in Sicily,

birthplace of Pirandello9 – but the motivation for this collision of character and

reality, this dissolving of theatrical boundaries, was here very different from that

which animated the author of Six Characters in Search of an Author. There was

nothing metaphysical about it; it was as concrete as can be. The motivation here

was political; the polis10 was there in the square to discuss the acts of its govern-

ment, to challenge its government, to attack it.

We experienced a bewildering event; the Sindaco entered into the theatrical

game, but immediately tried to transform it into a game he knew better, the

parliamentary game.

‘Good, now let’s talk seriously. Up to now you have been doing theatre, you’ve

been playing around with serious issues. Now we are going to talk seriously.’

What did the Sindaco want? He simply wanted to play his game. In local politics,

it was up to him to call on whomever he wanted to speak when he wanted; he
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led the process, and interrupted or modified it as he wished, and no one dared

oppose him. He had been esconced in this position for the past seventeen years.

However, in the game of Forum, theatrical democracy came into play; here any

spect-actor could shout ‘Stop!’ and shut him up. The peasants understood this and

one of them said:

‘No, we are not going to talk seriously, we are going to talk theatre!’

In this game, all the players were equal. And the Sindaco did not enjoy this

democracy. Because whenever he started to say something which wasn’t true,

immediately he would hear a shout of ‘Stop!’ and someone would take the stage

to contradict him, revealing opposing evidence and fielding the counter-argument.

Anyone could do it – this was theatrical democracy. Anyone. A far-from-stupid

adolescent girl was one of the most vociferous; she protested the most, she was

the most forthright in her condemnation of the Sindaco, right there in the middle

of the main square, in front of everybody. She talked so much and so often that

she provoked the following exchange:

‘Madam, remove your daughter and ask her to shut up and stop accusing the

Sindaco, because if she says one word more, she will never find a husband in

Godrano!’

The mother answered:

‘So what? She can just as easily get married in Palermo! I will pay the bus fare . . . .’

The Sindaco continued to try his utmost to have this theatrical game replaced by

his favoured local politics game, but at every juncture he would hear the same

cry: ‘Stop!’ Finally he blew his top and screamed: 

‘It’s my cooperative, if you want to run it, set up another one.’

Clearly this was impossible.

The show had begun at nine in the evening and at two in the morning there

were still lots of people on the square deep in discussion. The Forum Theatre

turned into the forum, pure and simple. At great length. Right through till the

following day. Even reaching other paesi at Villa Frati and Mizzoiuzzo, because

the villagers from there who had come to see the show wanted to take the idea

of Forum Theatre back with them, so that the problems of the people would be

discussed there too. In the square, in the ‘forum’.

In Forum Theatre at no time should an idea be imposed. Forum Theatre does

not preach, it is not dogmatic, it does not seek to manipulate people. At best, it

liberates the spect-actors. At best, it stimulates them. At best, it transforms them

into actors. Actor – he or she who acts.
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2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE ACTOR’S WORK

The primacy of emotion

In 1956, at a very tender age, I started working at the Arena Theatre of São Paulo,

of which I was the artistic director until I had to leave Brazil in 1971. At this time,

the Brazilian theatre was completely dominated by Italian directors, who used to

impose pre-established forms on every play performed. On stage we used to hear

Portuguese spoken with an Italian accent. To fight against this, in concert with

the actors, we created an Acting Laboratory in which we set about a methodical

study of the works of Stanislavski. Our first (and only!) guiding precept, at that

time, was that emotion took precedence over all else and should be given a free

rein to shape the final form of the actor’s interpretation of a role.

But how can emotions ‘freely’ manifest themselves throughout an actor’s 

body, if that very instrument (the body) is mechanised, automated in its muscle

structures and insensible to 70 per cent of its possibilities? A newly discovered

emotion runs the risk of being petrified (in the literal sense) by the mechanised

patterns of the actor’s behaviour; the emotion may be blocked by a body already

hardened by habit into a certain set of actions and reactions.

How does this mechanisation of the actor’s body come about? By repetition.

The senses have an enormous capacity for registering, selecting and hierarchising

sensations. The eye, for example, can pick up an infinite variety of colours,

whatever the object of its attention: a road, a room, a picture, an animal. There

are thousands of greens, different shades all perfectly perceptible to the human

eye. The same capacity applies to hearing and sounds, and to the other senses and

their sensations. A person driving a car receives an infinity of sensations as the

world streams past. Riding a bicycle involves an extremely complicated structure

of muscular movements and tactile sensations, but the senses select the most

important stimuli for this activity and the most appropriate muscular organisations.
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Every human activity, from the very simplest – walking, for instance – is an

extremely complicated operation, which is possible only because the senses are

capable of selection; even though they pick up all sensations, they present them

to the consciousness according to a definite hierarchy, and this filtering process is

repeated over and over again in our lives.

This becomes even more evident when a person leaves their habitual environ-

ment and visits an unknown town or country; the people dress differently, speak

with another rhythm, the noises and the colours aren’t the same, the faces are

differently shaped. Everything seems wonderful, unexpected, fantastic. But after

a few days, the senses once again learn to select and the routine starts anew. 

Let us imagine what happens when a member of a forest-dwelling member of an

indigenous South American tribe comes to town or when a city-dweller gets lost

in the forest. For the indigenous tribe member the noises of the forest are perfectly

natural, his senses are used to selecting from them: he can fix his bearings by the

noise of the wind in the trees, by the brightness of the sun through the leaves. By

contrast, what is natural and routine to us city-dwellers can drive the Indian mad,

incapable as he is of selecting from the sensations produced by a big city. The same

thing would happen to us if we got lost in virgin forest.

This process of selection and structuration results in mechanisation because

when confronted with similar circumstances the senses always select in the same

way.

When we began our exercises, we had not yet considered social masks; at that

time we were considering mechanisation in its purely physical form, i.e. by always

carrying out the same movements, each person mechanises their body to execute

these movements as efficiently as possible, thus denying themselves the possibility

of original action every time the opportunity arises. The worker becomes an exten-

sion of the machine.

Wrinkles appear because the repetition of particular muscle constructions

eventually leaves its mark on the face.

What is a sectarian but a person – of the left or right – who has mechanised all

their thoughts and responses?

Like all human beings, the actor acts and reacts in a repetitive way For this

reason, we must start with the ‘de-mechanisation’, the retuning (or detuning) of

the actor, so that he may be able to take on the mechanisations of the character

he is going to play. He must relearn to perceive emotions and sensations he has

lost the habit of recognising. 

In the first phase of our work, we did sensory exercises, roughly following

Stanislavski’s guidelines. A few examples follow.
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Muscular exercises

The actors relax all the muscles in their bodies and focus their attention on each

individual muscle. Then they take a few steps, bend down and pick up an object

(anything), doing the whole thing very slowly and trying to feel and remember

all the muscular structures which intervene in the accomplishment of these

movements.

They then repeat exactly the same action, but this time mentally, without the

object – pretending to pick it up from the ground and trying to remember all 

the contractions and relaxations of muscle which occurred when they did it 

in reality. The object can be varied (a key, a chair, a sock) or the exercise can be

complicated – for instance, dress and undress, first with, and then without clothes.

Or ride a bicycle sans bicycle, lying on your back with arms and legs in the air.

The most important thing is that the actors become aware of their muscles 

and of the enormous variety of movements they could make. Other exercises: 

walk like so-and-so, laugh like such-and-such a person, etc. The goal is not exact

imitation, but an understanding, from the inside, of the mechanics of each

movement. What causes so-and-so to walk in that particular way?

Sensory exercises

The actors swallow a spoonful of honey, followed by a pinch of salt, and then 

a pinch of sugar. Then they enact the same thing without the original stimuli.

They must try to recall the tastes, actually experience them again, and physically

manifest all the reactions which accompany the absorption of honey, salt, sugar,

etc. This exercise is not about mimicry (smiles for honey, grimaces for the salt

etc.), but rather about genuinely experiencing the same sensations ‘from memory’.

The same can be done with smells.

Another example: we would put on some music and a number of actors would

listen carefully to the melody, the rhythm, the tempo. Then, all together, they

would try to ‘hear’ the same music, mentally, with the same rhythm and the same

tempo, but without the music. At my signal, they had to sing the bit they were in

the middle of ‘listening to’ mentally – if it coincided, it showed how carefully they

had concentrated originally and the precision of their recall.
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Memory exercises

We did easy versions of these every day. Before going to sleep, each of us would

try to remember minutely and chronologically all that had happened during the

day, with the maximum detail – colours, faces, weather, everything – revisualising

almost photographically all that we had seen, rehearing all we had heard. On top

of this, on their arrival at the theatre actors would often be asked what had

happened in their lives since the previous day – and they then had to deliver a

detailed account to the rest of the group. The exercise became more interesting

when several actors had taken part in the same event – a festival, a reunion, a

show, a play, a football match. The versions would be compared, and, when 

there were differences, we would endeavour to arrive at an objective version 

of the facts or try to understand the reasons for the differences in the accounts.

The memory exercises could also deal with a much more distant past; for example,

each actor might be asked for a detailed run-down of their marriage day, who 

was there, what music was played, what there was to eat, how the house looked,

etc. Or the burial of a friend. Or the day Brazil lost the World Cup, in 1950, 

at Maracana, playing against Uruguay – what radio station did you follow the

match on? Or were you there? Did people cry? How did you sleep that night? 

Did you dream? What dreams? And so on. In memory exercises the important

thing is to have lots of concrete details. Equally it is vital that this exercise is

practised with absolute regularity, as a daily routine, preferably at a particular 

time of day. The point of this is not only to develop the memory, but also to

enhance awareness; when everyone knows that they have to remember every-

thing they see, hear and feel, their powers of attention, concentration and analysis

develop.

Imagination exercises

We did many of these, of the kind described later (e.g. ‘The dark room’, ‘Change

the story’, see p. 219).

Emotion exercises

There is a wall between what the actor feels and the final form which expresses

it. This wall is formed by the actor’s own mechanisms. The actor feels Hamlet’s

emotions and yet, involuntarily, he will express Hamlet’s emotions in his own
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way: with his own physiognomy, his own tone of voice, etc. But the actor 

could also be in a position to choose, out of a thousand ways of smiling, the one

which, in his view, would be Hamlet’s; or out of a thousand ways of getting 

angry, the one which, in his view, would be Hamlet’s way. To make this choice

possible, one has to start by destroying the wall of mechanisms, which is the actor’s

‘mask’. The bourgeois theatre of São Paulo by contrast used to reinforce the

mannerisms and automatisms of each actor (their ‘trademarks’) and onto these

the characters would be glued. The ‘stars’ would always play themselves – the

‘stars’.

We wanted the converse – we wanted the actors to start by nullifying all 

their personal characteristics in order to let those of the character flower. These

exercises were intended to abolish the so-called ‘personality’ of the actor – his

mould, his pattern – and assist the birth of the ‘personality’ of the character and

its mould or pattern. But how does one arrive at this new mould?

The starting point was to feel the character’s emotions genuinely, so that these

emotions would then find, in the relaxed body of the actor, the most adequate

and efficient way of ‘transmitting’ themselves to the audience, so that the specta-

tors might also feel them. At that time, this was enough for us.

Emotion exercises became routine at the Arena Theatre: the actors exercised

anywhere and everywhere, on stage, in the office, on the street, in restaurants.

Every day, each actor used to do at least two or three such workshop exercises.

What’s more, emotion exercises are fascinating to do and to watch. At a certain

point during our evolution as a theatre company, we gave a quite disproportionate

degree of importance to emotion (as yet, the importance of ideas was not so clear

to us).

From 1960 onwards, Stanislavski began to be widely used by other Brazilian

theatre groups. There were sometimes curious situations and questionable expla-

nations of Stanislavskian instructions on the ‘emotion memory’. I remember one

occasion, at Bahia, in a university theatre, when a North American director 

was invited to teach Stanislavski and mount a production using Stanislavskian

techniques. He chose Tennessee Williams’s A Streetcar Named Desire. The rehearsals

were already well advanced when the director decided to do some ‘laboratory’

work on Stella’s scene with Blanche DuBois the day after the terrible fight between

the two of them and Stanley Kowalski. They couldn’t find any way into the scene.

They rehearsed and rehearsed, they changed everything, they improvised. But it

was impossible, they made no progress – whenever it came to running the scene,

it was still completely lacking in conviction. Finally the director decided to resort

to emotion memory improvisations. And once again, it was fruitless. The director

then explained to the actress playing Stella:
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‘You see, the problem is this: Stella has fought tooth and nail with her husband

to protect her sister. But when he starts crying, she is astonished at this display of

vulnerability; he takes her in his arms, carries her into the bedroom, they make

love all night long, a wild night of passion, and then she falls asleep. . . . Right, so

the scene we are dealing with begins the next morning. She wakes up after this

marvellous night of sex, obviously she’s a little tired, but she is content, she smiles

all the time, she is happy. This is a happy woman. And it is precisely that quality

that I am unable to detect in your performance. Let’s try something – an emotion

memory exercise. Try to recall the most beautiful night of your life, a night of

torrid sex – that is what is missing from the scene.’

The poor girl hesitated for a moment before admitting: ‘I am a virgin, sir.’

No one knew what to say. It appeared that in a case like this Stanislavski’s

emotion memory technique was unusable. Then an actor made a suggestion:

‘It doesn’t matter. She can remember something else which made her immensely

happy . . . and then afterwards she can transfer the emotion. . . . It’s worth a try.’

The director took up the actor’s suggestion, the exercise was done, and the scene

went incredibly well. There was general joy and excitement; the girl was asked

how she had done it, how she had managed to achieve a look at once so sensual,

so happy, so alluring. She answered truthfully:

‘Well, in the bit where we were talking about sex and how wonderful Stanley was

in bed, I was remembering one sunny afternoon when I ate three ice creams on

the trot, under a coconut tree on Itapoã beach.’

Cases of such extreme ‘transference’11 are not rare, because no actor has

experienced exactly the same incidents as those in the life of the character, only

approximate or analogical situations. So it is absolutely inevitable that there should

be different degrees of transference. People remember emotions that they have

felt at a particular moment, in particular circumstances which they alone have

lived through and which are similar to their character’s circumstances. These are

absolutely unique circumstances which must be transferred and modified in order

to match the character’s emotions. I have never killed anyone, but I have felt the

desire to do so; I try to remember the desire that I had and I transfer that desire
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to Hamlet when he kills his uncle. Some degree of this type of transference of

emotion is inevitable in every actor’s performance, but I do not believe it should

go as far as in the case reported by Robert Lewis:12 a well-known actor used to

make his audience cry out in horror, when, in a scene of great pathos, he used 

to get out his revolver and point it at his temple, finger on the trigger, ready to

shoot, as he pondered aloud the futility of his existence. The actor’s performance

was absolutely overwhelming, even to the point that he himself was over-

whelmed; the audience cried when they saw him cry, they sobbed when they

heard his sobbing. When Lewis asked him how he had achieved such an impact,

such an overflowing of emotion, such a traumatic effect both on the audience and

on himself, the actor answered:

‘Emotion memory, my friend. Haven’t you read your Stanislavski? It’s all in there.’

‘Uh, right’ said Lewis, ‘So there was this time in your life when you wanted to kill

yourself, you use the emotion memory technique, and then you are there. . . .

Am I right?’

‘Me, want to kill myself? I love life, my friend. Far from it.’

‘So?’

‘It goes like this: when I point the revolver at myself, I have to think of something

sad, a terrible threat hanging over me. Fine. That’s what I do. You remember how

I always raise my eyes to the ceiling when I’m aiming? That’s the key. I think back

to one winter when I was poor and lived in a house with no heating or electricity,

and whenever I took a bath or a shower, the water was ice cold. When I raise the

revolver to my head, I lift my eyes towards the shower head and I think of 

the cold water about to gush down on my body. . . . Oh my friend, how I suffer,

how the tears well up in my eyes!’

In spite of such excesses, emotion memory exercises can be effective and useful,

especially in the different versions of the ‘Breaking the oppression’ exercises which

will be explained later (p. 220).

Rationalising emotion

But an intense emotion memory exercise, or for that matter any emotion exercise,

can be very dangerous unless one afterwards ‘rationalises’ what has happened.
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Actors discover things when they take the risk of experiencing emotions. (There

are extreme cases – one well-known actor let herself get so carried away by her

emotion in the role of Blanche DuBois, that she ended up in a mental hospital.)

Which doesn’t mean to say that we should dismiss emotion exercises; on the

contrary, they must be done, but with the aim of ‘understanding’ the experience,

not simply feeling it. We must know why a person is moved, what is the nature

of this emotion, what its causes are – not limit ourselves simply to the how. We

want to experience phenomena, but above all we want to know the laws which

govern these phenomena. And that is the role of art – not only to show how the

world is, but also why it is thus and how it can be transformed. I hope no one can

be satisfied with the world as it is – we have to change it.

The rationalisation of emotion does not take place solely after the emotion has

disappeared; it is immanent in the emotion, it also takes place in the course of an

emotion. There is a simultaneity of feeling and thinking.

Let me give an example from my own life. I experienced one of the strongest

emotions of my life when my father died. During the vigil, the burial and the

seventh-day mass, at the same time as being deeply and truly moved, I never

stopped seeing and analysing the strange things to be found in these rituals of

death. I remember that the coffin flowers were changed coldly and dispassionately,

‘so the coffin will look prettier’ so the man said. I also remember the faces of people

offering their condolences to us, each face projecting its owner’s greater or lesser

affection for us, for the family. I remember the tired expression on the face of 

the priest, who was perhaps on his fourth or fifth burial of the day. I remember

everything, because I analysed everything as it was happening, without for all that

being any the less upset.

I give this example from my own life, but the same happens or can happen 

to everyone. Perhaps it is a more frequent occurrence with writers, analysts by

trade. Dostoyevski is an extraordinary example. In The Idiot, the author describes

the protagonist’s epileptic fits with an incredible perfection and wealth of detail.

Dostoyevski was himself epileptic and apparently managed to retain, during his

fits, sufficient lucidity and objectivity to remember his emotions and sensations,

and to be capable of describing them afterwards. 

In this case, the author described his emotions after having felt them. But the

case of Proust is even more extraordinary, even more fantastic, and no less real;

when he sensed that he was dying, he dictated to his housekeeper notes about

the death of a writer – himself! – to amend the description of the death of Bergotte

in La Prisonnière, the fifth part of his long novel, À la recherche du temps perdu. And

he retained sufficient detachment to tell her where these lines should be inserted

in subsequent editions. Now that he was actually dying, he corrected the fictional
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death he had previously depicted. And when he had finished describing the

writer’s agony, he died – his book was over.

It matters little whether there is genuine simultaneity here or rapid inter-

mittence of reason and emotion. The important thing is to point out the mistake

and correct the actor, for whom the essential thing is ‘to be moved’. When an

actor shows himself to be incapable of feeling a true emotion during rehearsals,

there is little doubt that he is on the wrong track. But an actor who loses control

is also wide of the mark. Very often loss of control is false, is pure exhibitionism.

A certain actor became famous for the violence with which he played Othello, it

was terribly moving . . . and dangerous. When he felt ‘possessed’ by the character,

sometimes he genuinely felt like killing Desdemona. On more than one occasion,

the curtain had to be brought down. People were impressed by the wonderful

emotive power of this actor. By contrast, my own feeling is that he should have

been reported to the actors’ union or the police.

Thus we must be absolutely clear that emotion per se, disordered and chaotic,

is worth nothing. The important thing about emotion is what it signifies. We

cannot talk about emotion without reason or, conversely, about reason without

emotion: the former is chaos, the latter pure abstraction. This is what marks the

difference between what we term ‘dramatic action’ and mere physical activity:

slamming a door can be dramatic action if it has a precise meaning, a reason, an

idea; without this, it is merely physical activity.

À la recherche du temps perdu

I have spoken of Proust, and this is a good time to develop another concept 

which was very useful in this period of our work and which connects up with

Stanislavskian empathic theatre: the Proustian concept of ‘la recherche du temps

perdu’ (literally, ‘the pursuit of lost time’, usually translated in English as ‘remem-

brance of things past’). For Proust, the only way we can rediscover time we 

have lost – in life – is through memory. According to him, while we are living 

an experience, we are incapable of fully or deeply apprehending it, since each

experience is subject to a thousand and one imponderable circumstances. Our

own subjectivity is the slave of reality’s objectivity. If we love a woman, the love

affair is so filled with small incidents, tastes, smells, sounds, sights, touchings,

thoughts, that we cannot enjoy it and live it intensely, unless, in the act of

remembering, our memory re-creates this love affair for us. In objective reality,

love is commingled with such secondary details as a late bus, a painful meeting,

lack of money, misunderstandings, etc. But when, via memory, we rediscover the
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episode lived through, we can purify this love by eliminating all that was not

essential. And thus we rediscover the time we have lost by living it again . . . in

our memory.13

According to Proust, this applies not only to a past love, but to all lived

experience. One of his characters, Swann, believes he is utterly, madly, in love;

he suffers all the horrors of amorous incomprehension right up to and including

separation. Years pass, and one day he finds himself back with his ex-love; this

gives him a shock. He tries to remember everything that had happened to them,

he ‘orders’ his past experience, he subjectively re-views all its elements and he

ends up asking himself: ‘How was I able to bear her for so many years? Hers is not

even my kind of beauty . . . .’

Proust allows subjectivity complete freedom to order the past, to organise lived

experiences, carefully stripped of what we might call life. In this sense, Proust is

very close to Stanislavskian theatre, which, to a certain extent, is also ‘memory’

– but in the present, here and now! Every time an actor plays a character, he or

she plays it for the first and last time. Like we play every minute of our own lives.

There is much Proust in Stanislavski and vice versa. During rehearsals, the 

actor must be allowed time and space to retrieve his ‘lost time’, with the help of

exercises (especially the emotion memory exercises), and subjectively to order his

character’s experience. However, the actor may then run the risk of moving away

from the live experience, i.e. the scene and the conflicts with other characters,

which, in theatre, must be staged in the present tense, not as recollections from

the past. Theatre is a conflict between or among characters confronting one

another, always in the here and now. So memory is important, but only when it

is transported to the present – when memory becomes the present, when ‘I have

felt’ becomes ‘I am feeling again’. In theatre, to remember is to live again, with

the same or even greater intensity, with the same or even broader and deeper

knowledge of what has happened, how and why.

I have worked with an actor who had such a rich imagination that he also

imagined how the other characters should be, and, in his stage relationships with

them, he treated them as he saw them in his imagination and not as the actors

were playing them on the stage. This hypertrophy of subjectivity could be seen in

some of the actors who came out of the Actors’ Studio14 in the 1950s and 1960s
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(though obviously not in the Brandos and Deans of this world). They thought so

much, they conjured up so much imaginary background for every phrase – every

word even – they said, that their performances became incredibly slow, stuffed

full as they were of secondary actions and activities. No one would answer a

question without first stroking their glass, scratching their head, taking a deep

breath, clearing their throat, twisting their back, glancing to one side, knitting

their brow – before finally delivering a yes or a no. When taken to the extreme,

this kind of acting, over-burdened with motivations, even had the effect of

changing the style of a piece, moving from realism to expressionism. The real time

was the character’s subjective time and not the objective time of the characters’

interrelations. Their acting tended to expressionism – duration was what was

important, not time.

Thus it is important to understand that the actor’s creation must also be,

fundamentally, the creation of interrelations with the other actors. In the past at

the Arena, we used to construct great reservoirs of emotion – deep, still, emotional

reservoirs; but empathy, the emotional liaison of character and spectator, is

necessarily dynamic, it involves movement, flow. An excess of Proustianism and

subjectivity can lead to the breakdown of relations between the characters 

and the creation of isolated pools of emotion. However, our aim is not to exhibit

static emotions, but to create rivers in flux, to create a dynamic. Theatre is conflict,

struggle, movement, transformation, not simply the exhibition of states of mind.

It is a verb, not an adjective. To act is to produce an action, and every action produces

a reaction – conflict.

Thus we began to attribute greater importance to conflict as a source of

theatricality, to the dialectical emotion. And we became aware that dialectical

emotion is the vehicle for ‘transmitting’ in what could be called the ‘undercurrent’.

Let me explain. Human beings are capable of ‘emitting’ many more messages

than they are aware of sending. They are also capable of receiving many more

messages than they think they receive. That is why communication between two

human beings can take place at two levels – consciously or unconsciously, i.e. on

the wave, as it were, or in the ‘undercurrent’, by which I mean all communication

established without passing via the conscious mind.

It is frequently the case that an actor will play the same role in the same way in

two consecutive performances, and yet in the first, the audience can be in a state

of total empathy with the actor, while in the second, not at all. Why? Because in

the second case the actor’s ‘undercurrent’ transmitted messages which had nothing

to do with the message he was transmitting ‘on top of the wave’, i.e. consciously.

The only thing which can bring about an absolute identity of ‘wave’ and

‘undercurrent’ messages is the actor’s concentration. The actor must never let
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himself become mechanised, or perform the same actions automatically whether

or not his mind is on his role. In the theatrical experience, the actor must give

himself utterly and completely over to his task. And his task is conflict – if both

actors in a scene are really attentive to each other, like the two fighters in a boxing

match have to be, the scene will always be dynamic and attractive; if each one is

concerned with himself, the scene will be divided in two, and it will be boring.

The dialectical structure of the actor’s 
interpretation of a role

Now I must explain the meaning of each of the elements of the dialectics of acting

which we followed at that time (and to which I still adhere today).

The will

The fundamental concept for the actor is not the ‘being’ of the character, but the

‘will’. One should not ask ‘who is this?’, but rather ‘what does he want?’ The first

question can lead to the formation of static pools of emotion, while the second 

is essentially dynamic, dialectical, conflictual, and consequently theatrical. But 

the will chosen by the actor cannot be arbitrary – on the contrary, it must be the

concretion of an idea, the translation of this idea or thesis into terms of will. The

will is not the idea, it is the concretion of the idea. It is not enough to want to 

be happy in an abstract way, we must want the particular thing that will make us

happy. It is not enough to want ‘power and glory’ in general, we must concretely

want to kill King Duncan in very concrete and objectified circumstances. From

which we can derive the following formulation: idea = concrete will (in particular,

specific circumstances).

The will is the essence of the motivation; Hamlet wants (will) to kill his uncle

because of his filial duty (idea, content, reason) – how he does it is his charac-

terisation. The will is what he wants, the characterisation is how he will achieve

it. ‘Character’ is a static notion; ‘characterisation’, combined with will, is dynamic.

To exercise a will means to desire something – something which must of neces-

sity be concrete. If the actor comes on stage with abstract desires for happiness,

love, power, etc., this will be of no use to him. He needs to have a specific object

– to want to make love to this particular person, in these particular circumstances,

in order to experience happiness and love. It is the concretion, the objectification

of the purpose, which makes the will theatrical. However, this purpose, this will,
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while having to be concrete, must at the same time have a transcendent

significance. It is not enough for Macbeth to want to kill Duncan and inherit his

position. The struggle between Macbeth and his adversaries cannot be reduced to

a series of psychological battles between a number of individuals or groupings

desperate for power. In the totality of the play there is a higher idea under

consideration, which the characters concretise by their wills: Duncan signifies

feudal legality, Macbeth the upstart bourgeoisie. One has a birthright, and the

other has the Machiavellian rights of personal merit and power. The central idea

of this work is the struggle between the bourgeoisie and feudalism, the wills of

the characters concretising this central idea.

From the central idea of the work are derived the central ideas of each character.

In the present case, the central idea of the character Lady Macbeth, for example,

is the affirmation of individual (bourgeois) virtù against rights of lineage. The

central idea of the character should correspond to the Stanislavskian ‘super-

objective’: idea and will are one and the same thing, the former in abstract form,

the latter in concrete presence.

Once chosen, the central idea of the work must be respected at all costs, so 

that all the individual wills may develop in the nurture of a firm structure of 

ideas. This structure of ideas is the skeleton. Thus one must establish what is 

to be the central idea of the production of a play – and, from that starting point,
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deduce the central ideas of each character, so that these central ideas meet head-

on in a harmonious and conflictual whole (central idea = thesis and antithesis).

If we accept the equation ‘idea equals will’ as the generator of emotion, we 

must also accept that not all ideas are theatrical. To be more precise, all ideas 

are theatrical ‘in context’, but not in their abstract expression. The idea that ‘2 and

2 makes 4’, for example, cannot in itself be moving. But if we take this same idea

in a context, looking at its impact in a particular set of circumstances – if we

translate it into terms of will – then we can arrive at a certain emotion. If the

particular situation features a child desperately trying to learn the rudiments of

arithmetic, the idea that ‘2 and 2 makes 4’ can be moving – just as moving as the

incredible moment when Einstein, with all the intensity of his will for knowledge,

discovered that E = mc 2 is the formula for the transformation of mass into energy,

thus ‘concretely’ crowning the whole of an ‘abstract’ scientific research.

To sum up, every idea, however abstract, has the potential to be theatrical 

when it manifests itself in a concrete form in particular circumstances in terms 

of will. From which the following relationship can be formulated: idea = will =

emotion = theatrical form; in other words, the abstract idea when transformed 

into a concrete will in particular circumstances will give rise in the actor to the

emotion which will spontaneously find a theatrical form which is adequate, valid

and convincing for the spectator. Problems of style and other questions come

afterwards.

Let us be quite clear: the essence of theatricality is the conflict of wills. These

wills must be subjective (related to the subject) and objective (related to the object)

at the same time. The goals of these wills must also be simultaneously subjective

and objective. Let us look at two examples. A boxing match is a conflict of 

wills, since the two antagonists know exactly what they want, they also know

how to get it and they fight for it. However, a boxing match is not necessarily

theatrical. A dialogue by Plato also offers characters intensely exercising their 

wills: their goal is to convince their adversaries of their argument. Here also, there

is a conflict of wills. But again, this isn’t theatre. Neither the boxing match nor

the Platonic dialogue is theatre. Why? Because the conflict in the first case is

exclusively objective and in the second case exclusively subjective. Nevertheless,

both have the same potential to become theatrical. For example, suppose the boxer

wants to win in order to prove something to somebody; in this case what is impor-

tant is not the actual blows in themselves, but the significance of these blows.

What is important is what transcends the fight proper. In the second case, consider

the discourse where the disciples try to convince Socrates to flee and not to accept

his punishment, which would be (and was) death. If the disciples’ arguments hit

home, Socrates will not die. If Socrates’ arguments prevail, he will have to take
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poison and accept death. In this dialogue, so philosophical, so subjective, there is,

however, an important and central objective fact: Socrates’ life.

Thus, boxing match and philosophical discussion have equal ‘theatrical’ potential.

The counter-will

No emotion is pure or constant in quantity or quality. What we observe in reality

is quite the reverse: we want and we don’t want, we love and we don’t love, we

have courage and we don’t have courage. For the actor truly to live on stage, he

must find the counter-will to each of his wills. In certain cases this counter-will

is obvious: Hamlet wants only one thing, to avenge his father – but on the other

hand he doesn’t want to kill his uncle. He wants to be and not to be. Will and

counter-will are concrete and obvious to the spectator. The same phenomenon

applies with Brutus, who wants to kill Julius Caesar, but struggles inwardly with

his counter-will, his love for Julius Caesar. Macbeth wants to be king, but he

hesitates to assassinate his guest.

In other cases, the counter-will is not so obvious: Lady Macbeth appears to have

only one motivation and to be devoid of internal conflicts; likewise Cassius when

he is trying to convince Brutus. Evident or not – the counter-will must always

exist, and will repay analysis by the actor in dedicated rehearsals, so that he can

genuinely live his character, adding depth to it to truly realise it, rather than simply

illustrating it. This is valid whatever the character, even in the interpretation of

the part of a medieval angel – study the angel’s counter-will, hostility to God. The

further the actor pushes the counter-will, the more energetically the will appears.

Take Romeo and Juliet, for example: you will not find two characters who love

each other more, who desire each other more, who have less by way of counter-

will – they are unadulterated love, unadulterated will. Even so, analyse the

theatricality of the scenes in depth, and you will see that there is always conflict;

conflicts with others, conflicts within themselves, conflicts between the two 

of them. Take Act III, Scene v, which opens with her nightingale, his lark.15
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She wants him to stay, so they can make love one more time; he fears for his life,

he wants to go. Finally she convinces him; and now he wants to stay, and she no

longer wants him to.

Let me stress again: if an actor is to play the role of Romeo, he must love 

Juliet, sure, but he must also look for his counter-wills. Juliet, however beautiful

she may be, however adorable and amorous, is none the less a minx at times, 

an irritating and stubborn little girl. Juliet must have similar reservations about

Romeo. And because they also have counter-wills, their wills must be even

stronger, and love must explode with even more violence in these two human

beings made of flesh and blood, of wills and counter-wills.

The actor who makes use only of wills ends up looking a complete idiot on stage.

He stays the same all the time. He loves, and he loves, and he loves, and he loves.

. . . People watch him and think: ‘Well, looks like he’s in love’; five minutes later,

the same look; second act, still no change. Who would want to go on watching

such a person? The internal conflict of will and counter-will creates the dynamic,

the theatricality of the performance and, with this dynamic, the actor will never

be the same from one moment to the next, because he or she will always be in a

continual state of flux, in this case a constant alternation of coming and going.

Nor is this investigation of the counter-will simply a matter of looking for a will

apparently contradictory to the character. It is more than that. For example, it is

not a matter of opposing Iago’s will to persuade Othello to kill Desdemona against

the fear he has of seeing his plan discovered – far from it: one must search in Iago

for the love he has for Othello, for his hate is also love. What we have is a single

dialectical emotion, not two opposing emotions. And this doesn’t stop other
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emotions (fear, for instance) existing in addition to the hate-emotion (hate against

love). But if fear does also exist, this emotion (fear), this will not to act, must also

be dialectical; so we deduce the existence of courage, the will to do, as counter-

will. In graphic, vectorial terms, this would give us something like Diagram 2.

Thus the importance, once again, of actors always working on their characters

in terms of will and counter-will. This interior conflict will draw from the actor 

a being always alive and dynamic on stage, internally in perpetual movement;

without counter-will, the actor will stay the same: static, untheatrical.

The dominant will

From the interior conflict between will and counter-will there always emerges,

on the exterior, a dominant will, which is the manifestation of the will in conflict

with the other characters. Search as actors must for all the wills and counter-wills

of their characters, they must always refer back to the dominant will which

structures the conflict of all these wills. When an actor develops her interior wills

to the extreme without objectively exteriorising them, she runs the risk of ‘subjec-

tivising’ her character to too great an extent and making it unreal. When the actor

dwells in the interior life of her character, forgetting objective reality, when the

conflict between will and counter-will takes precedence for her over the conflict

of character against character (or dominant will against dominant will), she ends

up playing the autopsy of a character and not a living, real, present character.

For me it is actually fundamental that the actor must have time to rehearse each

of her wills and counter-wills separately, the better to understand and feel them

– like a painter choosing her colours first and afterwards mixing them on the

canvas. The wills – plus the ideas they underlie, and the emotions they give rise

to – are the actor’s colours. To use them, she must know them, love them. That

is why we do so many exercises on ‘separate motivation’, ‘counter-will’, ‘artificial

pause’, ‘contrary thought’, ‘opposite circumstances’, etc. The aim of these exercises

is to carry out that analysis. Nor must we forget that at every moment there is 

a dominant will asserting itself, even if we are dealing with a character from

Chekhov, painted in the impressionist style, made up of thousands of small wills

and counter-wills. If the dominant will is not given due weight, it is impossible to

structure the play. Even if they are turned in on themselves, the characters must

exteriorise themselves, and in such cases interrelation is fundamental.

In different versions of the same play, each character’s dominant will naturally

depends on the central idea imposed on that particular version, but all the other

‘possible’ ideas can also fit into the character, as complementary wills.
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An example to clarify this subject. What is Hamlet about?

A familial psychological problem or a coup d’état?

What is the central idea?

Ernest Jones has written a book on Hamlet16 in which he analyses the latter’s

incapacity to make his mind up to kill King Claudius. According to Jones, Hamlet

and Oedipus share an identity. Hamlet, in his unconscious, wanted to kill his 

father and marry his mother. But it is someone else who accomplishes precisely

these two acts. Hamlet immediately identifies with this man, King Claudius. When

he discovers that Claudius is his father’s assassin, he wants to be avenged and to kill

him. But how? It would be suicide. His filial duty to avenge his father’s death is

opposed to his fear of killing a man with whom, in his subconscious, he has identified

himself. Each time the opportunity arises, Hamlet adjourns the execution. However,

near the end of the tragedy, when Hamlet realises that the sword with which Laertes

has wounded him is poisoned, that he is fated to die, then he decides to kill Claudius

and does it there and then, without the least hesitation, as if thinking: ‘Since I’m

already dead, I’m going to destroy this man, my other self.’

But one can also analyse Hamlet from the national rather than the familial

angle, taking as the central idea the coup d’état instigated by Fortinbras.

These two central ideas – and there is an infinity of others – are completely

different. The one which is retained will determine the central ideas of each

character, and also their dominant wills, thus leading the other ideas and possible

wills to become counter-will. The love of Hamlet for his mother can perfectly well

appear in a coup d’état version, just as the hatred of the people for their oppressors

– among whose ranks Claudius is to be found – can appear in a psychoanalytical

version. Starting from the central idea chosen, it is then important to determine

what the dominant wills are, relegating all the other possibilities to second place;

there is no point in simply making a hotchpotch of ideas, wills and emotions.

Quantitative variation and qualitative variation

This notion concerns the dramatic action itself, with its movement of internal 

and external conflicts. A conflict is theatrical if it is in movement, which is why

the actor must distance himself as much as possible in will and emotion from 

his eventual destination, i.e. the crisis he is working towards. He must create a

counter-preparation to what is going to happen to him, so that the distance to 
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be covered will be as great as possible, and the movement also as large as possible.

In order that Iago may eventually have the courage to lie to Othello, it is vital 

that from the start the dominant will should be fear, for from that fear will be born

courage, which will gradually grow stronger. The counter-will – courage – then

becomes the dominant will. This change of intensity, the quantitative variation,

becomes a qualitative variation.

Oedipus, at the beginning of Oedipus Rex, is a victorious hero. He definitely wants

to save his city. After Tiresias’ revelations, his will increases quantitatively, up to

the crisis when he discovers that he is the killer of his own father; and so we come

to the qualitative variation – now he wants to punish himself.

That then is a summary of the systems used by our actors at the Arena Theatre,

resting on the basic notions (a) that the central idea of the play determines the

central idea of the character, translated into terms of dialectical will (the will and

counter-will), and (b) that from the conflict of wills is born the action (the quan-

titative and qualitative variations). For us, this was the nucleus of the character

and its ‘motor’. Explanation of our exercises, especially those concerned with

‘emotional shaping’ and rehearsals with or without text, will complete an

understanding of the method that we used. As for the ‘Joker system’, which we

used from the Arena conta Zumbi (‘Arena Tells of Zumbi’) production17 onwards,

and which was characterised by the socialisation of the characters (all the actors

performed all the characters, thus abolishing the private proprietorship, the appro-

priation, of characters by actors) – all that is explained in the exercises under 

the heading ‘Games of mask and ritual’ (pp. 148–60) and in the ‘Tick-tock’

sequence (pp. 238–40). The general rehearsal techniques detailed elsewhere in

this book can be used for any method of production, or any style of acting.
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3 THE ARSENAL OF THEATRE OF 
THE OPPRESSED

Introduction: a new system of exercises and 
games from Theatre of the Oppressed

In the poetics of Theatre of the Oppressed, various words which can, in other

circumstances, carry a number of different meanings, are used in a very precise

sense, with a particular connotation. Thus words such as ‘ritual’, ‘mask’, ‘oppres-

sion’, etc. are explained as and when necessary.

In this book, I use the word ‘exercise’ to designate all physical, muscular

movement (respiratory, motor, vocal) which helps the doer to a better knowledge

or recognition of his or her body, its muscles, its nerves, its relationship to other

bodies, to gravity, to objects, to space, its dimensions, volumes, weights, speed,

the interrelationship of these different forces, and so on. The goal of the exercises

is a better awareness of the body and its mechanisms, its atrophies and hyper-

trophies, its capacities for recuperation, restructuring, reharmonisation. Each

exercise is a ‘physical reflection’ on oneself. A monologue. An introversion.

The games, on the other hand, deal with the expressivity of the body as emitter

and receiver of messages. The games are a dialogue, they require an interlocutor.

They are extroversion.

In fact, the games and exercises I offer are mostly ‘gamesercises’ – there is a fair

proportion of exercise in the games and a fair proportion of game in the exercises.

The difference on the whole is one of didactic intent.

This ‘arsenal’ has been chosen in pursuit of the general aims of Theatre of the

Oppressed. Some of the games have been adapted to our needs (with children’s

games as the starting point, for example), some have been invented in the course

of our practice and, as I have mentioned, some are as old as Brueghel.



Two unities

We start from the principle that the human being is a unity, an indivisible whole.

Scientists have demonstrated that one’s physical and psychic apparatuses are

completely inseparable. Stanislavski’s work on physical actions also tends to the

same conclusion, i.e. that ideas, emotions and sensations are all indissolubly

interwoven. A bodily movement ‘is’ a thought and a thought expresses itself in a

corporeal form.

This concept is easily grasped in its most obvious manifestations – the idea of

eating can induce salivation, the idea of making love can produce erection, love

can bring a smile to the face, hate can produce a hardening of the features, etc.

The phenomenon is less obvious when it relates to a particular way of walking,

sitting, eating, drinking, speaking. And yet all ideas, all mental images, all emotions

reveal themselves physically.

That is the first unity, the unity of the physical and psychic apparatuses. The

second is that of the five senses – none exists separately, they too are all linked.

Bodily activities are activities of the whole body. We breathe with our whole body,

with our arms, our legs, our feet, etc., even though our respiratory apparatus takes

a leading role in the process. We sing with our whole body, not just our vocal

chords. We make love with our whole body, not just our genital organs.

Chess is a highly intellectual, cerebral game. And yet good chess players also do

physical training before a match. They know that the whole body thinks – not just

the brain.

Five categories of game and exercise

In the following section, I outline a series of exercises and games in five different

categories. In the body’s battle with the world, the senses suffer. And we start 

to feel very little of what we touch, to listen to very little of what we hear and to

see very little of what we look at. We feel, listen and see according to our speciality;

the body adapts itself to the job it has to do. This adaptation is at one and the same

time atrophy and hypertrophy. In order for the body to be able to send out and

receive all possible messages, it has to be reharmonised. It is with this end in mind

that we have chosen exercises and games which focus on de-specialisation.

No one should undertake or continue any exercise or game if they have some

injury or condition which might be exacerbated by taking part – a back problem,

for instance. In Theatre of the Oppressed no one is compelled to do anything they

don’t wish to do.
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In the first category, the aim is to bridge the gap between feeling and touching.

In the second, between listening and hearing. In the third, to try to develop several

senses at once. In the fourth category, to try to see what we look at. Finally, the

senses also have a memory – in the fifth category, we try to awaken it.

I FEELING WHAT WE TOUCH (RESTRUCTURING 
MUSCULAR RELATIONS)

This category deals with tactile sensitivity: our naked bodies are constantly

touching the air, our clothes, other parts of our own bodies and the bodies of

others, but we feel very little of what we are touching – this series helps the actor

to feel more of what she touches; also, it is concerned with mechanised ways of

walking and moving, with externalising emotions, with feeling and discovering

new ways of structuring her muscles and helping the actor to find new ways of

expressing herself and acting on stage and in life. 

The approach of death stiffens the body, starting with the joints. (In his last

years, Chaplin, the greatest mime, the greatest dancer, could no longer bend his

knees.) Thus it makes sense to do exercises which dissociate the different parts 

of the body, so that central cerebral control may be exercised over each and every

muscle right down to the smallest portion of the body – tarsus, metatarsus, finger,

head, thorax, pelvis, left-hand side of the face, right-hand side, etc.

First series: general exercises

1 The cross and the circle

We start with the exercise which is theoretically the easiest to do and yet, because

of our psychological and physical mechanisations, is actually extremely difficult

to achieve in practice. The participants in a workshop or a forum session can try

it sitting down or standing up, on a chair, on a table or on the ground. As there

is no need for preparation, non-actors have no fear of throwing themselves 

into it. As they are warned that it is almost impossible to do well, they aren’t

ashamed of not succeeding. As there is no compulsion to succeed, they feel free

to give it a try.

The participants are asked to describe a circle with their right hand. Large or

small, as they please. It’s easy, everybody does it. Stop. Ask them to do a cross

with their left hand. Even easier. Everyone gets there. Stop. Ask them to do both
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at the same time. It’s almost impossible. In a group of thirty people, sometimes

one person manages it, almost never two. Three is the record!

Variation

Ask the participants to describe a circle with their right foot, seated (easier) or

standing. They do it for a minute. They forget about the foot, still continuing to

make circles. Then ask them to write their first name in the air with their right

hand at the same time as the foot is doing circles. Again, this is almost impossible:

the foot has a tendency to follow the hand and write the first name as well.

To make the exercise easier, try doing the circle with the left foot and writing

with the right hand. This is easier, sometimes people manage it.

Why is this so difficult? Pure psychological mechanisation, since there is

absolutely no physical obstacle. So, with practice, it can be done.

2 Colombian hypnosis

One actor holds her hand palm forward, fingers upright, anything between 20

and 40 centimetres away from the face of another, who is then as if hypnotised

and must keep his face constantly the same distance from the hand of the

hypnotiser, hairline level with her fingertips, chin more or less level with the base

of her palm. The hypnotiser starts a series of movements with her hand, up and

down, right and left, backwards and forwards, her hand vertical in relation to the

ground, then horizontal, then diagonal, etc. – the partner must contort his body

in every way possible to maintain the same distance between face and hand, 

so that face and hand remain parallel. If necessary, the hypnotic hand can be

swapped; for instance, to force the hypnotised to go between the legs of the

hypnotiser. The hand must never do movements too rapid to be followed, nor

must it ever come to a complete halt. The hypnotiser must force her partner into

all sorts of ridiculous, grotesque, uncomfortable positions. Her partner will thus

put in motion a series of muscle structures which are never, or only rarely,

activated. He will use certain ‘forgotten’ muscles in his body. After a few minutes,

the two actors change, the follower and the leader. After some more time, both

can extend a hypnotising right hand, becoming leaders and followers at one and

the same time.
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Figure 1 Colombian hypnosis: one leader, one follower. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.

Figure 2 Colombian hypnosis: one leader, two followers. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.
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Figure 3 Colombian hypnosis: one to one. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.

Figure 4 Colombian hypnosis: multiple version. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.



Variation

Hypnotism with two hands. Same exercise, but this time the actor is guiding two

fellow actors, one with each hand, and can do any movement she likes. The leader

mustn’t stop moving either of her hands – the exercise is for her benefit as well.

She can cross her hands over each other and force one actor to pass underneath

the other. The two actors being led cannot touch; each body must find its own

equilibrium without leaning on the other. The leader mustn’t do any movements

which are too violent; she is an ally, not an enemy, even though she must still try

to unbalance her partners. The roles are swapped, so that all three actors have the

experience of being the ‘leader’. After a few minutes, all three become leaders and

followers, extending their right hand to the person on their right and following

the hand of the person on their left.

Variation

Hypnotism with the hands and feet. Like the preceding versions, but with four

actors, one for each of the leader’s hands and feet. The person leading can do any

kind of movement, even dancing, crossing her arms, rolling on the ground,

jumping, etc. 
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Variation

Hypnotism with any part of the body. In this variation, an actor goes into the

middle of a circle and begins to move with his whole body, but always in one

direction only and staying on the same spot. The rest of the group form a circle

around him. A first volunteer comes forward and lets herself be hypnotised by 

a part of the central actor’s body; she must then follow all the movements of that

part of the body – ear, nose, back, bottom, foot, whatever it is. Then a second actor

comes forward and does the same, choosing any part of either of the two bodies

in the middle. A third actor joins, with a choice of three bodies, until all the actors

have let themselves be hypnotised by a part of one of the others’ bodies. At that

point, the first actor can execute one or more full turns with his body – slowly, 

as these movements will be greatly exaggerated by the others because of their

distance from the centre of the circle. Then, if the space is sufficiently large, you

can ask everybody to move further away from the part of the body which has

hypnotised them. Or to get closer to it.
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Figure 6 Colombian hypnosis, with
hands and feet. Photograph: Fabián
Silbert.



3 Minimum surface contact

Each actor studies configurations of his body which bring its surface into minimum

contact with the floor, varying the options and exploring all the possibilities: 

feet and hands, one foot and one hand, buttocks only, chest, back. . . . At one time

or another during the exercise the surface of every part of the body must have

touched the floor. (Make sure you are working on a suitable surface – grass or a

soft-ish floor is best.)

The passage from one position to another should be done very slowly, to

stimulate all the muscles which intervene in the transition, and to allow the actor

to take stock of what is happening.

The actor must feel the force of the weight pulling him towards the ground. In

his daily life, he spends his time seated, or lying down, or standing, and thus he

is accustomed to dealing with gravity in these positions – but there are a thousand

other ways of counteracting this force. Our ordinary, daily movements eventually

mechanise our bodies – this exercise is about de-mechanising, de-structuring,

dismantling.

After a few minutes, ask the actors to get into pairs. Each actor must be in

contact with his partner’s body and lean into her, at the same time maintaining

the minimum contact with both partner and floor. The actors must counterbalance
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each other and help one another to make movements and assume positions that

they could never do alone. Their two bodies must move slowly and continuously,

at every juncture trying to find a new position, a new arrangement, which must

then be changed for another and another, in one long continuous flow.

Afterwards, ask them to work in the same way in groups of four, or possibly

eight, maybe even all in a single group.

In this exercise (as with all the other physical exercises of muscular commu-

nication), it is absolutely forbidden to talk, make suggestions, or ask questions;

communication, in this situation, is solely muscular or visual, never verbal.

Talking, even in whispers, spoils the exercise because words distract the attention

from the act of observing and feeling with the whole body. Nor should the partic-

ipants try to achieve great feats of strength or to outperform others. No heroism.

No risks. But, within the bounds of the possible, people should try everything,

without obliging others to do anything they can’t or don’t want to do. You make

suggestions (through the muscles) to others, and in turn either accept their

physical suggestions or not.
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4 Pushing against each other

This is a very important exercise, above all because it shows physically what the

actor’s maieutic18 action should be during a Forum Theatre session when responding

to spect-actors’ interventions. The exercise is about using all one’s strength and

still not winning! 

(a) Two partners face each other. With their arms always in contact, the partners

must make movements with both arms, at the same speed (a slow rhythm in order

to avoid injury) each trying to touch each other’s face. Each person’s arms can

slide over the other’s arm, the important thing is that they should always be in

contact and moving with a constant rhythm; speeding up or coming to a halt 

is forbidden. The movement should be flexible, and should never involve the

imposition of force. This should not become an Indian wrestling match – any

movement the partner offers must be accepted, the only method of self-defence

being to twist away from it, never to block.
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Figure 9 Pushing against each other: see-saw. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.
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Figure 11 Pushing against each other: hand to hand. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.

Figure 10 Pushing against each other:
back to back. Photograph: Fabián
Silbert.



(b) The actors arrange themselves in pairs, facing each other, and place their

hands on each others’ shoulders. There is a line (imaginary or real) on the ground

between them. They start pushing with all their strength. When one person feels

that her ‘adversary’ is weaker and that he is going to lose, she eases off so as not

to cross the line, so as not to win. If the other person increases his pushing, the

first does the same, so that together both are using all the strength they can muster.

This is exactly what the player should aim to do during a Forum session: neither

giving way too easily to the intervening spect-actor, nor overwhelming him

immediately, but rather helping him to apply all his strength. Of course, in the

Forum session, one or other party may eventually win.

Variation

The same thing, the actors bottom to bottom, heads facing the floor.

Variation

Two actors back to back, leaning against each other. Gradually, never breaking

the back contact, they walk their way down to the floor, so that now they are

sitting back to back. Then, without using their hands, they walk their way back

up again, to end as they started.

Variation

Back-dancing. Two actors set themselves back to back and dance, without music.

Each must try to intuit what the other wants to do, and where he wants to go.

Back to back contact must never be broken.

Variation

See-saw. In pairs, facing each other, seated on the floor, legs apart and slightly

stretched, knees bent, soles of the feet flat on the floor and close to the partner’s

feet; the actors take one another by the arms (not just by the hands, which is much

more difficult) and brace each other feet to feet. First one partner rises, pulled 

by the other, and then, as she goes down, the second one begins to rise, in such

a way that at a given moment, both will be halfway up – just like two children

playing on a real see-saw.
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Figure 13 Pushing against each other: final step. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.

Figure 12 Pushing against each other, bottom to bottom. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.



5 Joe Egg (aka trust circle)

Ask the group to form a circle an arm’s length apart, with everybody standing

facing the centre, holding their bodies absolutely upright. Then they must lean

towards the centre without bending at the waist, or arching their backs, or lifting

their heels off the ground – like the Tower of Pisa. Next, ask them to lean outwards

in the same manner (without lifting their toes). Then repeat the whole sequence

several times, towards the centre, towards the outside.

Then they do the same thing towards the left and towards the right, still without

bending in the middle, without lifting the feet.

Ask them to describe a circle in the air with their bodies, leaning into the centre,

to the left, outwards, to the right, into the centre, etc. Then the same thing the

other way round: centre, right, outwards, left. Several times.

Ask a volunteer to go into the centre of the circle. Everyone tightens the circle

around her, so it is now made up of bodies touching shoulder to shoulder. The

person in the middle must close her eyes and do the same leaning movements 

as before, but this time she is going to let herself fall. When she falls, everyone in

the circle must support her with their hands (giving a little as her body meets their

hands so that there is no abrupt impact) and then propel her gently back towards

the centre, where she doesn’t come to rest, because she starts to fall in another

direction, and thus it goes on. It is very important that there are always at least

three people at any given moment taking care of the person in the middle. At the

end, if you want, you can roll the person around the circle, instead of immediately

standing her up in the middle again.

Variation

Only three people in all, one between the two, who are facing him front and back.

The actor in the middle lets himself fall, either forwards or backwards. In either

case, the actor’s feet must not leave the centre. The actors in front of and behind

him gently stop his fall and push him back.

6 The circle of knots

(a) By way of preparation, make an ‘elastic circle’: the actors join hands to form a

ring and then move apart till only their fingers are touching, while their bodies

continue to move as far away as possible. After a few moments, they do the opposite

and cluster together in the middle, trying to occupy as little space as possible.
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The whole thing can be combined with a voice exercise – when moving apart,

the actors vocalise sounds which express their desire to touch one another, and

when touching, they make sounds expressing their desire to be apart.

(b) Make a circle again, holding hands. The actors must not change their grip

or loosen it for the duration of the whole exercise. One person starts to move

forward, pulling his neighbours after him (always slowly, without violence, with

a light touch) and he travels over or under the hands of the people opposite, as if

tying a knot. Then a second actor does the same, then another, then two or three

at a time, over or under, till everyone has made all the ‘knots’ possible, and every-

one is so tangled that no one can move any more. Now, very slowly and without

violence, and above all, in silence, without words, and still without unlinking

hands, everyone tries to untangle the chain and get back to their original positions

– which is sometimes achieved. . . .

Variation

The same thing with eyes closed. This version must be done even more slowly to

avoid collisions.

Variation

A line instead of a circle.

Variation

In a tight group, each person joins a hand with two different people opposite.

Then, without loosening their grip, they move away from the centre and try to

undo the knots.
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7 The actor as ‘subject’: the Greek exercise19

One actor in the middle and at least seven or eight others around her. She starts

a movement and everyone else must use their bodies to help her complete this

movement. For example, if she lifts a foot, someone immediately places his body

under this foot so that the actor’s foot is supported. The protagonist extends a limb

here, a limb there, leans this way or that, does – whatever she likes – and the rest

of the group help her, inventively using their bodies to support her as she raises

herself up, rolls on to her back, stretches out on her side, climbs into the air, etc.,

inserting themselves into the relevant space. The overall effect should be almost

as if the protagonist was weightless, in space. She must always move slowly

enough to allow the other participants (who must move quickly) time to discover
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Figure 14 The Greek exercise. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.
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Figure 15 The Greek exercise.
Photograph: Fabián Silbert.

Figure 16 The Greek exercise. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.



her intentions, which should not be spelt out. To make it easier to discern these

intentions, the actors must all try to be in contact with the protagonist’s body and

translate the muscular messages they receive. The most important thing is to avoid

manipulating the protagonist actor – it is for her to decide her movements, not

for them to move her around. 

You can have two or more simultaneous groups, and after a few minutes ask

the protagonists to swap groups without stopping the exercise – NB the protagonist

should change groups, rather than the group changing protagonists, which 

would be manipulation. The exercise ends when the protagonist gently returns

to the ground. Beware – once, in Italy, I said ‘Stop’ and the participants dropped

the protagonist on the floor. That was a mistake. A serious mistake.

8 The actor as ‘object’20

There are two ways of starting this exercise:

(a) The protagonist gets up on a table and stands at one edge. Eight actors stand

in two lines facing each other, ready to catch him; they should have their arms

extended, not rigid but slightly bent, interwoven but not touching, with palms

upwards (NB all bangles, watches, or jewellery to be removed) and heads held

slightly back. They need to be placed the relevant distance away, so that everything

from the knees upwards will be supported when the protagonist lands. At a given

signal, the protagonist lets himself fall backwards on to the waiting hands, which

have to be ready to take the weight. 

(b) With suitable preparation and positioning of bodies, the actor runs and

jumps on to the arms of eight actors, turning onto his back in mid-air. Before

jumping, he shouts ‘Hup’ at the top of his voice. At his cry, the actors stretch out

their arms, standing opposite one another, as above.

In both cases, the actor stays stretched out on four pairs of joined hands; other

actors can come to support the actor’s arms and feet. Communicating only by

looks, without speech, the group can gently toss the protagonist up in the air,

three times. They can lift him right up (all holding their arms stretched up in 

the air) and turn him over, three times. Then they can waft his body gently to the

ground, taking care to bend their knees rather than arching their backs (safe

lifting), lay him out on the ground and, on a visual cue, all start giving him an

even massage at the same time, with both hands, moving to the right and left, in
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such a way that the protagonist’s whole body is touched with the same intensity

– neither caress nor aggression. He can be rolled over on to his back and the same

massage repeated. The actor at his head touches him around the head, ears, nose,

neck, hair.

During this exercise, the actors should make a sound as uniform as their

massage, to relax the protagonist, to send him to sleep.

9 Lifting someone out of a chair

One actor sits on a chair. The other actors around her try to press her body into

the chair and she tries to stand up again. Everyone uses all their strength. At a

certain point, the workshop leader shouts ‘Go’ and everyone reverses the move-

ment at the same moment, slipping their hands under her and throwing her into

the air.

Variation

The person lies flat on the ground and a surrounding group push her into the floor

(firmly, but without hurting her). Then, at a given cue, they lift her rapidly into

the air, though without actually throwing her. When her body is as high as

possible, the actors carrying it try to simulate the waves of the sea.

Variation

Standing, in pairs. Partner A, with her arms by her sides, tries with all her might

to raise her right arm, keeping it straight. Partner B, with all his might, holds down

A’s right arm with both hands, stopping it from rising. After a minute or two, the

workshop leader says ‘Stop’, and both partners cease their efforts – but, magically,

the right arm which was being restrained will now rise into the air of its own

accord!

10 Equilibrium of the body with an object

Take any object – a pencil, a ball, a chair, a book, a table, a file, a sheet of paper,

etc. Try to find as many ways as possible of holding the object, using every possible

relationship of body to object – sometimes holding it close to the body, sometimes

at a distance, sometimes above, sometimes below – whatever you want to do and
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can do. At the same time you are constantly changing your body’s position in

relation to the floor: every part of the surface of your body must touch both object

and floor in every conceivable strange and unaccustomed position. A postage

stamp, a pen, a book, a shoe, a postcard, a telephone . . . anything will do. The

important thing is to study the body–object–gravity relationships.

11 A balloon as an extension of the body

The workshop leader throws a number of balloons in the air (one, two, three, as

many as necessary), wafting them in the direction of the actors. The actors must

keep them in the air, touching them with any part of their bodies, not just hands,

as if their bodies were part of the balloons they’re touching; the actors should be

stimulated to think of their own bodies as balloons, inflated, flying through the

air alongside the actual balloons. The effect can be relaxing.

12 Racing on chairs

A group of five actors in a line, one behind the other, each standing on a chair.

There is a sixth, unoccupied chair at the front of the line. Each actor moves along

one chair, so that the empty chair becomes the last one; then the last actor passes

that chair to the next actor, until this last chair is at the front of the line. Then the

actors step one chair forward . . . and so on, so that the line of chairs is always

advancing.

13 Rhythm with chairs

Five actors, with one chair each. Each actor places his body in some kind of rela-

tionship to his chair, making a still image involving body and chair. The workshop

leader numbers each image – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Then as the actors move around the

room, the workshop leader calls out a number, and all the actors must immediately

assume the image which corresponds to that number. After a few times, the

workshop leader starts saying two numbers at a time, and the actors must try to

make both images. Then three at a time, and so on.
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Variation

The same exercise without chairs – their bodies are the only material the actors

may use. Or they can use any object they have to hand. 

Hamlet variation

The actors must make images of the characters in Hamlet at a particular moment

of the action. By the end of the exercise, everyone should know which character

each person was doing.

14 Musical chairs

A well-known children’s game. A circle of chairs facing outwards, with one less

chairs than the number of actors playing. A musical tape is played, which the

workshop leader stops every now and then; or, in the absence of a tape player,

the actors sing a song, and from time to time the workshop leader shouts ‘Stop’.

At this point, all the actors must try to get a seat, and naturally one person is left

without a chair. The person who is caught out removes another chair and the

game starts again. So on till there is only one person left.

15 Movement with over-premeditation

The actors move their bodies with over-premeditation – mentally verbalising in

advance all they are going to do – moving in all directions, on several levels, on

tables, chairs, the ground, stairs, in an ordered fashion, or in a haphazard, chaotic

fashion, standing, lying down, leaning, on all fours. . . . The important thing 

is never to stay still and to make all transitions gently, trying to think about the

body, its muscles, its muscular structures. Thus all movements are pre-planned

and mapped out, avoiding all mechanised movement – in such a way that even

the simplest movement must be done as if it were a highly complex acrobatic

adventure in the circus.

16 Difficulties

We are habituated to doing things mechanically – but with the smallest alteration

of the body, or of the objects it encounters, everything can change. If, for example,

the actor has one hand behind his back, how will he lay the table? What if he 
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has the use of only one eye or one leg, or can hardly move from the spot, forwards

or backwards, or his fingers are rigid – how will he get dressed, how will he caress

a woman? All physical deficiencies or imperfections of environment produce an

immediate increase of sensitivity.

17 Divide up the movement

Break down any continuous movement into its constituent parts. For instance,

walking – first extend one leg, place it on the ground, pause, then the other leg,

and so on.

18 Dissociate coordinated movements

The coordination of movements hardens the muscles and models a physical mask.

In this exercise, the actor studies his movements, by dissociating them. He walks

with a different rhythm for each leg, his disarticulated hands move out of time.

He ‘eats’ without synchronising the action of his hand with the opening of his

mouth, his arms balance his legs out of sync, etc.

Second series: walks

We mechanise all of our daily movements. Our own individual way of walking 

is perhaps the most mechanised of such movements, and yet it alters according 

to place. Even though we have our own individual gait, particular to each of us,

always the same (i.e. mechanised), we adapt this way of walking to the place

which find ourselves in. The Paris Métro, for example, with its long corridors,

makes us accelerate our step; certain streets, on the other hand, or certain pave-

ments, oblige us to walk slowly. I don’t walk the same way in London as I do in

Paris, or in Rio or New York, as I do in Ouagadougou.21

Changing our way of walking forces us to activate certain little-used muscle

structures, and makes us more conscious of the possibilities of our bodies. Here

are some changes worth exploring, in the form of exercises.
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1 Slow motion

The winner is the last person home. Once the race has begun, the actors must

never stop moving and every movement should be executed as slowly as possible.

Each ‘runner’ should take the largest step forward she is capable of, on every stride.

When one foot is being moved in front of the other, it must pass above knee-level.

In the process of moving the foot forwards, the actors must stretch their bodies

right out, so that in this movement the foot will break the equilibrium, and every

centimetre it moves, a new muscular structure will appear instinctively, activating

certain ‘dormant’ muscles. When the foot falls, the sound should be audible. This

exercise, which requires considerable equilibrium, stimulates all the muscles of

the body. Another rule – both feet must never be on the ground at the same time:

the moment the right foot lands, the left must rise and vice versa. Always with

only one foot on the ground.
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2 At a right angle 

The actors sit on the floor, arms held out in front and parallel to the floor, legs

stretched out, back straight. Everyone starts walking with their buttocks – right

buttock, then left buttock, as if they were feet. It is important for the actors to 

be as far apart as possible and not turn it into a race – it’s just a walk, it can be

leisurely. When they have covered a certain distance, they must retrace their

‘steps’ backwards. Legs and arms should always be stretched out in front. The back

should not be arched, but should form a right angle with the arms and legs.

3 Crab

On all fours, walking sideways like crabs, to the left and to the right, never straight

ahead.

4 Crossed legs (aka three-legged race)

In pairs of roughly equal build, standing side by side, the actors hold each other

round the waist and intertwine their inside legs, A’s right leg crossed under B’s
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left leg, lifting the leg on each step. The pairs then start a race, in which each 

A must think of her partner’s body as her own leg; she must move this body as

she would move her leg. Careful – the idea is to walk, not jump. The leg (B) doesn’t

help, it is partner A who has to do all the work.

5 Monkey

Walking along with hands always touching the ground, the head tracing a line

horizontal to the ground. Like monkeys. . . .

6 All fours

Walk on all fours, backwards and forwards.

7 Camel walk

On all fours, right foot moving with right hand, left foot with left hand – so that

you move first the whole of the right side forward, then the whole of the left side.

8 Elephant walk

Same as the preceding exercise, except the other way round – right foot moves

with left hand, left foot moves with right hand.

9 Kangaroo walk

The actors bend down and take hold of their ankles. They move forward in leaps

and bounds, like a kangaroo.

10 Leaning-against-each-other walk

Two actors, side by side, touching shoulders (A’s right shoulder against B’s left

shoulder). They walk along leaning into one another, each trying to keep her feet

as far from the other’s as possible.
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Variation

Same as the above, but with two pairs leaning against each other, one person

leaning onto the shoulder on each side of the original pair.

Variation

A small circle in which four actors keep their balance by leaning their necks against

the opposite person’s, trying to keep their feet as far as possible from the centre.

It moves around like an eight-legged monster.

11 Strapped-feet walk

With feet strapped together, or in a sack, jump first forwards, then backwards,

then to the side.

12 Wheelbarrow

Like children: face down on the floor, actor A raises himself up on his hands, while

actor B takes him by the legs. A walks on his hands, B as if pushing the barrow.

13 As you like it

Try to modify your normal walk, including its rhythm.

14 Imitating others

Walking like people from your own city, another city, another country, another

social class, another political party.

Third series: massages

The word massage is inadequate as a designation for this series of exercises. A

better description would be ‘a persuasive dialogue’ between one partner’s fingers
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and the other partner’s body. This dialogue must be carried out without violence,

but equally without titillation – neither aggression nor caress. The whole body is

combed for tensions; a dialogue takes place, with the participants trying to relax,

to release all the muscle tones, all the knots, using repetitive movements, around

and across, with the ends of the fingers or with the whole hand.

1 In a circle

The actors sit in a circle, one behind the other, each person placing their hands

on the shoulders of the person in front of them, in order to keep roughly an arm’s

length apart. Then, with their eyes closed, everybody tries to find the hardened

points of their partner’s body, in the neck, around the ears, the head, the shoul-

ders, the backbone. After this has gone on for a few minutes, ask everyone 

to do a 180 degree turn, still with their eyes closed, turning into the circle (to 

avoid collisions), so that the whole circle ends up facing the opposite direction.

Give the group another few minutes of massage. Then ask everyone to lie back

on the person behind them, who must carry on massaging them, this time on the

face.

Variation

Face to face. The same exercise, standing, in two lines facing each other. The

partners massage each other’s faces, as before.

2 The movement comes back

As in the first exercise in the series, except that one actor starts a repetitive action

(a rhythmic tap or squeeze or whatever) on the shoulder of the person in front of

him, who must then repeat exactly the same thing on the person in front of her,

and so on, till the motion returns to the person who started it. At that point, the

originator changes the motion or the rhythm (or both).

3 Sea waves

Two partners more or less the same height, back to back. A tries to place her

buttocks in the small of B’s back and lets herself fall back against him. B bends
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over, bracing his hands on his knees, in such a way that A is able to ‘lie down’ on

his back; gradually, carefully, B takes A’s weight, so that A’s feet leave the ground

Once A is steady and comfortable on his back, B makes gentle movements, up and

down, so that his partner feels as if she were floating on the waves of the sea,

relaxed, tranquil, without tensions, without fear. After a few minutes, the two

partners swap over. People may prefer to do the following variation first.

Variation

The same, with two extra people to observe and assist. The preceding exercise is

not that easy to do. The most common mistake is for A to place her buttocks

against B’s, rather than finding the small of the back, just above the buttocks.

Another problem can be lack of trust on A’s part. To remedy this, one can do the

same exercise, which is in any case very calming, with one or two colleagues on

the sides to ensure A’s safety.

4 The rolling carpet

Everyone lies on their back on the floor with their arms stretched out behind 

them; the first person lies with her legs in one direction, the second with his legs

in the other direction, and so on alternately, in such a way that all the arms and

shoulders are side by side, but the heads are pointing in opposite directions.

Everyone lifts their arms in the air. One person sits on the raised hands and the

people lying on the floor make that person’s body move along as if she was 

on a rolling carpet. At the other end, there is someone standing, waiting to 

receive the arriving person and place her on the ground at the end of the line of

bodies. The latter, once she’s got there, lies on the ground to await the arrival 

of the second traveller on the ‘rolling carpet’, and so on till everyone has been on

the carpet.

Italian variation

Everyone lying on their backs on the ground, heads all facing the same way, bodies

all pointing in the same direction. The first person in the row starts rolling on the

bodies of his companions till he arrives at the other end. As soon as he has set off,

the second person follows, then the third, etc.
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Edam variation

Everyone stretched out on their backs, head to toe with their neighbour. This time

a little space is left between each body. One person comes to lie across the first

three, at a right angle to them. At a given moment, those on the ground begin to

roll in the same direction. The person on top of them will also move with them.

A second person follows, etc.

5 Back massage

Two actors stand back to back – each tries to massage the other with his back, like

a horse rubbing itself on a tree.

6 The demon

A way to shake out tensions. The actor hops from one foot to the other, doing

arm movements similar to those one does to shake water off one’s body, or to

chase out a demon (that is, in countries where they exist . . . ).

Fourth series: integration games

1 Person to person, Quebec-style

Everybody gets into pairs. The workshop leader calls out the names of parts of the

body, which the partners must join together; for instance, ‘Head to head’ – 

the partners must join their heads together; or ‘Foot to elbow’ – one partner’s foot

must touch the other’s elbow (and vice versa, at the same time, if it is possible).

The game is cumulative, i.e. when the partners have conjoined two parts of their

bodies they must keep those together while carrying out the next instruction. 

The actors can make the contacts in any way they choose, sitting, standing, lying,

etc. After four or five instructions which have tangled the pairs together, and 

taken the game to the limit of physical possibility, the workshop leader shouts

‘Person to person’, the pairs separate and everyone finds a different partner – 

then the process starts again. A number of different people can have turns at calling

the instructions.
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2 The bear of Poitiers

One participant is designated the bear of Poitiers (a French town where this game

is played). She turns her back on the others, who are the foresters. The latter busy

themselves with their forestry tasks – woodcutting, planting, tree-felling, taking

a break, whatever. After an interval, the bear must give vent to an enormous

growl, whereupon all the woodcutters must fall to the ground and ‘play dead’,

not making the slightest movement, absolutely motionless as if their life depended

on it. The bear goes up to each one of them, growling at will, and touches, tickles,

prods, tries any trick she can think of to make them laugh, to make them move;

in short, her goal is to force them to reveal that they are alive. When the bear

succeeds, the forester who has given himself away becomes a second bear, and

the two bears set off to do the same thing to the other foresters, who still try not

to move. Eventually there are three bears, then four, and so on.

This last exercise is very curious in that it produces an effect exactly opposite

to its guiding principle. The principle is: if the woodcutter can send his senses to

sleep, if he can feel nothing, see nothing, hear nothing, if he can successfully 

play dead, the bear will not attack because bears don’t eat dead people. But the

instruction ‘Feel nothing’ provokes exactly the opposite reaction, and all the senses

become extraordinarily highly developed – you sense much more, hear much

better, etc. Fear hypersensitises us!

3 The chair

One actor sits on a chair, legs held tightly together. He gets hold of the waist of a

second actor, who sits on the first actor’s knees and then hitches himself to the

waist of a third actor, and so on till everyone is sitting on each others’ knees, all

with their legs together, with the original person still sitting on the chair.

They begin to chant in unison ‘left, right, left, right’ and to move their right and

left feet in time with the chant. The chair is removed and no one falls down, as

they are all sitting hitched up to each other. The head of the line must try to ‘insert’

himself under the last person’s bottom – in such a way that they will form a circle

of sitting people, still moving. At this point they can let go of the others’ waists,

because there is no longer any need to hold on to each other, all being comfortably

seated.
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Variation

Three lines of people, on three chairs. Or four. The first in the line must still try

eventually to join up with the last person in the closest line.

Variation

A similar exercise done in a standing circle, everybody facing clockwise. The circle

should be very even, and quite closely knit. To a count of ‘one, two, three’,

everyone slowly sits down, so that they end up on each others’ knees, all sitting,

with no chair.

4 Leapfrog

This is the children’s game everyone knows. One person bends over with his 

hands on his knees. His partner jumps over his back, legs akimbo, and then bends

over with her hands on her knees; the first partner then runs and jumps over her,

and so on. With more people, the game can also be played cumulatively, so that

eventually there is a whole succession of backs to jump over.

5 The Brueghel game

This game is four centuries old. It features in Brueghel’s painting ‘Children’s

Games’. Be careful – it has survived the test of time, but it is quite a rough game

and is certainly not for the fragile, faint-hearted or unfit. I include it partly as a

curiosity and as a proof of the enduring nature of games.

An actor (called ‘the mother’) stands with her back to a wall. Five others are

facing her, in a line, one behind the other, all bending down with their heads

between the legs of the person in front, so that they together make up a sort of

ten-legged horse. The person who is closest to the ‘mother’ rests his head in the

latter’s supportive arms. The game begins when the other actors, one by one, take

a running jump and throw themselves on to the five-person horse, trying to land

as close as possible to the mother, but without moving once they have jumped on

the horse’s back. The first person jumps and either hangs on where he landed or

falls off. The second actor launches herself and she also stays put or falls. When

five actors have jumped, the mother starts to rock the horse’s body to try to shake

off those on top.
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There are numerous versions of this game. Usually, in Portugal, each runner

warns of his approach with a shout of ‘Charge!’ One variation specifies that the

mother must choose the manner of jumping – shouting, laughing, crying, etc. –

and each jumper must do as she says. Equally there can be two teams, and the

team which keeps the greater number of jumpers on the horse wins. 

6 Stick in the mud

Two actors run after the rest and try to tag them. When they have been tagged,

the actors stay on the spot, standing with their legs apart. They are only released

by another actor going between their legs. The game ends either by dint of

exhaustion, or when all the actors have been thus immobilised.

7 Grandmother’s footsteps

Also a very well-known game. Person A stands facing a wall, facing away from

the others, who start off some distance back and then move forwards with the

goal of touching A without being caught moving. In some versions, A counts ‘One,

two, three’, either slowly or very fast, before she swings round to face those

approaching; in other versions, she can just turn without warning. Whichever

version is followed, when she catches someone moving, A calls out their name

and that person must go back and start again. The winner is the person who

manages to touch her without being caught; this person becomes the next one to

stand facing the wall.

8 Millipede

Everybody sits with their legs apart, one behind another. The workshop leader

gives a countdown: ‘One, two, three . . . go!’ The whole line turns over at the same

time, with everybody ending up with their legs on the shoulders of the person in

front of them and their hands on the floor supporting them. So the line looks like

a millipede. Then, the millipede has to walk. If necessary, to make the exercise

easier, start with only three participants, then four, and so on, working up to

manage a large number – the millipede tends to come out better this way.
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9 Apple dance

Two partners dance with an apple clasped between their foreheads (no hands).

The apple mustn’t be dropped.

10 Sticky paper

One person in the centre. The others touch her or one another; with each point

of contact, a sheet of paper is placed between the touching parts of the bodies. The

person in the centre begins to move and the whole group must move with her,

but the bits of paper must stay where they are, without dropping. Any part of the

body can be used as the point of contact, not just hands – head, shoulder, neck,

buttocks, anything.

11 The wooden sword of Paris

Two groups facing each other, with a leader in front of each group. They fight a

duel as if they bore wooden swords in their hands, taking alternate strokes. Each

leader can give six different strokes:

1 as if to chop off the head of the opposing leader – in which case all the opposing

team must duck, simultaneously;

2 as if to chop off the legs – all the opposing team must jump;

3 striking clearly to the left – the actors must jump to the right;

4 same to the right – the actors jump left;

5 a clear strike down the middle – the actors jump right if they’re on the right,

left if on the left;

6 the leader thrusts his sword forward – the adversaries must jump back.

The game starts with the workshop leader instructing each leader in turn to make

a single strike at a time. The leaders are rotated. The workshop leader can suggest

two blows at a time; then three, four, five. Then the workshop leader allows the

leaders (who should change frequently) to fight however they wish.
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12 American football (aka British bulldog)

Everyone stands against one wall, except one person who stands in front of the

opposite wall. The workshop leader shouts ‘Go’ and everyone must try to get 

to the opposite wall, except the lone actor who tries to catch one of the others.

Anyone who is caught becomes a catcher. The others then rush back to the other

wall, the two catchers now trying to catch two more; then the four try to catch

four and so on. Each catcher can catch only one person at a time.

Variation

Same as the above, except that the catcher(s) only have to tag people to catch

them, and they can tag more than one each time. This version is less violent.

Variation

Same as the tag version above, except that the catchers have to hold hands.

13 Three Irish duels 

Three exhausting, exciting duels. The group gets into pairs of roughly the same

physique.

Duel one: the partners stand facing each other, covering their knees with their

hands, changing knees from time to time. Their goal is to score points by touching

the other person’s knees, while trying to avoid their adversary touching their

knees. One point for each touch, first person to three wins. 

Duel two: maybe best done with bare feet or shoes of similar robustness! The

partners face each other, dancing from foot to foot, keeping only one foot on the

ground at a time, and each partner tries to touch his foot on top of his adversary’s

foot, preferably without stamping violently on him. One point for each touch, first

to three wins.

Duel three: again they face each other, but this time each has one hand out in

front with a pointed forefinger (the sword), and one open hand behind her back,

palm outwards (the target). Each tries to score points by touching her sword onto

the other’s target. First to three wins.
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14 Little packets

A version of a very well-known children’s game, excellent for developing the

participants’ concentration. The participants gather in little lines of three people

standing one behind the other, all the lines facing in the direction of the same

central point, all equidistant from that point. Two people not in the lines are the

hunter and the quarry. The quarry must flee the hunter; whenever the former 

is in danger of capture he can take the place of a person either at the front or the

back of any line. If he stands at the front of a line, the last person in that line

becomes the quarry and must escape; if he goes to the back of a line, the front

person must escape. If the hunter catches the quarry, they swap roles; the new

quarry runs, the new hunter counts to five (so the quarry can escape) and then

they play on.

Variation

All the people in the front position in the lines have to count from one to twenty

and, at the end of the count, they also become quarry, and must seek to escape

the hunter – now there will be more than one quarry at a time. The lines must

never have more than three people. 

15 Cat and mouse

Two variations of a well-known game, similar to the ‘Little packets’ game above.

Everyone has a partner, with whom they hold hands and move around the space

– except two people who are on their own, one being the cat, one being the mouse.

The cat chases the mouse, as usual. 

In version (a): if the mouse wishes to avoid getting caught, it can join up at 

one end of a pair and hold hands, which means that the person at the other end

of that pair becomes the mouse and has to peel off and run away; there can never

be a group of three people holding hands together. As with the previous game,

you can decide that if the cat catches the mouse, they exchange roles and, after a

brief pause to give the new mouse a head start, the game goes on.

In version (b): as in the previous version, at any time the mouse can latch onto

the end of a pair, releasing the person the other end of that pair – except that in

this version, the person released the other end becomes the cat rather than the

mouse, and the old cat is reduced to mouse status, and has to flee. Again, if they

catch each other, they swap roles.
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16 Homage to Tex Avery – cat and dog(s)

A variation of version (b) above of ‘Cat and mouse’, in which at the start of the

game the hunter and the hunted are dog and cat. When the cat feels in danger of

being caught, he attaches himself as before to a pair by holding hands or linking

arms; in this version the person at the other end now becomes a bigger dog, 

who chases the smaller dog, till the latter attaches himself to another pair – then

the person at the other end becomes an even bigger dog, and so on and so on.

When each transformation takes place, i.e. at the moment of release, before the

new bigger dog starts chasing, he must jump high into the air and bark, like a

cartoon dog – a bigger jump and a bigger bark with each changeover.

In all versions of this game, it is sometimes necessary to encourage the hunted

creature not to wait till she is in danger before joining onto a pair, but to do it

frequently. The game is all in the transformations, so it works better if changeovers

happen often. 

17 The handkerchief game 
(aka the hat game, aka dog and bone)

Two lines of people standing side by side face each other, a couple of metres 

apart. Both lines are numbered in different directions; thus with twelve people

there would be two lines numbered from one to six and 1 would stand opposite

6, 2 opposite 5, 3 opposite 4 and so on. The workshop leader calls out a number

and the two people who answer to that number must try to run and grab a

handkerchief (or hat or other object) placed somewhere on the middle line

separating both groups. The person who has grabbed the handkerchief must

endeavour to get the handkerchief back to her line without being touched by the

other player.

Variation

If one player carries off the object and is touched by the other before getting back

to her line, she must drop the object where she is. Both players can now try to

pick it back up and carry it off to their line, again without being touched; this can

happen as many times as it takes to get it back to one or other line.
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Variation

As in the first version above, except this time the workshop leader/caller stands

in between the lines, holding the hat or handkerchief, and the participants are

not allowed to cross the centre line.

Variation

The caller can shout two or three numbers at a time, and thus four or six players

are on at one time.

18 Good day

Especially useful when starting a Forum Theatre session with lots of people 

who have never met before: everyone has to shake hands with a stranger and say

their own name; they can only let go of the other person’s hand when they have

grabbed another hand – to whose owner they will say their name and so on. 

Variation

If the number of people is small, in the second part of the game each person has

to say the other’s name rather than her own.

19 Cadavre exquis (aka consequences)

This game takes its French title (meaning ‘exquisite corpse’) from the Surrealist

poets. It can be done as a drawing game or as a verbal game. In the former, each

person draws something on the top twenty centimetres or so of a sheet of paper

and folds it over, leaving only a couple of lines at the edge visible to the next

person. That person then draws something joining onto the few visible lines,

whatever these fragments suggest to them; he then folds it over, again leaving

only a few marks or lines visible to the next person – and so on, till all the sheets

of paper are full. Then they are unfolded and revealed.

Variation

In the verbal version, one actor starts telling a story, which is continued by a

second actor, and so on till the whole group has contributed a part of it. This can
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be done in the same way as the drawn version, with half the group as an audience,

half playing: one actor at a time comes into the room, speaks a couple of lines,

and repeats only the last few words when the next actor comes in. Or with a tape

recorder, the whole group can play at once, with the product being recorded to

be played back at the end. 

Innocent as such games may seem, they can be very stimulating to the

imagination.

20 The parachute

A real parachute is put on the middle of the room, everyone holding it at the edge

and making waves with it. One person hides under the silk cloth and another tries

to catch her. The billowing silk helps the person who is hiding.

21 Balance with an object

Each actor takes an object, small or large, but manageable, and touches the floor

with as little of his body as he can (as in the exercise ‘Minimum surface contact’,

p. 56), all the while doing the same with the object, which must travel all over the

surface of his body. The Joker tells the actors to exchange objects and each actor

plays with this second object, moving it all over his body while himself touching

the floor with a different part of his body, continually changing. A second exchange

of objects takes place, and after a while the Joker tells each person to get his original

object back and withdraw from the game with it, having given the object he had

acquired to the person who had his – and so on until the game is over.

Fifth series: gravity

This is a very long series.

It should be carried out in a very gentle manner, without violence or tension.

Each person should endeavour to study the force of gravity – which is an actual,

existing force, pulling us towards the ground twenty-four hours a day. We are

talking about an enormous force – a force equivalent to our own weight! If I stretch

out my arm, it requires an enormous effort on my part to keep it outstretched,

otherwise it will fall. If I didn’t make a huge effort, my head would drop, since it

has no particular reason to stay upright on the top of my neck. Without my making
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a certain effort, my tongue wouldn’t stay in my mouth, my knees would bend,

my belly button would touch the ground. That is the nature of this continual fight,

the human body versus gravity.

All these feats require an effort. However, this is such a daily burden that we

don’t even realise it is happening. All day and every day, we make this extreme

effort, without even being aware of it.

But, even if we may not be aware of the effort, the body is, the body feels it

deeply. And sometimes we say things like: ‘I haven’t done a thing and I’m tired.’

The first clause isn’t true – we have stopped our tongue from lolling out of our

mouth, our knees from bending, our head from tumbling to the ground. That’s

something. A huge something. As huge as the force which we have to counteract

all our lives.

In order to combat this force, in order to be able to expend the effort necessary

with greater economy, the body mechanises its movements and always finds the

most economical way of walking, sitting down, working, etc. This is good and bad,

because at the same time that it saves our energy, it reduces our body’s expressive

possibilities, till in the end it has the effect of inflicting masks of rigidity on us.

This exercise helps us to become aware of and recognise these mechanisations.

In this series, all the body’s muscles are continually activated and deactivated, and

care should be exercised. Also make sure that you finish the last exercise sequence

on the positive, gravity-defeating note specified, otherwise the actors may feel like

they can never move again!

1 Horizontality sequence

1 Without moving the rest of the body, which should stay still, the actor

stretches his neck and head forwards. A partner can help him by touching

his nose and then immediately pulling her finger away – the nose should

try to follow the finger as far as possible, as far in front of the body as it

will go. The movement should be executed on a single horizontal line.

2 Again without moving the rest of his body, the actor moves his head and

neck backwards on one plane, as far as possible; again, it is a good idea for

a colleague to assist with a finger, to guide the movement to ensure that

it is rectilinear and horizontal.

3 The actor bends his neck to the left, keeping his head upright and moving

it over his left shoulder, still staying on a single horizontal plane. A partner

can help by touching his ear with a finger. To make it easier, the actor can

cross his hands above his head and try to touch his elbow with his ear.
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This sideways movement resembles the head and neck movement

contained in certain Asian dance forms.

4 Same thing to the right.

5 All the preceding movements must be rectilinear and horizontal; the nose

should move in a plane parallel with the ground. Now the actor moves

his neck in a circle, trying to touch distant points with his nose, forwards

or backwards, to the left or the right. The eyes should be fixed on a

particular point, so that all the movement is made by the neck and the

head always stays the same distance from the ground, without going any

lower or higher.

6–10 The same exercises for the thorax. The whole thoracic cage should be lifted

and moved from front to back and from left to right, and should inflate

during respiration; the recommended breathing pattern for this is

inhalation when the thorax is going backwards and exhalation when it is

coming forwards. That is, the reverse of what one does normally.

11–15 The same exercises for the pelvis.

16–19 ‘Puppet’ exercises. An actor takes hold of one of her colleagues by the

collar of his shirt, and the latter lets his head hang loosely like a puppet.

The head should have no autonomous reaction, and, if touched, should

react only to the force of gravity.  The actor works her puppet.

Then the same, with head and right arm. The other parts of the body

should remain still. The right arm and head must be completely supple,

responding only to the partner’s handling and to the force of gravity.

The same again, with the left arm as well.

The same partner holds the actor round the waist and the whole upper

part of his body flops over and hangs down.

20 The actor improvises around these base movements, creating any images

he wants. For instance, using the image of a typewriter, where his head 

is the carriage, reacting to the movements of his fingers on imaginary 

keys: his fingers tap the keys, his head moves over to the left or comes

back sharply (carriage return), reverse key, capital letter key (his head

comes up), red print key (his head turns to the right), etc.

2 Verticality sequence

1 The actor is seated on the ground, arms and legs spread wide, forming a

right angle, dividing her body vertically into two parts, each half having

one arm, one leg, one shoulder, half the head, half the pelvis, half the
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chest. She advances in this fashion on her hindquarters, leaning first the right

side of her body forwards, then the left; the two parts of the body should be

as dissociated as possible, the movements as isolated as possible.

2 Having made a few such ‘steps’ forward, still with arms and legs extended,

she goes back to where she started from, in reverse.

3 Sequence of rectilinear and circular movements

It is important to be aware of the whole dynamic of this exercise before under-

taking it; be aware especially of what is said in the final paragraph of this section

(p. 91) about the need to pace the participants, give them breathing space, and

then give them all the encouragement they will need to start moving again.

1 The actor moves forward only by means of rectilinear movements of legs,

arms and head, like a robot. The movements must be clipped, without a

definite rhythm – unexpected, surprising movements. Swinging movements

of the arms cannot be used because they are circular. All parts of the body

must move.

Very often, in this exercise, actors have a tendency to do abrupt, juddering

movements, which should be avoided. While the movements should be

straight, they can still be gentle and varied.

As for the rectilinearity of the movements, this is most easily achieved by

telling people that their limbs must stay parallel to the walls, the floor, or the

ceiling, or whatever diagonals there are in the room.

2 The actor moves forward by means of rounded movements only – circular,

oval, spiral, elliptical, etc. The arms revolve at the same time from front to

back, up and down; the head should describe curves in relation to the ground,

going up and down, never staying at the same level. The legs and the whole

body go up and down. The movement should be continuous, gentle,

rhythmic and slow.

Repeat these movements several times while at the same time trying to

study (to feel) the activity or inactivity of all the muscles during the realisation

of the movements. Only after having fully studied (felt) one movement

should the participant move on to another, equally rounded movement. It

is important that the whole body be in motion – head, arms, fingers, hands

(never clenched into fists), chest, legs, feet. The exercise should be done

gently, without violence, with pleasure, almost sensually. It should never

hurt. It should warm up the body.
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3 Alternate circular movements and rectilinear movements.

4 The right-hand side of the body does circular movements, the left-hand side

does rectilinear movements. After a few minutes, swap round.

5 The upper part of the body does rounded movements and the lower part,

below the waist, does rectilinear movements. After a few minutes, swap.

6 All the possible variations, with all the parts of the body which the actor has

succeeded in controlling and dissociating.

7 Move forwards while dissociating all the parts of the body to as great an

extent as possible – stretching out the head, arms and legs to the limit, trying

to feel the vertical division of the whole body. Walk on tip-toe with straight

movements.

Then progress to very slow circular movements. Then contract the body,

drawing in all its parts, until all movement ceases and the body is reduced to

a tight little ball. Then do the same thing again, the other way round.

8 Do all the preceding exercises again, moving backwards.

9 Now the participants must keep their knees bent and carry on walking

around like this for several minutes, without straightening up.

10 Next the participants can do any kind of movement they like (circular or

rectilinear), towards the sides or backwards, but never the usual way, i.e.

forwards.

11 Here the struggle begins. The actors must start making very slightly less effort

than is required to keep walking, to go from one place to another, to move.

Very slightly less effort, and immediately afterwards, very slightly more effort.

They must examine the limits of the two forces involved, muscular strength

and gravitational pull. They try to balance gravity with only the energy

absolutely necessary. But each time they use a little less strength than

necessary – a hard-won, slow victory for gravity. Always going from a little

bit less to a little bit more, but gradually with less and less energy so that on

each successive occasion the process of movement is more laborious – but,

even so, they try to carry on, walking, kneeling, crawling.

12 Finally, only after a reasonable length of time, everyone gives up trying 

to move around and abandons themselves to immobility. But it is absolutely

vital that the exercise lasts for some time, and that the actors do not give up

immediately, but study the dynamics of force, so that their capitulation is

gradual.

13 They stay on the floor, their whole bodies give in. As much of the actors’

bodies as possible should be in contact with the floor. They try to feel the

specific weight of each part of their body: the fingers and thumbs – each

separate finger should be felt, not ‘fingers’ in general; head, jaw, etc.
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14 After this, when they have had time to feel each part of their body, they start

movement again, this time with the opposite tendency. First a single finger,

then each and every part of the body starts to move, tries to rise; the actor

still uses the absolute minimum strength necessary, a little more, a tiny bit

more and then a tiny bit less. This time the study is angled towards the little

bit more. The hand rises and falls, but it rises again and again, and falls again,

but it rises a little bit higher, then a little bit higher. And the knees rise and

fall, but rise again, and again. And the body starts to move again, but it falls

back, then it starts again.

15 The actors move their bodies, shift themselves, with enormous difficulty –

this difficulty is genuine, because it is a matter of overcoming the genuine

force of gravity, against which we struggle throughout the day. They shift

themselves, using only what strength is necessary, sometimes a little less, a

little more. They stand up. They fall down, but they are strong and able to

right themselves again.

16 They walk. Now it is forbidden to look at the ground, they can only look

forwards. Now it is forbidden even to look forwards, they can only look up.

Now they must walk a little faster, faster. Then they walk and jump, and 

each time they jump a little higher, everybody tries to jump even higher, to

leave the ground, higher, even higher, they try to touch the ceiling, they try

again, they have almost touched the ceiling, now they begin to shout as they

jump, they try to take off, to fly, to jump as high as possible, to shout as loud

as possible. Running.

This exercise has a very important pivotal moment. In the first stage, the partici-

pants are vanquished by gravity. This can give rise to a certain distress, a certain

sadness. The more so because they are looking at the ground, because they are

becoming aware of a fact of life: the awful power of gravity, against which we

must continually struggle. When they reach the moment of inertia, they must 

be given a chance to rest. They must have all the time they need to start to put

themselves back together. They need to be encouraged to stand up, recover them-

selves, jump, look up. They must be told that gravity is a powerful force, but that

each one of them possesses a force even more powerful than gravity. The series

should end in euphoria (a tired euphoria, yes, but euphoria all the same).
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II LISTENING TO WHAT WE HEAR

In this series the actors have to understand that it is important to find ’inner’

rhythms and not to seek to make portraits of people or, even worse, caricatures.

If I try to show the rhythm of love, hate, fear, I don’t have to make faces,

contortions or other grimaces, or show ways of walking that are characteristic of

particular people. 

First series: rhythm

1 A round of rhythm and movement

The actors form a circle. One of them goes into the middle and makes any kind

of movement, as strange or unusual as she likes, accompanied by a sound and in

a rhythm of her own invention. All the others imitate her, trying to reproduce

exactly her movements and sounds, in time with her. Then, still making her move-

ment and sound, this leader approaches and stands opposite someone in the circle,

challenging them to take her place; this person goes into the middle and slowly

changes the movement, the rhythm and the sound in any way she likes. Everyone

follows this second leader, who then challenges a third person and so on.

The person who goes into the middle can create any rhythm of body and sound

she likes, as long as it isn’t something she does in her daily life. There must be no

fear of the ridiculous, the grotesque, or the strange. If everybody is ridiculous, 

no one is!

Everyone else must try to reproduce everything they see and hear, as precisely

as they can – the same movements, the same voice, the same rhythm. . . . If it is

a woman who is in the middle, the men in the circle must try not to produce a

‘masculine’ version of the movement, but to reproduce exactly what they have

perceived; and vice versa.

What is happening here? What mechanism? Simple – in the act of trying to

reproduce someone else’s way of moving, singing, etc., we begin to undo our own

mechanisations. By our reproduction, we are usefully relaying to that person our

vision of her, but more importantly we are working to restructure our own way

of being, in many different fashions (since many actors will go into the middle).

We do not do a caricature, because though that would lead us to do different

things, we would be doing them in the same way (our own). We try to understand

and make an exact copy of the exterior of the person in the middle, in order to

gain a better sense of their interior.
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2 Game of rhythm and movement

Two teams are formed. At a given signal, all the members of the first team start

making any rhythmic movements that come to mind, each doing his own thing.

They then have thirty seconds to unify. If at the end of the thirty seconds the

opposing team considers that the members of the first team are all doing the same

thing, in a uniform manner, then they start imitating them. If, however, the

opposing team thinks that the first team is not sufficiently in unison, they signal

as much to a designated Joker judge. If the judge agrees, those who were out of

sync with their team-members are eliminated and drop out. But if the judge does

not agree, the first group has the right to choose an actor to be eliminated from

the second group. When the game has been interrupted, it is restarted in the same

fashion. If there has been no interruption (no signal to the judge) the second group

starts to imitate the first, with this team also having thirty seconds to unify their

movements, sounds and rhythms. 

3 Changing rhythms

Using voices, hands and feet, all the actors set up a rhythm together. After a few

minutes, they change it slowly, till a new rhythm emerges, and so on, for several

minutes.

Variation

Each actor does a different rhythm on their own till the Joker gives the instruction

‘Unify’; everyone unites into a single rhythm. After a few minutes, the Joker

shouts ‘Disperse’, the rhythm breaks down into separate parts again, only to

reunify later, and so on.

Variation

At a given signal, each actor takes a particular rhythm and does a movement 

in time with it. After a few minutes, each actor tries to get closer to one or more

of the others, choosing according to rhythmic affinity. Little by little, those who

have the greatest affinity homogenise their rhythm until practically the whole

group has the same rhythm and movement. It may not happen – which doesn’t

matter, as long as the subgroups which have formed have their own well-defined

rhythms and movements.
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4 The machine of rhythms

Especially in this exercise, it is important that the actor really plays the internal

rhythm: a machine is obviously mechanical so we should not demonstrate the

external aspects of people. This game deals with machines of rhythms and even

when the Joker asks the actor to show the machine of Rio or Mexico City, they

should not show ‘malandros cariocas’22 or sombrero-clad men dozing under a cactus

tree. The aim of the exercise is to reveal inner rhythms, rather than external cliché

behaviours. Sometimes, the rhythm of a social ritual can be shown by keeping the

same rhythm and changing the pace – making it slower or faster – rather than by

making faces. This is a rhythm exercise, not an image one.

An actor goes into the middle and imagines that he is a moving part in a complex

machine. He starts doing a movement with his body, a mechanical, rhythmic

movement, and vocalising a sound to go with it. Everyone else watches and listens,

in a circle around the machine. Another person goes up and adds another part

(her own body) to this mechanical apparatus, with another movement and

another sound. A third, watching the first two, goes in and does the same, so that

eventually all the participants are integrated into this one machine, which is a

synchronised, multiple machine.

When everyone is part of the machine, the Joker asks the first person to

accelerate his rhythm – everyone else must follow this modification, since the

machine is one entity. When the machine is near to explosion, the Joker asks 

the first person to ease up, gradually to slow down, till in their own time the whole

group ends together. It is not easy to end together, but it is possible.

For everything to work well, each participant really does have to try and listen

to everything he hears.

Variation

Love and hate. The same exercise, with the following modification: all the partici-

pants must imagine a love machine, then a hate machine. But they must continue

to be part of a machine, and not human beings. They can use only movements

and sounds, no words.
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Variation

The same thing, with the regions of a single country from which the participants

originate – Germany (Prussian machine, Bavarian machine, Berlin machine),

France (Breton machine, Parisian, Marseillaise, etc.). The political parties – 

in Britain, old Labour, new Labour, Conservative, Liberal Democrat, Scottish

Nationalist, Plaid Cymru, Green Party, SWP, etc. machines; in the USA the

Republican, Democrat, etc. machines.

Variation

The different kinds of theatre and cinema – silent films, circus, opera, soap opera,

agitprop, etc. 

Variation

The machine of whatever themes we are currently working on: bureaucracy,

authoritarianism, sexism, racism, etc. This helps enormously to create images for

the actual scenes. 

Hamlet variation

The machine of the play, of a character or a situation. In this case, the actors’ task

is not necessarily to unify but to structure their relationships.

It is extraordinary how the ideology of a group, its political standpoint, can be

revealed in a rhythm of sound and movement. The way people think and the

things they find fault with soon become apparent.

5 The Peruvian ball game

This game sounds much more confusing than it is – in essence it involves a chain

of exchanges of mimed balls. Each participant imagines they are in possession of

a ball – football, tennis ball, ping-pong ball, beach ball, any kind of ball or balloon;

they imagine what material their object is made out of, and they play with it, in

a repetitive rhythm, in such a way that their whole body is involved in the playing

and their voice is reproducing, rhythmically, the sound of their own particular

type of ball or balloon. The participants are given a couple of minutes to establish

a regular, repetitive, rhythmic action and sound, which they practise while

walking around the space.
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After a few minutes, the Joker says ‘Find a partner’. At this point each partici-

pant finds a partner and the two of them must continue playing with their own

balls, facing each other, while at the same time carefully observing the smallest

details of their opposite number’s ball, its motion and its sound After a minute or

so of simultaneous playing and observing, the Joker says ‘1, 2, 3 – exchange balls’

and each partner must immediately take over the other person’s ball, adopting

that person’s particular movements and sounds as exactly as they can. And off

they go round the space, with this second ball.

After a similar interval, the Joker again says ‘Find a partner’, the players find a

different partner and then on ‘Exchange balls’ they swap balls for a second time.

And off they go again, now with their third ball overall. And the whole sequence

takes place once more – a fourth ball.

Finally the Joker says ‘Get your original ball back’ and, from that moment on,

all the participants must try to find the balls they started with, all the while

continuing to play with the last ball they acquired. As soon as they have located

their original ball, they go up to the person who is in possession of it at the time

and say ‘That’s my ball – out you go’. That person then goes and stands on the

side and if he himself hasn’t yet located his own ball, he searches for it from 

the sidelines – if he spots it, he goes up to the person who has it and informs her

in the same manner. The game goes on until everyone has found their original

ball!

If at the end of the game there are still some people who haven’t found their

ball, you can attempt to piece together the paths of the various balls by asking

them who they first swapped with, and then asking those people who they

swapped with, and so the eventual destination of the ball is established. This ball

‘genealogy’ is sometimes impossible to establish, but it can provide a useful illus-

tration of the way actions and sounds have been modified, if each player in the

history of a particular ball is asked to demonstrate how they played with it; then

the three versions of one ball can be lined up side by side, to show the differences.

6 The clapping series

Like the preceding exercise, this is easier done than said. Sitting on the floor, in a

circle, all the participants start to beat out a clapping rhythm with their hands 

on their legs. Everyone must try to listen to the rhythms they hear and develop

a single, simple rhythm.

Once this has been achieved, one person (A) raises her hands and, in rhythm,

sends a single clap towards the person on her right (B) who claps with her at the
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same time; B then turns to the person on her right (C) and claps with her – and

so on. So we have AB clap, BC clap, CD clap, going in an anti-clockwise direction,

and in time with the background rhythm the rest of the group are beating out on

their knees.

Then we add in a single clap on the knees of the recipient before she passes 

it on. So it goes AB clap together, B claps on her knees, BC clap together, C claps

on her knees, and so on. Still in a rhythm which works with the background

rhythm.

Once the group is well in tune (and well practised) you can increase the clapping

speed, keeping the same rhythm. 

Then, from outside the circle, the Joker can say from time to time ‘Left’ or ‘Right’

and the claps, instead of following the natural flow, must go back either to the left

or the right (according to the instruction).

The next step is for the Joker to instruct the first person to send out not one 

but several claps, at short intervals; several claps will be on the go at the same

time.

Finally the Joker says ‘Go’ and the claps must be sent all over the place,

anywhere except to the left or the right, so that everybody has to watch everybody

else around the circle, to know where the claps are directed.

7 West Side Story23

So called because of its resemblance to various dance routines in the film of that

name.

Two teams are formed, standing in two lines facing each other, with a leader 

a few paces in front of the middle of each team. The first leader must make a

rhythmic movement forward, accompanied by a rhythmic sound, six times in

succession. She thus makes six forward movements. After the first or second

repetition, her team-mates will have grasped the rhythms of her movement and

her sound, and must join in, moving forwards in their line behind her. As she

advances, the opposing gang must retreat the same distance.

At the end of the sixth repetition, the leader leaves the central position and 

joins on the end of the line. Another leader takes her place, and faces the opposing
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leader, who goes through the same process – six times, advancing, he repeats his

own rhythmic sound and movement, which is copied by his team-mates, who

also start advancing, while the first team retreats at the same rate. And so on,

alternating advance and retreat, until every member of both teams has been a

leader. There can be a tendency towards repetitive aggressive sounds and actions

– it is important to side-coach the actors also to make soft sounds, sometimes to

use low voices, and to try to make rich and complex movements, not just ‘poum,

poum, poum!’

Variation 

The participants must use a particular designated part of their bodies to make the

rhythmical movement.

8 The Portuguese rhythmic shoes

This is a children’s game which is very useful for developing coordination in

groups. The actors sit in a circle, one shoe in front of each of them. They sing any

song or rhyme which everyone knows, and, keeping careful time with the rhythm

and the tune, pass the shoe to their right-hand neighbour, except at certain speci-

fied moments. For example:

The grand (pass a shoe)

Old duke (pass a shoe)

Of York (here you don’t pass on the shoe, you beat it in front of your 

neighbour and go back to your left keeping hold of it)

He had (pass a shoe)

Ten thou- (pass a shoe)

sand men (you beat the shoe in front of your neighbour and go back to the

left, as above)

And so on.

In the past, we used to play this game as a form of competition: anyone who

ended up with more than one shoe in front of him, or none at all, had to drop 

out of the game, taking his shoe with him. The way we use the game now, the

important thing is to do it as well as possible, but with the whole group – so that

everyone is looking after everyone else – thus developing group solidarity instead

of individual competitive spirit.
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There is obviously no need to sing or recite that particular rhyme – every

country has popular songs of its own which can be used. Or you can just use sound

on its own:

Ta ra TAN

Ta ra TAN

Ta ra ta ta ta ta TAN

Variation

From time to time, the Joker says ‘Left’ and everyone has to start sending the shoes

to the left. Then she says ‘Right’, then ‘Left’, etc. To make the exercise even more

difficult, she can say it in the middle of the musical phrase instead of at the end.

Blind variation

The same thing, with eyes closed.

Standing variation

This is extremely difficult, don’t even try it. But, if you must, you do it at your

own risk: stand up, pay very close attention and . . . the best of luck.

9 The two brooms

Two actors facing each other, with two brooms or sticks which they are both

holding: one partner’s left hand holds a broom with the other partner’s right hand,

and vice versa. The two start with the two brooms in a horizontal position and

then begin a ‘tick-tock’ movement – one broom rises, the other falls. Tick, tock,

one goes up, the other comes down.

The other participants watch from some distance and then approach, one by

one, moving in a rhythm which will enable them to go through the two-broom

gateway without touching the brooms or changing their rhythm. Each person

must arrive when the nearer broom is up, and go into the middle at the right speed

to be able to go under the second broom when it is up (and the first is down),

without stopping.

It is very important not to stop – the exercise is all about rhythm. A rhythm

applied at speed.
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10 The four brooms

The same tick-tock rhythm, but now with four people and four brooms – two

going up and down, and two others going forwards and backwards, so that at a

given moment they all meet in the middle, and at another moment they all open

a square hole through which a person can pass.

The process is identical: everyone watches from a distance, then moves 

forward with a speed and rhythm which will allow them to arrive in front of the

four brooms exactly when they start to open to allow the participants’ passage

through.

11 Horseshoe rhythms

In a horseshoe formation, on the floor, someone starts a rhythm which must travel

right round the horseshoe to the other end. Then the person at the other end starts

another rhythm and it goes back in the other direction. Each participant will

always be in the middle of doing one rhythm till he replaces it with the rhythm

which arrives on his left or right.

12 Circular rhythms

The same thing in a circle, standing up, so that the whole body can move, the

different rhythms passing right round the circle back to the originator who then

starts a different rhythm.

13 The big chief

In a circle, on the floor. One person leaves the room. The group chooses the ‘big

chief’, who is the person who will initiate all the changes in the rhythm and all

the rhythmic movements in the circle. The person outside the room is invited back

into the room and must try to work out who is the big chief.

14 The orchestra and the conductor

Each actor or group of several actors utters a rhythmic or melodic sound. The

conductor listens to them. They must produce the same sound, whenever the

conductor asks them with a gesture of hand or baton. They must be quiet when
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she does not require their sound. In this manner, the conductor can compose her

own piece of music. Everyone can have a turn at being the conductor.

15 Rhythm dialogue in teams

Two teams are formed, each with a leader. The game begins: one leader repeats

a rhythm four times, directing it towards the opposing leader as if talking to him.

The actors of the first leader’s group take up the rhythm and repeat it three times.

The opposing leader in turn answers with another rhythm; immediately, the

members of his team, as if replying to the members of the other team, repeat 

what he’s done three times. The rhythms and the movements should be used as

a dialogue, as if the groups were really talking to each other. Each musical phrase

can be as long or short, as simple or complex, as people want.

16 Chain rhythm dialogue

One person thinks of something he wishes to express and tries to translate what

he has thought into a rhythm of movement and sound (not simply mimicking 

the sound of the words!). His interlocutor watches him and answers him, but

addresses the answer to a third person, who listens to him, and addresses a fourth

person, etc. At the end, the participants tell each other what they were thinking,

reproducing their rhythm while giving the translation. 

Hamlet variation

The actors must think of phrases from the play and translate them into movement

and sound.

17 Pretend Brazilian ‘Indians’

Lines of five actors. The person at the front of the line is the ‘chief’, who must

conjure up a pretend situation of ‘Indians’ in a Latin American forest – at war,

going fishing, fighting animals, a religious dance, wherever his fancy takes him.

He then starts travelling around the space, making appropriate rhythmical move-

ments and sounds which the other four must repeat exactly. From time to time

the Joker changes the chiefs, who go to the end of their lines, to be succeeded by

the next in line. Till all have been chiefs.
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Figure 21 Dialogue of rhythms. Photograph: Fabián Silbert.

Figure 22 Dialogue of rhythms.
Photograph: Fabián Silbert.



18 Lines of five

Similar to the preceding game, except cumulative. The first person in the line

makes a gesture and a sound, in rhythm. The line joins in, all repeat a few times.

The first person goes to the back of the line, the next person adds another gesture

and sound to what the first person was doing. And so on till the fifth actor has

made his contribution. It is important to make simple gestures because they will

be added to the others, rather than replacing them.

19 The president’s bodyguards

Groups of five. The president in the middle with one bodyguard facing him in

front, one behind him and one standing each side of him facing the same direction

as he. The president makes a rhythmical movement and sound, the guards imitate

him (the one facing him working as a mirror, the others around him replicating

the actions and sounds the same way round as he). The president moves around

the room with his escort, making 90 or 180 degree turns whenever he pleases, so

that one of the other three becomes the mirror. From time to time the Joker elects

a new president.

20 Walk, stop, justify

The actors walk around the room in strange and unusual ways. Every now and

then the workshop leader says ‘Stop’; everyone stops where they are, and each

person must justify their strange position or say something which makes sense 

of it. 

Hamlet variation

The actors must make subjective movements of characters from Hamlet in

particular situations.

21 Carnival in Rio

Several groups of three actors, the individuals in each group numbered one, two

and three. The workshop leader says ‘Number one’ and all the number ones start
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moving around the room with a rhythm of sound and movement of their own

invention (a different rhythm each). The other two members of each trio must

imitate their leader. The workshop leader shouts ‘Number two’ and all number

twos must initiate a different repetitive sound and movement, which the other

members of their group must imitate exactly. Then, ‘Number three’. When all

three have invented their rhythmic sounds and movements, the workshop leader

says ‘Back to your original movements’ and each person returns to their original

movement. So the small groups of three are travelling around the space together,

but each member of the group is doing their own thing. After a bit, the workshop

leader says ‘Unify!’ and, without stopping, each group of three must unify their

sounds and movements; as soon as one member of each trio decides to copy

another, then the third person must follow the majority, so that all three end up

doing the same sound and movement. Thus the movement they end up with is

either one of the three original movements or a new movement composed out of

elements of the originals.

From time to time, the workshop leader says ‘You may change groups’. Those

who are happy in the group they’re in, stay put – those who want to change join

on to another group, swelling its size; but while they are choosing whether to

leave or not, they must not stop their rhythmic sound and action, otherwise the

exercise will grind to a halt. If one person is left alone (because the other members

of his group have both left), he must abandon his rhythm and join one of the

remaining groups.

22 Bolivian mimosas

Pairs, in which one partner is the person and one is the mimosa flower (a plant

which is sensitive to touch). The person touches some part of the body of the

mimosa, who must start moving rhythmically, first the part of the body which has

been touched, then enlarging the movement till eventually it takes in the whole

body. The person observes to make sure that the mimosa spreads the movement

till its whole body is shaking. Three times, starting with different points on the

body. Then another three times, with a rhythmic sound added. Then a further

three times, but this time the mimosa must make a melodious sound, with a melo-

dious movement. Person and mimosa can swap after each of the three sections,

or at the end of the whole sequence.

People with back conditions, beware, the exercise is harder work than it seems

at the time.



23 How many ‘A’s in a single ‘A’?

A circle. One actor goes into the middle and expresses a feeling, an emotion or an

idea, using only the sound of the letter ‘A’ in any of its possible inflections, plus

a movement or gesture that goes with it. All the actors in the circle repeat that

sound and action three times. Then another actor goes in and expresses a different

idea, emotion, or feeling, and again the circle repeats it three times. And so on.

Then the same thing with ‘E’, ‘I’, ‘O’ and ‘U’. Then with a single word. Finally

with a sentence. 

Hamlet variation

Same exercise using lines or phrases from the play made to signify extremely

different feelings, emotions and even thoughts.

24 Two by three by Bradford

The actors get into pairs facing each other. The exercise has four or more parts.

First they simply count up to three out loud a number of times: actor A says ‘One’,

B says ‘Two’, A says ‘Three’, B says ‘One’, A says ‘Two’, B says ‘Three’, and so on.

They try to get this working as fast as possible.

Then, instead of saying ‘One’, A does a rhythmical vocal sound accompanied

by a rhythmical action, which must take the place of the number whenever it

would have been said. Thus the sequence now goes: A does sound and action, 

B says ‘Two’, A says ‘Three’, B does the sound and action invented by A, A says

‘Two’, B says ‘Three’, and so on. Whatever sound and action A does at the begin-

ning of this second sequence must be repeated as accurately as possible whenever

the ‘One’ would have been spoken.

In the third phase of the game, as well as the sound and action in place of ‘One’,

a different sound and action is substituted whenever ‘Two’ would have been

spoken. Again the partners play for a few minutes, trying to get as fluent as possible.

And of course in the fourth phase, yet another sound and action is substituted

for the number three. So now what you see is a kind of sound and action dance,

with no numbers being spoken at all.

The game works best if each sound and action is very different from the one

which precedes it. This way the players get less confused. 

Any number of variations are possible – the count can be taken up to five, or

seven, etc.; an even number will not work, because the players end up doing and
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saying the same things each round, instead of having to observe and copy each

other’s actions and sounds.

25 Crossing the room 

The group arrange themselves in a square or rectangular shape. Two actors cross

the room from opposite sides, with a particular rhythm, movement and sound

(one starts and the other copies, or by dint of repetition, they reach a happy

medium – no pre-planning is allowed). The next pair of actors have to cross at a

right angle to the first pair, so that they pass the first pair immediately after they

have crossed. Then another pair, on the same plane as the first pair, a step or two

to one side of them, making it more difficult for the pair at right angles. And so

on, pairs continually crossing from both top and bottom and left and right, till

everyone has crossed. 

26 Circle of names of Belo Horizonte 

The first actor goes into the centre of the circle and makes a rhythmic gesture while

pronouncing her own name along with a word which has the same first letter as

her name and which, according to her, suits her personality. Everyone in the circle

reproduces her words and actions twice, then she goes back into the circle and the

person on her right comes in and does the same with his own name, word and

gesture, and so on until the last person has been. Now, each actor goes back into

the centre of the circle in the same order, but this time she does nothing, and the

whole group has to remember the name, the word and the rhythmical gesture.

When the group has got it right, the actor joins in and then goes back to the circle.

27 Circle of rhythms of Toronto 

In a standing circle. Actor A goes and stands in front of actor B standing on his right,

and makes a repetitive sound and a movement which B reproduces in time with

him. When B has the hang of it, and is doing it in time, A moves along to teach actor

C the same movement and sound. C gets the hang of it, and A moves on to D.

At this moment, seeing that the place in front of C is free, B stands in front 

of him and makes another completely different sound and movement, which C

must follow. And so it goes on. Whenever an actor sees that the place in front 
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of the actor to his right is vacant, he starts his own movement and sound to be

reproduced by each person he teaches it to. The whole can result in a wonderful

coincidence of totally different rhythms, movements and sounds.

Second series: melody

1 Orchestra

Two groups of actors improvise two orchestras, preferably with improvised instru-

ments, while one actor invents a corresponding dance. He dances towards one of

the orchestras, replacing someone in it, while the instrumentalist becomes a dancer

and dances in the direction of the other orchestra, replacing another instru-

mentalist who becomes a dancer and so on. Every time a replacement is made the

rhythm must of necessity change.

2 Music and dance

Certain Brazilian rhythms of African origin, like the samba, the batucada and the

capoeira (all involving circular movements and almost all involving moving

backwards, which in itself forces a certain reordering of the body’s muscular

structures) – all of these are excellent exercises for stimulating all the muscles 

in the body. It is nice to put unusual CDs on and ask the actors to be inspired 

by them, using, for instance, water or wind or other sounds of nature. In all these

conditioning exercises, it is important to begin slowly. Only little by little can 

these exercises be done with greater intensity. As I have said elsewhere, the

exercises must be fun to do, the experience should induce pleasure, not pain.

Third series: sounds and noises

1 Sound and movement

A group of actors vocalise a particular sound (the sound of an animal, of leaves,

a road, a factory) while another group does movements which correspond to the

noises, in some way ‘visualising’ the sounds. If the noise is ‘miaow’, the represen-

tation need not necessarily be a cat, but whatever visualisation the actor associates

with that particular sound.
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2 Ritual sound

Same thing, except that the group which makes the sounds must restrict itself to

the sounds of a particular ritual – waking up in the morning, going home, getting

to work, a classroom, the factory, etc. 

Hamlet variation

Some of the actors make sounds that they associate with a particular scene of a

play they are rehearsing, but not necessarily reproducing real sounds like the clash

of steel during a swordfight or breaking glass: they must make subjective sounds

(which also carry feelings and, sometimes, ideologies!). The other actors make the

movement those sounds inspire them to make, without self-censorship.

Fourth series: the rhythm of respiration

We have voluntary muscles which we can command at will. I tell my hands to

type what I want to type and my hands obey me. I tell my body to stand up and,

without hesitation, up it stands. If I want to talk, I order my vocal chords, my

mouth and my tongue to do what is necessary to produce the sounds I intend 

to utter.

These are voluntary muscles, consciously controllable. But there are muscle

reactions which are not controllable – when I am afraid of something, or if I see

the woman I love, I can’t stop my heart beating faster than usual. There is no point

in my saying to it ‘Be quiet’. It will beat as it wants to beat, in a manner which is

beyond my control. I exercise absolutely no power over it.

But there are also muscles which are controllable, which are voluntary, but

have fallen into neglect, so that one isn’t even aware of them – they have become

mechanised. This category includes, amongst others, the muscles involved in

respiration.

Because of their mechanisation, we breathe badly. Inside our lungs there are

huge expanses of impure air which is not renewed. We use only a tiny part of our

lungs’ capacity.

The exercises which follow are intended to help us become aware that we can

also de-mechanise respiration, we can control our breathing.
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1 Lying on your back completely relaxed

1 Place your hands on your abdomen, expel all the air in your lungs, then breathe

in slowly, filling the thorax as full as it will go. Breathe out. Repeat slowly

several times.

2 Start again, placing the hands at the base of the thoracic cage; inflate the chest,

making a particular effort to fill the lower part of the lungs. Do the exercises

several times.

3 Same thing again, hands on the shoulders or up in the air, trying to fill the

upper part of the lungs.

4 Connect up the three types of breathing in the order shown.

2 Leaning against a wall

Supporting yourself on your hands, do the same respiratory movements; then

start again, this time leaning on your elbows.

3 Standing up straight

Do the same respiratory movements. All the muscles should be tightened on the

in-breaths. Respiration should be a whole-body activity. Every muscle should react

to the entry of air into the body and to its expulsion, as if one could feel the oxygen

circulating around the whole body through the arteries, and the carbon dioxide

being carried through the veins to be expelled by the lungs.

4 Breathe in slowly

Slowly and deeply breathe in through the right nostril and out through the left

nostril; then the other way round.

5 Explosion

Having breathed in as much air as possible, expel it violently, all in one go, through

the mouth. The air produces a sound similar to a cry of aggression. Having

breathed in to capacity, do the same thing: rapid expulsion, this time energetically

discharging the air through the nose.
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6 Breathe in slowly while lifting the arms

Lift the arms as high as possible, standing on tiptoe as you breathe in slowly; expel

all the air slowly, first returning to a normal stance, then gathering in the body

till it occupies as little space as possible.

7 The pressure cooker

Hold your nose, pinching together the nostrils and closing the mouth, making 

the maximum effort to expel the air. When you can go on no longer, open mouth

and nostrils and release the air.

8 Breathe in as quickly as possible

Breathe in as much air as possible as fast as possible and immediately expel it as

quickly as possible. The whole group can do this exercise, with the Joker marking

the time of the in-breath and out-breath, as if they were runners in a race trying

to ‘shift’ as much air as possible in one go.

9 Breathe in as slowly as possible 

Breathe in very slowly, then breathe out vocalising a sound, trying to make the

sound audible for the maximum length of time.

10 Breathe in deeply through the mouth

Do this with gritted teeth, then breathe out through the nose.

11 Breathe in with clear definition and lots of energy 

Breathe in and out as described, following a particular rhythm – the rhythm of

the heart, or of a piece of music (with a well-defined beat), or a tune hummed 

by one of the actors.
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12 Two groups

The first group sings a melody which the second group accompanies with its

breath, marking the rhythm with the in-breaths and out-breaths. To start with,

to make things easier, the tunes should be relatively slow. They can get faster later

on; extremely difficult rhythms can even be used to accompany the breathing.

But I repeat, always start with a slow piece of music, ‘The Blue Danube’, for

instance.

13 Breathe out, standing in a circle

The whole group breathes out making an ‘Ah’ sound, then the actors let them-

selves drop as if they were deflating, ending up on the ground, completely relaxed.

14 One actor pretends to pull the stopper out of 
another’s body

The actor does this as if his fellow actor was an inflatable doll full of air. 

The part of the body ‘un-stoppered’ can be the finger, the knee, the ear, etc. The 

un-stoppered actor acts as if he was in the process of emptying; at the same rate

as he breathes out, he deflates, until he falls to the floor like an empty rubber doll.

Then the first actor approaches the doll-actor’s empty body and does the move-

ments and sounds of someone filling a balloon up with an air pump. The ‘balloon’

must fill up with the same amount of air as the actor is pumping, sometimes a 

lot, sometimes a little. After the relevant time, without any motor movement 

(as if he was a real doll, a real balloon) he re-inflates as much as he can, and his

colleague helps him into an upright position (a doll wouldn’t be able to do it

alone).

This game–exercise should be done with several people. Once the body has been

blown up again, everyone plays like a child with their ‘balloon-doll’, which should

bounce on the ground or off the wall (but never walk). After a few minutes, the

Joker should ask all the children to swap balloons, two or three times. Finally, the

balloons begin to deflate very slowly, and bounce less and less, till eventually they

fall to the ground, completely empty.
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15 A, E, I, O, U

All the actors cluster in a group, and one person comes and stands in front of them.

The group must make sounds, using the letters A, E, I, O and U, changing the

volume according to how near or far away the single actor is. When the ‘volume

control’ actor is far away, the group gets louder and when he is close, they get

quieter. The actor can move anywhere he likes around the room. The individual

actors who make up the group should be trying to communicate a thought or

emotion to the actor, not just making noise.

Variation

In pairs, each actor directs a vocal sound at his partner actor who is around 50 cm

away; this second actor moves back 1 m, then 2 m, 3 m, 10 m. The first actor tries

to adjust his voice to the distance. This exercise can also be done with singing.

Thus, in the same way as the eye ‘aims’ naturally at the object it wants to see, the

voice also ‘aims’ naturally at the person it wishes to address.

16 All the actors, standing facing the wall

Standing side by side, the actors ‘make holes’ in the wall with their voices, all at

the same time and in unison.

17 Two groups of actors, facing each other

Each group gives vent to a different sound, and tries to force the other group into

submission.

18 With their bodies in maximum possible contact 
with the floor

So placed, the actors exercise their voices.
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19 Lying on their backs on tables

Lying as described, heads hanging off the end, the actors vocalise a continual sound

till they feel an itch in their throats and can go on no longer.

Fifth series: internal rhythms

Each of us has one or more personal rhythms: our heartbeat, our breath, our walk,

our laugh, a rhythm of speech, a rhythm of attention, an eating rhythm, a love-

making rhythm, etc.

1 Rhythmic images

In this exercise-cum-game, an actor goes into the middle and the rest try to express

with their bodies, each in turn, a rhythmic image of that actor, of how they

perceive him. After every actor has had a turn individually, they all repeat their

rhythms together. Then the actor can try to integrate himself into this ‘orchestra’.

Variation

A single actor does someone’s rhythm; when that person recognises herself, she

does someone else’s rhythm, and so on.

In this exercise–game it is vital that the actors try to see as deeply as possible

into the person being observed – caricature must be avoided at all costs. 

Hamlet variation

One actor starts the vocal and bodily rhythm of a character from a play in a

particular scene of that play. The other have to follow and try to discover which

character he is doing and at which moment in the play.

III DYNAMISING SEVERAL SENSES

Of all the senses, sight is the great monopolist. Because we see, we don’t bother

to perceive the world outside through the other senses, which remain dormant

or become atrophied.
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The first part of this section is entitled ‘The blind series’. In these exercises, we

voluntarily deny ourselves the sense of sight in order to enhance the other senses

and their capacity for perception of the outside world – just as people who really

are blind can accomplish feats of perception which astonish those of us who are

sighted. In this series we do the same, with the advantage of being able to open

our eyes when the exercise is over. . . .

The blind series

All the blind games which follow are safe, but care needs to be exercised;

dangerous obstacles need removal and with a large group it can be useful to have

one or more people apart from the Joker to keep a lookout and head off accidents. 

If people are moving around ‘blind’, it is worth reminding people to move

slowly, and not to extend their hands in front of them in the classic caricature of

the blind person – in this position, it is easy for someone to get jabbed in the eye.

A good position for blind movement is arms slightly crossed, with the hands

covering the elbows. 

In all the games which feature a ‘blind’ person and a guide, it is best if one can

do the game a second time, swapping the blind/guide roles.

1 The point of focus, the embrace and the handshake

The participants are asked to fix their gaze on a fixed point somewhere in the

room, anything they like – a window, a mark on the wall, a radiator, etc.; they

each choose their own point of focus. They must then close their eyes and try 

to make their way slowly towards their own particular point. When they collide

with another person, if they think they have been diverted from the straight line

they have mentally traced, they must try to correct their movement. After a few

moments, the Joker asks everyone to open their eyes again and take their bearings.

Are they close to their chosen target? Are they miles away? A second attempt is

made; this time, all those who found their mark easily choose a more distant point,

and all those who had difficulty choose a closer point. 

Next, they must get into pairs and hug their partners. In mid-embrace, they

must close their eyes, release one another, and walk backwards, either till they

meet an obstacle or for a preordained number of steps; then they retrace their

footsteps to reconstitute their embrace with the same person . . . not someone

else. The same exercise is done at least twice, changing partners each time.
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Finally, the most difficult version. In pairs, the actors shake hands, close their

eyes, break the handshakes, walk backwards till they meet an obstacle, or else a

preordained number of steps, return and try to re-shake the same hand . . . not

just any old hand! 

Variation

One actor kneels down, the other sits on his leg. The Joker asks the sitting actors

to stand up and she then counts from one to seven, with the actor taking a step

forward with each count. Then the Joker starts counting back from 7 to 1 and the

actors must take seven steps back. Then the Joker instructs the actors to sit and

they do . . . preferably on the leg of their partners. 

Variation

The Joker says ‘Stand up’ and both kneeler and sitter stand; the Joker counts 

from one to five and the sitter takes that many steps forward, while the kneeler

takes the same amount of steps back. The Joker counts back from five to one, 

each partner reverses his previous action – at zero, they try to kneel and sit

harmoniously.

2 Noises

The group divides up into pairs: one partner will be blind, the other will be her

guide. The guide makes an animal-like noise, like a cat, a dog, a bird, or a made-

up animal – and her partner listens. Then all the blind people are to close their

eyes and all the guides, at the same moment, start making their sounds, which

their blind partners must follow. When the guide stops making the sound, the

blind person should stop moving. The guide is responsible for the safety of his

blind partner; he must stop her (i.e. by ceasing to make his sound) if she is in

danger of colliding with another blind person or bumping into an object. He should

change his position frequently. If his blind charge is ‘good’, if she is managing to

follow him, the guide should move as far away as possible. The blind person must

concentrate on her own noise, even when there are lots of other noises all around

her. The exercise deals with the selective functioning of the ear. 
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Julián’s variation

In a circle everyone is numbered 1 or 2 alternately; all 1s stand in front of the 

2s on their right and make a sound, which their 2 will have to recognise later.

They go back to their places. Then, all 2s stand in front of the 1s also on their right,

forming thus a different couple, and make another different sound, which again

the partner facing them will have to recognise later. Then they go back to their

places and all shake hands, first to their left (with the partner who made sounds

for them) and then to their right (with the partners for whom they have made

sounds). These handshakes are slightly extended – the participants caress the

hands they touch in order to be able to recognise them later. The Joker tells them

to disperse, all ‘blind’, and after a while he tells them to start making the sounds

that they invented, at the same time as trying to locate the sounds that were made

to them. When they do locate the neighbour who made a sound to them, they

shake hands with that person (who was on their left); and when everyone has

both hands taken (i.e. they have both found their guides and been found) they

can open their eyes. The goal is for everyone to go back to their original places 

in the circle.

3 The imaginary journey

In pairs. The blind partner must be led across a series of real or imaginary obstacles

found or invented by the guide, as if the two of them were in the middle of a forest

(or any real or fantastic environment the guide has in mind: downtown in a big

city, in a crater on the moon, a supermarket, etc.). As in all the exercises of this

kind, speaking is forbidden because it distracts attention from images and sounds,

from imagination; all information must be given by physical contact. Whenever

possible, the guide should make the same movements as the blind person, imagining

his own story.

The guides should sow obstacles throughout the room – chairs, tables, what-

ever’s available – so that the obstacles are sometimes real, sometimes imaginary.

The blind person must try to imagine where she is. On a river, for instance? Are

there crocodiles? Lions? Rocks? And so on. The guide can use physical contact or

breath or sound, as a means of guidance, but the blind people are not allowed to

do any movement which they haven’t been ‘instructed’ to do.

After a few minutes, the exercise stops and the blind person must very quietly

tell her guide where she is in the room, who is next to her, etc. – in short, she

must give all the real information she has been able to gather by means of all her
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senses, bar sight. Then she tells her guide where she imagined she was journeying

and the guide tells his story, and they compare notes.

4 The glass cobra

Everyone stands in a circle (or in two or more lines if the group is very large), with

their hands on the shoulders of the person in front of them. With their eyes closed,

they use their hands to investigate the back of the head, the neck and the shoulders

of the person in front. This is the glass cobra in one piece.

Then, on an instruction from the Joker, the cobra is broken into pieces and 

each person sets off around the room, still with their eyes closed. In the legend of 

the Chilean araucanos Indians, this ‘glass cobra’ shattered into a thousand pieces

when their nation was invaded by the Spaniards; but one day the pieces will find

each other again, and these small fragments, harmless on their own, will become

dangerous the moment they are reunited, because then they will turn into the

steel cobra and will expel the invaders.

The cobra in the legend is the people, obviously! In the game it is the partici-

pants, who, after a few minutes of blind locomotion around the space, on a signal

from the Joker must find their way back to the person who was in front of them

before the cobra broke up. They must reconstitute the cobra(s). As in the legend,

this may take time. . . .

Variation

The same thing except that the whole exercise is done with the participants lying

on the ground and dragging themselves around like snakes.

5 One blind line, one sighted line

Two lines of actors, facing each other. In one, the actors have their eyes closed;

with their hands, they try to feel the face and hands of the actor facing them. Then

the sighted actors separate and shuffle themselves, and each ‘blind person’ has to

find the person who was facing them, by touching hands and faces.
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Variation

An Image Theatre exercise. The line of people with their eyes open form them-

selves into individual statues. The blind partners have to discover the shape of

their opposite number’s statue, in one or two minutes, and then return to their

line and form themselves into that same image they have felt with their fingers.

Then they open their eyes and compare their image with the original it was based

on.

6 The magnet – positive and negative

All the participants wander round the room for a few minutes, eyes closed, trying

not to collide with one another. As I mentioned earlier, this is best done with

crossed arms, hands covering the elbows, and slowly, so no one gets hurt. In the

first part of the game, whenever anyone touches anyone else, they must both

immediately back off – the magnetic energy is negative. They must find their

bearings in the room, while avoiding touching others; this exercise develops all

the other senses.

After a few minutes, the Joker announces to the participants that the magnetic

energy has become positive. From that moment on, when anyone touches anyone

else, they stay stuck together for a few moments. This is very difficult because the

participants must not stop moving around, their feet must keep walking, which

sometimes means that in order to stay stuck together, they have to walk sideways,

backwards, etc. Touch with the hands should be avoided – other parts of the 

body are preferable. If it feels OK, a person can remain stuck to someone else;

otherwise they have the right to go off looking again. A person who has been

turned down (as a sticking partner) has the right to insist, but only once; the point

of the game is not to hunt down particular people. One can stay stuck to one, two

or several people.

Eventually, the Joker gives the signal to stop. Everyone stops where they are,

and each person tries to find a face, just one, with their hands. This is where 

the most beautiful part of the game starts – each person must try to ‘translate’ the

tactile sensations into an image. In other words, by touching the other person’s

face, they must try to imagine what that face is like, looking for general features

as much as small details. This process of translation is very delicate and also very

pleasurable. People are allowed to touch the face and head, that’s all. After a few

minutes the Joker tells everyone to open their eyes and compare the image they

constructed with the image in front of them.
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7 Swedish multiple sculpture

Half the group is made up of blind people, the other half of guides. Each guide

speaks the name of their blind person who must walk towards them. The guides

change position frequently, till at a certain point they come to a halt and continue

calling their blind people, always calling very quietly. When the blind people are

close to the guides, the latter take them by the hand and model their bodies into

a complex sculpture in which they are all touching – that is, a single sculpture

made out of a number of bodies.

Then the guides move away and reproduce the same sculpture with their own

bodies; the reproduction must be exactly the same as the original it is modelled

on, each guide taking up exactly the same position as the blind person they

modelled (or else it may be the mirror image – it must be made clear at the outset

which version of the exercise is being used).

When the second sculpture is in place, the Joker calls the blind people, who

must come towards her, slowly, on all fours. She then conducts them to the sculp-

ture made out of the guides’ bodies. When they get there, each of the blind people

must try to identify their own guide. When they think they recognise their guide,

they say their own name. If they are right, the guide says ‘Yes’ and the blind person

drops out of the game and can open his eyes. But the guide must stay put, so that

the sculpture isn’t altered. And so on till the last blind person finds their guide.

8 The vampire of Strasbourg

The title of this exercise is slightly alarming – and so is the exercise itself. It goes

like this: everyone walks around the room with their eyes closed, their hands

covering their elbows in the manner described on p. 115, without touching each

other or colliding. The Joker applies a little squeeze to the neck of one of the

participants, who then becomes the first ‘vampire of Strasbourg’ – after a couple

of seconds, his arms extend in front of him, he gives a scream of terror, and from

this point on he must seek out necks in order to vampirise others. The vampire’s

scream gives the others a clue as to his whereabouts so that they can try to escape

him or whoever vampirised him.

The first vampire finds another neck and gives it a little squeeze. The second

victim screams with terror in the same fashion, her arms rise in front of her and

now there are two vampires, then three, and four, etc.

Sometimes one vampire will vampirise another vampire; when this happens, the

latter lets out a cry of orgasmic pleasure and drops his arms to his sides, having been
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returned to normal human status. Of course when participants hear such a cry, it

indicates not only that someone has been rehumanised, but also that there is still

a vampire beside him. The participants must flee the most vampire-infested areas.

It is curious (but understandable) how the participants experience a certain

feeling of relief on being vampirised, when instead of fleeing other people they

must now persecute them. Without doubt the same mechanism operates in all

situations where the oppressed becomes the oppressor. But the game is even richer

than that. On the one hand, the oppressed (participant) becomes the oppressor

(vampire); he escapes from his oppression, his fear, his anguish. He ceases to be

a victim and becomes a tormentor. On the other hand, he develops in himself 

the mechanism of struggle – he understands that all oppressive situations can 

be broken, smashed. The two aspects go hand in hand.

9 The blind car

One person stands behind another, who is the car. From behind, the driver guides

the movements of the ‘blind car’ by gently pressing a finger in the middle of the

back (go straight on), on the left shoulder (turn left – the nearer the shoulder, 

the sharper the corner), the right shoulder (similarly), or with a hand on the neck

(reverse). As there will be a number of blind cars driving round at the same time,

it is important to avoid crashes. The cars stop when the drivers stop touching them

(as with the accelerator on bumper cars).24 The speed is regulated by harder or

softer pressure with the finger. 

10 What is the object?

With eyes blindfolded and hands behind his back, the actor has to ‘guess’ with the

rest of his body, the nature of the object he is touching – chair, pen, glass, sheet

of paper, flower, etc. This exercise greatly stimulates the sensitivity of all the parts

of the body which enter into contact with the object.

To make the exercise more complex, give the blind person several objects at 

the same time. For instance, everything on the top of a desk, the entire contents

of a wardrobe, everything there is in the kitchen, etc.
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11 The smell of hands

Like the ‘One blind line, one sighted line’ exercise (p. 118), with the difference

that this time a line of people go up to a ‘blind’ person one by one, and each person

tells her his name and gives her his hand to smell. After they have all been past

her once (say, five people), they return, but this time in a different order, and the

blind person has to say the name of the person, by trying to remember the smell

of their hand.

12 The figure-of-eight chicane

Two actors are positioned a couple of metres away from each other. Then, in a

line, with eyes closed, the participants try to do a figure of eight around these two

people.

Variation

As in a skiing slalom à la Flaine, with two lines of four or five actors, around whom

the others have to ‘slalom’, blind, at walking pace.

13 Goalkeeper

A trust game. Six actors standing side by side, not too far apart, form the safety

net. Another actor, a few steps in front of them, is the goalkeeper. Facing this

group, say 6 m away, are the other actors. One by one, the other actors look at

the goalkeeper, close their eyes and start to run towards him, as fast as they dare.

The goalkeeper must catch the runner round the waist. When an actor strays off

course, one or more of the members of the safety net can catch him.

The most important thing is to try not to slow down or stop when approaching

the goalkeeper – this is a test of trust. 

14 Friend and enemy 

In groups of three, one person is designated the protagonist and the other two

decide alone, by themselves, without telling anybody what they decided, whether

they will be friend or enemy to him; they do not have to be the same thing, nor
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do they have to tell each other what they are. The protagonist closes his eyes and

the two of them start alternately to give orders, or suggestions, or propositions,

that he is supposed to obey (to sing, to crawl, to jump, etc.). If he cannot obey the

order – for instance, ‘Fly’ – he can try anyhow; or equally, if he does not want to

carry out the instruction – for instance, ‘Take your clothes off’ – he can pretend

he is doing it. After a one or two minutes, the second protagonist closes her eyes,

and the other two choose again whether to be enemy or friend; then a third

protagonist. At the end, in the same order each protagonist explains why they

imagined that one person was this and the other that. As they haven’t consulted,

both may turn out to be friends, or enemies. What makes the game difficult is that

no order (suggestion, proposition, etc.) can be delivered in the same tone of voice,

which has to change each time – the form has to be dissociated from the meaning,

the voice from its content. Voice is one language, words are another.

Hamlet variation: 1

The protagonist is one of the characters of the play and the other two are other

characters of the same play. They cannot speak lines from the play, but have to

use their emotions towards the protagonist in their voices. 

Hamlet variation: 2 

As with the first Hamlet variation, except this time the two must give orders from

the subtext, from what they have in their inner selves, rather than only from the

lines they actually speak in the play.

15 Draw your own body

Normally we would do this exercise at the beginning of a session. All the partic-

ipants lie on the floor and think about their body as a totality, and also about each

of its constituent parts: fingers, head, mouth, tongue, legs, sex, eyes, hair, belly

button, neck, elbows, shoulders, vertebrae, etc. They try to move the part of the

body they are thinking about, whenever possible.

After a few minutes of concentration, the Joker gives each person a sheet of

paper (the sheets of paper must all be the same size) and a pencil or felt pen 

(all of the same colour if possible, or else don’t let the participants see what colour

it is). The Joker asks each actor to draw their own body on the paper, with eyes

firmly closed. Once this is done, the Joker asks the participants to write their names
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on the back of their drawings, still with their eyes closed. She then collects up the

drawings, arranges them on the floor in any order, and tells everyone to open

their eyes and come and look at this impromptu exhibition. She asks them what

strikes them most about the drawings – are the bodies naked or clothed, lying

down or standing up, resting or working, in a relationship with objects or on their

own, do they contain important details, such as the eyes or the sex organs or only

general outlines?

Finally, the Joker invites them to try to identify their own drawing.

This exercise can greatly sensitise the group: first, when everyone is thinking

about their own body, about each individual part of their body; then, when

everyone is trying to reproduce by hand what they felt; lastly, after the exercise,

when they pay much greater attention to themselves, to their movements, their

way of sitting, their way of approaching other people, etc. The exercise makes 

the participants extremely conscious that we each of us are, first and foremost,

a body. We may be capable of constructing the most profound abstract ideas 

and devising the most extraordinary inventions, but it is only because we have,

before all else, a body – before we have a name, we inhabit a body! And we rarely

think of our body as the fundamental source of all pleasures and all pains, of all

knowledge and all research, of everything!

Usually we do this exercise before the game of the ‘Masks of the actors

themselves’ (p. 152).

16 Modelling clay

This is basically the same exercise, except that in this version modelling clay is used

instead of paper. This makes a difference, because the hands can return to details

already constructed. On paper, if you have already done the head, for example,

you have to remember this but you cannot come back to it. With modelling 

clay, you can always come back to what you have already done.

17 Touch the colour

The Joker gives the (blind) actor five pieces of clothing of the same kind (all socks

or all shirts or whatever), but made of different material and different colours. The

actor must feel each of the pieces of clothing and try to recognise the colours.
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18 The blind person and the bomb

A blindfolded actor, surrounded by the other actors. The ‘blind person’ must

imagine that a bomb will explode if she touches someone for longer than a second.

At each contact, she moves as far away as possible. This exercise produces an

incredible development of the senses.

19 Find the hand

Starting in pairs, each actor touches their partner’s hand; then they split up and

walk around. After a few moments, they must try to find the original hand again,

by touching all the hands they come across.

20 The siren’s song

Very difficult, very delicate. Each actor must think of an oppression she has

actually experienced or is still experiencing. Then everyone closes their eyes and

assembles in the middle of the room. Whoever wants to start utters a sound 

(a cry, groan, shout, lamentation, etc.) which must be the translation into sound

of the oppression she has in mind. The Joker takes this first person by the hand

and leads her on a journey around the room, eventually stopping in a corner.

Same with the second person, who has started a different sound. Three or four

others follow, each in their own way, with their own call. It is important for the

Joker to choose quite different sounds to inhabit the four corners of the room.

Then the four let loose their cries together. Those remaining in the middle listen

to the four and each choose the sound which best suits their own oppression; four

groups form. After this everybody opens their eyes, and they make four circles,

and, in their separate circles, each person recounts to the others the oppression

she was thinking of, the episode which was in her mind. It is no magic that within

each circle, the story is almost always about the same type of oppression, on the

same theme. 

Hamlet variation

The sound of each character of the play – the others must discover whose sound

is whose. Of course, if I simulate the sound of a character and think about his

oppression, I am externalising a character that I have within my person even if it
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is not in my personality.25 The feeling of the actor and that of the character, even

though they are the same, since characters cannot exist separately, are seen from

a different perspective.

21 Find a convenient back

Sit on the floor, move around, find a convenient back. Then, still with closed eyes,

do the ‘Pushing against each other’ exercise (p. 58), back to back.

22 The melodic hand

Seated in a circle with eyes closed, each actor touches hands with his neighbours;

his left hand resting on top of the hand on his left, his right hand under the hand

on his right. Thus he controls the movement of the left hand of his right-hand

neighbour, and his own left hand’s movement is controlled by the person on 

his left. The actors move their right hands in a rhythmical, melodious fashion,

allowing their left hands to be similarly moved by their neighbour.

Then the Joker says ‘Heads’ and the actors bring their heads into the movement;

then ‘Chests’; then ‘Stand up’ and the whole body dances; and then ‘Sing’ and

the whole group (still with closed eyes) is standing, swaying and singing together.

Then they open their eyes.

Variation

The same exercise, except that the controlling hand is placed over the hand it

controls, rather than under. 
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23 The sound of the seven doorways

Half the actors get into pairs of similar height and find a space around the room.

They stand facing their partners, and by raising their arms and joining hands, form

arches or doorways. Each ‘doorway’ devises three sounds: one seductive sound

designed to attract, another alarm sound designed to warn and a third celebratory

sound to convey success. The other half of the actors are ‘blind’ and they must try

to pass through seven of these doorways, guided by the sounds they produce.

Whenever the blind people are in danger of colliding with each other or with the

doorposts, the doorways must change to the alarm sound to warn them. Finally,

when the blind people succeed in passing through the doorway, it should deliver

its celebratory sound.

24 Recognising the ‘Aaah!’

All actors with their eyes closed wandering through the room; the Joker touches

the shoulder of one of the actors. Each actor who is touched must vocalise a sigh:

‘aaah!’ The others must identify who uttered the ‘aaah!’ The Joker continues to

touch others.

The space series

This series also engages all the senses.

1 Without leaving a single space in the room empty

All the actors must walk around very quickly (not running) trying to ensure that

their own bodies are always more or less equidistant from everyone else’s, and

that they are all spread out over the whole floor-space of the room. From time 

to time the Joker says ‘Stop’. At that moment, everyone must immediately 

come to a halt – it should not be possible to see a significantly empty space in the

room.

The main thing is not to come to a halt before the ‘Stop’. Whenever anyone

sees an empty space, they go and fill it with their body, but they can’t stay there,

so a moment later it is empty again, except that someone comes to fill it, but he

can’t stop there either. . . .
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2 Instead of simply saying ‘Stop’, the Joker says a number

Everyone must get into groups of that number as quickly as possible – groups 

of three, five, eight, etc. As quickly as possible, the groups must site themselves

so that they are all an equal distance apart, ensuring again that there are no empty

spaces on the floor-space of the room.

3 The Joker says a number and a geometric figure

The participants have to arrange themselves in that number of figures of the shape

specified by the Joker – four circles, three diamonds, five triangles, etc.

4 The Joker says a number and a part of the body

If the Joker says, for example, ‘Three noses, seven feet’, then seven feet and 

three noses must be touching. Again the floor-space must always be occupied by

equidistant groups.

5 The Joker calls out a colour and an item of clothing

The Joker calls out as specified – a part of the body (hair, eyes) may be used instead

of clothing. The participants must form into groups accordingly, still trying to

ensure that they are equally distributed throughout the room.

6 The participants run slowly

Running slowly is not the same as walking quickly. From time to time the Joker

says ‘Stick’ and immediately the actors stick together in groups of three, five, or

more, but without stopping. Everyone must keep running, which is extremely

difficult. Then the Joker says ‘Separate’ and everyone must separate. And then it

starts over again, with the participants still trying not to leave empty spaces on

the floor of the room.
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7 The participants touch each other

The actors touch with hands and feet, while moving around the room, no one

ever remaining completely separate from the rest. The Joker says ‘Stop’ and at

that point everyone stops on the spot, but each person should be able to touch

other people with both hands and at least one leg, without anyone being left

isolated in a corner of the room. The result is like a spider’s web.

IV SEEING WHAT WE LOOK AT 

There are three preliminary series of exercises which help us see what we are

looking at – the mirrors sequence, the sculpture or modelling sequence, and the

puppet sequence. The exercises develop the capacity for observation by means of

‘visual dialogues’ between participants; obviously the simultaneous use of spoken

language is excluded. In Image Theatre the use of words would interfere with 

the language of images or superimpose itself on top of that language. Symbolic

gestures, such as those used to signify ‘OK’ or ‘yes’ or ‘no’, should be avoided, as

should any sign corresponding exactly to the word(s) it replaces.

Sometimes people find the silence required for these exercises difficult –

however, the more the participants concentrate, the more they discover the

fascination of this work, and the richer the dialogues become.

The exercises can be done in isolation, each having its own specific function

and application. Nevertheless, when they are done in sequence and without

interruption, the participants are stimulated not only by each exercise in itself,

but also by the transition from one exercise to another; this transition sometimes

bears more interesting fruit than the exercises it links together. This is particularly

the case in the three ‘exchanges’ of exercise 8 in the mirrors sequence (p. 133).

The mirrors sequence

Each element of this sequence can last one, two, three minutes, or even longer –

it all depends on the degree of participation by the group and what the objectives

of the work are. The important thing about the work is that it be as meticulous,

detailed, exact, and rich in discoveries, as possible.
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1 The plain mirror

Two lines of participants, each person looking directly into the eyes of the person

facing them. Those in line A are the ‘subjects’, the people; those in line B, are the

‘images’. The exercise begins. Each subject undertakes a series of movements and

changes of expression, which his ‘image’ must copy, right down to the smallest

detail.

The ‘subject’ should not be the enemy of his ‘image’ – the exercise is not a

competition, nor is the idea to make sharp movements which are impossible to

follow; on the contrary, the idea is to seek a perfect synchronisation of movement,

so that the ‘image’ may reproduce the ‘subject’s’ gestures as exactly as possible.

The degree of accuracy and synchronisation should be such that an outside

observer would not be able to tell who was leading and who was following. All

movements should be slow (so the ‘image’ may be able to reproduce and even

anticipate them) and each movement should follow on naturally from the last. 

It is equally important that the participants be attentive to the smallest detail,

whether of bodily or facial expression.

2 Subject and image swap roles

After a few minutes, the Joker announces that the two lines are going to swap

roles. He gives the signal, and at that precise moment the ‘subjects’ become the

‘images’ and vice versa. This changeover should be carried out without affecting

the continuity or the precision. Ideally the movement which was happening at

the moment of changeover should be continued and completed, without any sense

of breakdown or hiccup. Here again, the outside observer should not be able to

perceive the change of roles, and this invisibility of changeover can be achieved

if the synchronisation and imitation of actions are perfect.

3 Subject–image, image–subject

A few minutes later, the Joker announces that when he gives the signal, the

participants in both lines are to be simultaneously ‘image’ and ‘subject’. From 

that point on, each partner has the right to do any movement he wants, together

with the duty to reproduce movements made by his partner. And this must 

be done without either partner tyrannising the other. It is absolutely vital 

that each feels completely free in his movements, but at the same time in 
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sympathy26 with his partner, so that the partner’s movements are followed as

faithfully as possible. These qualities of freedom and sympathy are essential. In the

whole of this sequence, the aim is not to make movements which are difficult 

or impossible to imitate; going fast does no good, quite the reverse. The key to the

exercise lies in synchronisation and fidelity of reproduction.

Up to this point, communication remains exclusively visual, and everyone’s

attention should be concentrated on their partner – first on the eyes, then taking in

the whole body, in concentric circles. It is not advisable to watch hands or feet; 

in the act of looking into someone’s eyes and following the movements of their

body, hands and feet will enter naturally into the field of vision.

4 Everyone joins hands

Once again the Joker gives first a warning, and then the signal for everyone to

join hands with their left- and right-hand neighbours. The two lines are still facing

each other, each person fixing their gaze on their partner. But in this stage a new

element comes into play; if, thus far, communication has been exclusively visual,

now it becomes physical as well. Each partner receives visual stimuli from their

facing partner and physical stimuli from colleagues on their left and right. Suppose

one of the participants does a movement which is accepted by his own neighbours

to the left and right, but which cannot be followed by his opposite number because

his neighbours are physically stopping him from echoing the movement; in that

case, the originator of the movement must go back a step as quickly as possible,

so as not to break the synchronisation and the perfection of the imitation. If

movements are slow and continuous, the process of visual and physical ‘consul-

tation’ which enables the two lines to be identical will not be interrupted. One

person will always be the image of the other, and within this image, each actor

will retain his own freedom of movement together with his responsibility to

imitate the opposite number’s movements (within the limits of his physical

capability).
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5 The two lines form a curve

The Joker takes the person at the head of one of the lines round the space, in 

such a way as to make the line into a U-shape. The other line will form a matching

curve opposite.

There is still a single, long mirror between the two lines. When the participants

move away from the imaginary mirror, in the process of making the curve, those

facing them must also move away. And when they approach the mirror, the same

mechanism applies. The worst thing that can happen is for an actor to bump into

the actor opposite on the way in to the mirror – the conceptual space must be

respected. (It’s a mirror – people don’t usually walk into mirrors!) The participants

must keep up their eye-to-eye scrutiny.

The fact of forming a curve adds a new and essential element to this progression

for the participants. Having passed through the stages of direct, individual, visual

communication, followed by visual and physical communication (with opposite

number and neighbours respectively), now the actors become aware that each

line forms a group; in other words, the actors bring into play the whole space of

the exercise, though their scope for invention is still limited and defined by physical

contact.

6 Symmetrical groups

The Joker gives a signal for the players to release each other’s hands, without

letting this break the continuity of the exercise. Now free of physical contact 

but aware of the whole space, and all the while having regard for the imaginary

mirror bisecting the room, the participants try to form a collective, symmetrical

image with the other people in their group. Sometimes all the members of one

group develop a single image reproduced by the facing group. (Remember, the

two groups are simultaneously subject and image; just as no tyranny was exercised

on an individual level by one person over another, so a group must act with the

same freedom and sympathy towards the group opposite.) Sometimes each group

divides into subgroups; it is important that they do not then further fragment into

separate individuals – at least two or three, if not all of the members of the group,

must be involved in the mutual reproduction, always with great attention to detail

and careful synchronisation.
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7 The mirror breaks

When the mirror breaks, we are again left with pairs of facing partners watching

each other. They exactly reproduce each other’s suggested movements, without

either person tyrannising the other. But now each couple has their own little 

piece of the mirror. The large central mirror, which was dividing the room in two,

has shattered into small pieces all over the room. Consequently, each couple can

evolve as it pleases, moving closer to their bit of mirror, or backing away from 

it, or turning round, but always staying in the same relationship to each other. At

this point, a redoubling of attention and concentration is required – an awareness

both of one’s partner and of the whole space, a space which is continually being

modified by the evolution of each pair and their piece of mirror; a space no longer

limited by the huge, long mirror, now for ever broken. The space becomes more

dynamic. It requires a higher level of care and concentration. It is important that

each pair moves and evolves using the whole of the room.

8 Changing partners

Three times the Joker gives the signal to change partners. On the signal, as quickly

as possible, each person abandons his partner and tries to find someone else with

whom he can establish the same mimetic relationship. Sometimes this person is

quickly found, but sometimes it can take time. Whatever happens, the actor must

continue moving at the same slow pace, without interrupting his rhythm, without

interrupting the movements he was doing with his previous partner till he finds

another. At the first signal, each person must choose one of his neighbours. At

the second changeover, a more distant partner must be sought, and at the third,

someone who is as far away as possible. It is important that the continuity is not

broken, that an actor doesn’t (for instance) suddenly cross his arms while looking

for someone else who is partnerless. His own movement is the force attracting his

future partner.

During this part of the sequence, it often happens that two partners choose the

same person and believe for some minutes that they have established contact with

that person. However, if they had both kept their eyes on the chosen colleague,

if all their attention had been channelled into that eye contact (even though the

whole room might have been within their field of vision), they would have been

able to tell straight away whether or not their contact was being reciprocated.

Each time a new partnership forms, a fertile dialogue must be established

between the two players, each ‘observing’ the other’s gestures, sensing the
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difference between this person’s movements and the previous person’s. The idea

is not to move rapidly from one thing to another, but to conduct a dialogue on a

visual and a physical level, to get to ‘know’ the other person.

9 The distorting mirror

The Joker should always forewarn the group before giving any signal to move the

sequence on to its next stage. In this case when the signal is given, the relationship

between the two partners changes completely. Up till now all movements, facial

expressions and gestures have been reproduced in an identical, mimetic fashion;

now there is commentary, response. Each person is allowed to do whatever 

feels right, and at each new stimulus, their partner answers, comments, enlarges,

reduces, caricatures, ridicules, destroys, relativises – in sum, produces an image

responding to the received image, but in a contrapuntal relationship to it.

There should be no sense of adjustment between the image (gesture, move-

ment, expression) and its response; on the contrary, they should be simultaneous,

or virtually so, and continuous. The idea is not to do something and wait for the

other person to repeat it, and then respond to that while he waits; there should

be a continual dispatch and reception of visual messages answering each other,

distorting each other. Of course, absolute simultaneity is impossible, but any period

of waiting (and loss of concentration) should be avoided.

10 The narcissistic mirror

After distortion, criticism, corrosive commentary, the attempt to destroy the

partner’s mask, caricature, now the mirror becomes narcissistic. And this is perhaps

one of the most wonderful moments in the whole sequence. Here, each participant

looks at himself in the mirror and sees himself beautiful. However, the image 

he sees is his partner. Each person must try to display, as precisely as possible, all

the signs of pleasure we give out, all the joy we experience, when we feel happy

deep down, when we are glad to be what we are. I feel happy, I make a gesture

of happiness, and I look at myself in the mirror; but what I see is my own image

in the body of another. At the same time, this other looks at himself in me; in me,

he sees himself happy, he sees himself contented. And it is I, with my gestures

and my movements, who must offer him this happiness, this satisfaction.
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A Portuguese poet, Fernando Pessoa,27 wrote these wonderful lines:

One never loves another,

One loves what there is of oneself in them

Or what one thinks there is.

That is partly the idea of these exercises: we seek ourselves in others, who seek

themselves in us.

11 The rhythmic mirror

Gently, in this loving search for oneself in the other, the dialogue becomes 

one, changes into monologue – both participants seek movements which have

rhythmic affinities. Both must find rhythms and movements of the body which

both find pleasing, movements which can now be slow or fast, gentle or vigorous,

simple or complex, staccato or glissando. The most important things are (1) that

both partners feel good, at ease and happy in the execution of the movements;

(2) that these movements are rhythmical and identical; and (3) that the whole

body is involved in them.

12 Unification

Finally, the Joker gives the signal to attempt unification – ‘attempt’ meaning that

there should be no obligation. Sometimes at the end of this sequence the whole

room is totally synchronised, totally united in one rhythm, one movement. But

equally it may be the case that the room is united in complementary rhythms and

movements, which are different but harmonious. A third situation can also occur,

in which the different groups do not become unified, and end up as several small

groups and subgroups, continually returning to and re-creating their own particular

rhythms and movements.

It is vital that this last stage be properly understood, without ambiguity: this 

is not a competition, it is not about imposing one’s own rhythm and movement

on others – more than anything, it is about seduction. The aim is to undertake 

a rhythmic study of the participants, and to try to unify the group at least on a
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minimal basis. But this can prove impossible. This phase of the exercise brings 

out the violence, the volatility and aggression of each member of the group; it 

also reveals the degree of compatibility, of dialogue, the capacity for collaboration,

within the group. The Joker must be careful not to force anyone, not to manipulate

the group to bring it to unification at any cost. It is a matter of analysing, studying

and not imposing. It is up to each individual to express themselves freely so that

the results of this self- and group-study may be truthful.

A great variety of forms of visual communication appear in this long sequence,

though all have a common base – mimesis (with the exception of the distorting

mirror where mimesis is present but not dominant). Throughout the sequence

people study their partners, in order to imitate them down to the smallest detail

and as simultaneously as possible. In the sequence which follows, the modelling

sequence, the dialogue takes a completely different form.

The modelling sequence

If in the mirror the dialogue was mimetic, here it must be translated. The actor

‘sees’ what her colleague does, and translates the action or gesture she has seen,

by changing her own position. She does not reproduce the gesture with her body,

she extends it, she shows what results from the gesture. This becomes clearer as

the sequence unfolds.

1 The sculptor touches the model

The participants arrange themselves in two lines facing each other. One of 

the lines is made up of sculptors, and the other of statues. At the beginning 

of the exercise, each sculptor starts using her hands to model the statue she 

has in mind. To this end, she touches the ‘statue’s’ body, taking care to achieve 

the effects she is striving for, down to the smallest detail. The sculptors cannot 

use ‘mirror’ language, they cannot use their own bodies to show the image 

or expression they want to see reproduced; here neither mimesis nor reproduc-

tion comes into the equation, this is no longer a dialogue, this is modelling.

Consequently, it is necessary to touch, to mould; each action on the part of the

sculptor provokes a corresponding reaction, each cause produces a different effect.

In the mirror dialogue both partners are always synchronised, carrying out the

same action. In the ‘modelling’ dialogue, though synchronised, the partners’ actions

are complementary.
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The Joker lets this first exercise last as long as is necessary – two or three

minutes, or even longer, it all depends on the participants, on what sort of

atmosphere has been created – for the sculptor and the statue to understand each

other, so that the sculptor’s gestures, seen and felt, may be easily translated by the

statue.

2 The sculptor doesn’t touch the model

In this second stage, the Joker tells the sculptors to move away from their statues,

but all the while continuing to do the same gestures as they were doing before,

when they were touching them. The statues, who previously ‘saw’ and ‘felt’ these

gestures, still ‘see’ them, but no longer ‘feel’ them; but they must continue to

respond as if they were feeling them, as if the sculptors were still touching them.

The sculptors must always make realistic gestures – the actual motions which

would be necessary to cause the statue to do the desired movements, form the

particular facial expressions or make the required gestures.

During this exercise, the sculptors frequently fall into the three basic traps: the

first mistake is to allow oneself to be drawn almost irresistibly closer to the statues;

the second is to fall into the temptation of making symbolic signs of the ‘Come

this way a bit’ or ‘That’s not it’ variety; and the third temptation, the worst of all,

is speaking. This last must be resisted at all costs, for by introducing the violence

of verbal language, one abruptly breaks the visual communication. If by chance

the statue doesn’t manage to grasp what the sculptor is after (and only as a last

resort), the sculptor can touch her to make her understand what is wanted; and

then, without fail, the statue must revert to the position she was in before the

‘explanation’, the sculptor makes her gesture again and this time the statue gives

the desired reaction, now that she has understood.

The statues are also frequently tempted into an error, which is to execute move-

ments which haven’t been asked for. For example, if the sculptor makes a gesture

of grabbing the statue round the waist or pulling it by the arm, it must fall over,

and not take a step forward to regain its balance. The step forward has been neither

asked for nor caused by the sculptor’s actions. Clearly the statue should have no

faculty of autonomous movement. If the sculptor wants the statue to move

forward without falling over, it is up to her to take care of its balance, to make it

first move one foot forward, then the other, making sure that the centre of gravity

never moves too far from the feet, so that it won’t fall over. All movements made

by the statue must be generated, directed by the sculptor.
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3 The sculptors spread out around the room

If in the previous exercise sculptors and statues were lined up facing each 

other, without obstruction, now the sculptors must spread out around the room,

taking care that their faces don’t move out of the statues’ field of vision (since the

statues cannot move themselves). The sculptors make movements and gestures

to make their statues move backwards or forwards, to one side or the other, up

or down.

4 The sculptors fashion a single sculpture together

With as great a distance as possible between sculptor and statue, the sculptors try

to bring their statues together, so that they form a single, multi-person sculpture,

which the sculptors must give meaning to.

5 Sculpture with four or five people

Thus far, the sequence has been without interruption, each exercise following on

from the last, with the transition being as important as the exercise itself. Here,

continuity is broken. The participants divide into four or five groups. One sculptor

and a number of statues. Each sculptor fashions the bodies of her colleagues 

into one significant image – as if she were saying, ‘This is what I am thinking.’

When she has finished visualising her thought, reifying it, she takes the place 

of one of her companions in the sculpture, who in turn becomes a sculptor. This

new sculptor starts work, as if she was thinking: ‘That is what you were thinking,

but take a little look at my response’, and she alters the work of the previous

sculptor, moulding the bodies of her colleagues into a multiple statue representing

what she wants. All this is done without the sculptor touching her statues; the

movements are done at a distance, are ‘seen’ but not ‘felt’, are translated by 

the sensibility of each statue, which acts as if it really had been touched. And so

on, till everyone has given their ‘visual’ opinion.

The puppet sequence

Finally, there is a third form of visual dialogue, the ‘puppet’ dialogue. The premise

is that between subject (puppeteer) and object (puppet) there is a string which
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conducts the movement. This is the shortest of the three sequences, containing

only two movements.

1 String puppet

Puppeteer and puppet are some distance apart. The former pretends to pull a string

and the latter answers with the corresponding movement. Both must imagine that

the string goes directly from the puppeteer’s hand to a part of the puppet’s body,

which the puppeteer designates with a look: arm, hand, knees, head, foot, neck,

etc.

2 String puppet with rod

We imagine a rod 3 m up in the air over which is slung the string, one end of

which leads to the puppeteer’s hand, the other being attached to the puppet’s

body – all movement is reversed. With the string puppet in the previous exercise,

the puppeteer lifted his hand to lift the corresponding part of the puppet’s body;

here, whenever the puppeteer makes an upward movement, the puppet does a

downward movement.

Image games

Images are surfaces: as any object reflects the light that strikes it, so all images

reflect the memories, imaginations, emotions of each observer who looks at them.

This means that all images are polysemic – they can have many meanings and we

should never reduce those meanings to the ’correct’ one, or to the one the sculptor

has ‘intended’ – we can only learn by the multiplicity of feelings, opinions,

evocations of the participants.

1 Complete the image

A pair of actors shake hands. Freeze the image. Ask the watching group what

possible meanings the image might carry: is it a business meeting, lovers parting

for ever, a drug deal, they love each other, they hate each other, etc.? Various

possibilities are explored to show all the ’meanings’ a single image can have.
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Everyone gets into pairs and starts with a frozen image of a handshake. One

partner removes himself from the image, leaving the other with his hand

extended. Now what is the story? Instead of saying what he thinks this new image

means, the partner who has removed himself returns to the image and completes

the image, thus showing what he sees as a possible meaning for it; he puts himself

in a different position, with a different relationship to the partner with the

outstretched hand, changing the meaning of the image, but conveying an idea,

emotion, feeling – this is a dialogue of images, not just a juxtaposition.

Then the first partner comes out of this new frozen image and looks at it. When

he was inside it, he had a feeling; outside it, the remaining partner in the image

staying frozen and now alone, the image will have a different meaning, evoke a

different emotion, idea, etc. So, he completes it, changing its meaning again. And

so on, the partners alternating, always in a dialogue of images. The players should

look quickly at the half-image they are completing, arranging themselves in a

complementary position as fast as they can not only to save time but to avoid

thinking with words and translating them into images; like the modelling exer-

cises, the actors should think with their bodies and their eyes. It does not matter

if there is no literal meaning to the way an actor chooses to complete the image

– the important thing is to keep the game moving and the ideas flowing.

Then the Joker can add a chair to the game, two chairs, an object or two objects

– how does this affect things, how does it change the dynamic? 

Hamlet variation

The actors choose one scene from the play they are rehearsing and each one takes

on one of the characters involved in that scene; from that point on the game is

the same with the actors ‘dialoguing’ in images, revealing not only what is written

in the text of the play but, above all, what is hidden in the subtext.

2 Ball games

Football, basketball, volleyball, etc. Two teams play a match without using a 

ball, but acting as if there was one. A referee must check to see if the imaginary

movements of the ball correspond closely enough to the real movements of the

actors, and should correct them if necessary. Any kind of collective sport can be

played for this kind of exercise – ping-pong, tennis, etc.
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3 Boxing match

Two people standing several metres apart. Each must react immediately to the

‘blows’ doled out by their partner. This works best if one person comprehensively

beats up the other, then the roles are reversed – it is difficult to react to imaginary

blows and dole them out at the same time. We would usually close this exercise

with gestures of tenderness, or by moving on to the ‘lovers’ variation which

follows.

The lovers’ variation

As above, except that the one partner is caressing rather than attacking the other.

The recipient must react to every tender gesture offered.

The dancing variation

The actors dance in couples, then they draw apart and continue dancing as if they

were still in each other’s arms.

Variation

Make a bed without bedding and synchronise the movements. Or two teams have

a tug of war with a non-existent rope. Or else draw a net full of fish out of the

sea. Or move a piano. There is an infinity of possible variations.

Variation

This kind of exercise can also be done in another way, making the cause precede

the effect – for instance, I feel the pain of falling before I fall, then I fall and

compare.

4 One person we fear, one person is our protector

All the participants must be scattered around the room. Without saying anything,

each person must think of one person in the room who frightens him (for the

purposes of the game only). Everyone moves around the room, trying to keep as

far away from the person who frightens them as possible, but also not letting that

person be aware of the fact that they have chosen them as the one they fear. After
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a short time, the Joker asks everyone to think of another person who is their

protector (who should also not be able to tell that he has been chosen as such).

Now everyone moves around again, trying to keep their protector between them

and the person they fear. Eventually, the Joker gives a countdown and everyone

must freeze where they are – then the players find out who has succeeded in

evading the one they fear.

5 Furnish the empty space

Two actors face to face. One moves and the other fills ‘the empty space’; if one

draws back her hand, the other pulls hers in, if one shrinks, the other grows taller,

etc.

6 Atmosphere of snow

An actor imagines that the atmosphere is malleable, as if the air was snow; she

makes a sculpture out of it. The others observe and must discover the nature of

the sculpted object. The game is not about mimicry – the actor must really feel the

atmosphere and the relationships between the muscles of her body and the outside

world; if she is striking blows with a hammer, the muscles of her body should

work as if she really had a hammer. 

This exercise can be simplified or complicated at will. You can start with

elementary movements, using real objects (carry a chair from one place to another,

for instance), and observe which muscles are stimulated, the nature of the stim-

ulus. Then you try to stimulate the same muscles, repeating the action without

the object. The exercise can be enriched if it is done collectively – an actor makes

an object with the atmosphere, she passes it to another actor, he changes it and

passes it to a third actor, etc.

For example, several actors can be put on the same car production line – one

actor puts on the wheels, another puts on the wings, and so on, from the major

parts to the tiniest parts, until the whole vehicle emerges. The accent should

always be on the physical relationship to the outside world and not on mimicry

or signs.
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7 Building character relations

This exercise can be either silent or with sound. One actor starts an action. 

A second approaches and, by means of visible physical gestures, establishes a

relationship with him, in keeping with the nature of the role he has chosen –

brother, father, son, uncle, etc. The first actor must work out what this role is and

respond accordingly. Immediately after, a third person starts up a relationship with

the first two, then in comes a fourth, and so on. The first part of this exercise must

be silent, so that the relationships with the outside world develop via the senses

and not through words.

8 Characters in movement

One or more actors come on stage and do various actions to show where they

come from, what they do and where they are going. The others must try to

understand them by these few actions; they have come in from the street, they

are in a waiting room, they’re about to have a tooth extracted; they’ve come from

a bar, they are in the lobby of a hotel and they are about to go up to their room;

they’ve come out of their house in the morning, they are in the lift and they are

about to start work at the office, etc.

9 Observation

An actor fixes his gaze on his colleagues for a few minutes, then with his back

turned or wearing a blindfold, he tries to describe them with as much detail as

possible – colours, clothes, features, particular characteristic behaviours, etc.

10 Complementary activities

An actor starts any movement, and the others try to discover what she is doing

so that they can then engage in complementary activities. For example, the move-

ments of a referee during a match are completed by the defending and attacking

players; a priest saying mass is completed with the addition of an altar-boy and

the priest’s congregation, etc.
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11 What has changed?

Two lines, the actors facing each other and observing. They turn their backs and

alter some detail of their appearance; then they turn back to look and each must

work out what the person opposite has changed.

12 Tell your own story

An actor recounts an experience, of any kind, as long as it is something that really

happened to him; his colleagues then illustrate his story. The actor/storyteller must

not intervene or make corrections during the exercise. At the end they discuss 

the differences. The storyteller can thus compare his reactions with those of his

colleagues.

13 The antiquated telephone exchange

A circle of people watching each other. All are numbered from 1 to however 

many people there are in the group. If there were 10, say, the surveillance might

go like this: 1 watches 4, 2 watches 5, 3 watches 6, 4 watches 7, 5 watches 8, 6

watches 9, 7 watches 10, 8 watches 1, 9 watches 2, 10 watches 3. The numbering

need follow no particular mathematical formula – as long as everyone is watching

someone, and being watched by someone else.

The instruction is to do nothing, unless you see your quarry do something. So

you watch carefully without doing a thing. But whenever anyone moves the

tiniest bit, his observer is also to move, a tiny bit more. As someone else is watching

him, that person will now move a tiny bit more than he did and a tiny bit more

than his model did. The whole thing escalates. With the instruction ‘Do nothing’

as the starting point, we end up with all extremes of behaviour.

14 Concentration

A concentration circle is set up; the actors look around them for, say, two minutes,

in which they must find as many colours, shades, shapes and details, as they can.

These can be a table, the end of a floorboard, a corner of the wall, a colleague’s

face, a detail of a hand, a white leaf, etc. Then they close their eyes and say every-

thing they saw.
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Like all human beings, actors are used to ‘synthesising’ reality in order to be

able to operate within it; we would go mad if our consciousnesses perceived and

registered the infinite variety of colours and shapes our eye can discern. Which is

why the actor must endeavour to analyse reality and discover its smallest details.

This exercise can be done with two actors face to face; each informs the other of

everything he has managed to discover in his face. The same thing can be done

with sounds.

15 Animals

To make best use of this game, it should be pushed as far as possible. Each actor

is given, at random, a piece of paper bearing the name of an animal, male or

female; though they do not know it, there are two of each animal. The Joker 

gives the signal and all the actors start playing their animals at the same time; i.e.

they begin to create an image of their animal which can be realistic, surrealistic,

symbolic, poetic, etc. The Joker stresses that the actors should not limit themselves

to a single informing detail, and that, as the image develops, they should try to

find as many details as possible – tail, wings, head movements, fast or slow ways

of walking, sitting, hanging, etc. After a few minutes, the Joker suggests a number

of activities:

1 The animals are hungry. The actors must show how their animals eat. Greedily?

Slowly? Secretly? In a stationary position? On the move? Timorously?

Aggressively?

2 The animals are thirsty. How do they drink? In great gulps or little sips? With

their mind on other things or with total concentration?

3 The animals fight among themselves. The actors must show how each animal

manifests its rage, its aggression, its violence, its hatred.

4 The animals are tired and go to sleep. How? Standing, sitting, lying down? On

a branch?

5 The animals wake up and, little by little, take a fancy to one another. Each

must go in search of its partner, male or female. The Joker reminds the actors

never to stop playing their animal, since that is the only way they will be

recognised by their partners. If an actor stops playing in order to observe the

others, then clearly it will be impossible to recognise him. When two ‘animals’

think they have found each other, they perform the ‘love scene’ of their

encounter, always staying faithful to their animal’s way of behaving. The bull

and the cow, for example, are hastier and more violent than the stallion and
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the mare, who exhibit great tenderness, kissing and nuzzling each other. The

cock and the hen don’t act in the same way as the rhinoceros and his mate.

Finally the two ‘animals’ leave the playing space and reveal their identities to each

other. But the game doesn’t end there! For that reason it is important not to talk

and above all not to reveal to the rest of the group who you are. The Joker invites

the couples to come back into the middle of the room if they like, to replay the

scene of their lovers’ meeting. When the other participants are sure that they

know what kind of animals they are watching, they give the appropriate animal

call – the lion’s roar, the cock’s crow, or whatever. If they are right, the couple

goes out of the game.

Equally the Joker can offer watching actors the chance to come into the ring

and show other elements, other ‘visual’ characteristics which the couple in ques-

tion have not been able to find, so as to enrich the performance, especially as far

as the image, the representation, is concerned.

The animals chosen must be very different from each other: felines, reptiles, fish,

big birds, little insects, etc. It is also not a bad idea to slip a ‘man’ and a ‘woman’

in among the couples. Very often spectators have some trouble identifying them.

16 Professions

This works on the same principle as the previous game, but animals are replaced

by professions; the professions chosen should by preference be ones the group has

strong feelings about (love or hate). The people playing the various professions

also go through a variety of activities – they eat, amuse themselves, drink, etc. For

instance, they might get dressed, travel, go to an exhibition, have an accident in

the street, recover, chase women (or men), and, finally, they do their jobs.

Again the game works best if words are not used, though sounds are allowable

(as long as they aren’t ‘signposts’, like the repeated note of a police car). As before,

no one should reveal their identity to anyone else till the end of the game.

This exercise can be done having pairs of actors in the same profession who

have to recognise one another, or form partnerships with others. On one occasion

when we played this game, six actors were completely unable to recognise each

other. They were respectively pairs of policemen, of concierges and of foremen.

. . . The same thing happened with cabaret artistes, athletes and prostitutes . . .

they were all too busy showing themselves off to identify their partners.
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17 The balancing circle

There must be an even number of participants in this game. The actors arrange

themselves in a symmetrical circle around a cup or other object. The cup represents

a pivot on which the whole circle is balanced, like a saucer balanced on a stick.

The Joker starts at one point in the circle and numbers the actors – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

etc. – till he has got halfway round the circle. Then he starts from 1 again,

numbering the second half of the circle. Thus both number 1s should be standing

opposite each other, with a straight line between them crossing through the central

pivot; the same with every other number; and everyone should be equidistant

from this pivot.

The first actors to be numbered are the leaders, the second actors with the same

numbers are their followers. The Joker calls out a number, and the first actor

designated with this number starts moving about the space slowly, in or out of

the circle; his opposite number must move in such a way as to keep the circle/

saucer balanced. So if the leader moves in towards the pivot, the follower must

move in the same distance; if the leader moves towards his right, his follower 

must move towards his own right – if they both moved in the same direction (i.e.

the leader’s right and the follower’s left) the saucer would overbalance. 

Some people have trouble with left and right, particularly in the following

exercises, which some confuse with mirror exercises. The easy way for people to

check they are doing it right is to remember that, at all times, there should be a

straight line between the three points of leader, pivot and follower.

Gradually, the Joker calls out other numbers, till all the pairs are playing at 

the same time. Once the moving pairs have developed a working relationship, the

leaders can start to vary their movements, going fast and slow, back and forth,

crawling, jumping, etc. 

At a certain point, the Joker can shout ‘Change leaders’ and, without any break

in continuity, the leaders become the followers, and vice versa. The Joker can also

eventually shout ‘No leader’ and the pairs have to keep moving and working

together without either leading.

At any point, the Joker can encourage the players to introduce vocal sounds,

which must be mirrored or balanced by their partners.

At the end of the game the Joker can bring the pairs out one by one, shouting

a number at a time, till all are out.
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18 The ‘Indian’ in the city, the city dweller in the forest

The senses function as selectors when they send messages to the brain. The

selection of conscious stimuli depends on the rituals of each society. People say

that a mother who doesn’t hear the alarm clock go off is up immediately if her

child starts crying. In a forest a bird can hear the song of its mate even if a lion is

roaring by its side. A child crossing a road in a big city has no difficulty filtering

and selecting relevant information from the huge choice of available visual and

auditory stimuli, whereas a forest-dwelling ‘Indian’ would go mad in the same

circumstances. This exercise consists of precisely that: an actor trying to be the

forest ‘Indian’ in the city, the city dweller in the jungle. A person not cognisant

with the forms of our civilisation has to ‘codify’ and ‘order’ its elements. That is

why everything he sees he ‘finds strange’, even the most elementary things, and

it is also why he is unaware of real dangers he is courting.

The same exercise can be done the other way round: a ‘civilised’ person in the

middle of the rituals of a society which is called ‘primitive’ – or any other kind of

change of circumstances overtaking a person educated according to certain rituals,

who suddenly has to assimilate new ones and adapt herself to another society.

This kind of thing happens to all of us when we travel and find ourselves in

another town: so long as we are not used to it, we wonder at everything; but after

a few days, we no longer see or feel half of these marvels.

Of all the physical conditioning exercises in this book, not one is acrobatic

because then we would be in danger of creating the mask of ‘the athlete’. We use

only exercises which help to relax or stimulate muscles which are little used in

our daily routines, or exercises which focus on altering these habits which

mechanise and ‘ritualise’ our bodies, our movements, our sensitivities and even

our ideas, creating rigid, hardened ‘structures’ of ideas, muscles, movements, etc.

With the help of exercises, the actor must destroy these structures and try not to

replace them with others (like ‘athlete’).

Games of mask and ritual

1 Follow the master

An actor starts talking and moving around normally, while the others try to

capture and reproduce his mask. It is important not to caricature, but to reproduce

the inner force which drives the actor to be as he is. The actors imitate the ‘master’,

but imitation in the sense of the word as defined by Aristotle: trying not merely
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to copy appearances, but to reproduce the inner creative forces which produce

these appearances. For instance, I remember one actor whose visible characteristics

included extreme volubility; in reality he was a timid person, unsure of himself,

a person who sought self-assurance by talking non-stop, as he was afraid others

might attack him. The actor ‘imitating’ such a person must seek to create the fear

impelling this verbosity; moreover he must discover in the other the social rituals

which have disposed him to be victim to this fear. The foundation of the mask is

always a social necessity determined by rituals.

2 Follow two masters – who metamorphose into each other

Two actors start talking or arguing. Each has their own team of ‘followers’ who

begin to imitate or create the masks of their respective master. After a few minutes,

the two masters initiate their metamorphosis into each other: each master imitates

the other, in such a way that the followers of one end up imitating the masks 

of the other. 

Hamlet variation

The two masters must think about a character from the play they are rehearsing,

and their partners must follow them. Then they must slowly change into another

character and the partners continue to follow them and at the end must discover

whom they have played.

3 Rotation of masks

Five actors talk, move around and observe each other. After a few minutes have

passed, the Joker calls out one of their names, and the others start to imitate that

person’s mask; a few minutes later the Joker names another actor and everyone

changes into that person’s mask, and so on.

4 Unification of masks

A group of actors, in the middle of a conversation, decide to imitate the mask 

of one of their number, spontaneously, without verbal communication, till that

person becomes aware of it. This can start with a number of different masks being

played, till a unity occurs.
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5 Collective creation of a mask

A group of actors talk and move around. In the course of the conversation, an

actor introduces some characteristic or other of her way of walking, or talking, 

or thinking, or one of her personal obsessions. All the others try to discover 

this characteristic and reproduce it. Once unification has been achieved on this

first characteristic, a second actor adds a second characteristic which must also 

be assumed by the rest and added to the first. Then a third . . . and so on until in

the end all the actors are performing the same collectively created mask.

6 Addition of masks

Without dropping any of the characteristics or elements of his own mask, an actor

is asked to add other characteristics or elements corresponding to the mask of 

one of his colleagues. How would so-and-so be if, on top of everything he is, 

he possessed the violence of such-and-such a person? Or what if this strong,

aggressive actor had that actor’s timidity, without, however, losing his own

strength and aggression? There is an infinity of possible combinations, whether

elements are progressively added to the masks or swapped between actors. One

can also make the mask which is the ‘sum’ of all the members of the group, taking

the most representative parts of each person. 

7 Pushing the mask to its extremity and nullifying it

Once conscious of her mask, the actor affirms each element of it, pushes it to 

the extreme and wears the mask in its most exaggerated form. Then, slowly, she

nullifies it, and in place of each element she creates the opposite characteristic.

8 Following the master in his own mask

Sometimes an actor encounters difficulties in pushing his own mask to the extreme

or in nullifying some of its elements. So four actors join him, he starts talking 

and the others follow the ‘master’. When the five masks are unified, the four actors

move to the opposite stance, and the ‘master’ must try to transform himself

instantaneously into the ‘follower’ of the four other new ‘masters’.
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It was by the former process that an extremely timid male actor in our company

ended up shouting and vociferating violently. There was also a female actor who

was unable to externalise her cruelty. We formed two groups: the first, made up

of three people, started to attack (not physically) and humiliate the second, which

was also made up of three people, one of whom was this actor. After violent

humiliations and provocations, on a cue from the director, the situation was

reversed, and those being humiliated started humiliating. The actor, helped by her

two colleagues, unleashed all the cruelty she had inside her, hidden by her social

mask. The situation was so violent that, on coming out of it, the actor experienced

a feeling of guilt. So we ended the exercise with a children’s game which all six

actors played to the full with great delight.

In exercises like this which violate the actor’s intimacy there is always a danger

of wounding people. These workshop exercises should neither have a therapeutic

intention (unless they are being done in a therapeutic environment), nor should

they risk prejudicing the actor’s health. Ending with an exercise of emotional

violence within a charged psychological climate can be dangerous; such a session

should end in an atmosphere of physical play. In Cuba, the intellectuals take 

part in the harvest of the sugar cane; this is important so that these people do 

not become alienated from the processes of production or from reality. It is also

important to place ‘psychological’ problems back in a more general context of

external, physical and social reality.

9 Changing masks

One actor talks and moves around naturally. The others show her how they 

see her mask, and how they would like to change it. They point out each of 

the elements of the mask and the actor cancels or modifies them, according to the

criteria of her colleagues – transforming gentleness into violence, indecisive

movements into decisive movements, her deep voice into a high-pitched voice,

etc.

10 Mask exchange

We play out a typical ritual; for instance, the ritual of the man taking a young girl

to his flat for the first time, with intentions which are obvious. In the first rehearsal,

the scene is played true to type: in perfect Don Juan style, he puts on the macho,

the powerful conquering man, and she acts the ‘pretty little thing’ waiting to be
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conquered. Typical actions in this ritual are listening to a record, showing her

round the flat, having something to drink, etc.

In all the above, the young girl plays with the mask of the ‘object of desire’.

Then, without changing parts or changing the essential characteristics of the 

ritual, the two actors change masks. He, while still remaining the man, behaves

as the ‘object of desire’; she, without losing her womanhood, dons the role of the

aggressive conqueror, that is, with the mask usually worn by the macho Don Juan

character.

Another example is a worker asking his boss for a raise in a particularly

exploitative society, with the actions and gestures which correspond to that ritual:

taking his hat off, describing his family problems, explaining that the cost of living

has gone up, etc. Then, staying in the boss role, the actor takes on the mask of the

worker, and the latter, without ceasing to be the worker, takes on the mask of 

the boss.

An infinity of relationships can be uncovered and brought to light with the 

help of this exercise – father/son, teacher/pupil, torturer/victim, officer/squaddie,

landowner/peasant, etc.

11 The masks of the actors themselves

This game is usually done after the ‘Draw your own body’ exercise (see p. 123). 

If the game is being done separately, all the actors write their names on slips of

paper which are folded over and then randomly distributed; if it is done with the

aforementioned exercise, then the actors will already have written their names

on the back of the drawings they have made of their bodies. The more partici-

pants the better the game – it requires at least sixteen to be effective; thirty is a

good number. 

The group divides into two halves. One half of the group go on stage and act

out their own daily lives – the ‘Image of the hour’ (p. 201) technique can be used

to facilitate this, so that various times of day are specified by the Joker and the

actors on stage do what they do at that time of day. While the actors are on stage,

the other half of the group is watching, each person closely observing the actor

whose name they have been given.

After five minutes or so, the two groups swap places. The actors who were in

the audience now try to show on stage the mask of the actor they were observing;

as always in the mask exercises, they are not necessarily trying to replicate exactly

what their assigned actor did, but rather trying to show what they saw as impor-

tant or central to that actor’s mask. If the ‘Draw your own body’ exercise has
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preceded this exercise, then they may also use whatever evidence they deduce

from the actors’ blind self-portraits.

The actors now in the audience have to try to work out which actor is playing

their mask; as soon as they have located their masks, they say so. Thus, eventually

all the actors are paired off; as the numbers diminish, it becomes easier to work

out who is playing your mask.

Once every mask has been identified, the Joker may then ask each actor/mask

pair in turn to play side by side on stage, so that the observing group can note the

similarities and differences between the actors and their masks. Other actors 

may also join in at this point, coming on stage and adding elements which they

think are missing from the mask. It is worth asking the actors how they identified

the masks of themselves, or why they failed to identify themselves till the very

end.

Hamlet variation

The same exercise, using as its starting points the way the actors play their roles

in a play, their mechanised acting, rather than the masks of the actors in their real

lives.

12 Substitution of mask

This exercise points up the economic character of certain relationships. In some

parts of Latin America, the clergy is extremely progressive, but in other areas it is

terribly reactionary. In this exercise, we first create the masks determined by the

rituals of dependency between peasant and landowner. Directly afterwards, we

enact the rituals of the confessional, between the communicant and priest. Then 

we enact the ritual of the economic dispute, with the actors using the masks of

priest (great landowner) and communicant (peasant).

13 Separation of mask, ritual and motivation

The actors rehearse these elements separately, then put them together. In one

enactment of this exercise, an actor told of a day spent with her family after the

death of her father. Everyone had assembled to celebrate the mother’s birthday

and during the celebration, they had argued about issues to do with inheritance,

each relative anxious to get more than the next.
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First we rehearsed the ritual of the birthday celebration with all its details – the

arrival of the children, the presents for the mother, sitting down at table, cham-

pagne, birthday greetings, singing ‘Happy Birthday’, taking pictures, and finally

the loving goodbyes. The actors rehearsed this ritual several times so that they

would afterwards be able to reproduce the whole sequence of actions down to the

last detail: how people raised their glasses, how they drank, how each person

walked, the time it took to take a photograph, etc.

Then, seated, with their eyes closed, the actors argue violently, their arguments

informed solely by their own ‘motivations’; in this case casting back and forth the

blame for the economic failure of the business, demanding financial compensation

from each other, dredging up old accusations, frenetically washing their dirty

linen.

The third phase of the exercise is to choose the mask of one of the participants,

in this case the actor telling the story, and have all the actors imitate it. Here, the

actor in question was pregnant, so everybody acted like pregnant women (even

the men).

At the end, having been rehearsed separately, all three elements are brought

together – the economic motivations, the deadly hatred some characters feel

towards others and the exclusive use of the repressed mask of the actor. Then the

actors carry out the happy, smiling, mother’s birthday ritual again. Every so often,

the motivation runs slap bang into the mask, and both collide with the rigidity of

the ritual, the three elements revealing their autonomy.

In the same exercise, one can choose a particular mask for each person, instead

of a single mask for everyone; the mask of ‘fascist general’ (‘General Gorilla’ was

our term) for the elder brother who refuses to explain his conduct in running 

the business; that of ‘middle-class matron’ for the mother with all her appearance

of power and actual incapacity; the ‘peasant’ aspect of the exploited younger 

sister, etc.

14 Changing a whole set of masks into a different social class

A story we worked on: when she was little, an actor who lived with her mother

in Buenos Aires was called to Rio by her father who had been living there for the

past year. The father had said in a letter that mother and daughter should move

to Rio, and that the little girl must go there first to see the city, the flat, etc. On

her arrival in Rio, her father told her the truth – he was living with another woman

and he wanted his daughter to tell the mother. Although it gave her no great

pleasure, the little girl accepted the mission and returned to Buenos Aires. The
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three characters were rich and could afford the luxury of staying in good hotels

when travelling. The mother had no financial difficulties.

First we performed the scene as she had told it to us, within the same social

context. Then we put the masks in place; the father is working class, living with

a woman in a dismal house in a suburb of Buenos Aires; the mother and daughter

live in Cordoba; the girl abandons her job to go to see her father in Buenos Aires.

In this recasting of the story, the working-class father was unable to resist his

daughter’s exhortation that he should bring the mother to Buenos Aires too and

set her up in another house until she finds a new job. The ‘sacrifice’ in the first

version was quite simply the fruit of economic power – there is no real sacrifice,

mother and daughter could afford themselves the luxury of forgiving the father

In the second version, that option of benevolent understanding and forgiveness

is quite simply not available.

Another example – a middle-class man learns that his daughter is pregnant 

and that the guilty party has disappeared. The father shows himself in a very 

good light, is very understanding and helps his daughter as much as possible. If,

in place of him, we substitute the mask of the proletarian, the situation becomes

different. The rigidity of this morality is determined by an economic reality – where

will he find the money to feed an extra mouth if the man who made the girl

pregnant has gone? This is a case of economic morality – the bourgeois can 

be good because he has money. The well-heeled young women lounging on

Copacabana beach can afford to be free in their choices of sexual liaison, they have

no sexual prejudices. The equivalent young women living in slums in the barrios

of Ipanema – household servants if they are lucky – can’t afford not to have such

prejudices.

15 Making the mask all-encompassing

The mask superimposes itself on the human being, but under the mask life goes

on. This exercise consists of making the mask invade the whole of the human

being, to the point of eliminating all other signs of life. The ‘human’ component

of the worker is not adequate for the mechanical work he has to achieve; thus 

the less human the worker, the more efficient he is and the more he turns into

an automaton. The actor makes his body do the movements which the worker

normally does, the mask gradually gains the upper hand, till the worker ‘dies’.

For example, the seamstress who ends up sewing up her own body; the priest for

whom the righteousness prescribed by the rituals of the cloth ends up transforming

him into an angel of the Middle Ages, of the pre-Renaissance period, without a
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sex, without individuality, without any personal physiognomy; the prostitute who

is just a moving body, etc.

16 Changing actors mid-ritual

Two actors start any scene and construct the masks appropriate to the ritual they

want to represent. After a few minutes, one of the two takes the other’s place,

maintaining her mask and continuing the ritual. A second actor replaces the first,

a third replaces the second, and so on. There must be an absolute continuity of

motivation, mask and ritual.

17 A round of masks in different circumstances

One actor places himself in the middle of the circle. One of his colleagues goes in

and shows what she imagines to be his mask in other circumstances – furious,

happy, nervous. The actor in the middle must follow her, playing each mask he

is shown, one by one.

18 Natural and ridiculous

A round of rhythms and movements. An actor goes into the middle and does 

any movements and rhythms which seem to her ‘natural’ and ‘relaxed’. Another

actor goes in and gets her to do movements which seem to him unnatural and

contorted; the actor in the middle and those in the circle follow him. The actor in

the middle, once her colleague has gone, returns to relaxed movements; a second

actor enters and makes her change again. It is important to exaggerate, to magnify

a ’familiar, natural’ action into a ridiculous one.

The natural is often a defence against the ridiculous.

19 Several actors on stage

Those not on stage make up a story and the people on stage mime it. The offstage

people argue, talk, while those on stage do the actions.
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20 The game of complementary roles

A variation of the professions game (see p. 146), with the difference that on the

bits of paper are complementary professions or social roles: teacher/pupil, husband/

wife, priest/worshipper, doctor/patient, policeman/thief, worker/bourgeois, etc.

21 The politicians game

Another variation of the professions game – the pieces of paper contain the names

of well-known politicians.

22 Exchange of masks

The actors invent a character in the following manner. The actors start going round

in a circle, in their own persona. They concentrate on the changing positions of

each part of their bodies. The hand, its swinging movement. The head – does it

accompany the movements of the feet or not? The vertebral column – is it curved

or upright? The knees – locked straight or bent double? And so on. 

After close self-observation, they start to change. What if I was different? 

What if I had a different gait? What if my head moved differently? Each person

experiments as much as they want and then constructs a ‘mask’, a ‘physical

character’ different from themselves. Next, sound is added in the guise of language;

no words are spoken, only the melody and the rhythm which suit this type of

character.

The next section is played just like the rhythmic ‘Peruvian ball game’ (see 

p. 96). The Joker warns, ‘Get ready’. Each person chooses a partner; they ‘talk’ to

each other, they shake hands when they are ready to exchange masks, and then

they do the exchange. Three times. The point of the game is then to find your

original mask again. 

Hamlet variation

Using the masks of characters from the play.
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23 Exchange of roles

In order for the whole group to be able to contribute to the creation of all the

characters (even if the ‘Joker system’ is not being used and each actor is playing

the same part throughout the piece28), the actors rehearse parts they are not

playing (each person doing someone else’s character). In this way each person

can give their version of the other characters and study the versions of their own

character put forward by others.

24 Fainting at Fréjus

All the actors are given a number. They must mill around in the space close

together, never moving far from one another. The Joker calls out a number: the

actor so numbered must fall to the floor as if in a faint and it is up to all the others

to catch him before he falls. The Joker can say one number at a time, or a sequence

of two or three numbers together.

25 The designated leader

All actors with their eyes closed, standing in a circle; the Joker explains that she is

going to walk behind them and touch one person in the circle. The person she 

has touched is to be the leader, but he must not reveal that he is the leader, not

make it obvious. After a moment, they open their eyes and, just by looking at 

each other, everyone must try to work out who the leader is. After a certain time,

the Joker asks everyone to point at the person they thought was the leader. 

Variation

The Joker does the same game twice, except that the group are not asked to

vocalise their guesses till after the second round. On the first round the Joker does

not touch anybody and, on the second round, she touches everybody. Then the

group say who they imagined the leader was, and why, in both rounds.
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26 The clown of Amsterdam 

Some actors walk in front, while others walk behind them, clowning around in

mockery of the person in front of them – their gait, their manner, whatever. From

time to time the first group stop and look back, and each of the clowns has to carry

on with their movements and gestures in such a way as to make them seem

normal, disguising their satirical intent.

27 The animals of Vienna

In couples, one actor is the person, the other the animal. Only the former knows

what kind of animal his partner is. He starts treating the partner as if she were

that animal; when the partner discovers or thinks she has discovered what animal

she is, she starts behaving as such. If the first actor thinks she is right, he himself

starts imitating the same animal and both make its sound.

28 Looking first at one another and then at the same spot

Everyone makes eye contact with another person across the room. Each couple

then fixes their gaze on some point elsewhere in the room. Then they close their

eyes and try to make their way to that point and touch it.

29 Cookies

Once a computer has loaded a new program it retains inside it a ‘cookie’, which

is a short sequence of information that will help it to launch the same program

more quickly next time it is loaded. So our eyes, when we look at an image, retain

elements of that image in the memory and when we see the same image again it

will cause no surprise. This game involves showing an image to the participants

– let’s say, three men in a scene from a ballet. Then, the participants close their

eyes, and the Joker replaces the three men with three women in the same posi-

tions; or, keeping the men, he alters their relationships and asks the participants

to say what difference they found between the two images, the cookie they had

kept in their minds and the new image.

These cookies are not only visual – they are also sound cookies, words cookies,

ideas, ideology cookies . . . If you say war and war, the second war collides with
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the word peace that was kept as a cookie in your mind. If you see a sergeant at the

altar of a church saying a mass his image will collide with the priest that you 

have as a cookie. If you see two brides, or two bridegrooms, kissing one another,

exchanging rings . . . there will be cookie collisions too! 

This game can be extended to all kinds of familiar situations; just change one of

the situation’s important elements and keep the others – these will acquire a new

meaning or will have their old forgotten meaning revealed and refreshed.

Cookies are wonderful: thanks to them, we can immediately recognise people,

words, ideas, landscapes, etc. At the same time, they are very dangerous. One

example: one day I went to see an exhibition of portraits by Picasso. I looked at

the faces of the other people who had come to see it, like me. They showed great

pleasure at the beginning of the exhibition, when the paintings revealed faces 

with their noses bang in the middle of the faces, between the two eyes, exactly as

our cookies expected and had registered when looking at other faces in the past.

But when Picasso became more creative, and put noses and eyes not where they

usually are but where he had seen them at the moment of painting, the faces 

of the onlookers became tense, wrinkled with puzzlement; some laughed, some

hardened their faces, in rage. Their cookies were fighting against the painter’s

imagination. 

This proves that cookies and real artists (those who create what did not exist

before, as opposed to those who reproduce the same models ad infinitum) do not

get on with each other. It also explains why Van Gogh never sold a single work

of art in his lifetime – people took years to get used to a new set of cookies. . . .

The image of the object

In this section we use ‘Joker-objects’, transforming their size, multiplying them

or dividing them, placing them in unconventional relationships to each other and

other things, always using objects which are symbols, ‘charged’ objects, which can

be manipulated ideologically.

1 The found object

The members of the group are asked to bring in five objects each, objects 

which have been used. They all then place their objects around the space. Once

all the objects have been positioned, the group analyses the relationships between

the objects, why they have been placed where, what the connections between the
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different groups of objects are, whether there are ‘families’ of objects, what

meanings we project on to the objects.

2 The object transformed

This game is to be used in combination with a number of the character-creation

games, for instance ‘The embassy ball’ (see p. 166) or ‘Cops and robbers’ (p. 165).

Taking the objects that people have brought in, the participants change their

meaning by using them differently or in different contexts (see also ‘Homage to

Magritte’, below).

3 The object created out of simple things

Again, this can be used in combination with any of the character-creation games

(p. 165). Using simple materials like newspaper, string, leaves, tissue, etc., the

participants make objects and use them in different contexts.

4 Homage to Magritte – ‘this bottle is not a bottle’

This game takes as one of its two starting points Bertolt Brecht’s words: ‘there are

many objects within a single object, if the final goal is the revolution; but there

would be no objects within any object, if that goal were to disappear.’

The other starting point is the work of René Magritte, some of whose pictures

bear titles or slogans which disrupt the identification of the objects they depict.

‘This bottle is not a bottle’, so what could it be? This chair is not a chair, this 

table is not a table, etc. The game consists of giving the group an object, which

each actor in succession must discover a use for, by the addition of his body to the

image; what could this object have been? A piece of wood can be a gun, a baton,

a stake, a horse, an umbrella, a crutch, a cane, a bridge, a ladle, a flagpole, a fishing

rod, an oar, a whistle, an arrow, a spear, a violin, a needle, many other things,

even a piece of wood.
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The invention of space and the spatial 
structures of power

1 Space and territory

Space is infinite; my body is finite. But around my body is my territory, which is

subjective.

A woman is sitting on a crowded subway. All the seats are taken, except for one

seat beside her, which is empty. A man boards the carriage and sits beside her –

her territory has not been invaded.

The same woman is sitting in the same seat, and the whole carriage is empty.

The same man comes and sits by her: her territory is invaded. In this Forum game,

spect-actors replace the woman and show different ways of regaining their

territory.

Other examples: a man is at a public telephone – if the people standing in line

keep a certain distance, they do not invade the man’s territory, but if they come

closer, within hearing distance, they do; or the same thing in a bank, queuing

behind someone at the cashier’s window. Or a couple kissing on a public bench

in a public garden – someone sits down in front of them and looks at them.

In none of these cases have the protagonists’ bodies been touched but in every

case their subjective territories have unquestionably been invaded. What should

they do?

2 Inventing the space in a room

Using their bodies and any of the objects from the previous sequence, the partici-

pants create an environment in the room – a boat, a church, a bank, a ballroom,

a desert, the high seas, etc. One of them starts it off and the others have to discover

what he has in mind and follow and complete. 

Hamlet variation

The first actor places herself somewhere in the room, having in mind a particular

moment in the play; the others must discover which scene it is and place them-

selves accordingly, even if they are not present in the actual scene (but present

somewhere, as human beings . . . ).
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3 The great game of power

A table, six chairs and a bottle. First of all, participants are asked to come up 

one at a time and arrange the objects so as to make one chair become the most

powerful object, in relation to the other chairs, the table and the bottle. Any 

of the objects can be moved or placed on top of each other, or on their sides, or

whatever, but none of the objects can be removed altogether from the space. The

group will run through a great number of variations in the arrangement.

Then, when a suitable arrangement has been arrived at, an arrangement 

in which, by group consensus, one chair is clearly the most powerful object, a

participant is asked to enter the space and take up the most powerful position,

without moving anything. Once someone is in place, the other members of the

group can enter the space in succession and try to place themselves in an even

more powerful position, and take away the power the first person established.

4 Chairs in the empty space

Each actor has a chair. One by one she is to place her chair and her body in such

a position in the space as to obtain the maximum power for herself (power in this

case meaning visual concentration of attention). In succession, everyone places

their chair, with the same goal. When everyone is in, then, in the same order,

they are allowed to change and try another position for their bodies and for the

chair.

5 Where is my place?

Several chairs, tables, objects laid out chaotically around the room. The Joker 

asks in sequence: (1) where in the space would each of the actors regard as the

best place, the place they would most like to be, and they place themselves accord-

ingly; if two or more choose the same place, they occupy it together; (2) which is

the worst place in the space, the place they would hate to be – as before, they take

up those positions; (3) which is the place they believe belongs to them, their place?

This game has an extraordinary capacity to reveal inner thoughts and feelings.
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6 Six chairs

Five or six chairs or cushions or pillows or flowers, in a semicircle. Each actor 

who wants to play the game goes into the space and has to show, using only the

object and her own body, an illustration for a phrase such as ’I am in love . . .’.

The others must say what they believe would be inside the thought bubble 

above that actor’s head (as in a strip cartoon). Then the Joker says ’. . . but’ and

the actor must show in movement the whole sequence accompanying the phrase, 

’I am in love . . . but . . .’ and the others must discover what he has said with his

body. 

Hamlet variation

As above, but using lines or phrases from the play the actors are rehearsing.

7 Photographing the image 

One actor makes an image with her body, everyone else is facing her, with their

eyes closed. The Joker says ’open – close’: like a camera, all open their eyes for 

a brief moment then close them and reproduce what they have seen with their

own bodies. Then two actors make two separate images, the same brief opening

and closing of the shutter, and the participants must remember both, and show

first one and then the other. Then three images. Then, two pairs facing each other:

this time, one pair makes a composite image and the other couple ’opens’ and

‘closes’ and reproduces what they have ‘photographed’. Finally, two lines facing

one another: one line closes their eyes, the other line makes a composite image

in which four or five people can be in the same image; the ’blind’ group takes 

a photo with their eyes, the actors of the image-group drop their poses, the blind

people open their eyes and sculpt the bodies of their opposite numbers in the

image-group into the image they remember. When they have finished, the Joker

makes a sign and if the actors in the image are placed correctly, they don’t do

anything; if not, they move slowly to the right position, accompanying their

adjustment with a guttural sound. Twice they go back and forth between the

image composed by the blind people and their own original image, to show where

the mistakes were.
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Games involving the creation of characters

These are particularly recommended when starting a new group with non-actors

– for instance, workers and students. Some are parlour games – and not workshop

games – which help people accept the idea of ‘playing’ as we play in the theatre;

they help people lose some of their inhibitions.

1 Murder at the Hotel Agato

This game was taken from a ‘suspense story’. In the lounge of a hotel, when all

means of communication with the outside world have been cut, someone finds 

a piece of paper on which is written: ‘I am a murderer and I’m going to kill you

all.’ As quickly as possible, all the participants must discover the identity of the

killer – who will preferably have been appointed secretly by the Joker. The killer

has an agreed signal (for instance, two taps on the shoulder or a wink) by which

he can kill everyone, but he can only start killing after the others have had ten

minutes to study and get to know each other. The actors can, by a majority vote,

‘kill’ suspects.

This parlour game can also be done as a workshop exercise, with the actors

actually creating characters and developing their emotions; in which case the

‘dead’ people do not leave the stage, they die ‘for real’. However the game is being

played, the death of a person who has been murdered must be slow: the actor

must wait a few moments before dying, so as not to give away the identity of the

assassin.

This kind of game is excellent for stimulating the actor’s powers of perception.

Generally our senses select what we are to become conscious of; this game greatly

enlarges this field of consciousness, and each actor analyses their colleagues 

in much greater detail, since they are all, potentially, ‘murderers’. The Joker can

choose one killer, or several, or none, thus keeping up the suspense element, and

generating an atmosphere of tension and a much greater alertness on the players’

part.

2 Cops and robbers

This is a variation of the preceding game. The group is divided into two halves,

one made up of guerrillas, the other of policemen. Without knowing each other’s

allegiances, they are all travelling in the same bus, which breaks down on the
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road. They all know that the bus contains only guerrillas and policemen, but they

do not know which is which. The exercise consists of trying to work out who is 

a friend and who is an enemy, and agreeing a signal for ‘killing’ members of 

the other side. The exercise ends when one side has been completely wiped out.

In this exercise, imagination plays as important a part as observation: each actor,

whichever group she is in, has to come up with a convincing story to show her

friends her true identity and to make her enemies think she’s one of them. The

formation of small groups is allowed, so everybody doesn’t start speaking at 

the same time, but there should also be separate interrogations, isolated ‘deaths’.

This exercise can take on a high degree of emotional and ideological violence, 

as it does not involve the creation of ‘general’ characters, but rather of combatant

characters on one side and repressive characters on the other, with each side trying

to justify their antagonistic stance.

3 The embassy ball

Each person chooses an establishment character to play, a judge, a politician, a

business person, etc. A ball is being held at the embassy, or the office, or wherever

– any ritualised gathering – and all these characters attend, on their best behaviour,

dressed in their smartest clothes. They are announced at the door, they meet, they

mingle.

Unbeknown to the guests, the waiter is a member of a revolutionary movement;

he hands round drinks and slices of a cake which has been spiked with a hallu-

cinogenic drug. A first serving of cake is distributed, loosening the inhibitions of 

the guests, who start to behave slightly oddly. A second serving of cake contains

more of the drug, and the guests reveal more of themselves, behaving as they

would really like to: their desires come to the surface and override their masks of

respectability. The third round of cake drives them to wild extremes of behaviour.

Finally they get a last slice of cake, which contains an antidote which brings them

down and returns them to their socially acceptable selves. Each round is initiated

by the Joker at appropriate intervals.

4 The child’s dream – what I wanted to be when I grew up

Half the group write their names on pieces of paper together with the name or

description of the person, hero or mythical figure they dreamt of being when they

were children; the other half of the group watch.
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First, the participants move around the playing space using only their bodies to

show the main characteristics of the characters they are playing. They must reveal

what fascinated them about this dream when they were children, using only

gesture, facial expression and movement, all playing at the same time, but without

at this stage relating to one another.

After a few minutes, the Joker tells them to look for a partner. Then they start

dialogues with their partners, but without saying anything which will obviously

reveal who their characters are.

After another few minutes of this, the Joker tells them to change partners, and

the new couples engage in a dialogue, each person maintaining and developing

his own character. Then after the same period of time, a third partner is chosen.

When this is over, the Joker reads out the names of the participants one at a

time, and those in the group who were watching the game, as well as those who

were playing it, must describe the characteristics they saw in that person. They

should not try to guess the actual name of the childhood aspiration (Superman,

Mother Teresa, Pelé, Grace Kelly, etc.), but rather try to describe how the person

they were watching behaved, because this will reveal what he really wanted to

be or what capacity she wanted to develop in herself, using the name or image of

someone real or fantastic as the vehicle for that aspiration.

Two examples. In Zurich, a man wrote ‘Tarzan’. The comments of the partici-

pants showed that he wanted to be superior, a leader, a commander, a chief, high

above all others – those others being in this case, the animals. In New York, two

young women both wrote down the same name – Cinderella. One of them showed

narcissism, beauty, cruelty; the other, a Puerto Rican as it happened, chose to

show the moment when her Cinderella had to go back to the kitchen – all this

woman wanted was a few hours of happiness.

This game is effective because somehow it reveals characteristics and aspirations

which the participants still cherish.

After the first half of the group has acted out their childhood dreams, the second

half do the same.

5 The child’s fear

The same rules as the previous game, with two differences: (1) the participants

must play the character or thing which frightened them as a child, playing them-

selves in that state of fear; (2) when they engage in dialogue with their partners

they must try to frighten them, just as they themselves were frightened of the

characters they are playing when they were children.
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The chosen character must be concrete, a person, an animal, a ‘tangible’ ghost,

etc.; for instance, instead of ‘fear of darkness’, they must play the person or thing

they are afraid of, hidden in the darkness. Even if the fear is something like ‘fear

of being struck by lightning’ they should try to play the person (perhaps even God

Himself) who wanted to strike them.

By playing the subject that I was afraid of, I gain a better understanding of my

childish fear (which may still live on inside me).

6 What grown-ups wanted me to be

The same as the preceding games. This allows each person to compare what they

actually are with what their elders expected from them. 

Hamlet variation

How does the actor believe his character would like to be, or other characters

would like him to be – but still doing the same actions as he does in the play?

7 The opposite of myself

Still the same rules. The participants write their names on pieces of paper, along

with a characteristic they would like to possess, which must be completely different

from their actual persona.

During the playing, after a while the Joker must give the instruction ‘Back to

your normal behaviour’ and then ‘Back to your opposite self’. 

Hamlet variation 

The actors should play their own characters but with the characterisation of

another – for instance, the actor playing Hamlet should act like Laertes; the one

playing Ophelia should act like Rosencrantz, Gertrude like Polonius, and so on,

but each delivering the texts of their original characters. 
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8 The two revelations of Saint Teresa

The title of this exercise relates to the place in Rio de Janeiro where it was invented

– there is no religious connotation to it. The group decides what kind of inter-

personal relations it wishes to investigate – husband/wife, parent/child, teacher/

student, doctor/patient, etc. Only close, charged relationships should be selected.

Then the group forms into couples, in which the partners decide only: (1) who

plays what; (2) where they usually meet; (3) their age.

The improvisation begins when the couple meet. They must say to each other

the things they think those characters would usually say, and do what they believe

they would usually do, including all the usual conversational clichés.

After a few minutes the Joker says, ‘One of you make the first revelation’. Then,

in character, one of the partners must reveal to the other something of great

importance which has the potential to change their relationship, for better or

worse. The other partner must display what they consider would be the most

probable reaction.

A few more minutes of this, and then the Joker tells the second one to make

an important revelation as well, and in turn, the first person reacts accordingly.

Another interval, then the Joker says one of them must leave: they improvise the

separation, of whatever kind – a ‘see you tomorrow’ or a ‘good night’ or a ‘goodbye

for ever’.

This game is especially useful for showing the stratifications of a particular

culture. First, where do husbands and wives, for instance, usually meet and talk

– in the kitchen or in bed? What revelations do young girls make to their mothers

– are they pregnant by a married man and want an abortion, do they want to leave

home, do they want to leave the country?

Comparisons of the different couples, where they meet, what they reveal, is very

effective as a means of exposing the mechanisations of a given society. Usually I

do this game on the same day as the ‘Image of the hour’ game (in which everyone

has to show what they usually do at 7 o’clock, at 8, 9, 10, 12, etc. – see p. 201)

and the ‘Ritual gesture’ game (in which you show in image form the critical move-

ment in a series of mechanised movements you make every day – see p. 193).

Hamlet variation

The actors make revelations relating to their characters’ subtext.
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9 The fighting cocks

A game to develop facility of improvisation. In pairs, one person accuses the other

of having done something wrong. The other person has to defend himself and

justify his action, in the process creating a character.

10 Catchphrases

Think of two or more phrases, popular sayings, slogans or recent declarations 

by leaders or demagogues. Each actor gets one word of one of these phrases. 

In the course of the game, she must answer the questions the others put to her 

while always trying to insert her key word into the answer. She can have one

conversation or several. The game is finished when the actors manage to identify

those of their number who have the words of their catchphrase. It is important

that each actor, when answering, does so with phrases compatible with the

ideology which is behind the catchphrase or slogan from which the key word has

been lifted. For instance: with the slogan ‘Only the people can save the people’,

one actor will have the word ‘only’, another ‘the’, a third ‘people’. Nobody knows

who belongs to their group, it is up to each person to work it out by answering

using the word they’ve been given.

11 What am I? What do I want?

Very simple, terribly difficult. Each person writes down on a piece of paper three

definitions of themselves; they should not add their names. What am I? A man,

a teacher, a father, a husband, a friend, a Brazilian, a writer, a director, a play-

wright, a traveller, a politician? Which comes first? What does each person choose?

What do I want? To be happy, to travel, to be rich, to win elections, to swim,

to make people happy, to play, what?

The Joker collects all the pieces of paper and analyses, systematises and reveals

their contents to the group without identifying anyone.

12 The blank character 

The protagonist imagines someone, a real person who is one of his oppressors. 

This person must be a concrete person, not an abstraction like ‘the education
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system’, ‘capitalism’, ‘globalisation’, etc., but a real person, well known to the

protagonist, a person through whom those oppressions emerge. Facing him stands

totally neutral the blank character who has no idea what the protagonist is

thinking. The game begins when the Joker says: ‘Only the eyes.’ From that point

on, the protagonist must start impersonating his oppressor and thinking intensely

all his oppressor’s thoughts, expressing all his feelings, but . . . only through his

eyes. The blank characters will understand and feel something. After a short time,

the Joker will say ‘The eyes and the whole face’, allowing the protagonist to express

himself also through his face. Then, ‘Eyes, face and arms’ followed by ‘The whole

body, on the spot’ and ‘The whole body anywhere in the space’, which allows the

protagonist to move around. And ‘The voice, but no words’ and finally ‘Dialogue’

when both start expressing their thoughts and feelings through all the languages

at their disposal. Through these various stages, the blank characters slowly perceive

who the protagonist/oppressor is, where they are, and the relationship between

them – and they can express that on the same level as the protagonists: through

the eyes, the face, arms, etc. At the end, the blank character must speak first and

say what he got from the protagonist and at what point.

No one is ever mistaken in this game: if I understand Priest instead of Father 

it is because in my protagonist’s delivery of his father, he has shown me some

priestly characteristics that exist in that character.

V THE MEMORY OF THE SENSES

If I bang my hand, I feel the impact. If I remember banging my hand yesterday, 

I can awaken in myself an analogous sensation. This series helps us to reconnect

memory, emotion and imagination when rehearsing a scene or preparing a future

action.

Reconnecting memory, emotion and imagination

1 Memory: remembering yesterday

The actors must be sitting quietly on chairs, completely relaxed. They must slowly

move each part of their body in succession, concentrating solely on that part, in

isolation. Eyes closed.

Then the Joker starts encouraging them to recall everything that happened the

previous evening, before they went to bed. Each detail must be accompanied by
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bodily sensations – taste, smell, tactile sensations, shapes, colours, outlines, depth,

sounds, tone, tunes, noise, etc. The actor must make a special effort to remember

his bodily sensations and try to re-experience them. To make the operation 

easier, he should repeat the movement of the relevant part of his body; if he 

is thinking about something he’s eaten, he moves his mouth, lips, tongue. If 

he is thinking about a shower he’s taken, he moves his body, the skin which was

in contact with the water; if he is thinking about a walk he took, he moves the

muscles of his legs, his feet.

After this, the Joker continues the probing, now pushing the actors to recall

what happened to them that morning. How did they wake up? With an alarm

clock? Did someone wake them? The sound of the alarm, the person’s voice –

what were these things like? They are asked to give the most minutely detailed

description of the face of the first person they saw. All the details of the room they

slept in, of the room they breakfasted in.

Then, the means of transport they used. Their travelling companions?

Underground, bus, car? The sound of the door closing, etc. Always searching 

for the details, the most minute details of the bodily impressions, and always with

the small movements of the relevant part of the body, which must accompany the

memory.

Finally, their arrival in the room they are in. Whom did they see first? Which

voice did they hear first? A sensory description of the room, with as much detail

as possible. Now – where are they? Next to whom? How is everyone else dressed?

What objects are there in the room?

Open your eyes. Compare.

2 Memory and emotion: remembering a day 
in the past

This is the same exercise, but perhaps nothing important happened the day before

or that morning. So each person must have by their side a co-pilot to whom they

recount a day in their past (last week or twenty years ago) when something really

important happened, something which made a profound impression on them, the

memory of which provokes emotion, even today.

Each participant must have a co-pilot; people’s experiences are not the same –

as the co-pilot listens he is at the same time creating another image in his mind.

The co-pilot should help the person to link the memory to the sensations, by

asking lots of questions related to sensory details. The co-pilot is not a voyeur; he

should use the exercise to try to create the same event in his own imagination,
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with the same details, the same emotion, the same sensations – which will be

different, of course, because they will be his own.

3 Memory and emotion and imagination

The same system – with the help of the co-pilot you try to remember something

which really happened. You try to reawaken the emotions and sensations you felt

at the time, but this time the co-pilot (who must be a genuine co-pilot, co-feeling

the same sensations and sharing the same images) now has the right to introduce

various elements which were not in the original version: extra characters, addi-

tional events. And the actor-protagonist must introduce these new elements into

his imaginary world.

Thus both protagonist and co-pilot are participants in the creation of a story,

part reality, part fiction, but moving in its totality, evocative of powerful images

and sensations.

With practice, the fictional elements introduced by the co-pilot can become

further and further removed from the reality, even to the point of surrealism. But

people should set out from the probable and the possible to arrive at the improb-

able and impossible, which can still generate emotions and awaken sensations.

4 Remembering an actual oppression

Same exercise. This time the co-pilot may only suggest possible actions which

might eventually lead to the breaking of the oppression being related. It is up to

the protagonist herself, in her imagination, to break the oppression, even if she is

following the co-pilot’s suggestions.

5 Rehearsal on the stage of the imagination

Everything you have done in imagination must immediately be played on stage.

The other actors help, the protagonist and the co-pilot play director, and you try

to play physically everything that has been played in the imagination. You use

the same objects, you try to repeat the same phrases, etc.
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6 Extrapolation

The theatre, the fiction, stops with the previous exercise, but the real goal, the

final objective, is to extrapolate into real life solutions which have been found in

the imagination and rehearsed on the stage. We have already done this a number

of times. With no regrets.

The following pages detail five categories of exercise, game and ‘gamesercise’

which we use to prepare the actor and non-actor. Their goal is the development

of the individual and the group.

These five categories are preliminaries to the introduction of Image Theatre,

Invisible Theatre and Forum Theatre techniques.

IMAGE THEATRE

When I started working with participants who had come from very different

regions of Peru, Colombia, Mexico and other Latin American countries – people

from very different cultures and speaking very different languages – we used

Spanish as our common language, even though for none of us was Spanish 

our mother tongue. If I use the word ‘mother’ in Portuguese (mãe) she is only my

own mother, but if I say ‘Mother’ in any other language I mean a general mother

– the word has a huge number of meanings. We were not referring to the same

mother when we said the word madre in Spanish, or used the word família for

family, or amistad for friendship, hermano for brother. 

We must not forget that words are only vehicles which convey meanings,

emotions, memories, ideas . . . which are not necessarily the same for everyone:

the word spoken is never the word heard. Words are like trucks: they carry the loads

you put on them. Words do not exist in nature, they did not come into being like

trees: they have been invented by people, so it is important to understand that

the inventors of the words lived in concrete social situations, some of which may

no longer exist. 

That is why I believe we should always invent neologisms! 

Words have a denotation which can be found in dictionaries and a connotation

which can only be found in the hearts of each one of us – when I was working

with these groups, it was this connotation that I wanted. The question was how

to get to it.

When, in Peru, I understood that most of the time we were using the same words

to mean very different things, or different words to mean the same thing, but that
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never were those things, or feelings, or opinions, or memories, completely rendered

by the words, I started asking my students to make images. Make an image of family,

an image of your boss, and image of your family, your memories, your desires, your

country . . . make images. Of course those images don’t replace words but they

cannot be translated into words either – they are a language in themselves. They

connote words just as words may connote images – they can be complementary.

In the beginning, I called those simple techniques Statue Theatre because all of

them were static. Later on, new techniques were systematised in which movement

was added, then even words. So, this system of techniques became Image Theatre.

Dealing with images we should not try to ‘understand’ the meaning of each

image, to apprehend its precise meaning, but to feel those images, to let our

memories and imaginations wander: the meaning of an image is the image itself. 

Image is a language. All images also are surfaces and, as such, they reflect what 

is projected on it. As objects reflect the light that strikes them, so images in an

organised ensemble reflect the emotions of the observer, her ideas, memories,

imagination, desires. . . . The whole method of Theatre of the Oppressed, and

particularly the series of the Image Theatre, is based on the multiple mirror of the

gaze of others – a number of people looking at the same image, and offering their

feelings, what is evoked for them, what their imaginations throw up around that

image. This multiple reflection will reveal to the person who made the image its

hidden aspects. It is up to the protagonist (the builder of the image) to understand

and feel whatever she wants to or is able to take from this process.

If an image is interpreted in just one way – like ‘This is that!’ – it ceases to be

Image Theatre and becomes a mere illustration of the words spoken. Image

Theatre is a sinaletic (signalétique29) method, not a symbolic one; in the latter,

signifier and signification are separate (the flag symbolises the Mother Country,

but it is not it); in the former, signifier and signification are the same: my look of

love, or fear, or preoccupation, or whatever, is not separable from those emotions.

The ‘thumbs-up’ gesture for ‘OK’ is symbolic, a look of sadness is sinaletic.

A message does not exist without a sender and a receiver. And both, receiver

and sender, integrate and are contained in the message: they are part of it. The

same applies to the place where the message is sent, and the means of its sending. 

Giver or sender are part of the message. If Judas Iscariot asks me to sign a

petition in solidarity to Jesus Christ, I will not sign it: Judas is part of his petition
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– the sender is part of his message and lends meaning to it. If Saint John offers me

the same petition, I will sign it immediately, and give it to my friends to sign too.

If I say this last phrase to a hundred people it will be understood in a hundred

different ways: who is each of my listeners? What am I for each one of them?

That’s why, in order to really understand a message, it is important to receive and

to send it in different languages. An image is one of those many possible languages,

and not the least of them.

To make it easier to understand the systematisation of these Image Theatre

techniques and how each one works, I shall endeavour to describe the most

effective methods of ‘dynamisation’ for each type of model. Of course, any of the

various types of dynamisation can be applied to any of the various models; 

the choice of method depends on the nature of the group, the occasion and the

objectives of the work. Thus I have tried to start with the most simple techniques

and end with the most difficult.

I stress again that use of the Image Theatre exercises and games which precede

these techniques is by no means obligatory. Indeed nothing in Theatre of the

Oppressed is obligatory, because each exercise, game and technique, while having

specific objectives of its own, in itself contains the totality of the process. There is

a built-in and continuous interplay between the exercises, games and techniques

of all the forms of the Theatre of the Oppressed: Newspaper Theatre, Image

Theatre, Forum Theatre, Invisible Theatre, etc. That said, a teacher could well

suggest that his pupils use Image techniques in the course of their work, even if

he has not previously taken them through the preceding exercises. Equally, during

the preparation of a Forum Theatre production, it is not necessary for the Joker

to take the participants through all, or even any, of the suggested image exercises,

simply so that they can then use the Image techniques.

Image techniques: models and dynamisations

1(a) Image of the word: illustrating a subject with your body

The model

The model can be developed in one of two ways.

First method

The Joker asks five or more volunteers to express the chosen theme(s) in a visual

form. Each works without seeing what the others are doing, so as not to be
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influenced by them. One after another they come into the middle of the playing

space and use only their bodies to express the theme they have been given.

Without talking, they position their bodies in a still pose, to express their opinion

or idea or experience of the theme, as it strikes them there and then; having made

their image, they need offer no explanation or justification – in itself, it says

everything that needs saying, for the moment. When all the volunteers have been

into the space and shown their individual images, the Joker asks if anyone in the

audience can suggest an image different to those shown. The response is almost

always in the affirmative. One by one, anyone who wants to comes into the middle

and shows their own image of the subject being treated – whatever image occurs

to them. When they have all been in the middle, the Joker moves on to the

dynamisation of these images.

Second method

When dealing with small groups (and, in my view, only in such cases) the Joker

can suggest that the participants form a circle and, at a given signal, all simulta-

neously depict with their bodies their version of the subject. Then as a second

stage, still holding their poses, they look round at what everyone else is doing.

The images made by each participant must be static images, even if they

presuppose movement; the actor can show a static image of something captured in

mid-movement. Similarly every image must be isolated, though it may presuppose

the presence of other people or objects or whatever.

The dynamisation

Once the model has been constructed, the Joker suggests ‘dynamising’ it. This

should be done in three stages.

First dynamisation

At a signal from the Joker, all the participants who have already been into 

the middle go back there and present exactly the same images as before, but 

this time all together and not in succession. What happens? Previously, each actor

was showing their own image, in a subjective, personal way, as they saw the

subject. Presenting all these individual visions together gives us a multiple vision

of the subject, in other words an overview, an ‘objective’ vision. In this first 

part of the dynamisation, the object is no longer to know what each individual

thinks, but to see what everybody thinks. The individual presentation of images

gave us a ‘psychological’ representation, now we are given a ‘social’ vision; that
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is, we are shown how this particular theme influences or affects this particular

community.

A few examples will clarify this. In a workshop in Florence, one of the

participants suggested religion as the theme. First, several people dwelt on pious,

religious images in their illustration of the subject: Christ crucified, bleeding Virgin

Marys, saints, penitents, priests, worshippers . . . and so on; then other actors came

on stage and showed lovers in churches, beggars receiving alms, strict, sententious

curates . . . and finally tourists casually wielding their cameras and flashguns.

In a town in the South of France, a teacher asked his pupils to make repre-

sentations of famous people, real or fictitious: Joan of Arc, Bérénice, Napoleon,

etc. In these images he discovered many things! Everything he himself had taught

in class about these characters appeared, but not as he had taught it, but as each

child or adolescent had been able to understand it from within his or her own frame

of reference and experience. It was not unusual, for instance, for Phaedra to appear

in these images hunched over her supermarket bill, or Napoleon dealing with his

bank statements . . . children’s ideas, but ideas still! Ideas revealed in their image

presentations.

Another example: in Brazil, someone suggested treating the theme of violence.

Rio de Janeiro, where the workshop was taking place, is one of the most violent

cities in the world, with the highest rate of theft, the highest incidence of murder,

taking a lead from the government dictatorship. Thus it came as no surprise to 

me when one of the group (on a course I organised in December 1979) proposed

violence as a theme. But what transpired did strike me as extraordinary – every-

one, without exception, played the roles of victims of violence . . . and not without

good reason! Violence on all levels: physical (military and police aggression),

economic (payment of rent), religious (penitence), educational (domineering

teachers), sexual (rape). In spite of everything, it was always the victims who

appeared in these images; because the course in question was made up of twenty-

four victims! In the dynamisation, as we will see later, the causes came through

loud and clear.

Second dynamisation

At a signal from the Joker, the participants try to interrelate with the other

participants on stage. In other words it is no longer enough simply to present 

your vision, you must try to link it to other people’s. Each person can move further

in or out, whatever they like, as long as their pose relates in some way to other

people’s poses and to the objects others have placed or imagined. If each image

was previously valid in itself, now the important thing is the interrelation of 
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all the images gathered together, the macrocosm. Now what we see is not 

merely the social vision, but an organised, organic, social vision. The image no

longer shows multiple points of view, but rather a single, global, all-embracing

vision.

For example, on one course someone suggested the French theatre as a theme.

The participants, who were mostly professional or amateur actors, were not 

very taken with this idea. So, in the construction of the model, each person in

turn proffered an unflattering image: one person gazed in wonderment at his

navel, another tried to kiss her own bottom, another seemed to be looking for

someone through binoculars (probably a member of the audience), a fourth was

counting his pennies, a fifth was yawning, a sixth was asleep, etc. Basically, they

were not happy! In the first dynamisation, nothing particularly startling happened

– they all faced the audience, in one multiple image of their expressions of

discouragement and boredom. By contrast, during the second dynamisation 

a surprising development took place: all the images which in one way or another

symbolised the ‘artists’ entered into relationships with each other, but not one of

them made any approach to the images which represented the ‘audience’ – who,

for their part, stayed in their corner yawning and snoozing. . . . The actor who

was contemplating his navel went up to the one who was counting his pennies,

the one who was admiring her bottom acknowledged the presence of a woman

who was showing off her breasts . . . and so on; but no one, I repeat, no one, made

the slightest effort to form a relationship with the disheartened ‘audience’ . . . and,

equally, the latter made no progress towards the ‘artist’ group.

We should be wary of generalisations – this happened on one occasion, on 

one course, with one particular group. But the whole of a group – it has to mean

something!

Third dynamisation

It often happens, as it did in Rio, that the participants show only the ‘effects’ and

not the ‘cause’; the result of the violence, but not its origin. In this particular 

case (Rio), all the participants were victims of the same repressive system. Thus,

when in the second dynamisation they wanted to compose a ‘whole’, the social

macrocosm, the images which emerged were first the absence of solidarity or unity

among the victims, and then the absence of ‘agents of violence’. Everyone had

found it preferable to play their own role rather than that of their enemy. In such

cases, it is a good idea to use the third method of dynamising the model. The Joker

tells the group that on his signal all the images of ‘victims’ (objects) should trans-

form themselves into oppressors (subjects). The young woman who has been
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raped must show her rapist; the man paying the rent plays the recipient of his

cash; the beggar shows the person who gives him alms; the citizen plays the

policeman, etc.

So in the first round each actor must show one of the two poles of conflict, and

in the second round the opposite pole. Which is where another interesting aspect

of the work comes into play, which can be of considerable assistance to us in 

terms of ‘reading’ the thoughts, the emotions, the ideology of the group. If when

showing their own oppression the participants generally use real images, when

they are showing their ‘enemy’ they have a tendency to portray subjective images

(one might almost use the term ‘expressionist’), distorted images. Distorted, yes,

but not on a whim – rather because the makers of these images have experienced

this aggression. The images cease to be realistic, they become larger, they become

misshapen monsters! Everybody reveals themselves as they are (or how they think

they are) and their enemies as they see them.

Now this is, in my view, one of the most important problems for theatre. Is 

there such a thing as objective realism? Is it really possible to show life as it is? 

Does such a vision exist? I believe it could not exist unless the artist were capable

of expressing a cosmic point of view. But as artists are themselves part of a society,

I do not think it can be possible for them to see the world other than from their

own particular angle. The realist style is as subjective as any other, but it is

dangerous because it pretends to be the opposite.

I like the vision that victims have of their tormentors: if they see them in this way,

it is because that is how they are. For us, that is how they are. And when I say ‘us’ 

I mean that in the aesthetic process we must identify ourselves with someone –

us or them, there is no alternative.

In this work, the more victimised the victims, i.e. the greater the oppression

they are suffering, the more they will distort their images. But the term ‘distortion’

should be taken here in the opposite sense to its normal usage. The sense should

be of restoring the actual, true image; for instance, a torturer has a normal

‘appearance’, he comports himself in a ‘normal’ way. His ‘realistic’ image will be

no different from other men. His ‘real’ image is the image which the tortured

person will give of him. In actuality he is as the tortured sees him, even if, in the

‘realistic’ style of theatre, he’s just like everyone else. I have never had much

confidence in realism and I have become even less happy with it since I have been

working with images – the more I ‘see what I am looking at’, the further away

from the realist style I find myself moving.

But it is also important to underline that the aim is not to create a neo-

expressionism, to construct a strange, subjective, individualist style. In this process

of image construction, what is important is not to see how one oppressed person
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sees one oppressor, but to find out how the oppressed see the oppressors. If we were

compelled to give a name to this approach, we would be forced to call it, contrarily,

‘social expressionism’ or ‘objective expressionism’.

But let us return to the dynamisation – in order to be able to delve as deeply 

as possible into the vision of the image, and not simply accept it as a statement of

evidence, one has to lead the actor to complete the image he showed at the start.

This complementarity often bears fruit, it can throw light on and add depth to the

first image shown.

1(b) Image of the word: illustrating a subject using 
other people’s bodies

The resources of the first version of the ‘Image of the word’ technique are limited

to the extent that the actors can use only their own bodies. In this second version 

of the technique, they can use the bodies of others; and even objects as well.

The model

The Joker asks a first volunteer to illustrate the theme proposed by the group,

using the bodies of other members of the group. This sculptor chooses who to use

and places them in relation to each other to form a single image composed of

several bodies and, if desired, simple objects that are to hand (chairs, table, etc.).

She uses either or both of two modes to place them as she wants them: the model-

ling mode, by which she physically manipulates and moulds their bodies into 

the right shapes; and/or the mirror mode, whereby she shows them with her own

body the positions she wants them in, and they arrange themselves accordingly.

The one tool she may not use is the spoken word. 

When the model is finished, the Joker consults the group, who may well

disagree with the image shown (in which case the model is taken to pieces); or

they may agree with it (the model is retained as it is); or they may agree with it

in part. In this last case, the Joker consults the group and removes from the image

those elements the group considers to have no function or convey no meaning.

At every point the group should be consulted, as it is ultimately the ‘constructor’

of a collective image on the proposed subject.

It is important that the person who is ‘sculpting’ the image works fast, so that

she will not be tempted to think in words (verbal language) and then translate

into images (visual language). If the work is not done in this way, the images are

generally poor.
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It will sometimes be the case that the group cannot arrive at a collective image

which everyone finds acceptable. I remember, for example, in Turin when a group

I was working with was trying to present an image of ‘the family’, but the images

suggested were so numerous and various that even a modicum of agreement

proved impossible. At first I found this disconcerting, but I rapidly worked it out

– Turin has a population of around two million people, of whom only a quarter

are genuine Turinese, the rest being people drawn to the city by the chance of

work (especially in the Fiat factories). They come from all over Italy, especially

the south. They are all Italians, but hail from completely different cultures –

Calabria, Milan, Naples, Sicily, etc. Each of the sculptors was thinking of his own

family, his own culture!

The subject of ‘the family’ is, however, a constant in the trajectory of Theatre

of the Oppressed, being probably the most discussed of all topics. In all societies

the family exists – but which particular version of ‘family’? On each occasion the

subject arises, a different family emerges, according to the culture, class, country,

regime, age of ‘sculptor’, etc. Here are some examples.

A Swedish family In 1977 during a workshop I was leading in Stockholm as 

part of the Skeppsholm festival, the participants made an image of the family; two

years later at the municipal theatre of Norrköping, another group reproduced

exactly the same image: a table in the middle, with two or three people around

it, but all with their backs to each other. At the back of the image, by the door, a

woman with her back to everyone. A group of people gathered together around

a table, not seeing each other, not looking at each other, not speaking to each

other.

A family in Godrano (Sicily) The table again, with men, only men, playing cards;

further off, on a chair, a woman caressing (and stifling) a young girl of 20, hugging

her to her breast as if she was a newly born child. Still further off, another woman

sitting sewing a trousseau. No need for further explanation for us to understand

the patriarchal relations of this society.

A North American family This image was presented to me in New York, in Berkeley,

in Milwaukee, in Illinois – from north to south, east to west, everywhere, every

time, to the extent that it became almost a cliché: a man seated on a chair (the

table is also there, but pushed against the wall), and around the male character,

a woman and several children, heads leaning together, mouths chewing gum.

. . . I am only saying what I saw.
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A German family First seen in Hamburg in 1979: a seated man, apparently at 

the wheel of a magnificent car, concentrating completely on the task in hand –

driving. By his side, a woman, also very proud of the car, but occupied with the

three small children in the back, who are fighting, biting each other, hitting out

at each other, vying for supremacy. Faced with this image, I at first thought that

they were exaggerating – the man seemed so proud of his car that he wasn’t even

glancing at his family. I made a comment to this effect, and someone answered,

with laughs of approbation from the rest of the group: ‘That’s the way it is! Here

in Germany, the male preoccupations are, in descending order: the car, then the

wife, then the dog, and finally the children.’ Everyone broke into laughter and

applause, but I was still not convinced – till a few months later, working in Berlin

with a completely different group, I saw exactly the same image. . . .

A Florentine family A family procession walking to church: the grandmothers led

by the grandfathers, the husbands by their wives, the children by their mothers.

. . . A long line of oppressed/oppressors travelling to holy mass, with little piety

visible on their faces. All the participants accepted the image, except that one vital

element was lacking – a man pissing against a wall . . . freedom!

A Mexican family In the middle, a statue of the Virgin Mary, arms outstretched,

with two women on each side, on their knees, praying. On one side, a male 

character, obviously drunk, hitting a woman who was deftly fending off the blows.

Behind, a drunk man was hitting three young men making vague gestures of

aggression – in fact they were at the start of their apprenticeship; by the side 

of the woman defending herself, there were three young women who were also

learning to defend themselves. The whole scene took place under the complacent,

beneficent gaze of the Holy Virgin . . . Mexico is a very religious country.

A lesbian family It should be stressed that these images are not necessarily universal

on every occasion. Thus, in Sweden, I was shown two women holding hands with

each other and with a child. Some people protested: ‘That isn’t a family.’ The actor

replied: ‘It’s my family . . .’ and she continued calmly sculpting the image, working

on the characters’ faces, giving them all gentle, kind expressions. It was her family

and she was happy with it. It wasn’t ‘the Swedish family’ but that did not matter

to her.

An Egyptian family A splendid portrait: a seated woman with her arms uplifted as

if she was bearing a dish; a man standing behind her, on a chair, eating from the

dish she was holding up and at the same time keeping out of the reach of a
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compact line of young people (their legs spread, sitting one behind another) whose

arms were stretched out towards this forbidden dish.

An Argentinian family Moving, sad, shocking. Several people seated, others, the

majority, standing; one empty chair and everyone’s gaze directed towards this

empty chair, towards its absent occupant.

I lived in Argentina for five years. I knew tens, maybe hundreds of Argentinian

families. I did not know one, not a single one, which did not have an empty chair,

a chair belonging to someone killed under the torture of the military dictatorship,

to one of the ‘disappeared’ (of whom, according to the incomplete statistics of

Amnesty International, there were more than 15,000), or to one of those driven

to flight or exile. This image of the empty chair was made by an Argentinian, but

could just as easily have been offered by a Uruguayan or a Chilean, a Paraguayan

or a Bolivian, by any of the inhabitants of any of the countries in a bloodstained

continent. Latin America!

The dynamisation

First dynamisation

Make a rhythmic movement which is contained within the image. Take, for

example, a static image of a man eating; it offers us a certain amount of infor-

mation, allows us to understand a certain amount – it is an image which speaks to

us. But there are a thousand ways, a thousand different rhythms, of eating. In this

phase of the dynamisation, ‘the image’ must eat in a rhythm which will provide

us with more information, supplementing what was contained within the static

image – does he eat fast or slowly, does he wolf his food down or savour each

mouthful?

Second dynamisation

The image, as well as making its rhythmic movement, utters a phrase which, in

the actor’s view, fits with the character on show. Let us be absolutely clear about

this – the speaker is the character, not the person playing him. Thus if a nice actor

is playing a nasty person, it is the nasty person who has the line, and not the kind-

hearted actor.
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Third dynamisation

The image repeats its rhythmic gesture, saying its phrase, and then starts doing

something, some movement or action of which the static image contained a hint;

in other words, if the subject is eating, what will he do afterwards? If he is walking,

where will he go afterwards? If he is being aggressive towards someone, what will

the consequences of his aggression be?

2 Image of transition

This third technique consists of working on a model, generating an argument, by

visual means alone. More than ever, it is vital that words are absent here; but not

discussion, which should be as rich and full as possible.

The model

You proceed along the same lines as in the previous technique, to arrive at a model

which the whole group (or most of it) is willing to accept. The subject matter of

this model must be an oppression, of whatever kind, which the group has suggested.

Consequently this will be a real model of oppression. Then you ask the group to

construct an ideal model, in which the oppression will have been eliminated and

everyone in the model will have come to a plausible equilibrium, a state of affairs

which is not oppressive for any of the characters. After this, you return again to

the real image, the image of the oppression, and go on to dynamise it.

The dynamisation

The Joker makes it clear that every participant is entitled to give their own opinion

on all the ways of moving from the ‘real’ (oppressive) image to the ‘ideal’ (non-

oppressive) image. Each participant acts as sculptor and changes whatever he feels

necessary to transform the reality and eliminate the oppressions. Each person has

a turn. The other participants must simply give their opinion, say whether they

consider each solution to be realisable or magic, but without using words, since

the actual discussion should develop only by means of modifications of the images.

After everyone who wants to has shown the two ‘images of transition’ (in the

process revealing their thoughts, ideology, expectations, hopes) you then proceed

to a practical verification of what has been discussed. Thus, at a signal from the Joker,

all the characters in the image start moving. Every time the Joker claps his hands,
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each character (each actor in the image) has the right to make one movement,

and one alone, to free himself (if he is playing one of the oppressed) or to increase

the oppression (if he is playing an oppressor). The movements made must be

appropriate to the characters and not to the people playing them. Having clapped his

hands several times – thus after several movements – the Joker suggests that 

all the characters continue their movements in slow motion, and at each clap 

(the claps now coming at a much slower rhythm), they take a look round so that

they can consider their positions in relation to others. Movement ceases when all

the liberation possibilities have been studied visually, when the image has come

to an almost complete halt, when all the conflicts have been resolved one way or

the other, with happy or unhappy endings.

This can also be carried out in steps: in a Rio de Janeiro trade union, working

with a group of rough-and-ready public service workers (street-cleaners and the

like), who were not keen on the idea of making theatre, I asked them only 

to show me an image of how their trade union was before their faction came to

power, ejecting the old corrupt board of directors. They were willing to make that

image, of how horrible things were. Then I asked them to make a slight modifi-

cation showing what they had done first to change their union. They introduced

only the image of someone watching the directors carrying out their economic

obscenities, etc. They I asked for the next step, only a small step: they showed the

first person talking to other fellow workers. Then the next step: they got together

and talked. The next? They decided to act. The next . . . and next . . . and next

. . . until they showed how the trade union was now, how they had transformed

it. Then I asked them to show a small, very small, modification they would love

to introduce in the future . . . then another . . . and then the future, the ideal

image. Then they said to me: ‘Is this theatre? Because we love it . . .’

3 Multiple image of oppression

The previous technique allows the group to concentrate very directly on a single

problem, a single form of oppression, a single concrete case. Society is represented

en bloc, in one image. Macrocosm is presented in microcosmic form.

And this can be a very effective way of achieving a more thorough and some-

times more detailed analysis of that microcosm. However, it is often the case that

the possible solutions to that problem, and even a proper understanding of it, can

be found only in the social macrocosm, and not the microcosm – in multiplicity

rather than unicity. This is the function of the fourth image technique.
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The model

The required model here is no longer the unique, it is the multiple. Whatever the

subject, the aim is no longer to show one, but several images which represent it,

either at several different moments in time, or from several different perspectives.

Thus, instead of one image, the group can prepare five, seven, ten images.

Preferably the images should not be too repetitive, unless the oppression being

studied has only one essential characteristic. With the exception of the latter case,

the more varied the images, the better.

The dynamisation

Once the multiple model has been established, the dynamisation is done in three

stages.

First, the makers of the images of the oppression under consideration must enter

into the image themselves, to give us their perspective on this oppression. They

must replace one of the people participating in the image they have made so that

both the overall image and the sculptor’s point of view may be better understood.

Then, in the first phase of the dynamisation, the sculptor is allowed to move

around and reposition any or all of the people in the image, however she likes, to

show an ideal image. Thus in the model we see the oppression as it is experienced

by the sculptor, and in this modification we see her desires, her vision of how

things would be if they were the opposite of how they are now.

Second, the image returns to its real model state, and, on a signal from the 

Joker, all the participants in the image must, in slow motion, effect the real–ideal

transition the sculptor desires. They move autonomously, no one is guided by the

sculptor, each person acts on their own initiative, but following her instructions.

Third, the image returns to the original model. Once again, at a signal from the

Joker, the figures move, but this time not necessarily towards the ideal: each figure

must act in accordance with the character they represent. Now it becomes possible

to determine how realisable the sculptor’s proposal actually was; one can get an

idea of the magical or realistic nature of the sculptor’s proposal. If the ideal image,

or the transition to that ideal, is in the realms of magic this third section rapidly

makes this clear.

This multiple image of oppression always throws a good deal of light on the

thinking of the group. It is one of the most revealing techniques.

At this point I must stress one thing: the rules of the game must be clearly and

simply stated at the very beginning. If something is not described as ‘forbidden’

in this opening declaration of the rules, then no such interdiction exists. If the
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participants, or some of the participants, believe that such-and-such a thing is

forbidden, then that is their concern, and not the game’s; and that self-censorship

is itself worthy of note.

For instance, in Hamburg we used this technique. The chosen theme was the

family. The images which made up the model were almost all absolutely terrifying

– violence, physical and psychological aggression. At the moment of dynamisation,

I realised that the participants were all looking for the ‘solution’ to their problems

within each image; they went on beating each other up, hurting each other,

arguing among themselves, in each of the group-lets which made up the whole

image. No one tried to leave the microcosm of their family, to look for solutions 

in the social macrocosm, in the multiplicity of other families, other groups, other

people. When all movement came to an end (with lots of dead and wounded) 

I asked why the participants had stayed so obstinately within their particular

groups, when if freedom was to be found it was certainly beyond these immediate

confines. Almost everyone gave the same answer – ‘we thought that it was

forbidden to leave our groups’ (their families)! Who forbade it? On the contrary,

the multiple image technique is open to everything, to the outside world, people

are free to join other images – its function is not to close us into our own little

worlds.

Such self-inflicted oppression is very common. We are so oppressed that we

oppress ourselves, even when external oppression is absent, does not exist. We

all carry within us our own ‘cops in the head’ (see p. 206 in ‘New Image Theatre

techniques’). At Montélimar, the reverse of the Hamburg experience happened:

all the people playing images of ‘children’ escaped through the window. . . .

This technique brings forth revealing, sometimes totally unexpected things. 

I remember at Bari, on the Adriatic coast of Italy, someone suggested treating the

subject of sexual violence against women (in 1979, an ordinary year, there were

more than 26,000 cases of rape in Italy, not counting the thousands of cases 

not reported by women out of fear or shame). Several images evoked this kind of

aggression. I especially remember Angelina’s. In the image she created, three men

were brutally attacking her. In the dynamisation, we thought that she would beat

back her aggressors violently. But to our amazement, Angelina contented herself

with modifying their expressions and their postures, filling them with tenderness

in place of hate. The essentials of the scene she hardly changed at all. When her

colleagues questioned her, Angelina answered: ‘For me the horrific element of

rape is the physical violence of the act, not the sex . . .’

In cases when this technique is being used and the subject matter divides the

participants, as, for example, when dealing with men’s oppression of women and

vice versa, it greatly enhances the effect if the scenes are played in succession; first
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the women show how much they are oppressed, then the men show their multiple

images of oppression – which are also numerous.

There is also a fourth kind of dynamisation, applicable in such cases: the men

show the images of what they believe is an oppression against women, and the

women show images of what they consider to be the oppressions of women against

men. Parents vis-à-vis children and vice versa; teachers and their pupils, etc.

Whenever the situation allows it, this kind of dynamisation of the model offers

new possibilities of knowledge of the subject and the participants.

4 Multiple image of happiness

This technique, though quite specific, is very close to the preceding one. It reveals,

better than any other, the oppressed/oppressor side of the participants.

The model

The model is constructed in the same way, with different volunteers sculpting

their images of happiness. The images are distributed throughout the room in such

a way that each can be seen both as part of the whole and as a separate image.

The Joker must not seek to influence the images, but should by contrast make it

clear to each participant that she is free to illustrate the image she desires. What

is happiness? Without doubt, it is the absence of oppression. Consequently the

images of happiness shown will be devoid of oppression – i.e. the sculptor will 

not show her oppressions, but her happiness, real or ideal, true or imaginary. 

This image can be located in work, in love, in peace, wherever the participant

wants. The Joker must encourage people with different ideas of happiness to create

their own images in order to avoid the repeated production of the same type of

image, the same type of happiness (unless it is a particular characteristic of the

group).

The dynamisation

Ideally there should be the same number of images around the room as there are

people out of play, not involved in any of them; if there are six images, six people

should be outside them. The dynamisation takes the form of a game. The Joker

takes the ‘outsiders’ around the room to look closely at all those who are in the

images, and at their positions in relation to each other. Each of the outsiders must

come to a decision in their own minds as to who is happiest.
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The game (the dynamisation) begins when the Joker gives the first signal. 

All those who were outside have to run into the images and take the place of the

person who, to their mind, is the happiest. The people who have been replaced

come out. If by chance two people have chosen the same character, the first one

to get there replaces her, and the second has to go and find another character, ‘the

second happiest’, and replace him. Thus the same number of people go in as come

out.

At the second signal, all those who have been replaced have the right to go 

back in, free to choose the ‘happiest’ person, which can be the character they were

showing or another. But this time, instead of replacing the person, each must

combine their own body with the other person’s, in the same position; and so 

if two or more people have chosen the same figure, they all take up the same

position. All the participants stay on stage.

At the third signal, all the participants start to move with the aim of placing

their bodies in a even happier relationship than the position they started in. This

includes the people who sculpted the images, those chosen as statues at the start,

everyone – all at the same time, they can move around trying to form relationships

of maximum happiness to each person.

Beware: in this third stage, all the characters move simultaneously. Everyone is

a subject, no one is an object – though the latter status may emerge and usually

does in the earlier stages.

However, if everyone is a subject, inevitably at any given moment the whole

multiple image in the room (‘the multiple images of happiness’) is in a permanent

state of flux and modification. Thus one person sees a group of figures or a single

figure which she wishes to enter into a relationship with, as she thinks she will

be happier there. She heads towards this group or figure, but her target can itself

be dynamically in the process of heading for other figures which it wants to relate

to; thus when the first person arrives she may well no longer find the characters

she hoped to meet. At every moment each person has to reconsider the overall

structure of the multiple image in all its aspects and adjust accordingly.

In order that this analysis may get to the very heart of things, the Joker should

suggest that the movements follow a particular pattern: one action each time the

Joker claps her hands, then a gradual slowing down, and finally the cessation 

of all movement (still marked with a clap); that is, no body movement – facial

movement is still allowed, so that people can see what is happening in the room.

This technique is very enlightening. Certain constants recur wherever the exer-

cise is done. For example, rare are the images of happiness which show the person

happy at their work. In general, happiness is associated with relaxation, sex, sport,

music – but not work, especially not manual work. In some countries (for example,
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the Nordic countries) it is very common to see a solitary image: a man or woman

reading, or sunbathing, alone. . . .

Inevitably there is always someone who objects: ‘I cannot give my image of

happiness, because for me happiness is not an isolated entity, it is the sum of many

moments, of many activities . . .’ And that’s true; but it is also true that when

someone is invited to show, to sculpt, their image of happiness, they show the

image they feel most strongly at the time, in that particular place and those

particular conditions. And the following is also true: normally the game is complete

when all the characters have found an ideal relationship (within the limits of

circumstance) with the other people – however, sometimes a person finds happi-

ness in the search and is at their happiest in the continual movement from one

image to another.

On occasion it can also happen that the sculptor seeks to express his own happi-

ness, forgetting to create a general image of happiness, shared by the other actors

in the image. I remember once someone made the following image: he was lying

on his back, surrounded by seven women who were taking care of him, caressing

him, singing and dancing for him. . . . Fine. When the dynamisation started,

several men ran like lunatics to play this image of happiness. They all wanted to

put themselves in the same position, they all wanted seven women to pander 

to their needs – but they never asked themselves whether the women wanted the

same thing. So, when the third part of the dynamisation started, when each

element of each image was free to act autonomously, the first thing the seven

women did was to beat up the ‘pasha’. This man had shown his happiness, and

this happiness resided in the unhappiness of others. In order to achieve happiness,

the man became an oppressor. Thus the third part of the dynamisation also

provides an opportunity to bring to light the oppression dwelling in some people’s

visions of happiness.

5 Image of the group

This technique can be used any time in the work process. But it is particularly

effective when the group itself presents a problem. With the help of this technique,

the problem emerges more clearly and the solution can be sought with a greater

likelihood of success.

But even in the ostensible absence of problems, it is always good to see how

each participant of a group ‘sees’ the group as a whole.
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The model

If there are tensions at the heart of a group, it is highly probable that the group

will not actually manage to construct a single model which is acceptable to all its

members. It may even be that the mere presentation of different models gives rise

to a visual discussion of the differences which exist in the group. The simple search

for a single model can already be in itself a reflection of what problems there are,

and a pointer to the possible solutions.

If the construction of a single model is achievable, it is usually done in stages.

Thus the Joker, in continual consultation with the group, adds or takes away

elements of the image which the group considers to be essential or superfluous

respectively.

The dynamisation

Once the model has been agreed on, and assuming that it contains one or other

kind of oppression, the dynamisation goes through the following stages.

The Joker reminds everyone that the whole group is inescapably part of the image.

Those who are outside the image which has been constructed are still part of the

general image of the group; even if they are ‘happy watching’, they are part of 

the overall image and are taking on the roles of people who are ‘happy watching’.

Within the room a single, general image has formed, structuring and organising

itself, in which everyone is a participant. But this overall image has a nucleus: the

image that the group agreed on. So the Joker asks those who are happy and have

no problem with being in the nucleus to stay where they are, in that position; and

those who are there against their will, those who are unhappy, dissatisfied with

their positions, are asked to leave the nucleus and join the ‘spectators’. The Joker

also suggests that those in the watching group who feel uncomfortable or unhappy

in their spectator positions enter into the nucleus if they want. Or they can also

leave the room.

After these movements, the Joker asks the participants once more to come 

out of the image and go back in, but this time positioning themselves as they wish

and not in the manner which was imposed on them. At this level, objectively,

everyone should assume the pose, play the role, make the image which corresponds

exactly to the image each of them desires and is capable of realising, in an ensemble of

people as subjects, where each person has their own personality, and their own

desires. The final image obtained in this way will reveal the existence or non-

existence of the possibility of harmonious functioning of the actual participants

of a group.
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At Dijon I was invited by two groups which were in conflict. My position proved

very delicate – how could I pursue my work without exacerbating the crisis or

hardening the divisions? The task was not to form a permanent group, but to do

a five-day course, to live and work together for a certain period of time, in pursuit

of common objectives.

We made the image of the group, which, as a whole, was agreed on. At the

centre, one character was trying to catalyse, to dynamise, to stimulate the rest;

some people were paying full attention to him, others less so, still others were not

concentrating at all. Some people were turned towards others with threatening

looks. All in all, the central figure, in spite of all his efforts, was failing to magically

expunge all these latent conflicts, the exact causes of which he did not know.

Once the image had been composed, I attacked the dynamisation. In the first

stage many people abandoned the central image and stayed outside (even though

there was no ‘outside’), watching. In the second stage, they had to choose: either

leave the room altogether, that is go and abandon the course midway through, 

or else stay. If they stayed, it was obvious that they could no longer maintain 

the marginal position they had adopted. They understood that no one could 

stay outside; that those who had not been used in the central image were just as

implicated as those who had taken part in it. Slowly, those who had retired came

back. They took up different positions from the ones they had been placed in,

while gradually getting a little closer to the central image. After a few minutes,

they had all established links with the central figure. Nobody left the room. 

I waited a bit, then asked the young man who was representing the catalysing

person to rejoin the others. Then I put myself in his place and announced: ‘The

seventh technique – the ritual gesture.’

Which brings us to the next technique.

6 Ritual gesture

When two soldiers meet, they look at each other and salute. Looking at each other,

mechanically and without thought, they make the ritual gesture of the military

salute. We, who are not soldiers, look at and see one another. At the same repeated

stimulus, the soldiers answer mechanically. They do not hesitate, they have no

doubts, they do not try to imagine new ways of saluting; the one gesture invites

another such gesture by way of response.

When tourists enter a church, their speech level drops to low volume (with the

exception of North Americans). When a teacher enters the classroom, whether or

not she says anything, even if her mind is on other things, the pupils get ready to
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take notes. The ritual sign of the teacher entering the room, always in the same

manner (giving rise to the belief that her intentions are always the same), always

provokes the same reactions.

Every society has its rituals, and consequently its ritual gestures and signs. This

technique tries to uncover them. The point of uncovering each society’s rituals 

is that they are the visual expressions of the oppressions to be found at the heart 

of a society. Always, without exception, an oppression will produce visible signs,

always it will translate itself into forms and movements, always it will leave traces.

Just as it is possible to discover and discuss social oppressions in spoken discourse,

one can also achieve this end using image techniques.

In the same way as soldiers, tourists and pupils respond mechanically to known

stimuli, whatever our profession or social class, we all of us do the same. Which

brings us back to the premise that in all professions, in all social classes, there exist

rituals particular to those classes and professions. It is up to us to discover them,

to bring them to light and study them.

Social code, ritual and rite

All societies establish norms of behaviour acceptable to all. One cannot indefinitely

sustain any form of behaviour which is original in relation to the norm. All

societies have systems of social regulation, which bear on everything from relations

between parent and child, man and woman, neighbours, work- and playmates, 

to acceptable ways of sitting on the ground or travelling on the underground. 

It is not possible for us to spend our lives in constant apprehension of others,

continually inventing what to do in situations we are already acquainted with. 

In a familiar situation, we respond with a familiar action, we give the expected

responses. For instance, when a customer enters a restaurant, the waiter expects

him to go and sit on a chair in front of a table. If he is accompanied by a woman,

the customer may also be expected to help her into her seat. Why? Absolutely

none of this is necessary. The man might perfectly well prefer to sit on the table

with his feet on the chair, and I see no special reason why he should help his

female companion to her seat, and not the other way round. But a social code

exists which inhibits the couple from sitting on the floor and picnicking in a

restaurant (unless of course it is a Japanese restaurant, in which case the reverse

scenario operates!).

The social code is what dictates the norms of conduct. By way of illustration, I have

a friend who likes to invert the social code. He does this for fun, as a pastime, but

what alarm and disquiet his behaviour can provoke! And yet all he does is invert

the order dictated by the social code, without actually altering it at all in its essentials.
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So what does he do? He goes into a restaurant, sits at a table, studies the menu

long and hard, asks the waiter a few questions about each dish and finally comes

to a decision: ‘I’d like a coffee.’

The waiter protests, says that this is not possible, that it is lunch-time and that

one cannot sit at a table and just order a coffee, that his function is to serve lunch,

if you want coffee you can have it standing at the bar counter, etc. My friend 

says that he has indeed come for lunch, but would prefer to start with the coffee.

What usually happens is that the waiter consults with the proprietor, the other

customers wonder about my friend’s mental health, and eventually, to avoid

complications, the waiter brings the coffee, hoping that my friend will depart as

quickly as possible. But when he has finished his coffee, my friend then enquires

as to what the waiter has by way of dessert. . . .

Shock piled on shock . . . this man eats his lunch . . . backwards! And sure

enough, he ends up with an apéritif.

And that’s all he does. But it’s enough. Enough to disorientate the restaurant’s

whole system of operation: even the chef has to come out and take a look at this

phenomenon. And yet my friend is changing nothing in the social code, all he is

doing is inverting it.

I used to have another friend, a Brazilian, who, also for fun, loved to make

extrapolations of social codes. For example, there are many forms of merchandise

which can be bought on credit or paid for in instalments. Thus he used to try to

apply the same principle to other things. He would go to the cinema and offer 

to pay for his ticket in small monthly instalments. When greeted with refusal, he

would suggest a novel variation: he would pay 60 per cent of the cost of a ticket,

go in and see that percentage of the film, and then leave – and when he had the

rest of the money he would come back and pay for and watch the remainder of

the film. . . .

If, however, a social code is absolutely necessary and indispensable (a society

without any form of social code would be unthinkable), then equally it cannot

avoid being to some extent authoritarian.

When a social code does not answer the needs and desires of the people to

whom it is addressed, and thus those people see themselves as being forced to do

things which run counter to their desires, or obliged to abstain from doing things

which they want to do, then we can say that the social code has turned into 

a ritual. A ritual is therefore a code which imprisons, which constrains, which is

authoritarian, useless or, at worst, necessary as the vehicle for some form of oppression.

To give an example which is a good illustration of the difference between the

two terms, let us cite an actor, in love with the role of Hamlet, who performs this

part every evening with the greatest possible passion and enthusiasm, with huge
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pleasure and joy. Every day he repeats the same words, every day he does the

same movements – as if in joyful obeisance to a theatrical code, to which the other

actors are paying equal homage. And the show is done one, two, maybe three

hundred times. Our actor is tired. He comes to the theatre every evening, but he

no longer shows the same interest. Every evening he repeats the same words, 

he executes the same movements, but devoid of life, emptied of passion. Our actor

has become mechanised and for him the show has turned into a veritable ritual,

joylessly to be repeated night after night.

This is what happens in our lives. How many things do we do in obedience to

a ritual? How many things do we do, or not do, simply because we haven’t the

courage to break with an established ritual?

Finally, what do we mean by the word rite? A rite is when the whole social code,

in concert with the ritual, draws people into a single group. The rite preordains the

nature of the public event, and consequently the gulf between actors and spectators.

A rite can be, for example, a mass, the opening of a bank, a military parade . . .

ritual events which become spectacles.

For us, it is important to separate these concepts, which correspond, in our

opinion, to precise moments and particular forms of social interrelation.

The model

The Joker asks someone to come into the middle and make a ritual gesture, that is,

an action which belongs to a ritualised social structure. The rest of the group observes

the gesture. When anyone thinks he has worked out which ritual it belongs to, he

goes into the middle and ‘completes’ this gesture with another, equally ritualised.

A second person, then a third, then all those who think they’ve understood the

initial gesture, as well as the modified – completed – gesture, also go into the middle

and together form a large static image of the ritual suggested by the first gesture.

Obviously the other participants will only be able to understand and complete

ritual gestures which belong to a particular society, culture or historical moment.

Sometimes such gestures will be incomprehensible except to a few ‘victims’. 

An example: when doing this exercise in Paris, I frequently see, say, an Arab, a

black person, copying the gesture of the police officer bending forward with an

outstretched hand. Other Arabs and black people immediately understand and

complete the action: it’s a policeman asking for identity papers in the Métro or in

the street – something which generally happens only to Arabs, black people and

‘different’ people. This very gesture (the half-bow with outstretched hand) is,

however, seen by everybody, every day. But it only makes an impression on those

to whom it is directed, those who are oppressed by this gesture.
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The same gesture made in other towns, where the persecution of ‘different’

people is not so acute, will produce no reaction and the participants will not

complete it, for they won’t understand it.

Completing the ritual gesture is in itself revealing. Take, for example, the 

ritual gestures of a male customer in a restaurant. He reads the menu, he calls 

the waiter. The person who comes into the image and sits beside him will 

reveal their own thoughts; for instance, if it is a woman, how does she carry

herself? Like a ‘dolly-bird’ or like a partner? Is the waiter servile or does he try to

maintain his dignity, without lowering himself? Who sits next to them? How 

do they eat? What are their expressions? Are they alone or in a group? What is

the cashier’s attitude? Are there other waiters? Are they all equal or is there a

hierarchy?

Another ritual gesture frequently seen in Europe this technique is that of 

the woman, in anger or exasperation, counting how many pills she has left. The

‘complementary’ action is also revealing. When the man slips into the bed what

does he do? Is he worried or tired? Does he read the paper or get dressed again?

Does he sleep? Does he go over to the far side of the bed? Does he snore? Does

he smile? Does he care? The current state of relations between ‘couples’ leaps out

at one when using this technique.

The dynamisation

This is the same as the dynamisation in the second technique: rhythm, words,

movement.

At a sign from the Joker, all the members of the single complex image which

has been created with the ritual gesture as the starting point must make a rhythmic

movement suggested by the position they are in. The rhythm enhances our

understanding of the image.

At a second signal, all at the same time, each of the participants says and repeats

a single phrase several times. Then the Joker interrupts the game and asks each

of the participants individually to repeat their phrase, which must belong to 

the character represented in the image and not to the person who is performing it.

Frequently at this stage, one notices that the original ritual gesture has been mis-

interpreted. In such a case the performers are uttering phrases which have nothing

to do with the overall image. But even in this case the image can be revealing:

why was it misunderstood? What ambiguity was there in the ritual gesture, such

that it could have been misunderstood?

Artistic error is completely unlike scientific error: an error in a mathematical calcu-

lation invalidates the result, whereas in art it can enhance the result. All outcomes,
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whether intended or not, should be analysed, and lessons should be drawn from

them.

Another signal. Each participant starts a movement extending the movement

implicit in the model. In other words, each person proceeds as if the static image

(the model) was a freeze-frame in a film, which now starts running. It is at this

moment that the ritual gesture is transformed into ritual: movements, actions,

words, gestures, etc., mechanised, predetermined. A ritual is a system of expected,

predetermined actions and reactions.

7 Ritual

This is a simple and effective technique which is extremely revealing. The con-

struction of the model is already a dynamisation: its own dynamisation. Here is a

concrete example.

This took place in Sweden, at Norrköping, during a discussion on the choice of

subject matter. A young woman suggested ‘the oppression of women’. Most people

went along with this idea, but one woman strongly took issue:

‘Why talk about the oppression of women when it doesn’t exist here in Sweden?

Just because it’s the fashion? If Theatre of the Oppressed is the theatre of the first

person plural, if we are supposed to be talking about us, then we won’t be doing

Theatre of the Oppressed because we will be talking about oppressions which don’t

concern us! By all means, in most countries women are oppressed, like they are

in Africa, in Sudan where they even practise infibulation; by all means, women

are oppressed even in industrially developed nations like France. . . . But here in

Sweden, we are on an equal par with men, we have the same rights, exactly the

same.’

She was so vehement that I was almost convinced. I asked: ‘In Sweden do

women get the same wage as men for doing the same kind of work?’

She hesitated: ‘Well . . . not exactly. It works like this: in France women earn less

than men for the same type of work. Here in Sweden, it’s different, here men earn

a little bit more than we do.’ Honestly, she did not see her oppression. So then I

used the technique of constructing a ritual.

I asked for six volunteers, three men and three women. I asked them to

construct a model of a flat which could be used by the six. Living room, kitchen,

television, bedroom, beds, furniture, WC, etc., to be set out however they liked,

to reproduce a typical flat.

Then I got them all to go out, except for the first woman. Then I asked her to

show me quickly all the movements and gestures she would do ritually from the
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moment she came home from her work to the moment she went to bed. These

gestures and movements had to be done in a demonstrative and non-realistic

fashion: that is, they should show, for instance, that she ate, and then go on to

the next action without going into the details. The whole thing, from her arrival

home to her bedtime, had to last three or four minutes; if the time is cut down

further than that, the material is not sufficiently revealing.

The first woman suggested the following sequence:

1 She comes in with her bags of shopping.

2 She goes into the kitchen and puts away her purchases.

3 She prepares the meal.

4 She serves it up.

5 She eats in the company of imaginary people (husband, children, etc.).

6 She clears the table and goes back to the kitchen to do the washing-up.

7 She feeds the dog and puts the cat out.

8 She waters the plants.

9 She goes to bed.

The second and third women introduced few changes. They repeated the actions

involving the shopping, the fridge, getting the meal ready, laying the table, the

washing-up; sometimes they inverted the order of dog and cat, or added duties 

to do with the children; they might include one or two phone calls from friends;

nothing else.

Such was the woman’s ritual.

Then it was the men’s turn. The first offered the following sequence:

1 He comes in, newspaper in hand.

2 He takes off his shoes and leaves them at the door.

3 He goes to the kitchen to get a glass of whisky (the other two varied this a bit,

instead of whisky they went to get a beer or a sandwich . . . ).

4 He sits down in front of the television.

5 He goes to the table and eats the meal which magnificently awaits him.

6 He yawns.

7 He gets up, goes to the toilet, then to his room and sleeps like a log!

Such was the man’s ritual.

The woman who had said that oppression of her sex did not exist continued to

watch without seeing anything!

So then I did a second dynamisation. I asked the six participants to return to

‘the flat’, and to do the movements they had previously done, but this time all
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together. They simply had to accelerate the movement, do everything at high

speed, as if they were in one of those silent films where everyone seems to be

running.

So this was done; the six entered, ran around, repeated the actions they did the

first time round. The three women headed for the kitchen, the three men for 

the television; the three women laid the table; the three men ate and savoured

their food; all three women did the washing-up, all three men yawned and went

to lie down. All three women continued doing their tasks, dealing with dogs, cats

and children, while the men were snoring in their beds. . . .

It was only at this point that the woman finally got to see what she had been

watching without understanding.

Ritual is one form of approach to Forum Theatre, to the theatrical presentation

of the Forum Theatre model, an approach to the staging, the setting of the play.

Ritual is one of the forms (among others) which create the theatrical conditions

to ensure that Forum Theatre is theatre first and foremost, and not solely forum.

Very often the ritual contains elements which are actual causes of the oppression

being treated, and, frequently, liberation from the oppression of necessity involves

the rupture of its rituals.

Here is another example. A young woman of 25. Her father is an industrialist.

He wants to make her go travelling, leave Paris for a year or two, because she 

is in love with someone whom the father doesn’t like (yes, these things still 

happen today, even in Paris). The father receives the woman in his place of 

work; he is seated behind a huge 6-foot-wide desk, covered with telephones,

books, files, while the ‘client’ (in the present case the girl) is 2 metres away on a

plain little chair. The ritual of welcoming the client: the girl comes in, is received

by the father’s secretary, and then, sitting alone in a corner, disarmed in the face

of the imposing telephones, she has to listen to long diatribes from him!

We did a forum on the scene, and all the women spect-actors who came forward

were forced to give in – against such a father, it was impossible to do anything,

they thought. Until finally a woman spect-actor came up and refused to sit on the

chair; she advanced into the room and sat on her father’s desk. . . . The ritual broke

down. In the chair/desk relationship, there was a terrible paternal oppression. In

the relationship of a young girl seated on the desk and disconcerted father seated

behind his desk, the father’s medieval ideas had no hold on the girl; the father

was obliged to look up at his daughter, and his paternal authority could not be

maintained in this ridiculous position.

l remember Chaplin’s The Great Dictator where Hitler receives Mussolini seated

on a little chair, much smaller and lower than his own. Visual relationships, image

relationships, are also power relationships.
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In the staging and setting of a Forum Theatre model, ritual performs a function

of enormous importance. But it also serves as an analysis of a given situation. The

important thing is always to look for the ritual that reveals the oppression; 

the ritual of arrival at work, the ritual of the young man and woman in a bar or

back at a flat belonging to one of them, the mother’s birthday ritual, the police

inspector’s visit ritual, the ritual of the son asking his father for money, the ritual

of the penitent in confession asking forgiveness, etc.

8 Rituals and masks

Rituals determine their masks: the habit makes the monk! People doing the same

jobs take on the masks prescribed by these jobs; they act in similar ways in the

face of the same event, assuming the mask this action gives rise to. Whether trader,

labourer, student, actor or whatever, all specialists end up assuming the mask of

their speciality.

And we who look on, very often, almost always, we can be looking without seeing.

Everything seems natural to us, because we are used to watching the same things

in the same way. However, it is sometimes enough to change the masks within 

a particular ritual for its monstrosity to become apparent.

In one version of this technique, described in more detail under ‘Games of mask

and ritual’ elsewhere in this book (p. 151), the same ritual is retained but the young

man and the young woman swap masks; the penitent swaps with the confessor, the

father with his child, the teacher with her pupil, the worker with the boss, etc.

Equally, one can keep the ritual and change the motivations; or analyse the

masks by multiplying the rituals in which the character is participating, so that he

can be simultaneously father, child, worker, husband, etc., and thus study all his

relations with others.

To sum up, the idea is to dismantle social masks and rituals. During this process,

one can lay bare all the oppressive relationships which emerge, and one can study

the character of the oppressed/oppressor relationship, that most common of

patterns, from a distance, in a social context.

9 The image of the hour

The Joker calls out a time of day, and the actors must do whatever movements

their bodies usually make at that particular time. The Joker runs through different

times, different occasions, significant dates etc.: 6 o’clock, 7, 8, 9, midday, 14:00,
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20:00, midnight, Sunday lunch, Saturday night, election day, when you wake on

your birthday, the most agreeable thing you do, the most disagreeable, etc.

10 The kinetic image

Each actor has to show all the movements the body of his character does in a play:

to mime each action, but to move swiftly from one place to another. The ritual

image is the image of the body in movement; the kinetic image is the image of the

movement of the body. Realism shows the image of a tree blown by the wind;

impressionism show the image of the wind . . . I always use this technique when

directing a play – this helps enormously to make the movements of the actors

significant, full of meaning.

11 The merry-go-round of images

Four different people each make their own image of one of their important

oppressions, using the bodies of the other participants, modelling them without

explaining anything about what they mean; after sculpting the other people, they

must put themselves in their position as the oppressed, the protagonist(s), in these

images of different oppressions. Each image will have at least one witness who

will follow his protagonist through the whole process. The participants make

comments (never interpretations, only the multiple mirror of the gaze of others):

evocations, memories, relationships, ideas that the image brings to mind, etc. . . .

Then, the director gives a signal and each protagonist will try to free herself from

the oppression she is in and the other people in her image will behave according

to what they believe would be the natural sequential movements, but they will

never physically force or restrain the protagonist, applying such pressures only by

gestures. The witness takes note of what the protagonist did. Then the director

makes each protagonist move on to take the place of the next protagonist, so all

of them will be in an image that they did not create. After a short moment to allow

each protagonist to evaluate and feel their new situation, at a signal from the

director, each protagonist tries to get rid of this new oppression and the other

people inside the image try to behave in character, in the way they believe would

naturally follow from the protagonist’s changed behaviour. Again, the director

makes the protagonist move to a third image, same process, then to the fourth

and last image, same again. Then, each protagonist goes back to their own image

– at this moment, the witnesses who have followed her tell her what they have
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observed in her behaviour in the four different images: has she behaved in 

the same way in different situations? Has she learned anything from previous

situations? Has she changed completely? After the witness(es) have spoken, the

participants of each image tell the protagonist how the other three protagonists

have behaved in her image. Finally, the director gives a signal and the protagonist

has the right to a second go at her own image.

Images of transition – the technique in action

The technique is very simple; it is described in detail on the foregoing pages 

(p. 185). But in brief, in case, dear reader, you are breaking with social codes and

reading this book non-sequentially: 

First, the spect-actors are asked to make a group of statues, i.e. one image, which

shows in a visual form a collective perspective on a given theme. For example, 

in France the subject was unemployment; in Portugal, the family; in Sweden,

male/female sexual oppression. So, one after another the spect-actors model their

images of reality, and take issue with them, and add and subtract till finally we

arrive at a single consensual ‘real image’; then a similar process enables us to arrive

at the ‘ideal image’, followed by the exciting dynamic process of investigating the

image of transition. 

Examples from Europe

Love-making

In Sweden, a young girl of 18 showed as a representation of oppression a woman

lying on her back, legs apart, with a man on top of her, in the most conventional

love-making position. I asked the spect-actors to make the ideal image. A man

approached and reversed the positions: the woman on top, the man underneath.

But the young woman protested and made her own image: man and woman

sitting facing each other, their legs intertwined; this was her representation of two

human beings, of two ‘subjects’, two free people, making love.

The family

In Portugal, someone depicted a family in an inland province: a man sitting at the

end of a table, a woman standing next to him, serving him a plate of food, and

several people sitting round the table. A young man from Lisbon made almost the
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same image again, except that now all those who were seated sat on one side of

the table, the left-hand side, leaving the right-hand side empty, and everyone –

apart from the head of the family – was gazing at a fixed point: the television. The

same theme in the United States had been shown in the following way: a central

character seated in an armchair, the other characters sitting on an arm of the chair,

or on the floor, or lying flat on their stomachs, all with plate in hand, all watching

the television, the table banished to a corner of the room, serving only as a place

to dump the food. In France, a similar picture had been created, with the difference

that the characters were not together, but each in their own space: one stretched

out on the ground, almost asleep, watching the television, another leaning against

the door craning his neck to see better, etc. The whole gamut of representations

corresponded to the whole gamut of ‘families’: the father as boss, the television

as centre, the other members of the family integrated or not, etc. After the presen-

tation of such images, we always ask the audience to build the ideal image.

Immigrants

In Sweden, an immigrant suggested a representation of immigrants. The different

expressions of this theme were: a man with outstretched arms asking for help,

another man working like a dog, a young black woman lying on the ground,

wretched – expressions of despair. I then asked seven Swedes to show with their

bodies how they saw themselves in relation to the immigrants. The seven struck

attitudes of solidarity: arms open, embraces, a hand stretched out to signify the

offer of help. I immediately asked the immigrants to come back and asked 

both parties to try to incorporate one another into their images, first as immobile

statues, then in slow-motion sequences. It was extraordinary how, in spite of their

enormous and clearly visible efforts, none of them made physical contact with

each other – the requests for help and the offers of help did not connect, they

remained apart. I let the exercise go on, and the audience saw clearly that the

proffered help was pure fiction. This became even more evident when I insisted

on prolonging the exercise even further; then the amazed audience was able to

register the fact that not one outstretched arm came near the young black woman

on the floor who was asking for help.

Thus, we were able to see the desire to help, and not the act.

Later, one of the Swedish participants declared that he had felt willing to help

and that he had demonstrated this by his stance. He had not, however, shown the

desire to reach out his hand to the young black girl. He explained later that only

at the end had he understood that if his willingness was real, then the young

woman was also real – at least within the authenticity, within the reality of the
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exercise – because the exercise was true, was real, and within this reality he had

done nothing. In other words he realised that if his desire had been real, he would

really have helped the young black woman, who was really there.

Old age

In Sweden again, someone proposed that we treat the subject of old age; the young

people then depicted unproductive, contemplative old people, awaiting death,

soliciting help to cross the road, holding up the traffic, etc. Afterwards, when 

I asked these same young people to enter into contact with the old people they

had presented, and show the ideal image, all of them, at first, showed themselves

feeding an old person, or helping one cross the road, or bathing one, etc. Scenes

in which all, to a greater or lesser extent, acted as nurses; scenes in which the old

people were always just as unproductive and useless as before. I asked them to

try to take up the original real image again, and, in slow motion, show an image

of transition. Slowly, very slowly in fact, this attitude changed: one person, then

another, and finally all the young people, started to show old people engaged in

activities which were productive or creative, or at least not merely contemplative;

for example, looking after children, reading a book, painting a picture, teaching,

etc.

Unemployment

In France, unemployment was the topic proposed. Generally speaking, all the

scenes were very similar: a never-ending queue leading up to a young woman

typing. Near her, other people working. All the people in the queue had long faces.

In Denmark, I saw the same theme illustrated in almost the same way, except that

the people queuing were smiling and distributing political pamphlets; it seems 

that in Denmark the social security system is more generous and the unemployed

can get up to 90 per cent of their salary – they take advantage of this to engage 

in a variety of activities, including politics. In Portugal, the same theme had been

more comprehensively dealt with: the same queue, the same young woman, but

in addition, by her side, a figure composed of three men holding up three women

in a sort of pyramid, crowned with arms holding a loaf of bread. In the activated

version of this image, the loaf of bread was given to a policeman, who in turn gave

it to a man reclining some distance away from the bread production process, lying

on his back, eating; this man gave the policeman some crumbs from the loaf he

had received, the policeman kept half of these for himself, and gave the other half

to the human pyramid which had produced it. Opposite, in the line, men and
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women awaited their turn to join the pyramid, to start working, to get half the

crumbs of the loaf. 

New Image Theatre techniques: the cop in the head

Here in the first edition of this book I outlined the beginnings of some techniques

that later developed into a body of work which is now called the Rainbow of Desire,

and is described much more fully and precisely in my book of that name.30 I leave

these descriptions here, incomplete as they are, in the hope that it may be of

interest to the reader and to the practitioner to see how those techniques have

evolved over a period of ten years or more. The few annotations I have made –

references to the Hamlet applications of these techniques – are headed accordingly.

Recently we have been working on certain new Image Theatre techniques,

particularly within the framework of an ongoing workshop called ‘The cop in the

head’. We set out from the premise that the oppressions suffered by the citizens 

of authoritarian societies (such as we are all familiar with) can profoundly damage

them. Authoritarianism penetrates even into the individual’s unconscious. The

cop leaves the barracks (the moral, ideological barracks) and moves into one’s

head. It is not in the least surprising that in certain extremely repressive and

oppressive societies one does not see battalions of armed police and soldiers in the

streets, as one does in Chile, Argentina, El Salvador, Guatemala, etc.; they are not

necessary – we carry them within us, they are our ‘cops in the head’.

These techniques are used mainly to help us understand the true nature of the

cop. We are theatre artists, not therapists. Our approach can be explained in 

the following way: someone recounts a personal experience, where he or she 

has felt oppressed. This is his or her particular case. Instead of investigating the

singularities of this particular case, we try, using the participation of others, to go

from the particular to the general, by which we mean the universality of particular

cases within the same category.

When a person tells us their particular case, using theatre as the medium of

expression, it is the group that becomes the protagonist of the session, and not the

individual who told the story. If we are able to perceive within ourselves those

oppressive elements present in the particular case recounted to us, we may then
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be able to perceive the ‘cop’ in our heads, with the hope of ascertaining how it

got in and which ‘barracks’ it came from.

As with the rest of Theatre of the Oppressed, these techniques have two main

goals: to enhance our ability to know or recognise a given situation, and to help

us to rehearse actions which can lead to the breaking of the oppression shown in

that situation. To know and to transform – that is our goal. To transform something,

first one must know it. Knowing is already a transformation – a transformation

which supplies the means to accomplish the other transformation.

The techniques can also be used in the preparation of a Forum Theatre piece,

or in the preparation of any production.

1 Dissociation – thought, speech, action

Someone gives an image of her oppression. This image can be realistic, symbolic,

surrealistic . . . whatever; the important thing is that for that person, the image

speaks. She can use the bodies of other participants, two, three, four, as many as

necessary; equally she can use objects – chairs, tables, sheets, mattresses, pens,

paper, anything to hand.

Dynamisation

1 Over five minutes (which is a long time), all the people in the image 

must voice their interior monologues, at low volume and without stopping.

Everything that comes to mind, as characters, not as individuals; in other words,

everything that that body, in that position, could think. The body thinks. There

can be a contradiction between the person playing an image and the image he

is playing – the idea is to think what the image thinks. For example: if I am

put in an image where I am trying to strangle someone, I must express all the

thoughts of the person trying to strangle someone, even if I personally am

incapable of such an action.

The only rules are that people must not stop the murmured delivery of 

their thoughts and they must not move, everyone must stay frozen in their

positions.

The participants should try not to listen to what others are saying.

In this way, each person starts to descend deep into the interior monologue

of their character, to root the character in themselves, to bring out all the

thoughts which could belong to that character, who, for the moment, is no

more than a body thinking out loud (quietly).
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2 In the frozen image, the participants must talk to each other for another 

five minutes. Interior monologue gives way to dialogue. Internal roots give way

to social structure. People speak to each other, but no one moves; there will

sometimes be a considerable disparity between what people say and the

positions they are holding while saying it. There can also be a discrepancy

between the monologue and the dialogue, between what people were thinking

and what they end up saying. These are alternatives.

3 Now, without speaking, you put into action everything you have thought

(monologue) and everything you have said (dialogue). Movements should 

be done in slow motion, to allow each individual continually to take stock, to

think, to change her mind, to hesitate, to have second thoughts, to choose

between several alternatives. Extreme slow motion. 

Hamlet variation

This can be used as a Hamlet technique exactly as described here.

2 The analytical image: the multiple mirror of 
how others see us

The starting point is a scene. One person rehearses, with partners of his choice, a

scene of his oppression (an actual, existing oppression, an oppression which is still

a source of discomfort, something he would like to change, to transform, but has

not yet managed to – a better knowledge of the oppressive situation is required

in order to be able to change it). The actors in the scene play it in front of the rest

of the group.

The audience group should be seated and relaxed, and should allow their bodies

small movements, so as to let themselves be impregnated, whether by the image

of the protagonist or that of the main antagonist, or anyone else in the scene (if

there are others).

After the scene, any member of the watching group who wants to can come on

to the stage and make an image with her own body: how she saw the protagonist

or antagonist or other character. This image is not meant to be realistic – one shows

what one has felt and how one felt it.

This image should be analytical – in other words each participant (active

observer, spect-actor rather than spectator) who watched the original scene should

lift a detail from it, something which perhaps escaped the notice of others. This

detail will be magnified, enlarged in her image – other details, which were for her
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less important or striking, will not appear in the image she shows. It is an analytical

image because each image is the analysis of a single element which previously

existed intermingled with many others, dissolved and perhaps disguised. The

analytical image reveals this element, brings it into the open, into the full light of

day. Normally the protagonist himself is amazed, even if he recognises the hidden

element suddenly revealed; which is why it is important to do away with all that

is unremarkable to his eyes.

The group should do several analytical images – it should break down the original

image shown by the protagonist.

With all these images on stage, we already have the model; we have broken

down and analysed the scene we started with. We now have on stage several

analytical images, some of the protagonist, some of the antagonist(s). This is already

an achievement – we could stop there. But now we move on to the dynamisation

of the images.

Possible dynamisations

1 All the images together. The protagonist has the opportunity to see himself in

a ‘multiple mirror’, as seen by the group.

2 The original actor takes the place of one image of the antagonist and plays 

the scene against another image of the protagonist (which he has chosen). He

can do it several times, each time choosing a different image of the antagonist

to replace to ‘experience’ the fight against an image of the protagonist (i.e.

himself). The participants play the image (playing the character of that image,

not the people they are themselves).

3 The other way round – the original actor takes the place of an image of himself

(protagonist) and enters into dialogue (plays) either with a single image of the

antagonist, or with all the antagonist images at the same time; in the latter

case, since all the antagonist images are no more than the analysis of a single

character, so each actor playing an antagonist image should behave as if 

he was simply part of a whole, a whole made up of all the antagonist images

on the stage – thus anything said by one person–image is the responsibility of

everyone else playing the same character.

4 All the images together, both those of the protagonist and those of the antago-

nist(s), engage in simultaneous dialogue, all joining battle at the same time.

5 The affective magnet: this dynamisation is very delicate.

Having made all the possible images, each image must seek ‘its complement’, the

emotional negative for its positive, or vice versa. The expression ‘its complement’
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is deliberately ambiguous. What is ‘its complement’? Each actor (in each image)

must try to sense what this complement is, and it won’t be the same for everyone:

a powerful element of subjectivity intervenes.

It can happen that two images of the antagonist (for instance) choose as their

complement the same image of the protagonist. It is up to the actor playing the

protagonist–image to choose between the two of them. The one who does not get

chosen must go and find another complement.

When couples have been formed, each couple comes back on to the stage 

on their own and plays the original scene as they remember it, whilst keeping the

same image throughout. The image can move in the scene, but without changing

its essential nature: if the image is that of a seated man, then it is vital that he

remain seated throughout the scene, even if this entails moving around with his

chair. If the image is a woman hiding under a table, she must always remain in

hiding, though she may move with the table.

The script the actors speak should be the script they remember, as they remember

it. Even mistakes, mishearings or misunderstandings will contribute to a better

understanding of the original scene, as it was experienced by the group – that particular

group, on that particular day.

Each couple must play the same scene, each in their own way, with their

recollection of it, while remaining in their images.

6 Incorporation. This last is a very long dynamisation and one which, if it is to

yield results, must be very meticulously executed.

Members of the group make images, but only of the protagonist. These images are

multiplied. The antagonists stay on stage in their original incarnations; in other

words the same actors who played the scene at the start. A number of images of

the protagonist, together. The original protagonist has the right to veto an image

if he does not recognise it in himself, unless the other members of the group

consider that the rejected image is actually accurate.

The dynamisation begins when the original actor replaces the first of these

images he himself has aroused; he moulds himself into that image and when the

actor who made the image is happy with the likeness, she goes off. The protagonist,

all the while keeping the image he has assumed, plays the scene, or a significant

part of the scene, in this position. Then he takes up the exact position of the second

image, down to the smallest detail, and replays the scene. Then the same process

with all the other images, one after another.

While he is playing he can choose what to do with the image he has at that

particular moment. We know that analytical images reveal either ‘subversive’ or
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‘submissive’ aspects of the protagonist. If the protagonist thinks that the analytical

image is one of subversion, he must attempt during the course of the scene to

reinforce this character, to develop it. If he thinks that the image is one of submis-

sion, in the course of the scene he must shake it off, that is, metamorphose into

the opposite of the image as it was when he first took it on. He must end the scene

as far as possible from the scene which was the starting point of the exercise. This

transformation should be slow, in slow motion, as if the actor was breaking out

of a shell, a mask, a suit of armour, to take on the image he desires.

The process of incorporation can thus be a process of rejection. One rejects 

the unwanted stance of submission, which is impeding the desired action, one

eliminates it entirely, at the same time as reinforcing all the dynamic charac-

teristics, which can help dispose of the oppression present in the original scene. 

Hamlet variation

This can be used either to de-mechanise a scene that has become mechanised by

dint of too many performances of the play, or to create characters while in the

rehearsal period.

3 Somatisation

The original scene is played, and then replayed without physical self-censorship;

the feelings the script engenders in each character are shown corporeally. The idea

is not to illustrate, rather to let come whatever comes.

This is also a dislocation; the text must be the same the first and second times

– it should not be altered. But the second time, the physical presentation should

correspond mainly to the interior monologue and not to the dialogue.

4 The circuit of rituals

The protagonist makes images of rituals which he goes through in real life; these

images are frozen at first, then dynamised with the protagonist present in them.

On his exit from the image it freezes again; the other actors stay in position, in

the same image, now lacking one figure, that of the protagonist. In each image

there will always be one figure lacking – that of the protagonist, who looks from

a distance at all the rituals in his daily life, especially those linked to the oppression

he wishes to speak about.
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Dynamisation

The protagonist goes from one ritual to another. Each time he enters into a ritual,

the scene comes alive, the actors play. When he leaves, the scene stops.

In each ritual he will inevitably take on the mask which belongs to that ritual.

The Joker tells him where to go, moves him from one ritual to another, and

another, and another, backwards and forwards, in such a way as to be able to

study the moments when a mask which might be suitable for one ritual is used

by the protagonist in a different ritual. Thus a protagonist will show different

rituals, in which he might play the mask of father, teacher, son, boss, lover, spouse,

etc. By means of this game of rituals one can pinpoint the moments when, for

example, while playing the ritual of lover the protagonist is wearing the mask of

boss, or when playing the ritual of spouse he is wearing the mask of son, etc. 

Hamlet variation

This can be used as a rehearsal technique for any kind of play.

5 The three wishes

The model: the protagonist shows an image of an oppression as it is.

Dynamisation

1 The protagonist has the right to three wishes (and, subsequently, as many

wishes as necessary). She has the right to modify the image three times (and

more . . . ). She is to carry out these wishes in her own order of importance.

Each person she intends to change should offer as much resistance as will

challenge the protagonist’s strength and ability just up to their limits, without

overstepping these limits (see the exercise ‘Pushing against each other’ on 

p. 58). A resistance which the protagonist will be able to overcome, but not

too easily; she should have to use all her strength, and in the act of doing this,

she will develop other strengths.

2 The group analyses what she did first, second, third, etc.; alternatives are

suggested.

3 Try to bring the scene to life (with the actors playing their characters and not

themselves), with dialogue and physical actions. 
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Hamlet variation

The technique can be used exactly as it is.

6 The polyvalent image

The model: an actor models an image of his oppression.

Dynamisation

Each person in the image tries to feel what the image says to him, without

worrying about coherence; for the person who made the image, a woman can

represent his mother, while the woman in this role can take herself for the Queen

of Sheba. They are both right.

When the image is dynamised, everyone should behave as the character they

think they are; in this way, completely different styles, epochs and symbols are

juxtaposed and mixed up, which can give rise to a non-realist perspective, through

which the protagonist can better understand his situation, his oppression.

It is sometimes very difficult to hold it all together, because the progress of 

the scene can seem too incoherent. But if you persevere, a deep internal coherence

can be found, in spite of (or precisely because of) the external incoherence. You

have to go beyond the stage where coherence is confused with banality, with

commonplaces, stereotypes and clichés – you must look for deep coherence, inside

the characters, concealed coherence.

7 The screen image

The model: the protagonist constructs an image of her oppression, without

worrying about making it comprehensible. It can be symbolic, it can be whatever

the protagonist wants – but it must be true.

Dynamisation

This dynamic image is played a number of times. Each time, each participant has

the right to replace the oppressed character and, within the dynamic of the image,

try to break the oppression she has seen. Each participant should project her own

experiences on to the image she has seen, without trying to understand what she
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has seen. What matters is that she be able to project her own oppressions on to

that screen. 

Hamlet variation 

This can be used as it is here, although this is one of the techniques that has been

most fully developed in later years; to grasp the full complexity of this technique

in its more up-to-date incarnation, see The Rainbow of Desire.

8 The image of the image 

The best way to explain this technique is by citing an example. A woman called

Martine played a scene telling of an episode in her life, involving two men who

wouldn’t leave her alone. She wants to escape them, they come back, she hasn’t

the strength to get rid of them. They keep coming back. And she hasn’t the

strength, or the will, to get rid of them.

We could have played the scene as a forum, replacing Martine and trying

possible solutions. Instead, we used the image of the image technique. The group

was asked to make an image to reflect how the group had experienced the dynamic

images which Martine had shown us.

The group made an image: Martine on all fours, the two men sitting on her

back.

This image needed to be dynamised. The protagonist was asked to dispose 

of the oppression in this image (not in the image she had shown us before). In

the act of trying to free herself in this image (of the original image), she repeated,

in movement, in visual terms, the same stances we had seen in the story told at

the beginning. She shook off the two men, and then went back on to all fours; of

course the men came back and sat on her.

The image of the image allows us to dispose of certain elements present in 

the initial story which can get in the way of our understanding. The image of the

image creates metaxis;31 Martine played with an image we had created, purified of

all material which seemed to us extraneous, and not with the image she had

presented to us. But the same person is playing both scenes, and, as long as the

image created by the group contains, transubstantiated, the same oppression, then,

in trying to break the oppression in this image (of her image), the protagonist 
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will become stronger, will train to break the oppression in her reality. By realising

that she had voluntarily chosen to reposition herself on all fours, the actor could

become more self-aware, a knowledge of herself which could be a source of

strength.

Four very simple demonstrations of embryos of 
Forum Theatre pieces, based on projected images

These are short scenes which mostly contain all the essential elements of any

Forum Theatre piece, in a very boiled-down and simplified form. They are espe-

cially useful for teaching the mechanics of the game quickly to a new group.

The handshake 

A young woman is happily moving towards a man who is offering her his hand

to shake. When she gets to him, he turns his back on her.

In this five-second scene there are the following elements of Forum Theatre: a

protagonist (the girl – she has a wish, a will, and tries to exercise it); an antagonist,

the man; a counter-preparation – she goes happily towards him believing she 

is going to fulfil her immediate desire to shake hands; the Chinese crisis32 (what

can she do now?) – at this moment there is both danger and opportunity. And

finally the defeat – she loses, offering the spect-actors every opportunity to replace

her and show their solutions.

Four people walking, the fifth person dancing 

Four people are walking in step, almost in a military manner; a fifth person prefers

to waltz. The four people throw her to the ground. She stands up again, repentant,

and joins in with the others. Now five people are marching. What does this say

to you? Project whatever you want on to this dynamic image and try to avoid

joining in with the four. What would you do in the protagonist’s place? Fifteen,

twenty answers may emerge, maybe even more. And that is precisely the objective
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of Theatre of the Oppressed: to show that there are always ways of breaking

oppressions, in all situations.

Bigger and bigger obstacles

Three obstacles: a chair lying on the floor, a chair standing upright, three chairs

on top of each other. Three actors at the far end, watching. The protagonist looks

at the first obstacle. A man helps him to surmount it. The protagonist looks at 

the second obstacle. The man comes and helps him surmount it. The protagonist

looks at the third obstacle; the man comes and urges him to sort this one out on

his own. The protagonist is disappointed – he could have got over the first two

obstacles (for which he had assistance), but not the third, for which he has no

assistance. What would you do in his place?

It’s too late 

Three tables: one close to the protagonist, one halfway across the room, the 

other far away. The protagonist runs quickly over to the far table. A person seated

behind the table stands up, saying: ‘It’s too late.’ The protagonist goes back to the

start, a little saddened, and starts out again, less fast this time, in the direction 

of the middle table, the seated occupant of which stands and says: ‘It’s too late.’

Completely demoralised, the protagonist goes back to the start and, this time

walking rather than running, she slowly goes over to the most accessible table,

the nearest one. However, when she finally gets there, the person there draws

himself up and says the same thing: ‘It’s too late.’ What would you do in her place?

In this technique it is particularly important not to ‘explain’ what the image

‘means’. It means exactly what it says to each individual and each individual will

project on to it what she feels and, in participating, will break her own oppression.

The image is no more than an empty structure which one fills according to one’s

own personal life and experiences. However, for information, I can say that the

last three of these images were constructed by, respectively:

1 A cashier in a bank – she wanted to break the oppression of her work, to

change, to escape;

2 A boy who felt that his teachers gave him lots of help when he was in school,

when he had the strength to overcome obstacles on his own – but when it

came to trying to get a job, no one was there to help him;

3 A girl who was so afraid of everything that she always arrived late; she could

even achieve the impossible in her quest not to arrive on time.
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But the origin of these images is not important – what is important is that they

can awaken in the group lived experiences. The oppression is pluralised in the

multiplicity of the interventions.

REHEARSAL EXERCISES FOR ANY KIND OF PLAY

Exercises with or without script

1 Improvisation

This is the classic exercise which consists of improvising a scene starting from 

a few basic elements. The participants must believe in and accept whatever facts

others may introduce during the course of the improvisation. They must try to

complete the improvisation using the new elements invented by their colleagues.

It is forbidden to reject any invention. In order to prevent the improvisation

dwindling into emotional stasis, to keep it dynamic, it is vital that the actors engage

their ‘motors’; by ‘motor’ I mean a dominant will (resulting from a struggle between

– at the very least – one will and one counter-will) which has the capacity to

produce an internal, subjective conflict. It is vital that this dominant will collides

with the dominant wills of the other participants, in such a way as to form an

external, objective conflict. Finally, it is vital that this conflictual system evolves

both quantitatively and qualitatively. It is not enough for a character to hate

himself continually and with a rising momentum – he must also change this hatred

into blame, or love, or whatever is appropriate. Simple variation of quantity 

is much less theatrical than the same accompanied by a genuine qualitative

variation.

A distinction must also be made between will (which can be the result of

psychological whim) and social need. The wills which concern matters of work

tend to be those which express, in the domain of individual psychology, a social

need. Will is need. Also interesting is the will which runs counter to a need: ‘I

want (to do) something, but I mustn’t.’

Themes for improvisation, particularly when working with popular theatre

groups, can be taken from newspaper reports, in order to facilitate ideological and

political discussions. This allows the placing of individual problems within a larger

context of social, political and economic reality.

An example of an improvisation of this kind (mimed or spoken): ‘The Badly

Brought-up Monkey.’ This is based on a true story (and there are documents to

prove it). It was taken from a newspaper story, a method we used often at the
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Arena Theatre, in order to show that theatre was not aloof, that we could impro-

vise with everyday material. The aim of this kind of improvisation was not to alter

the essential elements of the story’s development, but to breathe life into bare

printed facts, to investigate the characters behind this item of news, to give it a

human face. The story went as follows.

A high-ranking army officer is out walking with his worthy wife, their children

and their faithful servant. They decide to go to the zoo.

They walk up and down in front of the animals’ cages, and their faces show

what they are looking at – elephant, lion, crocodile, zebra, birds, fish, rhinoceros,

camel, etc.

They have great fun in front of the monkey cage, watching the animals 

play. Suddenly, high drama – a monkey quite shamelessly starts masturbating 

in front of the high-ranking officer’s worthy lady wife, their worthy children 

and the faithful family servant. Moral panic. Indecision. Shame. What should he

do?

The worthy officer gets out his revolver and shoots (worthily) the monkey,

which immediately dies. Some people are outraged, others applaud. The worthy

wife faints, slowly enough to be caught and helped.

The director of the zoo arrives, alerted by the sound of the shot. He feels duty-

bound to press charges against the army officer for having shot the masturbating

monkey. A policeman notes down the identity of the officer and everybody leaves.

At the trial, the prosecutor defends the monkey and its inalienable right to act

according to instinct, and not according to human laws and conventions.

The defence lawyer alleges that the monkey violated the officer’s inalienable

right to pass the time with his family on a sunny Sunday afternoon. According 

to the defence, the monkey did not have the elementary education necessary to

belong to a zoo in a civilised city such as our own, with its close links to Christian

traditions. He lists the great historic names of the land, the names of scientists and

men of letters, members of the Academy, etc., and even of certain exemplary

animals, especially those imported from other lands, which are living proof of the

advanced nature of civilisation – flamingos, parrots, etc.

The judge decides to acquit the officer, to the cheers of the assembled audience.

Further, he inflicts a heavy penalty on the other monkeys in the cage, whom he

considers to be accomplices of the murdered monkey, since they did nothing 

to stop this terrible crime of masturbation. Thus the monkeys are all sentenced to

a strict course in good manners, to be strenuously administered by vets well versed

in the art of castration.

Smiling and happy, with clear consciences, everyone leaves the trial. Justice

has been done.
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Before starting an improvisation, always, the actors should try for two or three

minutes to vocalise their inner monologues, trying not to listen to one another. Also

before the impro, it is advisable that they show their kinetic images in the same

space the improvisation will take place in.

2 The dark room

In a relatively dark place, an actor sits, with his eyes closed, with a tape-recorder

by his side. Another actor, or the director, starts giving him instructions which

indicate where he is – in a particular street. The actor must imagine the said street

and describe it in minute detail, right down to the clothes he is wearing and the

faces of the passers-by. The director might, for instance, order the actor to go into

a restaurant – the actor keeps talking, describing the waiters, the chairs, the

customers – to sit down, and then to try to steal a briefcase belonging to a large

man who is sitting quietly reading his newspaper. This is an imagination exercise

which is also intended to release the actor’s emotion. Having eaten rapidly, and

described in detail the smells and tastes of the food, he goes to the toilet, fails to

steal the case, pays his bill and runs out into the street in fear of being accused 

of the crime he has failed to commit. When the exercise is over, the actor listens

back to what he has said and tries to recreate the action and relive the emotions

a second time over.

3 One story told by several people

An actor starts a story, which is continued by a second actor, then a third, and so

on till the whole group has taken part. At the same time another group of actors

can silently act out the story as it is told.

4 Change the story

A play tells a story, i.e. it recounts what happens. But a play also contains within

it the negation of what happens – what doesn’t happen. So that the actors may

be aware of all the possibilities of what could have happened (and didn’t), it is

worth rehearsing the scenes of what didn’t happen: how the marriage of Hamlet

and Ophelia would have gone; how Othello would have pardoned Desdemona;

how Oedipus would have understood that it wasn’t his fault and would have split
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up with his mother–wife on friendly terms; how a military government would

have decided to liberate its people from imperialism; how the Brazilian people

would have been happy under dictatorship, etc.

Imagination has no limits. It is always good for the actor to know what could

have happened.

5 One line spoken by several actors

Each actor says one word of a particular line (chosen in advance), trying to give

it the same inflection as it would have if the line was being spoken by a single

person. To make it easier, the actor can, at the start, say the whole line in her own

way, and the others try to imitate her, while each in turn only uttering a single

word.

Games of emotional dynamisation

Often in the theatre we talk of ‘getting into someone else’s skin’. This is a piece

of linguistic artifice. The character, the dramatic persona, the acting role, does not

exist, one cannot get into a character’s skin. What does exist is the individual, 

the person. But in every one of us the person is not revealed in its totality. Either

from choice or as a result of social constraints, the person is reduced and becomes

the personality. The personality is only one possible manifestation of the person.

The character, the dramatic persona, is another possible manifestation. Both

personality and dramatic persona emanate from the same person.

What can the actor do in order to create his character? Temporarily forget his

own personality (that reduction of his person) and plunge into the depths of the

character he is playing, to seek out emotional and other elements which can assist

in the construction of the character: the character being no more than another

possible personality, which the actor can play in the theatre and jettison afterwards.

To help the actor delve into his own person in search of elements which will

constitute the character, we suggest various exercises and games.

1 Breaking the oppression

The actor tries to remember a moment in her life where she was the object of a

powerful oppression.
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Here are two examples. A black actor attending New York University had 

to pay a visit to her family in Georgia, in the south of the USA, where the level of

social oppression against black people is incredible. The young woman was used

to New York where the problem is less extreme. One day in Georgia, when buying

an ice cream with her aunt in a drugstore, she was forbidden to eat alongside the

other customers; she was allowed to buy the ice cream, but she had to take it away

to eat it. If black people and white people were allowed to mix here, how could

they be segregated for other social activities?

In Buenos Aires, a young man remembered having been invited to a party;

when his companions realised he was Jewish, they asked him to leave.

The exercise is done in three phases. In the first, the idea is to reproduce the

event exactly as it happened, without adding or subtracting anything, and with

an abundance of detail. Thus in this first phase of the exercise, in both cases cited,

we saw the protagonists try to offer resistance, which was blocked by the other

characters present in the scenes.

In the second phase of the exercise, the protagonist does not accept the oppres-

sion. We know well enough that wherever there is oppression and whatever its

nature, it continues to exist because it has a hold over its victims. If humanity

loved liberty more than life, there would be no oppression – the most that could

be done to a person would be to kill them. We are oppressed because we tend 

to make concessions, to accept oppression, in return for the prolonging of our

lives.

In this second phase, the scene was replayed and the young black woman did

not accept her oppression and wanted to eat her ice cream on the premises, beside

the white people. Immediately the whole apparatus of oppression was turned on

her, including the members of her own family. Her father said to her: ‘Why do

you want to eat your ice cream here and not back at the house with us?’ Her friend

whispered: ‘It’s for your own good – come with us.’ But the girl stood her ground,

she had decided to stay put and not let herself be oppressed.

Similarly, in the Buenos Aires story, the young man decided to stay at the party

till everyone else had gone; the party finished a little early, but there was no

oppression.

In the third phase of this exercise, the actors change roles and play their

opposites; the black girl played the white girl who had stopped her eating her ice

cream, and vice versa; the young Jew played the part of the person who was most

determined to get rid of him, and so on.

Usually some interesting things happen in this exercise. For example, the young

Jewish man in his oppressor role was better than all those who had played the

part before, because he knew his oppressor very well, much better than actors
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who had never endured this form of oppression; when a young Catholic man

played the Jew, in absolute sincerity, he put up no fight against his oppressors

(one might almost have said he did this better than the Jew himself). In fact, the

young Jew was so used to this and other forms of racial oppression that he had

developed a number of defence mechanisms, including cynicism; thus when 

he was thrown out of the party he already knew what to answer back, whereas

the young Catholic – when he played the Jew – was completely defenceless, not

understanding what was happening. In the second part of the exercise one of the

black members of the group, playing a friend of the girl’s, ran off when the sheriff

threatened him with a gun; but in the third phase, a white man playing the role

faced up to the sheriff. So the black man explained: ‘Fine for you to do that,

because you’re white – but even in the context of an exercise we can’t forget 

that he wouldn’t have shot at you, but he would have shot at me.’

2 The oppressor’s confession

In these exercises the actor who breaks the oppression always has the best part,

as we are on his side: he is the victim, and not the cause, of this violence. That is

why in the last phase of the exercise we ask the actor to remember a moment in

his life when he acted not as oppressed but as oppressor.

Emotional warm-up exercises

1 Abstract emotion

The focus of this exercise is the absence of any concrete motivation – the actors

perform pure emotional gymnastics. At the beginning they are very friendly to

each other, smiling and happy, trying to see everybody else’s good side. In order

to rule out any possibility of motivation, they cannot use words to express

themselves, only numbers – 23, 8, 115, etc. Then they start to vary the quantity

of this tenderness (quantitative variation), first having a higher opinion of the

other people, then a lower opinion, pushing this now qualitative and quantitative

variation to the point of hatred, and carrying this hatred to its ultimate level of

violence. The only inviolable rules are that the physical safety of the other actors

must not be threatened, and that they must not let their attention wander to focus

on their own physical self-protection, but must direct all their concentration 

onto the emotion. Then, gradually, the actors start discovering anew the good
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sides of their colleagues – all the while speaking only numbers, never words – and

eventually they return to total harmony.

2 Abstract emotion with animals

A variation of the preceding exercise. The actors set out from one emotion to arrive

at the opposite emotion, then return to the original emotion – but this time instead

of using numbers, they make the noises of whatever animal they choose. This

exercise can be done in two ways: (1) the actor acts like an animal; (2) the actor

acts like a humanised version of the animal, i.e. without losing her own human

characteristics. Either all the actors can imitate the same animal, or else each can

imitate the animal of their choice.

3 Abstract emotion, following the master

Five actors on each side. The two facing each other in the middle are the masters

of the four in the opposite line. They start a disjointed conversation on any topic

using words, numbers, or sounds; the phrases need have no meaning. All the

others repeat the gestures, inflections, sounds, body movements and facial expres-

sions of their masters, while the latter must carry their emotion to the extreme,

then instantly returning to calm and clarity.

4 Animals or vegetables in emotional situations!

The actor imagines herself as, for instance, a palm tree on a beach on a summer’s

day; the weather starts to change, a storm approaches and is unleashed; the joy

of summer gives way to the fear of seeing the tree destroyed and carried off by

the waves (other actors do the wind). A young rabbit plays with its brothers and

sisters, a fox comes along; the rabbit hides until the fox goes away. A fish swims

along happily, till it swallows the bait.

In all these animal exercises, the noises must be very expressive, since while

human beings use words and concepts to express their emotions, animals use 

only sounds and no language. This is what gives human self-expression a sensory

poverty, in spite of its infinite richness in terms of concepts. Without losing her

power to express things in conceptual terms, the actor should also give free rein

to her immense sensory possibilities.
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5 Ritual in which everyone becomes an animal

The actors carry out any ritual, however conventional – the opening of a bank, 

a mayor’s speech on taking up office, a parents’ wedding anniversary, etc. 

They improvise in dumbshow, and with words. In the course of the ritual, each

actor transforms himself into an animal, and continues the ritual in the same

manner.

6 Stimulation of the dormant parts of ourselves

This exercise must be done several times, always varying the ‘dormant’ parts being

stimulated. The premise is the notion that each of us is capable of feeling, thinking

and being in ways infinitely more various than we do these things in our daily

lives. One day an actor at the Arena played the role of a torturer and became

aware, to his utter consternation, that he had experienced real pleasure in the act

of torturing. He had never realised that he was capable of doing something so

callous. Thus he understood that virtuous behaviour was the result of a free and

conscious choice, and not the fruit of an incapacity for wrongdoing. A person may

have the capacity for taking pleasure in torturing people, but not do it because 

he has chosen not to torture people. Human beings must invent themselves in the

midst of an infinity of possibilities, instead of passively accepting their roles because

they think they could not be other than they are.

Nothing of what is human is barred to anyone. We are all, potentially, good and

evil, loving and hating, heterosexual and homosexual, cowardly and brave, etc.

We are what we choose to be. The Brazilian fascists are culpable not because of

their capacity for making people die of hunger, while they line their pockets, but

because they have chosen to pursue this course of action.

A female actor, on discovering the infinite multiplicity of her being, exclaimed:

‘Ah, how I would love to be a whore!’ Her wish was not to walk the streets, 

but simply to feel during an exercise everything that could be felt or thought by

a ‘whore’, which role existed within herself as an unchosen possibility, a ‘dormant’

possibility. And that is exactly what the exercise consists of – stimulating those

latent parts of each of us, the better to understand everything that is inherent in

human beings. The actor is not asked to alter her personality, only to sound out

her possibilities, and by the same token, those of the characters she is going 

to play. I remember one actor who chose to obey and be humiliated, a role which

he never accepted normally; another chose to become the kind of Nosy Parker

who wants to know everything, who asks the most uncalled-for questions, such
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as wanting to know if such-and-such a couple who are going into a hotel are

married or not, who farted, etc. – i.e. a total pain in the neck!

To encourage this total freedom of expression and stimulation of dormant traits,

the exercise can be done in a surrealist fashion. The characters have a free choice

of the place they are in and they can change it, making two places exist in the

same space, etc. Depending on the circumstances, the exact opposite can also be

done, carrying out the exercise in a totally realistic fashion.

Ideological warm-up

Theatre is an ideological representation of images of social life. It is important that

actors do not become alienated from society at large, however specialised their

technique may be. The actor will be presenting to the audience images of the social

struggle between bourgeois forces of reaction and the progressive forces of the

working classes, whatever the nature of the piece in which this struggle appears.

The actor must always be aware of the progressive nature of his mission, its

pedagogical and combative character. Theatre is an art and a weapon.

1 Dedication

The Arena Theatre had a custom of dedicating shows to particular people or

events. The significance of this person or event was often enough to stimulate the

actor ideologically – a dead comrade, a strike, whatever.33

2 Reading newspapers

The reading aloud and discussion of newspaper articles on political and social

events, the demystification of the bourgeois press, the presentation of information

not contained in the newspapers, by people with special knowledge.
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3 The evocation of historic events

Drawing parallels between historic events and the current national situation, by

careful choice of material.

4 Lessons

Depending on the nature of the group and its awareness of historical events,

lessons or explanations can be a useful stimulant; for instance, explaining the

theory of surplus value.

Exercises for the preparation of a Forum Theatre 
model or for the rehearsal of other kinds of theatre

1 Play to the deaf

This is the ultimate exercise for developing what we have earlier referred to as 

the actor’s ‘undercurrent’. The actor must stay absolutely faithful to the piece and

its rhythm, and think all his lines, trying to bring out all that is contained in the

undercurrent, without speaking a single word or making a sound. To make this happen

he must apply all his concentration. What should be avoided at all costs is that the

exercise be allowed to turn into a mime exercise; not a single gesture or movement

should be added to help the other actors work out where the dialogue has got to

or is heading – this is a workshop exercise, not a game, the actor must be genuinely

‘transmitting’ at ‘undercurrent’ level.

When actors do this exercise properly, the results can be sensational. It 

can happen that spectators come into the room during a silent rehearsal and can

immediately take part in a discussion afterwards, without having felt the least

sense of a lack of dialogue; as far as they are concerned, they saw some theatre.

In plays conceived according to the Joker system (see The Theatre of the Oppressed,

London: Pluto Press 1979), the ‘Play to the deaf’ exercise is vital to ensure that

the masks do not become clichés, symbols or signs; the exercise helps to

‘Stanislavskify’ the masks.
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2 Stop! Think!

Our thoughts are in a state of continual flux – we never stop thinking.

Communication between actor and audience takes place at two levels: ‘wave’ and

‘underwave’, or ‘undercurrent’. As has been remarked earlier, human beings are

capable of transmitting and receiving far more than they are aware of. When two

people love each other, each knows what the other is going to say before it is said.

Before asking for a wage rise, the worker already knows whether the boss will

give it or not. This is perception on the undercurrent level. In the same way, actors

communicate to an audience on a conscious level by the words they say, the

gestures they make, the movements they do, etc.; but they also communicate 

at the undercurrent level, by means of the thoughts they ‘emit’. When an actor’s

thoughts are not in accord with his actions – i.e. when there is a clash between

wave and undercurrent – the audience/receiver experiences a phenomenon

similar to interference on the radio; the audience receives two contradictory

messages and it is impossible to register them both. If the actor in the course of

his acting thinks about something which has nothing to do with the role he is

playing, these thoughts will be transmitted to the spectator just as his voice is.

In the ‘Stop! Think!’ exercise, at any given moment the director/Joker stops 

the rehearsal and shouts ‘Stop! Think!’; all the actors have to start speaking in an

undertone at the same time, letting loose an interior monologue of everything

that is in their characters’ minds at that particular moment. Thus all the actors

talk in a continuous flow, making their thoughts explicit, until the director shouts

‘Go on’ – at which point the actors pick up the scene exactly where it stopped,

without a break. This can be done as many times as necessary in any scene.

Since the characters’ thoughts are in continual motion, in direct relation to 

what is happening on the stage, this exercise can prevent the actors from lapsing

into stagnant pools of emotion such as still sadness, or joy, or any emotional state

whatsoever which doesn’t have this constant flux of ideas. It can also help to

structure a scene around the central action, as long as the thoughts are related 

to this central action. Furthermore, the exercise helps the actor to prepare subtext.

3 Interrogation

Each actor in turn goes to sit ‘in the dock’ in front of the rest of the group. In

character, they are then interrogated by the group (also in character) about what

they think of the other characters, what they think about the events in the play,

anything. The exercise is conducted like court proceedings.
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Hanover variation

The same exercise, but it is conducted while the scene is playing. So at any point

an actor can be questioned mid-action – the scene freezes, the actor answers the

question, then the scene picks up immediately where it left off.

Variation

As above, except that the scene does not stop for the questions. The actor has to

answer as best he can while continuing to play the scene.

4 The reconstruction of the crime

The actors rehearse a scene in front of the group. Whenever an actor comes to a

moment she considers important, she can turn to the audience and speak directly

to them, in character, justifying her actions in the scene; i.e. ‘I am doing this

because of such and such a thing’ or ‘I am saying this because I feel such and such

an emotion’. While the actor is speaking, everyone else in the scene freezes.

This exercise is different to Brecht’s ‘Street Scene’ exercise,34 in that here the

character speaks in the first person, defending her own behaviour from a subjective

standpoint, rather than dispassionately and objectively commenting on her actions

in the third person.

5 Analytical rehearsal of motivation

It is often difficult for an actor to master the full complexity of a motivation, just

as it can be difficult for a painter to use all the colours in her palette at the same

time.

The analytical rehearsal of motivation consists of the separate rehearsal of 

each of the elements of which the motivation is composed: first the will, then the

counter-will, and finally the dominant will. For instance, Hamlet wants to kill

himself, but he also wants to live. First rehearse the suicidal will, completely

isolating this component of the motivation, and eliminating all desire to carry on

living; the same script is used, only everything is now directed by that single will.
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Then rehearse the scene using only the will to live, eliminating all sign of the death

wish.

Finally, rehearse the dominant will, the complete motivation. This helps the

actor to deal with each of the individual components and integrate them into one

whole. The better the actor can master will and counter-will, the better his inter-

pretation of the dominant will.

6 Analytical rehearsal of emotion

The same considerations apply to emotions as to motivations – in real life,

emotions are never pure: one never feels ‘pure hatred’, ‘pure love’, etc. But when

creating a character, an actor needs to sample this purity of emotion. Rehearse a

scene giving the actors a single pure emotion as the starting point (the two main

emotions being love and hate). The actors play the scene first with hate, with 

a violent and terrible hatred contained in every line and every action. Then they

replay the same scene with love alone. Finally, depending on the precise nature

of the conflict being shown, choose the most appropriate emotions for each 

scene: impatience, nervousness, disinterest, fear, or moral traits such as courage,

cowardice, meanness, etc.

7 Analytical rehearsal of style

A variation on the preceding exercise, where the actors decide to play the piece

in a different genre or style – circus, melodrama, farce, sitcom, documentary, 

etc.; whether appropriate or not, it is likely to generate new material or other

possibilities.

8 Opposite circumstances

The aim of this exercise is to disturb the mechanisation of action and reaction

which can occur because the actor knows beforehand what he is going to say, do

and hear. The actor gets used to going on stage without even thinking. To avoid

this, force the actor to play the scene in circumstances opposite to those he is

familiar with. For example, a scene of great violence is to be played in complete

calm; the actor must put across the same content using other words; alternatively,

change the setting; or play a naturalistic scene which is usually full of props, with
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words and no objects at all; or even play a Lope de Vega text (for example) in a

totally naturalistic fashion, or vice versa. Opposite circumstances can be applied

to the setting, the motivations, or the script itself.

9 Artificial pause

Repeated delivery of the same words and movements in the course of rehearsals

and performances tends to have a hypnotic effect on the actor, whereby his ability

to perceive and be aware of what he is saying gradually becomes attenuated;

consequently he puts it across in a correspondingly weaker fashion. Rehearsal

with artificial pauses entails forbidding the actor to speak immediately, or imme-

diately to execute whatever action he has to do; on the contrary, he has to insert

an artificial pause of five to ten seconds, or longer. Thus the actor loses the

mechanical support which the rhythm of the text and action gave him, he has 

to forgo the structural security of the piece, and his awareness and sensibility are

reawakened. Any kind of thought is allowed to enter or be introduced into the

artificial pause.

10 Self-interrogation

A variation on the artificial pause technique, in which the actor asks herself ques-

tions about what she has heard and what she is going to say or do, and considers

the different possibilities. Thus the actor’s choice will be determined by doubt, by

a whole collection of possibilities and options which will eliminate the danger of

‘mechanised’ behaviour.

11 Opposite thought

This is an artificial pause exercise, in which the actor thinks about doing or saying

exactly the opposite of what she is about to do or say in the script. In normal

rehearsals, in the act of thinking about what she is going to say, the actor rules

out the possibility of not saying it, or the possibility of saying the opposite of what

she is going to say, or even of inserting dialectically the opposite of what she is

saying into what she actually says.

In rehearsal of the opposite thought (which is also rehearsal of the opposite

action), before speaking the actor thinks and feels exactly the opposite of what
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she will then say; thus her text and action will have all possible nuances of varia-

tion. When Romeo tells Juliet that he loves her, he must previously feel deep

irritation that she won’t let him leave, thus putting his life in danger. Before killing

Desdemona, Othello must feel a great urge to make love to her.

12 Rehearsal of the cue

The fact of continually hearing a fellow actor say the same words also has a hyp-

notic effect – one no longer hears, one no longer listens, one no longer understands

what the other person is saying. This cue rehearsal exercise consists of inserting

an artificial pause before speaking, in the course of which the actor thinks, or

speaks, a resumé of what his interlocutor has just said. Thus he incorporates the

actions of others within his own action, avoids subjective isolation and integrates

himself within the overall conflictual structure.

13 Two touches

This exercise is modelled on a Brazilian football exercise. None of the players can

keep possession of the ball for more than two kicks. They cannot stop the ball,

and having touched it twice, they must pass it to their neighbour. The same here

with the actors: this eliminates all ‘empty’ pauses. By the way, in theatre we should

never have ‘pauses’ – what we should have are moments in which action takes

the form of silence. Silence is also action.

This exercise is especially recommended for actors in the Stanislavskian Actors’

Studio mould: they push subjectivity to its utter extreme and allow that subjec-

tivity to become reality. And it is this very process which transforms realism into

expressionism: reality is seen through someone. Sometimes this kind of actor will

pause for ages before saying ‘Good morning’. These torrents of subjectivity hinder

the structuring of action, since each actor wants to impose his own personal vision

on reality. In this exercise, by acting fast, with as much emotional violence 

and as great a clarity of ideas as possible, the actor must work in such a way as to

ensure that the action unfolds at high speed.
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14 Silence on set – Action!

In this exercise any idea anyone has must be tried in rehearsal without discussion.

An actor briefly suggests how a scene might be played and immediately the Joker

shouts, ‘Silence on set – Action!’ and without further ado the idea must be tried.

No ideas, however wild, are rejected – their validity is immediately tested in action,

rather than in discussion.

15 Invisible characters

A scene is played with one or more of the actors invisible – or at least not on 

stage. Since the other actors cannot see them, this forces them to listen and 

use their imaginations. Strangely, some actors reach a much clearer perception of

their colleagues when they cannot see them. The actors are obliged to imagine

the dialogue which is unsaid and the movements which are not made. However,

there is a danger, in that actors can imagine the performances of invisible actors

to the extent that when those actors are actually present, they project onto them

images from their own mind; they end up working in the realm of imagination

as opposed to reality. Such actors must understand that the essence of theatricality

is interaction.

16 Before and after

This is simply a matter of trying to improvise what could happen before each 

actor comes on stage and what could happen after they leave; the point of the

exercise is to give a continuity to the action and enable the actor to enter the scene

‘warmed up’.

17 Transference of emotion

This is a rather mechanical and tiring exercise, but one which can yield good

results, particularly if there are inexplicable blocks in the actors’ performances. 

I have already told the story of how an actor used to generate a terrible, deathly

shiver on stage when, revolver to his head, he asked himself whether or not he

should kill himself. The ‘emotion memory’ the actor was conjuring up consisted

of thinking of how awful it was taking a cold shower in winter. The actor effected
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an original emotional transference, which overcame the block of his incapacity 

to feel the imminence of death. Likewise the woman actor who had never known

passionate love-making, who used her summer day on Itapoã beach in Bahia to

supply the emotion memory for an experience she had never had. These appli-

cations of emotional transference are not dishonest, because they help the actor

to feel and express one emotion with another emotion as the starting point; cold

water in winter has something of mortality about it, just as an ice cream on a

sunny beach does contain a touch of the orgasmic.

18 Slow motion

Of necessity the actor has a subjective point of view when interpreting a part; he

sees the whole world and all the other characters from that subjective standpoint.

Thus it is a good idea to do the first rehearsals without the actors knowing which

parts they are going to play. By contrast, the director must see the whole work 

in its totality, objectively. This conflict between the actors’ subjectivity and the

necessary objectivity of the director often stifles the possibility of the actor’s

creative richness. 

A scene can require a certain pace or speed which hinders the slow development

of a character. The ‘Slow motion’ exercise resolves this problem and gives the actor

the time and space he was lacking to achieve all the actions, transitions and

movements, he wanted to do; having once done them, it will be easier to condense

them. This exercise should be alternated with the ‘Two touches’ exercise (p. 231).

19 Sensory focus

A variation on the ‘Slow motion’ exercise. The actor tries to open his senses to all

external stimulants, entering into sensory, sensual and even sexual contact with

the outside world. There are people who make love mechanically, without the

slightest hint of sensuality. The actor, by contrast, should be able to deliver even

a mathematical formula sensually, i.e. aesthetically.

20 Low volume

Sometimes an actor can lose some of the power of her thought or emotion in a

particular scene because of the physical effort required to vocalise a sound, or
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make a move, or exaggerate an expression (for instance, when performing in the

open air in front of thousands of people, with dogs or other animals wandering

around). Turning down the volume can be a useful way to revitalise such scenes,

so that the actor can concentrate all her energy on the part and not have to worry

about her vocal power; in this way, the actor hears herself and gets a better grasp

of what she is doing.

21 Exaggeration

The actors exaggerate everything – emotions, movements, conflicts, etc. – without

deviating from the substance of the original piece, but going far beyond the normal

limits of acceptability. The idea is not to replace one thing with something else,

but to exaggerate; when hating, exaggerate the hatred; when loving, exaggerate

the depth of the love; when crying, exaggerate the tears, etc. In trying to find the

right setting for the microscope, the wise scientist does not increase the magni-

fication bit by bit, but rather starts from the other end of the spectrum and works

his way downwards. Similarly, the right level for a performance can be found after

first having made it too big.

22 Free-style rehearsal

The actors are free to do whatever they like, to change their moves, script,

everything; the only rule is that they mustn’t physically endanger others (so 

that they too may do what they want). This exercise is based on the fact that

though a large proportion of artistic creation may be rational, by no means all 

is. There is always the unexpected, an actor who lets himself be carried away by

the moment, by irrational and unplanned sensations. This free rehearsal can give

rise to numerous nuances. When an actor is not sure what her colleagues are going

to do, it can act as a stimulus to creativity and observation. Like the preceding

exercise, this can be dangerous if undertaken before establishing the fundamental,

rational premisses on which the piece rests.

23 Reconnaissance

A single actor does all the actions and says all the lines, not in the present – there

and then – but in a vision of what she will think in the future: ‘I will say this, then
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I’ll do that, but not now.’ First we reconnoitre the paths to be trod; we do nothing,

we simply identify what we are going to do.

24 Caricature

An exercise which can be done in two ways: either the actor himself ridicules his

performance, or one of his colleagues does it. Bergson35 said that people laugh at

their own automatism, their own rigidity. When you do a caricature of someone,

laughter is provoked by the revelation of the surprising in the automated behav-

iour of the person being caricatured. If the actor is able to see, via the caricature,

what is automated in his own performance, he will easily be able to modify or

revitalise that performance.

25 Swapping characters

In order to gain a better understanding of the characters, revolve the actors 

and their roles in the course of a rehearsal (preferably swapping within a single

relationship – husband/wife, father/son, boss/worker, etc.). The actors do not need

to know each others’ parts by heart, it is enough for them to have a general idea,

the rough content of the role.

26 Need versus will

It is often the case that the ‘will’ of a character is none other than the expression

in individual terms of a social need. The social need becomes flesh and is indi-

vidualised in a ‘psychology’. The important thing is the character’s social function

and not his idiosyncrasy. The Pope ‘wants’ Galileo to respond to the accusations

of the Inquisition only because he is Pope.36 The genocidal war against the heroic

Vietnamese people was led by three presidents – Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon;

three psychological characters, but a single social function, president of a misan-

thropic imperialism. The character ‘believes’ in the action which, as a matter of
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‘duty’, he must carry out. But it can also happen that the individual will enter into

conflict with the social necessity. In this exercise, the actor tries to feel, understand

and demonstrate that all his actions are predetermined in relation to what he can

or cannot ‘want’. The exercise works on the opposition between ‘will’ and ‘duty’,

between the ‘I want’ and the ‘I should’. Do it, even if you don’t want to.

27 The rhythm of scenes

In the course of a rehearsal with the script, the actors invent a rhythm they feel

matches each scene, and they start playing the scene with that rhythm. The

rhythm changes when the content of the scene changes. The idea is not to sing

or chant the script, but to speak it with rhythm. This is an exercise which helps

the integration of the group and the objective structuring of the ‘subjectivities’ (of

each actor and each part).

28 Rashomon37

Each actor in a scene, as the character he is playing, makes an image of how he

sees the other characters. This image should not be naturalistic since it is designed

to show the character’s own personal, subjective feelings, opinions, sentiments –

but it should be true, however deformed, expressionistic, surrealistic, allegorical

or metaphorical it may be. So the sculpting actor goes round each of the other

characters and places them in poses and positions them and gives them expres-

sions, according to how his character has experienced them during the scene; 

thus a character who was close in the ‘reality’ of the scene, may be distant in the

subjective image composed; a character who was smiling may turn into a scowling

ogre, etc. 

Having completed the whole image, he must go, in character, and tell each one

of the other characters his wills and desires towards or against them, energetically,

over a period of one or two minutes; the actors playing those characters remain

motionless, just listening and hearing. After he has visited all of them in this

fashion, he goes back to his own place in the image and over another two or three

minutes the other actors (also in character), without moving, have the right to
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throw back at him their own wills, desires, sentiments. After that, at a signal from

the director, all actors plus the protagonist, must show in very very slow motion

and in silence, all the wills, sentiments and desires that they had manifested in

words. After the first actor has done this, in succession each of the other actors 

in the same scene must go through the whole process from their character’s point

of view.

A variation of this technique can be used in rehearsal of any text. Each person

in the scene, in succession, models all the others as she or he experienced them.

With each of these images, the company then rerun at least part of the scene,

using the original text, but stuck in the postures into which they have been put.

This can be revealing. 

29 Keep talking 

Just that: the director says ‘Keep talking’ after the scene in the script is over and

the actors have to prolong the conversation and the actions further.

30 The ceremony

One day, in Rio, I was looking at a TV programme in which the Pope was cele-

brating a mass in the open air for two million Brazilians. Suddenly I observed that

I was sitting at the table, drinking a little glass of wine and eating a small piece 

of bread, in front of my cat and . . . the Pope was doing the same, drinking wine

and eating bread on the altar, in front of two million people and two billion TV

spectators. My gestures were simple and direct, eating and drinking with only my

cat as my witness. The Pope, however, made the act of eating and drinking much

magnified, full of meanings beyond simply eating and drinking. So, this technique

was born: the actors must make all movements, all gestures, and utter each word

as though they were in front of billion of people watching their every move. As

with a great religious ceremony!

31 Secret whispers

Exactly what the title suggests: the actors deliver their lines, as it were, in secret,

in a very soft voice, almost inaudibly.
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32 I don’t believe you

Every actor has the right to say those words a few times to any other actor during

a scene, to force them to repeat their lines more intensely and more credibly.

33 Long Beach telegram

Each actor can pronounce only the most important word in each phrase of the

dialogue, even though he must think the whole phrase and beyond.

34 Holy theatre

Play a scene as if it were a mass, with great piety; each detail acquires importance,

becomes magnificent. This is the perfect antithesis to the laissez-faire of the

‘Freestyle rehearsal’ (see p. 234).

35 Analogy

To give their imaginations freer rein, the actors decide to improvise a scene

analogous to the one they are working on. For instance, if they are rehearsing a

scene of fascist repression by the Brazilian police against the people, what better

than to do an analogous improvisation on the Nazi repression of the Jews, or

Governor Wallace’s police against the blacks in Alabama?

36 The tick-tock sequence 

These games serve mainly to develop the actor’s agility, his capacity for rapid

changes of emotion or character, giving him a greater physical, mental and

emotional suppleness, along with greater awareness and concentration. The more

difficult the conditions the actor works in, the richer his ultimate creation. These

sessions are vital for shows which use the Joker system.
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Plain tick-tock

All the actors against the wall. The director, or an actor, says a line from the 

script and gives indications on how the scene should be played: hideous caricature,

with exaggerated love, etc. Immediately all the actors who are in the scene which

contains this line rush to the positions they normally occupy when this line is said.

Thus the starting point for their action is this line and the suggested playing style.

A few minutes later, a second actor says a line, with another style. The action of

the scene is immediately interrupted and is speedily replaced by the second scene

requested; the actors take up the positions they occupy when this second line is

spoken, and so on with other lines and other subjects.

Tick-tock-tag

Exactly the same, except that the actors who are in the first scene but not the

second, continue to perform it at the same time as the second scene is being played.

Sometimes some of the actors in the first scene also have something to do in 

the second – so those who remain in the first scene do the ‘Invisible characters’

exercise (p. 232). After a few minutes, a third actor delivers a third line and a third

theme: all the actors who are in that scene immediately start playing the scene as

requested by the third actor, starting from the line indicated. The actors who are

in the first or second scenes but not the third, continue in their respective scenes,

with invisible characters if necessary. Thus three scenes will be performed in three

different ways. You take this up to a maximum of five scenes. When a scene

reaches its end, the actors move on to the next scene. If they reach the end of the

final scene of the play, they start again with the opening scene. Once a scene has

been started, the actors are not all allowed to move on to the next scene suggested;

there must be at least one actor per scene (all the others being invisible characters).

In the end, there will be five simultaneous scenes.

Tick-tock-tag in the hot seat

In this variation all the starting-point lines must correspond to scenes in which

one actor has an important role. This serves to concentrate the effect of the exercise

on a particular actor who is having difficulties.
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Tick-tock-tag ping-pong

This is a variation which increases the difficulties. In the preceding exercises 

the actors move from one scene to the other without ever going backwards in

chronology. In the ping-pong variation, if the actor has no lines and no actions 

in the main scene – the last scene – he must play ping-pong in one of the scenes

in which the character he is playing has an important line or role; so while playing

his part in the latter scene, the actor must remain conscious of both scenes. All

the scenes are performed in the same acting area. This exercise is a constant game

of ping-pong of actors through the scenes. Each actor, when he jumps from one

scene to the other, must immediately go to the heart of the proposed subject: love,

hate, etc. The actor thus ends up having five scenes to play and five ways of doing

them. These jumps must be as light as a ping-pong ball.

And if liked, to increase the concentration requirement still further, add a piece

of music which has nothing whatsoever to do with the scenes!
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4 THE EARLY FORMS OF FORUM THEATRE

Introduction

In Invisible Theatre38 the spectator is transformed into a protagonist in the action,

a ‘spect-actor’, without ever being aware of it. He is the protagonist of the reality

he sees, because he is unaware of its fictitious origin.

That is why it is essential to go further, and make the audience participants in

a dramatic action, but in complete consciousness of the reason. And in order to

encourage them to participate, they need to be ‘warmed up’ beforehand with

exercises and games; the statue-making Image Theatre game is an essential tool

in emboldening the spectator.

Before coming to Europe, I had done a lot of Forum Theatre in a number 

of Latin American countries, but always in ‘workshop’ situations, never as a

‘performance’. Here in Europe, at the time of writing, I have already done several

Forum Theatre sessions as performances.39 In Latin America, the audiences 

were generally small and homogeneous, the spect-actors almost always being 

the workers from a single factory, the residents of a particular neighbourhood, the
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congregation of a church, the students of a university, etc. In Europe, besides that

kind of ‘workshop’ forum, I have also done shows for hundreds of people who

didn’t know each other at all. This is a new type of Forum Theatre, which I began

to develop in Europe, with some very positive results. Also, most of the Forum

Theatre pieces I did originally in Latin America had a ‘realistic’ style. Here in

Europe I have also done ‘symbolist’ scenes, as was the case in Portugal for a work

about agrarian reform (see p. 245).

The rules of the game

Forum Theatre is a sort of fight or game, and like all forms of game or fight there

are rules. They can be modified, but they still exist, to ensure that all the players

are involved in the same enterprise, and to facilitate the generation of serious and

fruitful discussion.

Dramaturgy

1 The text must clearly delineate the nature of each character, it must identify

them precisely, so that the spect-actors can easily recognise each one’s

ideology.

2 The original solutions proposed by the protagonist (in the play shown to

provoke the audience’s interventions, ‘the model’) must contain at the very

least one political or social ‘error’ which will be analysed during the forum

session. These errors must be clearly expressed and carefully rehearsed, in well-

defined situations. This is because Forum Theatre is not propaganda theatre,

it is not the old didactic theatre. It is pedagogical in the sense that we all learn

together, actors and audience. The original play – the model – must present a

mistake, a failure, so that the spect-actors will be spurred into finding solutions

and inventing new ways of confronting oppression. We pose good questions,

but the audience must supply good answers.

3 The piece can be performed in any genre (realism, symbolism, expressionism,

etc.) except surrealism or the irrational; the style doesn’t matter, as long as the

objective is to discuss concrete situations (through the medium of theatre).
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Staging

1 The actors must have physical styles of playing which successfully articulate

their characters’ ideology, work, social function, profession, etc. It is important

that there is a logic to the characters’ evolution, and that they do things, or 

else the audience will be inclined to take their seats and do the ‘forum’ without

the theatre – by speech alone (without action), like a radio forum.

2 Every show must find the most suitable means of expression for its particular

subject matter; preferably this should be found by common consent with the

public, either in the course of the presentation or by prior research.

3 Each character must be presented visually, in such a way as to be recognisable

independently of their spoken script; also the costumes must be easy for the

spect-actors to get in and out of, with the minimum of fuss.

The performance game

The performance is an artistic and intellectual game played between actor and

spect-actors.

1 To start off with, the show is performed as if it were a conventional play. 

A certain image of the world is presented.

2 The spect-actors are asked if they agree with the solutions advanced by the

protagonist; they will probably say no. The audience is then told that the play

is going to be done a second time, exactly as it was done the first time. The

actors will try to bring the piece to the same end as before, and the spect-actors

are to try to change it, showing that new solutions are possible and valid. 

In other words, the actors stand for a particular vision of the world and

consequently will try to maintain that world as it is and ensure that things go

exactly the same way . . . at least until a spect-actor intervenes and changes

the vision of the world as it is into a world as it could be. It is vital to generate 

a degree of tension among the spect-actors – if no one changes the world it

will stay as it is, if no one changes the play it will come to the same end as

before.

3 The audience is informed that, in this rerunning of the play, the first step 

is to take the protagonist’s place whenever he or she is making a mistake, 

in order to try to bring about a better solution. All they have to do is shout

‘Stop!’; the actors must immediately stop where they are, without changing

position. With the minimum delay, the spect-actor must say where he or 
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she wants the scene taken from, indicating the relevant phrase, moment 

or movement (whichever is easiest). The actors then start the scene again 

from the prescribed point, with the spect-actor who has intervened as

protagonist.

4 The actor who has been replaced doesn’t immediately retire from the game;

he or she stays on the sidelines to help to stimulate the intervening spect-

actors, if they need it.

5 From the moment at which the spect-actor replaces the protagonist and 

begins to put forward a new solution, all the other actors transform themselves

into agents of oppression, or, if they already were agents of oppression, they

intensify their oppression, to show the spect-actor how difficult it is to change

reality. The game is spect-actors – trying to find a new solution, trying to

change the world – against actors – trying to hold them back, to force them 

to accept the world as it is. But of course the aim of the forum is not to win,

but to learn and to train. The spect-actors, by acting out their ideas, train for

‘real life’ action; and actors and audience alike, by playing, learn the possible

consequences of their actions. They learn the arsenal of the oppressors and the

possible tactics and strategies of the oppressed.

6 If the spect-actor gives in, he or she drops out of the game, the actor takes up

the role again and the piece rapidly heads back towards the already known

ending. Another spect-actor can then approach the stage, shout ‘Stop!’ and say

where he or she wants the play taken from, and the play will start again from

that point. A new solution will be tried out.

7 At some point the spect-actor may eventually manage to break the oppression

imposed by the actors. The actors must give in – one after another or all

together. From this moment on, the spect-actors are invited to replace anyone

they like, to show new forms of oppression which perhaps the actors are

unaware of. This then becomes the game of spect-actor/protagonist against

spect-actor/oppressor. Thus the oppression is subjected to the scrutiny of the

spect-actors, who discuss (through their actions) ways of fighting it. All 

the actors, from off stage, carry on their work as coaches and supporters, each

actor continuing to help and urge on his or her spect-actor.

8 One of the actors, or someone else, must also exercise the auxiliary function

of Joker, the wild card, leader of the game. It is up to him or her to explain

the rules of the game, to correct errors made and to encourage both parties

not to stop playing. Indeed, the effect of the forum is all the more powerful if

it is made entirely clear to the audience that if they don’t change the world,

no one will change it for them and everything will inevitably turn out exactly

the same – which is the last thing we would want to happen.
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9 The knowledge which results from this investigation will, naturally, be the

best that that particular human social group can attain at that particular

moment in time. The Joker is not the president of a conference, he or she is

not the custodian of the truth; the Joker’s job is simply to try to ensure that

those who know a little more get the chance to explain it, and that those

who dare a little, dare a little more and show what they are capable of.

10 The ‘forum’ over, it is proposed that a ‘model of action for the future’ be

constructed, this model first to be played out by the spect-actors.

Examples of Forum Theatre

1 Agrarian reform seen from a public bench

In Portugal, after 25 April 1974, the people took agrarian reform into their own

hands. They didn’t wait for a law to be passed, they simply occupied the unpro-

ductive land and made it productive. At the time of writing, the government intends

to institute an agrarian law which will challenge the popular conquests on that

front, returning areas of land to their former owners (who made no use of them).

First action

The scene takes place on two benches in a garden. A man, the landowner, is lying

stretched out across both benches, taking his ease. Enter seven men and women

singing ‘Granola Vida Morena’ by Jose Afonso, the Eurovision Song Contest tune

used as the signal for the start of the military action which ousted the 50-year-old

fascist Salazar–Caetano dictatorship. The seven men and women evict the great

landowner from one of the two benches in which he is ensconced; in spite of his

removal, they are none the less cramped on their one bench, because there are

many of them.

Second action

They get down to work, miming the tasks of cultivation, while singing other

popular songs. They start to discuss the need to push their conquest of public

benches further. They take exception to the unproductiveness of the landowner

who has stayed put, with one bench all to himself, but opinions are divided: some

want to turf him out, while others think that they’ve done enough already, that

enough ground has been gained.
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Third action

A policeman comes along, bearing an order that they vacate 20 cm of the collective

bench (‘the law of return’). They break into factions: some are for giving way,

others are not, since to make a concession now would signify a victory for the

forces of reaction, which would then gradually try to regain more ground.

Eventually they give in.

Fourth action

The landowner, protected by the policeman, sits himself down on the vacated end

of the bench. The seven others crowd in on the remaining section. The landowner

opens up a big umbrella, obscuring the light from the others. The seven protest.

The policeman declares that the landowner is entitled to do what he is doing, since

though the ground may be taken, the air is not. The seven are divided: some want

to fight, others are happy with the little they’ve obtained and want peace at any

price.

Fifth action

The policeman insists on the need to erect a wall dividing the collective bench into

two parts, this wall to be built on ‘land’ which doesn’t belong to anyone; evidently

the intention is that it will be built on the part of the bench occupied by the seven,

not on the former owner’s side. More discussions, more divisions, more conces-

sions. One of the seven abandons the struggle, a second also goes, then a third

and a fourth.

Sixth action

The policeman announces that the occupation is pointless since the majority of

the occupants have abandoned the occupied land. Consequently, the last three

are thrown out and the former owner reassumes his rights over both public

benches.

The forum

This scene was performed at Porto and at Vila Nova de Gala. On the day of the

first performance, there were more than a thousand people on the square in 

the open air. The model was performed, then the forum began. On the second
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showing, a number of spect-actors enacted their vision of how to resist the land-

owner’s counter-attack. But the best moment was when a woman in the audience

protested. On the simple stage, there were some male spect-actors arguing among

themselves – in role – about the best tactics to use; finally they decided that they

were all of one mind and that the forum had been useful. At this point the woman

in the audience said:

‘There you go, talking about oppression – that’s all very well; the only people on

the stage are men from the audience, who don’t seem in the slightest oppressed

by the actors, who were their deadly enemies a moment ago. And meanwhile,

here in the audience, it’s us women who continue to be oppressed since we are

just as inactive as before, sitting here, watching the men act!’

One of the male spectators then invited several women to give vent to their feel-

ings in the different roles. They agreed to do so, allowing only one man to remain

on stage, the man who played the policeman. As the woman said:

‘Since the policeman is the number one oppressor, that part can certainly he

played by a man.’

2 The people judge a secret policeman

The special secret police force active during the regime of Salazar and Caetano

(the Pides) were extremely brutal and repressive. This model showed the moment

when a character recognises one of his torturers in a marketplace, and tries to

arrest him. The opinions of the onlookers in the scene are divided: some believe

that popular justice should still be meted out by the old institutions. Thus the

moment a soldier appears, they are tempted to obey him and to recognise in 

him the incarnation of ‘authority’ – the first mistake. Then, when the soldier 

has examined the situation and looked over a ‘safe-conduct’ document issued to

the secret policeman by the military authorities, it is decided to let him go, even

if the man was a former torturer – the second mistake, since no safe-conduct

document could count for more than, or replace, the will of the people.

The forum

In one of the versions of this scene we presented our vision of a ‘people’s tribunal’.

The spect-actors of the forum soon showed us how far off the mark we were; in

a people’s tribunal you don’t find the same characters as in bourgeois judicial cases.
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For example, the defence lawyer does not exist, there is a jury made up of people

who hear the evidence and then judge, accuse, or impose a penalty. At Vila Nova

de Gala, the audience was particularly worked up. Their in-role jury got so angry

with the spect-actor representing the secret policeman that they even went as 

far as physically attacking him. The poor spect-actor had to go to the doctor to get

two stitches on his forehead. Forum Theatre can sometimes be violent; this must

be avoided at all costs – the physical security of all participants must be ensured.

3 Leader at work, slave in the home

In Paris, during a strike by the employees in the electronic accounting department

of a bank, we did a Forum Theatre show about a woman who was a leading trade

unionist at her work, but a slave in her own home.

First action

Too much work. A rush of customers. As soon as the bank closes, the trade

unionist tries to organise her comrades, makes telephone calls here, there and

everywhere, fixes up appointments, arranges meetings, etc. Everyone follows her

advice.

Second action

Enter (outside) the trade unionist’s husband. He hoots his horn. She resists for a

moment or two, but ends up abandoning her colleagues and going home with her

husband.

Third action

At her place. She takes care of everything for her husband, who is getting ready

for his after-work pastimes and who thus can’t be bothered with any household

chores. She bathes her child, who is playing up and needs continual attention.

The scene ends on that note – this woman is entirely a slave to her family.

The forum

Many women took part in the forum, replacing the protagonist and trying to break

the oppression. At the same time, the woman’s colleagues at the bank also changed
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themselves into oppressors and made her give in to her husband. And even if she

had still wanted to carry on with her work, in spite of her husband, in spite of her

colleagues, her office manager arrived and virtually threw her out. This continued

until a woman spect-actor proposed the best possible form of resistance – not to

let the husband in! Thereupon, the actor-husband gave up and was replaced by

other spect-actors who applied other forms of pressure: telephoning, emotional

blackmail, lying, etc.

During the scene in the house, a curious thing happened: the spect-actor trade

unionist was so wrapped up in her work, that she paid no attention either to her

daughter or her husband. The little daughter in her bath, having previously cried

‘Mummy, Mummy, Mummy . . .’, now began to cry ‘Daddy, Daddy, Daddy . . .’,

and it was the husband who eventually went to deal with the child and did the

housework!

4 The return to work at the Crédit Lyonnais

The same day, and for the same audience, we presented another scene during

which there were sequences showing a return to work after a strike. The scene

was centred on the portrait of a strike-breaker. In the version played by the actors,

the strike-breaker was completely isolated, total ostracism: no one wanted to talk

to him, he was maltreated by everyone.

When the forum commenced, two things struck us. First of all, the spect-actors,

who really did work at the bank, refuted our vision of it; they completely redirected

the scene, showing us that what we had presented as a ‘bank’ was more like a sub-

post office.

Second, the spect-actors immediately did the opposite of what we had done:

instead of abandoning and isolating the strike-breaker, on the contrary they tried

every way to persuade him to stand with them and to adopt the position of

collective responsibility.

5 The nuclear power station

In Sweden, in 1978, the controversy over nuclear energy and the construction of

power stations was very much a live issue. Some even said that the main reason

for the gunning down of Prime Minister Olof Palme was his having affirmed that

he would pursue a policy of nuclear gearing-up. His opponents said they would

do the opposite – and afterwards, they did it anyway. . . .
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First action

Eva is in her office, at work. The scene shows friends, the boss, day-to-day prob-

lems, the process of finding new projects to work on, the daily grind of a hard life.

Second action

Eva is at home: her husband is out of work, their daughters are spendthrifts, 

they need money. A female friend drops round, and they go out. They go straight

to a demonstration against the construction of atomic power stations.

Third action

Back at the office. The boss comes in whooping with joy: a new project has 

been accepted! Everyone celebrates the news! Champagne is consumed! Joy

unbounded . . . till the boss explains what this new project is about – the develop-

ment of a refrigeration system for a nuclear power station. Eva is torn: she needs

work, she wants to support her fellow workers, but this situation poses a moral

problem for her. She gives all the reasons she can for not accepting this new

project, and her colleagues give their opposing reasons. Finally Eva gives in and

accepts the job!

The forum

In this piece it was clear that the protagonist was going to have to commit ‘an

error’ and not be heroic. The audience almost cried when Eva gave in. And the

effect of this was an extraordinary intensification of the fight – the game of

actors/oppressors against spect-actors/oppressed – when it came to finding reasons

for Eva to say no. Each time a spect-actor gave in and saw that she was beaten,

the piece rapidly retraced its path towards Eva’s ‘Yes’. Passions in the audience

ran high again till someone shouted ‘Stop!’; then the scene stopped and the new

spect-actor tried a new solution starting from the first action, or the second, or

even the third. Everything was analysed: the husband’s unemployment, the

daughters’ mania for consumption, Eva’s indecision. Sometimes the analysis was

purely ‘psychological’, then another actor would come in and try to show the

political side of the problem.

Should we be for or against nuclear power stations? Can one be against scientific

progress? Can the word ‘progress’ be applied to science when it leads us to the

discovery of nuclear weapons?
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And on the question of the disposal of nuclear waste: surely it could be

satisfactorily disposed of in a social system whose central value was the human

being rather than the profit motive.

I have already twice had the opportunity to take part in pieces of this kind. The

first time was in the USA, where an analogous piece had been written about 

the inhabitants of a town which was producing the napalm used in Vietnam. 

In the end, in the American example, the inhabitants accepted the factory,

reaching the conclusion that it would be economically ruinous to close it. Ruinous

for whom? The second time was in Lisbon, again with a similar model: there is a

refinery there which is causing a noticeable increase in the occurrence of lung

cancer . . . but it is important for the economy. Here again, the residents gave 

way and resigned themselves to living with pollution, rather than living without

jobs.

In this example, the function of Forum Theatre is quite clear: it is the other side

of Ibsen’s An Enemy of the People, whose leading character, Stockman, faced with

an identical situation, takes an heroic stance.

Who exactly is taking an heroic stance? The character, the fiction. What I want

is for the spect-actor to take an heroic stance, not the character. I think it is

perfectly clear: if Stockman is a hero and prefers to stand alone, not compromising

his moral principles, that can serve as an example. But this is cathartic – Stockman

has an heroic attitude and demands of me that I sympathise with his heroic

attitude. He drains me of my desire to behave like a hero myself.

In Forum Theatre, the reverse mechanism is at work. The character gives in and

I am called upon to correct him, to show him a possible right, to rectify his action.

And in so doing within the fiction of the play, I am preparing myself to do it in

reality as well. I come face to face with reality (fictitiously). I become acquainted

with the difficulties which I will meet later – fear of unemployment, my fellow

workers’ arguments, etc. – and if I manage to overcome all these things in Forum

Theatre, I will be better qualified to overcome them in reality when the situation

arises. Forum Theatre does not produce catharsis:40 it produces a stimulant for our

desire to change the world.

All these forms of Theatre of the Oppressed have developed in response to

concrete and particular political situations. When in 1971 the dictatorship in Brazil

made it impossible for the people to present popular theatre, we started to work
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on Newspaper Theatre41 techniques, which were forms of theatre easily realisable

by the people, so that they would be able to produce their own theatre. In

Argentina before the last elections (1973), when the level of repression eased

(without completely disappearing), we started doing Invisible Theatre in trains

and restaurants, in queues for shops, in markets. When certain conditions 

arose in Peru, we began to work on various forms of Forum Theatre so that the

spect-actors would fully assume their function of protagonist, which is what they

were at the time; we thought that the people would have a role to play in the near

future. That was in 1973.
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5 FORUM THEATRE: DOUBTS AND CERTAINTIES

Incorporating a new method of rehearsing and
devising a Forum Theatre model

Forum Theatre is still in its infancy, and much research and experimentation will

be required before this new form reaches its full maturity; at present we are still

at the stage of exploration, of finding and opening up new ways of working

This particularly applies to the Forum Theatre ‘show’. As I have said, in Latin

America, I never took part in a ‘show’ that was open to the general public; prior

to my European experiences, all the Forum Theatre sessions were organised 

by a core group of people of homogeneous social origin, whose common interest

was the resolution of relatively immediate problems. The Latin American experi-

ence had led me to construct a model ideal for Latin America, or at least for the

particular experiments I had taken part in. The development of Forum Theatre in

numerous directions in Europe inevitably entails a reconsideration of all the forms,

structures, techniques, methods and processes of this kind of theatre. Everything

is once again open to question.

Only the fundamental principles of Theatre of the Oppressed are excluded 

from this re-evaluation, because they are what defines Forum Theatre as Theatre

of the Oppressed – its intention to transform the spectator into the protagonist of

the theatrical action and, by this transformation, to try to change society rather

than contenting ourselves with merely interpreting it.

Now, in all this fresh discussion and re-experimentation around the multiple

forms and fashions of practising Forum Theatre, how many doubts and how many

certainties come to light? Let me suggest some fundamental topics, to which we

could usefully apply ourselves.
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Twenty fundamental topics

1 Oppression or aggression?

Let us imagine the following situation: a man is in a gas chamber. He has a few

minutes left before his death. The executioner opens the cyanide capsule. Elsewhere,

another man is tied up, with his eyes blindfolded, in front of the firing squad. A few

seconds more and the officer will shout: ‘Fire!’

Can one make a Forum Theatre scene starting from such givens? Can a spect-

actor shout ‘Stop!’ and replace the protagonist to try to find a solution? I think not.

Certainly, these are extreme cases. But groups do often prepare forum pieces

which present this kind of situation, with a degree of plot development such that

the possible options are limited or non-existent and that there is nothing 

more one can do. In such cases – when the spect-actors are disarmed on being

confronted with the model – the effect is negative in all respects. This is fatality or

impossibility! And our goal with Forum Theatre is to make breaches, to open up

paths of liberation, not drive people up against a wall of resignation.

For example, I remember a Forum Theatre scene in which a girl was raped in

the underground, at midnight, by four armed individuals, when waiting alone 

on a deserted platform. Obviously in this case, apart from physical self-defence,

there was not a great deal the girl could have done. And all the spect-actors’

interventions highlighted the inadequacy of the model, in which the only real

prospect was inevitable catastrophe. I remember another model where a woman

was beaten up by her husband, at their home and without a single witness. Or

again the case of the man seized by three armed policemen in the street.

In all these situations there is nothing, or almost nothing, anyone can do to

bring the piece to a different ending. The girl can run and call the station master.

The woman can scream. The man can call for help. Then what? These stories 

are about physical aggression, pure physical aggression, and thus any solutions

can only be in the realm of the physical. Which is to say that if the three people

had learnt karate or jujitsu, then, sure, they could have broken the oppression.

Cases like these are of no use for Forum Theatre shows because they do not

present oppression against which one can struggle but aggression which one cannot

evade.

Let us be clear about the concepts: we use the word ‘aggression’ to designate

the last level of oppression. ‘Oppression’ is not an exclusively physical phenom-

enon, to be resolved in physical terms. Oppression is very often interiorised; the

oppressed can still liberate themselves. Victims of aggression, if they are physically

strong, can return the aggression – one possibility, that’s all.
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Consequently, when the model presents an aggression, the only answer is

resignation because all the possible courses of action depend exclusively on

physical strength. What is even more pernicious is that this totally demobilises 

the spect-actor. And in situations like this I believe it is best to go back, pick up

the story again at an earlier point in time and find out at what point the oppressed

still had a choice of several solutions (before the scenario wends its way to an

aggressive end). 

Take, for instance, the girl who went into the underground on her own – what

might she have done before the point at which she found herself alone on the

platform? Why was she alone? Could she not have awaited the arrival of the train

near the station master (if there was such)? Could she not have insisted on being

accompanied by a friend? Or, why hadn’t she bought one of those tear-gas canisters

designed for handbags? Or even, why didn’t she stay over at her friend’s place?42

Similarly, the woman attacked by her husband, physically incapable of

defending herself – why hadn’t she left him earlier? Why had she stayed at home

that night? Why didn’t she call someone?

As for the man picked up by the police, what tactical errors had he committed

to let himself be taken by surprise? What precautions should he have taken?

To summarise, if everything is impossible, if the situation is blocked, it only

remains for the audience to become witnesses to the tragedy. The Polish director,

Grotowski, said somewhere that the audience should be witnesses to an event,

and by way of example he cited a scene which had made a great impression on

him: it was a film which showed a Buddhist monk in Vietnam immolating himself

by fire. The crackling of the flames merged with the death-rattle of his breath. A

very powerful image which lends itself perfectly to a theatre where the spectator

is a witness. But in Theatre of the Oppressed, far from being a witness, the spect-

actor is, or must do his utmost to become, the protagonist of the dramatic action.

Consequently this image of a monk fated to die, an image of a man who cannot

be saved, is unusable and the scene does not lend itself to an exercise of real action,

which is the objective of all the forms of Theatre of the Oppressed.

To make a good Forum Theatre piece with the monk scene, one would have to

show the moment at which, having doused himself with petrol, the monk is still
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holding the box of matches in his hand, and the match has not been lit. At this

key moment, when the thing has not yet been set in motion, an excellent forum

could be done. But when the body is burning, nothing more can be done.

I also remember a book by a Jewish doctor describing the Nazi atrocities and the

progressive restrictions imposed on the Jews. First, the carrying of the star of David

– why not, some said, if we’re proud of it? Then the prohibition on following

professions such as doctor and lawyer – why not, they said, since we can do other

jobs and, by giving way on this point, we will calm the enemy down? Then the

obligation to live together, in ghettos – why not? – and finally the transportation

to concentration camps and death. At no point in the book does this doctor make

excuses for the Nazis having been the executioners of his race. And yet he, as a Jew,

asked himself: in the gas chamber there was nothing more we could do, but before

that, could we not have done something? This is a feasible subject for Forum Theatre

– was it not possible to do something before things went that far? Who could have

done it? Why didn’t everyone do it? In the event of the same thing happening again,

what could one do? (Of course many Jews did take positive actions when they

realised the danger they were in – actions which ranged from emigration to armed

resistance – though this is often ignored in histories describing the period.)

My conclusion is that Forum Theatre is always possible when alternatives exist.

In the opposite case it becomes fatalist theatre.

2 The style of the model

When the central problem is concrete, generally the model tends towards selective

realism. I would even go as far as to say that the majority of forum shows I have

seen have been produced in this style. But this is absolutely not obligatory.

The most important thing, over and above anything else, is that Forum Theatre

should be good theatre; that the model in itself offers a source of aesthetic pleasure.

Before the ‘forum’ part begins, the show itself must be watchable and well

constructed.

My own preference is that the model be developed by means of the various

Image Theatre processes, especially the sequences of techniques which end in the

construction of the ‘ritual’ concretising the subject being treated. It may be that

the ritual in question is rich, theatrical and stimulating: for example, the mother’s

birthday ritual cited earlier (pp. 153–4). Here are ‘possible’ theatrical elements,

which can help to ‘reify’, or ‘visualise’, the relations between the characters.

By contrast, other rituals may have no hint of the theatrical, or the stimulating,

about them. And the danger of a poor production is that it can seduce the audience
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into a spoken participation, into having verbal discussions about possible solutions,

instead of doing it theatrically. In such cases, in my view it is best not to try to stage

or make use of the ‘ritual’ in its literal form, but by recourse to other Image Theatre

techniques to find images which, however symbolic or surreal, can concretise the

subject in a theatrical form, at the same time enriching it.

To give an example of this approach, in a show produced by French language

teachers in the course of their annual congress (Strasbourg 1979) and directed 

by Richard Monod and Jean-Pierre Ryngaert, there was a scene which depicted 

a government inspection of teachers. However, in theatrical terms, the ritual element

of this kind of examination is poor. Two people seated side by side at the same table.

So what did the teachers do? They remained faithful to the text used in such

circumstances, but the scenic action they presented was the ritual of confession. The

teacher knelt in front of a confessor. The point of this was not just to add a touch of

theatre, but to highlight one of the fundamental characteristics of the inspection –

its ‘confessional’ aspect, the similarity between the teacher–inspector relationship

and the worshipper–confessor relationship. The inspector–confessor had the power

to absolve or condemn the teacher–worshipper. This is what we call ‘extrapolated

ritual’.

In the same show, another ritual also unfolded around a table: this was 

the giving of marks. This too was represented in a symbolic fashion, in the form

of a pyramid with the headmaster at the top, then the maths teacher (highly 

placed in the hierarchy), then lower down, in fact right at the bottom, in this 

case under the table, all the other teachers, who repeated in chorus the marks 

and criticisms doled out by the maths teacher. This is what we call a ‘metaphoric

ritual’.

In my view, the style is of little importance – one should use the style which is

most appropriate to the content. Three forms of ritual are possible: (1) the realistic

ritual, (2) the extrapolated ritual, (3) the metaphoric ritual. The former remark also

applies to the staging, and I would say the same vis-à-vis the dramaturgy, but that

would lead us on to another topic: ‘Can a Forum Theatre show be Chekhovian?’,

which remains to be seen.

On another training course, a group of teachers suggested a scene which at first

seemed to offer limited theatrical potential. A young woman nurse is arguing with

four of her colleagues, seeking support in her stand on nurses’ rights against the

head of the staff. One after the other, they refuse, citing different reasons. The first

because she wants to keep her reputation and not get mixed up in battles; the

second because being a nurse is for her almost a religion; the third out of fear that

in demanding their rights, she would lose her job; the fourth because the union

this, the union that – union was the only word she knew.
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In the staging of this scene, the actors opted for a symbolic representation: actor

1 put a bag over her head and hid in the darkest corner of the room; actor 2 dressed

up as a nun; actor 3 busied herself with scrubbing the floor; actor 4 blocked her

ears so she couldn’t hear. In the following scene, the head of the staff was seated

on a chair, on top of a huge table, with two secretaries protecting her from 

the young nurse, who was making her request on her knees. The images here

contained a significance which was easily understood in the debate, in the forum.

3 Do the problems have to be urgent or not? 
Should they be simple or complex?

One day, one of my pupils at Censier suggested doing a Forum Theatre scene on

her own situation, her problems. She was tired, she told me, of so many forums

about concrete, urgent problems – wages, strikes, oppressed women, factory work,

rates of production, etc. She offered her own problem. She was young, living alone

in a huge flat; her separated and remarried parents each lived in their own places.

In a kind of way, she wanted to reconstitute a family. She had invited some friends

to live with her. They had come, a couple, plus a male friend and another female

friend. But her companions did not fulfil the required functions of father and

mother. When she wanted them there, they were out; when she wanted to be

alone, they were there.

Ultimately she wanted to get married to set up her own ‘family home’ and she

was giving serious thought to monogamy . . . while at the same time she was

attracted to her actual polygamous situation. She wanted contradictory things,

she wanted everything at the same time.

We did not do that forum; as with the rest of her life, she wanted at the same

time as not wanting. . . .

Some time later, I proposed this subject to another group. I should say that 

in the process I learnt an enormous amount about the Parisian youth of today.

But I should also say that in this case the lack of precision in the model led to a

lack of precision in the forum. The model did not throw a clear enough light on

the problems and the oppressions, and the forum didn’t get very far, though in

theatrical terms it was very lively.

This is open country. When one has a problem which is clear, concrete, urgent,

logically the debate should lead to solutions which are just as clear, concrete and

urgent. A woolly subject will lead to woolliness – I think.

It is possible that, on the contrary, a lack of precision may only be apparent and

the forum may serve to analyse a situation without synthesising possible solutions.
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4 Do we have to arrive at a solution or not?

I believe it is more important to achieve a good debate than a good solution

because, in my view, the thing which incites the spect-actors into entering into

the game is the discussion and not the solution which may or may not be found.

Even if one does reach a solution, it may be good for the person who has

proposed it, or good within the confines of the debate, but not necessarily useful

or applicable for all the participants in the forum.

Certainly, one almost always learns something useful in a forum debate. 

I remember, for example, a show about the power of the medical profession. 

A sick person, the victim of a road accident, was taken to hospital where he was

put through a whole series of hoops and hurdles before he could get to find out

exactly what was wrong with him. From room to room and operating table to

operating table, he was subjected to examinations and analyses of all kinds, and

obliged to swallow various pills and be injected with various substances, without

anyone telling him why.

The spect-actors tried a number of arguments on stage to obtain information,

to force explanations, till a woman appeared who, by a stroke of luck, was a nurse.

Taking the role of the protagonist, she asked to sign a discharge form. She informed

us that in French hospitals the law permits patients, whatever their state of health,

to leave the hospital if they sign a document by which they take charge of them-

selves and discharge the hospital and the doctors of all responsibility.

Well, this was a useful piece of information which neither we nor the audience

knew. And it’s good to know for the future. But already, even before we were

aware of this fact, we were all actively participating in the search for solutions,

arguments, steps to take, if the situation should ever arise.

Debate, the conflict of ideas, dialectics, argument and counter-argument – all

this stimulates, arouses, enriches, prepares the spectator for action in real life.

Thus, when the model is not urgent, that is to say when it is not about having to

act in reality immediately on leaving the show, finding a solution is not of prime

importance.

Sometimes a forum can have the function of ‘previewing’ a solution which will

automatically be tried on leaving the show. Take, for example, the case of a forum

the purpose of which was to form a group of residents from an area to go in a

delegation and register a complaint at the town hall, or to demand some right or

other. In this case, the process is not simply a matter of providing a stimulant for

autonomous activity but rather of developing a concrete, detailed plan of campaign,

a strategy and tactics for an imminent action. Who will do the talking? What

arguments will they put forward? What can they expect from the other side? Thus,
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in this case, it is absolutely vital not only to arrive at a generic solution, but to

detail the concrete plans for the action which is to be taken.

5 Does the model of the future action need to be 
depicted or not?

I think that in the preceding case it is necessary to depict the model of the future

action, since this action will be experienced in reality in the immediate future.

This kind of depiction can function as a dress rehearsal of the actual act.

I also believe that in a Forum Theatre show, such a representation can help

condense the results of the said forum. In all debate a portion escapes the audi-

ence’s memory. A representation can help to summarise it.

However, certain precautions should be taken. If the model of future action is

suitable for all those present, its representation will serve as fresh and final stimulus

for the real action. In the opposite case, one runs the risk of presenting an ‘evange-

list’ model, recommending actions which are impossible to realise in practice. 

A precaution to take, a danger to avoid.

6 Model or anti-model? Error or doubt?

For a while I thought that perhaps the term ‘model’ already contained the conno-

tation of path to follow. Then, after using the term anti-model for a while, I returned

to model because I believe that it must be only a model to be discussed, not

followed.

There is another word which can, in some instances, influence or manipulate

the audience (when the desired effect is exactly the opposite) – the word error. If

we inform our spect-actors that the protagonist of our anti-model has committed

an error, this implies that we think the protagonist has taken the wrong approach.

However, this is for the spect-actor to say, not for us. Consequently, the right way

of expressing this is to say that in the model or anti-model we have doubts about the

way the oppressed protagonist behaved.

7 The conduct of the Joker

During the two-week Theatre of the Oppressed encounter in 1979 (La Quinzaine

du Théâtre de l’Opprimé au Théâtre Présent), we had the chance to observe at least
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ten Jokers in action. Each had their own personality and behaved differently in

front of the audience. Nevertheless, from our observation, we can conclude that

there are some rules for Jokers which are almost obligatory.

1 Jokers must avoid all actions which could manipulate or influence the audi-

ence. They must not draw conclusions which are not self-evident. They must

always open the possible conclusions to debate, stating them in an interrogative

rather than an affirmative form, in such a way that the audience can answer

‘Yes’ or ‘No’, ‘We said this and not that’, instead of being confronted with the

Joker’s own personal interpretation of events.

2 Jokers personally decide nothing. They spell out the rules of the game, but in

complete acceptance from the outset that the audience may alter them, if it is

deemed necessary for the study of the proposed subject.

3 The Joker must constantly be relaying doubts back to the audience so that 

it is they who make the decisions. Does this particular solution work or not?

Is this right or wrong?

And this principle applies most of all in relation to the spect-actors’ inter-

ventions. Often a spect-actor will say ‘Stop!’ before the preceding spect-actor

has finished their own intervention. The Joker must than tactfully persuade

the newly intervening spect-actor to exercise patience, while also trying to

sense what the audience wants; they may well have already understood 

the intervention and want to move on. Another delicate situation, which the

Joker must be able to refer back to the audience, is the evaluation of whether

or not the spect-actor/protagonist has won. In the event of a spect-actor victory

(and only then), anyone is free to replace the oppressors. Once again, the

decision rests with the audience.

4 Jokers must watch out for all ‘magic’ solutions. They can interrupt the spect-

actor/protagonist’s action if they consider this action to be magic, not ruling

that it is magic, but rather asking the audience to decide.

Another memory: we did a Forum Theatre show for the lawyers’ union. At a

certain point, a spect-actor (a judge) mounted the stage with the intention of

dismantling the court, and ‘destroying’ the files on the accused, who had been

caught red-handed. As I was the Joker, I interrupted the scene with a cry of 

‘Stop, that’s magic!’ But the audience, which was made up entirely of judges and

attorneys, immediately opposed this: no, this was not magic, they themselves

believed it, for them it was the only solution – all the more so since this was exactly

what they had done two or three weeks earlier, in analogous circumstances, in 

a Paris court of law. For me it was magic, while for them – and they were all
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personally involved – it was real, it was possible. I immediately took a step back

and let the scene follow its course.

Sometimes the solutions proposed are at the opposite end of the spectrum to

magic, they are inadequate. In these cases, the Joker must try to push the spect-

actors into finding more active solutions. The magic solution is cheating, but the

inadequate solution is demobilising.

However, we should take note of the fact that when the audience shouts that

such-and-such a solution is not magic, that the solution is possible, that shout is the

beginning of a process of self-motivation on the spect-actor’s part, it is the stimulus for

a real action.

5 The physical stance of the Joker is extremely important. Some Jokers are

tempted to mix with the audience, to sit with other spect-actors; this can 

be completely demobilizing. Others, by their demeanour, allow their own

doubts, their own indecision or timidity, to show through. Now everything

that happens on stage, by which I mean all the images produced by the body

or by objects, is significant. If the Joker on stage is tired or confused, he or she

will transmit a tired and disorientated image to the audience. But beware –

being dynamic does not mean seeking to influence the outcome!

6 Finally, as I have already said, the Joker must be Socratic – dialectically, and,

by means of questions, by means of doubts, she or he must help the spectators

to gather their thoughts, to prepare their actions. Maieutics – the Joker is 

a midwife. But a maieutics of body and spirit, not simply a cerebral maieutics.

The Joker must assist the birth of all ideas, of all actions. Going further than

Socrates, who framed questions that expected answers, and, in so doing,

limited the field of discussions, Forum Theatre frames questions that expect,

as answers, new questions: what do you want to talk about? We try to avoid

any form of manipulation of the participants.

8 Theatricality or reflection?

Beyond the conduct of the Joker, there is the conduct of the event itself. Ultimately,

should the presentation of a forum tend towards the theatrical? Should one seek

to produce an event which is good theatre, even after the presentation of the model,

or should one, on the contrary, aim to stimulate reflection, argument, action?

I think that this depends on the objectives of the show and the conditions in

which it is being enacted. It depends on the number of participants and on concrete

givens, such as place, subject matter, nature of the stage, etc.
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Normally, in a theatre, there is an almost inevitable tendency towards

theatricality. I even know one group who have introduced elements of spectacle

into forum; for example, a gong, like a bell in a boxing match, giving notice of the

beginning or end of a new spect-actor’s intervention. Another group limits 

the duration of each intervention, to force everyone to think quickly (and also to

achieve dramatic effects of rhythm). In the end, I think that the presence of a large

audience – in Porto and Stockholm I did forums for audiences of over 1,000 people

and at Sant’Arcangelo di Romagna, 3,000 people – makes the theatrical nature of

the show almost inevitable. It is also in the latter type of situation that exhibitionists

are at their most numerous – spect-actors tempted to lead the performance towards

burlesque or vaudeville. All such excesses are to be avoided . . . but I still believe

in the power of forum as stimulus and activator, even in these extreme cases.

When dealing with smaller audiences, of motivated people, reflection gains 

the upper hand, and the search for solutions can be more fruitful; especially if the

forum is to be followed by a real action.

9 The staging

Very often the groups who practise Forum Theatre are poor groups, with limited

economic resources. Generally speaking, sets are limited to tables, chairs, and

nothing else. This should be taken as contingency, rather than choice. Ideally the

set should be as fully developed as possible, with as minute detail and as much

complexity as is necessary. The same goes for the costumes. The characters should

be recognisable by the clothes they wear and the objects they use. Very often, oppres-

sion is reflected in clothes, in things. Objects and dress should be real, charged,

clear, stimulating. The more care is taken over the aesthetics of the show, the more

it will stimulate and the more the audience will take part. How wonderful it is to

see a spect-actor come on stage and dress for the part, before she starts to act! The

spect-actor feels more protected, feels more one of the dramatis personae (without

ceasing to be a person). A spect-actor in her character’s costume is much freer,

much more creative.

This also applies to the other elements of the staging. Ultimately the anti-model

is a piece of theatre just like any other, with the single difference that it is not

evangelical, it carries no message, no words of wisdom, just doubts and anxieties

which will stimulate judgement and action on the part of the assembled audience.

Which is why if one can use music, it should be used a lot; if one can use dance,

there should be as much dancing as possible! If one can play with colours, why

limit oneself to black and white?
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Yet another important thing – ‘blocking’ – movements on stage. Every move-

ment of every actor is significant. The stage business and the actors’ playing 

styles together endow each moment with dynamic images which carry meaning.

Movement cannot be arbitrary, it must have a content. The distance between 

two people is important in terms of the ideas it conveys, rather than as a matter

of centimetres and metres.

In Rio de Janeiro, a Forum Theatre piece involved a young man who loved

music and dancing. And yet, on stage, he didn’t dance and not a note of music

was heard. The fact that he loved music and dancing was not articulated ‘aestheti-

cally’ to the spect-actors, but verbally. Besides, this was not one of the essential

elements of the problem. When, on its second showing, music and movement

were introduced into the model, the spect-actors were much more stimulated and

participated with much greater enthusiasm.

10 The function of the warm-up

In all the forum shows I have taken part in, there has always been an element 

of ‘warming-up’ of spect-actors. But in reality the function of these exercises 

is not only warming up but forging a ‘group’ out of a bunch of people, a sort of

‘communion’ – if we do something together we become a real group, rather than

a mere a juxtaposition of individuals.

Generally this is done in one of two possible ways.

1 Over ten or fifteen minutes, the Joker explains Theatre of the Oppressed,

recounts some experiences of forum shows or Invisible Theatre, and fixes the

rules of the game which is to follow.

Then he proposes some exercises, starting with the simplest, the least 

off-putting, those that arouse the least resistance. For example, in Egypt,

touching exercises provoked a very powerful resistance, which, by contrast,

was far from the case with magistrates in Paris! It all depends on the culture,

the country, the region, the moment.

After the exercises, we move on to Image Theatre. Here the spect-actors begin

to work aesthetically, and to suggest subject matter for images themselves.

Then finally the group presents the anti-model, and from that starting point

comes the forum.

2 I have in the past used, and seen others use, other less effective processes –

starting immediately with exercises, with an explanation a posteriori. In these

cases, I have noticed that a portion of the audience feels manipulated and reacts
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negatively. By contrast when the explanation comes first, the Joker almost

always ends up winning over the audience, and gaining their acquiescence

and their confidence.

Which doesn’t mean that the warm-up is absolutely indispensable. I believe it

prepares the spect-actors for action. In any case, the thing which will best prepare

them is really the subject matter and the play itself. The case of Het Trojaan Paard,

a Belgian group from Antwerp, is significant; they have performed the same show,

about the woman who is ‘a leader at work, a slave in the home’, in a hundred towns

in Belgium and Holland (the group speak Flemish), without ever doing the slightest

preliminary warm-up. They just explain what is going to happen. And the show is

so evocative and so galvanising that all the spect-actors always want to take part.

11 The function of the actor

Forum Theatre demands a different style of acting. In certain African countries

the people measure the talents of singers by the extent to which they can seduce

their audiences into singing along with them. That is what should happen with

good Forum Theatre actors. In their performances there must not be the slightest

trace of the narcissism so commonly found in closed theatre shows. Because the

presentation of the anti-model should, by contrast, principally express doubt: each

action should contain its own negation; each phrase should leave open the possi-

bility of saying the opposite of what is being said; each yes allows for an imagined

no, or a perhaps.

During the forum proper, actors must be extremely dialectical. When they take

up a counter-stance against a spect-actor/protagonist who wants to break the

oppression, they must be honest and show that the oppression is not so easily

defeated. They must show the difficulties which will appear, while retaining a

manner which encourages the spect-actor to break the oppression. Which means

that while still countering every phrase and action, they should awaken in the

spect-actor other stances, other approaches. While impeding the attempt to break

the oppression, they should rouse the spect-actor to achieve it.

If the actor is too firm, it can discourage or, worse still, frighten the spect-actor.

If the actor is too soft and vulnerable, with no counter-arguments or counter-

actions, it can mislead the spect-actor into believing that the problem posed by

the play is easier to resolve that he or she thought.

In Berlin, at the Hochschüle der Kunst, a forum showed a young man trying 

to convince his family to give him a certain sum of money a month. In order to
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achieve this, he had to undergo endless rituals, family conversations and meetings,

discussions about the war, about the past, about members of the family who had

disappeared, etc. The actors were so enthusiastic that every spect-actor who came

forward was subjected to an avalanche of arguments, to such an extent that very

soon the whole audience was up in arms and shouted in unison ‘Stop – that’s

magic!’, concluding that no family could be as fearsomely exasperating as that.

I repeat, the actors must be dialectical, must know how to give and take, how

to hold back and lead on, how to be creative. They must feel no fear (which is

common with professional actors) of losing their place, of standing aside. A great

magician is someone who not only knows how to do magic, but also how to teach

tricks to others. A great footballer loses no status by teaching someone else how

to shoot with both feet.

One learns by teaching others. Pedagogy is transitive. Or it isn’t pedagogy.

12 The repeated scene

Once the anti-model has been shown and the debate is under way, it is often the

case that several spect-actors, one after another, want to break the same oppres-

sion. This means that the same scene will be shown several times. The only thing

to be careful of is letting the show (however well constructed may be) become

monotonous. So, a word of advice: on each repetition the actors should accelerate

the rhythm, so as to avoid showing exactly the same scene several times, or any

more than necessary. Excessive repetition can diminish the audience’s interest,

enthusiasm and creativity.

13 Macrocosm and microcosm

In a good Forum Theatre show, the actors must be very much in tune with each

other and ready for every eventuality. It can happen that the solution desired or

suggested by a spect-actor may be unachievable within the ‘microcosmic’ world

of the anti-model. To find the solution it is necessary to look elsewhere. How?

In Turin a young couple were searching for a flat. A letting agent asked them

for their papers, their wage slips, asked them what their resources were, and so

on. Then a man came in who wanted to rent the same flat as the venue for occa-

sional liaisons with his mistress. He could have gone to a hotel, but he preferred

the comfort of a flat. The agent, in view of the man’s economic status, decided in

his favour, instead of offering the flat to the young couple who really needed it.
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What solution would allow the couple to have the flat? In one intervention, the

young people broke into the ‘flat’ and occupied it. And what was the agent’s next

move? Calling the police.

However, in the anti-model there was no scene with the police. So in response

to this intervention, the letting agent dialled a telephone number and immediately

an actor off stage answered; he turned himself into a police inspector. The 

other actors, assisted by a few spect-actors, immediately improvised the police

station. The inspector decided to intervene, arresting the couple and sending 

them to the police station. There, the young man rang his lawyer. In the

microcosm of the anti-model, of course there was no lawyer. No problem – an

actor answered and once again, with the help of a few spect-actors, all in character,

a lawyer’s office sprang up. And now it was the lawyer’s turn – he phoned the

young people’s parents. Actors and spect-actors improvised homes, families,

parents and grandparents, uncles and aunts and neighbours. In a matter of

minutes the whole room was involved in a huge scene in which almost everybody

had a part.

This goes to show that the anti-model presents only a microcosm – but that that

microcosm fits into the macrocosm of the whole of the society under examination.

The whole of society can be involved and can enter into a Forum Theatre show,

whatever the dimensions of the anti-model.

14 How to replace a character without transforming 
it into another

A spect-actor can sometimes replace an actor and modify the character in such a

way that the solution becomes completely magic. The spect-actor must respect

the ‘givens’ of the problem.

If the spect-actor replaces the actor and exactly follows the behaviour of the

character in the anti-model, clearly he or she won’t greatly change anything in

either the action or the course of events. However, it is equally clear that something

must change. An individual is replacing another individual, a spect-actor is replacing

a character, a human being is replacing another human being. Something changes.

What can one change and what can one not change?

First: one cannot change the given social circumstances of the problem. One

cannot alter the familial relationships between characters, the ages, the economic

status, etc., which condition their actions. If these factors are adjusted, the solutions

will be of no use because they will apply to cases which have nothing to do with

those proposed in the anti-model.
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Second: one cannot change the character’s motivation. For example, in

Norrköping one anti-model showed a young working woman who was forced 

to abandon her job in order to follow her husband to his new place of work in

another town. Her central motivation in taking this course of action was to remain

with her husband. A woman spect-actor was the first to come on stage, and 

the first thing she did was to say to hell with her husband! Obviously, she was

changing an essential given of the situation. If the woman in the anti-model had

detested her husband, his transfer to another town would have been a solution,

not a problem. But she loved him.

Thus, what can be changed is the characteristics of the motivation: how to do

what one has to do. Which is where the problem resides.

15 What is a ‘good’ oppression?

It is not uncommon during the preparation of a forum to hear a group discussing

what constitutes a good or bad oppression, which oppressions are important,

which are minor. My feeling is that all oppressions are of equal importance . . . to

the people who are being subjected to them.

There is always someone suffering more than us, but that is not an argument

which should prevent us speaking about our own oppressions, even if they seem

minimal in comparison with those inflicted on, for example, the Cambodian

refugees on the Thai border, the unarmed victims of armed groups of soldiers or

smugglers. Our oppressions are infinitesimal compared with those of the Hindu

untouchables, pariahs of a caste-oriented society. But when we are suffering, 

our oppressions weigh heavily enough on us. The purpose of Theatre of the

Oppressed is to help us to free ourselves.

Equally, I believe that one should not subordinate oppressions, ranking one

below another.

Of course there are some oppressions which are more savage than others; 

of course some oppressions bear down on a great number of people with more

cruelty than others. But I believe the struggle against one oppression to be indis-

sociable from the struggle against all oppressions, secondary as they may be.

Thus I believe that we should not hierarchise different kinds of suffering; we

should consult our audience and use all oppressions for the construction of Forum

Theatre anti-models, as long as these oppressions are real oppressions, experienced

by the forum participants, who must have a genuine desire to free themselves.
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16 Who can replace whom?

For a Forum Theatre showing to qualify as true Theatre of the Oppressed, only

spect-actors who are victims of the same oppression as the character (by identity

or by analogy) can replace the oppressed protagonist to find new approaches or

new forms of liberation. This attempt to find solutions does not only have a

meaning in the context of the play; the spect-actors (who are as oppressed as the

protagonist) will at the same time be training for self-defensive action in their real

lives.

If a spect-actor who is not experiencing the same oppression wants to replace

the oppressed protagonist, we manifestly fall into the theatre of advice: one person

showing another what to do – the old evangelical theatre.

But there is yet another possibility, which can be at once different and stimu-

lating. At Stockholm, for example, during the Soder Festival, a group showed a

forum anti-model on the relations between men and women. I remember a young

girl telling me something which amazed me:

‘I am afraid to tell a man that I fancy him.’

‘Why? Because you are afraid that he might say he doesn’t fancy you?’

‘No, it’s much more complicated. I am afraid that he might say that he does fancy

me.’

‘So where’s the problem?’

‘It’s even more complicated than that. I am afraid that he might say yes, but that

in his heart of hearts this might not be true – that he might be saying yes because

he doesn’t dare say no . . .’

As you see, the problem was far from simple. Anyway, as I am not in the habit 

of hierarchising oppressions, I accepted the idea of doing a forum on this subject

without hesitation. The show took place in the street, on a Friday – for those who

don’t know Sweden, I should explain that on Friday evening after ten o’clock half

the population is completely drunk! This added more spice to the show!

The first scene went off without any problems, the second likewise. In the third

scene, which contained this very dialogue with the indecisive girl, a male member

of the audience shouted ‘Stop!’ We assumed he wanted to replace the young man,

but he took the place of the girl to show how, in his view, girls should behave 

in such situations. I was going to stop him – I was the Joker – but before I did so,

as always, I consulted the audience. The whole audience shouted to let him go

on. And the man, happy as Punch(!), began to give lessons in good behaviour 

to the women in the audience. They listened and plotted their revenge. So when

he thought that he was about to retire victorious, several women spect-actors, 
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in quick succession, with a shout of ‘Stop!’, hurried to take the place of . . . the

original young man! So on stage a man was showing women how he thought

they should behave, while the women were playing the role of the man and

showing men how they should act.

The result was extraordinary, because men and women, playing the roles of

their ‘adversary’, were showing theatrically (aesthetically and not merely verbally)

what they thought of each other; they were trying to correct one another, to

demonstrate what oppressed them in their interlocutor’s behaviour. And it 

is worth saying in passing that their performances, in terms of authenticity 

and experience, were neither exaggerated nor for a single moment caricatured.

However, generally speaking one should steer clear of the non-oppressed person

(who is very often in fact the oppressor, as in the foregoing example) who claims

the right to give lessons or show tactics to the oppressed themselves.

This episode also taught me something else: Theatre of the Oppressed 

does have its rules and these must be respected. But if, by chance, the audience

at a particular moment and for a particular reason decides to change these 

rules, then you change them. Nevertheless the only rules which Theatre of the

Oppressed cannot alter are its two fundamental principles: spect-actors must 

be the protagonists of the dramatic action and these spect-actors must prepare

themselves to be the protagonists of their own lives. That is the most important

thing.

Julián Boal asks: ‘In The Rainbow of Desire you wrote that we all have inside

ourselves, inside our persons, all saints and all devils, and each individual is seen

as possessing all human potentialities; how can you explain that only spect-actors

who suffer the same oppression can replace the oppressed protagonist, if everyone

has all human potentialities inside?’ 

I believe that when we work with concrete situations, when the oppression 

is clearly discernible in the social situations, as is the case in a strike, in a salary

negotiation, in a confrontation with the police, etc., we have to be oppressed 

by the same oppression to know what we can really and safely do in a precise

situation – we must have precise knowledge of all the circumstances. However,

when we work with less specific oppressions, or when we use Image Theatre

techniques, such as, for instance, the Merry-go-round of images, in such cases anyone

can replace anyone else because we are dealing with feelings, sentiments, subjec-

tivities, imprecisions.
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17 How should a ‘model’ be rehearsed?43

A model, like any other play, can be rehearsed in different ways. However, 

I suggest the method which seems to me to have always yielded the best results,

and which can equally well be used in the form of ‘improvisation’ for the

dramaturgic construction. It involves a process of analytical exercises on motiva-

tion and style, before attacking ‘synthetic’ rehearsals which combine these parts

into a whole.

Having established the ‘embryo’ of the piece (or having mapped out the piece

of its entirety), the actors should analytically rehearse the same ‘text’ a number of

times. Thus a first rehearsal forces them to ‘analyse’, by which I mean to separate,

to individualise, motivations.44 For example, ‘hate’: all the actors in all their scenes,

in all the situations they encounter, must think exclusively in terms of hate; then

immediately afterwards they must analyse everything from the opposite angle and

rehearse scenes and situations with, for example, ‘love’ as the sole motivation.

This rehearsal of the isolated, purified motivation first of all helps the actor to

discover nuances which may not have been obvious in the text, and make them

rise to the surface and be thought and felt; second, in the case of the embryo of a

piece (not the fully fledged play), it helps the actor to invent, to create words and

actions to be integrated into the definitive text. Lastly, it helps the actor prepare

responses to the future interventions of spect-actors.

Whenever any actor discovers or suspects that, in their character or in a scene,

a certain emotion or motivation is not sufficiently foregrounded, then an analytical

rehearsal of that emotion or motivation should be set in motion. For example,

performing the scene with the greatest possible indifference, then the greatest

possible anxiety, then irony, distrust, fear, courage – in any manner which may assist

the actors, by means of analysis, or concentration on a single emotion, a single

motivation, in the gradual construction of their characters and the scenes they are

involved in.

Then the piece can be rehearsed a number of times with an artificial pause,45

with each actor waiting a few seconds before saying their lines, and during these

pauses trying to concentrate on the conflicts they’re involved in. One can also 

do a pause for the opposite thought, during which the actor thinks the opposite 
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of what they’re going to say. Or even silent rehearsals, where the script is thought,

interiorised, but not spoken.

So these are a few of the exercises which help develop motivations. And the

same applies to questions of style – the text should be rehearsed in ways which

display all its possibilities, all its facets: in cowboy-western style, as comedy,

tragedy, circus, opera, silent film, horror film, etc. At each rehearsal the actors can

either read the same, previously set script, but with a different style each time, 

or equally, if the group is starting from an embryo, they can introduce new lines

and new actions, to arrive at the definitive script.

These rehearsals are useful as a way of arming the actors with a sort of painter’s

palette containing all the possible colours of their character; little by little they paint

the character in. This last part of the process should be done during synthesising

rehearsals, when all the scripts, all the actions, all the new forms of expression to

be used on stage have been incorporated.

And in 2001 . . .

In the year 2001, with the extraordinary speed with which Theatre of the Oppressed

develops in Brazil, we have arrived at a simple system of preparation of the Forum

Theatre model, which is as follows:

1 The group chooses a theme, or central idea, or subject matter. For this purpose,

the group may divide itself in several subgroups.

2 Each subgroup makes an image of the theme, which is a general image, an

abstract image – all the participants make comments on it.

3 The actors inside the image, at a sign from the director, show the logical

movement of that image – what movement would each of the characters inside

the image probably make. Comments.

4 The small group decides upon a story they will play and improvise alone – and

to do so they can use rehearsal techniques such as Rashomon, ‘Screen image’

and all the others; then, they come back to the general group and must show:

5 The image of the things – everything on the stage speaks. We can shut our mouth

but not our body: it will always be speaking. On stage we are always saying

things with our bodies even if we don’t want to say anything. So it is with the

objects, the things on the stage. Once I saw a national festival of Theatre of the

Oppressed in which people came from very different parts of the country,

bringing very different problems, different themes of oppression, but all groups

used always the same tables, the tables that were there in the room, and the
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same chairs. Chair and tables would always ‘speak’ the same ‘lines’. Now I

think it is imperative that the group show the image of the things – whatever is

on the stage must have a meaning and we never use on stage the same objects

that we use when not on stage. If we need a telephone the last thing we should

get hold of is a telephone, a real one: we must invent, create a telephone, bigger

or smaller than a real telephone, made out of materials very different from 

the materials telephones are normally made of, so as to show an ideological

object, an object with a meaning revealing who uses it, what is it used for,

when, how and why. Not a single thing on the stage should be there ‘inno-

cently’, everything must have meanings, connotations, ideas, emotions. The

group should look at the things and make comments on their feelings about

them, so giving voice to what the things will be speaking during the play,

imperceptibly.

6 The kinetic image – each actor shows, separately, the movements that their

character makes in ‘real’ life in the place the action is set. Comments from

the group on what they have felt and seen.

7 The group must make the image of the Chinese crisis, that is to say, the image

of the crucial moment when the protagonist has to take the irreversible action

or to say the irreversible word that will determine the outcome of the 

scene.

8 The actors inside the image, at a sign from the director, should all at the same

time speak the monologue of their desire – what each one of them desires in

concrete terms. 

9 The image of the desire in action – the actors should show in slow motion their

desires in action.

After these steps, the group should make a total improvisation.

18 Can a forum change themes?

Yes, sometimes, as for instance happened in Rio in December 1979.

The theme was simple: a lift had crashed in Copacabana, in one of those high-

rise blocks of flats, which respect no architectural norm and whose existence 

is governed only by the law of profit. The residents, who were affected by the

accident, wanted to institute proceedings against the construction company. 

A meeting was arranged, and this meeting was the forum.

But during the debate, the participants displayed such violence and exasperation

that it was impossible to reach agreement, either on how to set proceedings in
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motion or even on the need for everyone to have their say and express their

feelings.

In the end the theme of the forum was: how to organise a forum!

19 Can people remain ‘spectators’ in a Forum 
Theatre session?

No!

As a rule I never give peremptory answers, but in this case I answer blithely:

No! In a Forum Theatre session no one can remain a ‘spectator’ in the negative

sense of the word. It’s impossible. In Forum Theatre, all the spect-actors know

that they can stop the show whenever they want. They know that they can shout

‘Stop!’ and voice their opinion in a democratic, theatrical, concrete way, on stage.

Even if they stay on the sidelines, even if they watch from a distance, even if they

choose to say nothing, that choice is already a form of participation. In order to

say nothing, the spect-actor must decide to say nothing – which is already acting.

Generally, everybody has something to say and everybody ends up speaking,

by entering into the game, especially if there is the motivation, the desire to express

their opinion, their theory, their inclination, their wishes – and this expression is

the scene. The keener the desire to take action, the more the spect-actors hurry

on to the stage.

One more example, from Perugia, a little Italian city in Umbria, the first case of

‘vertical’ participation! Let me explain. I worked with a group of women, Le Passere,

for three days. In the afternoons we worked on little scenes, with practically no

script, just mimed, and in the evenings we would play these scenes in forum on

the small medieval squares in the town. Small welcoming squares, surrounded by

houses three or four storeys high, peppered with windows which gave directly

onto the square. In the course of one of these evenings, I noticed that the windows

were bulging with spectators, mainly women, who wanted to see the show. So I

shouted to them to come down, to facilitate their participation. A good number

of these balcony spectators descended. The others pretended not to have under-

stood or not to have heard. I persisted, then gave up; they stayed comfortably

parked in their armchairs.

The show began, as always, with exercises. Up above, the women (most of

whom were quite old) split their sides laughing. Then came the animals game, 

the images of the family and the ritual of coming home from work. At this 

point the women started barracking – what the intervening male spect-actors were

showing down there on the square was untrue, it bore no resemblance to what
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they did when they came home. The wives on the balconies heaped abuse on

these husbands who, on stage, were exemplary husbands: they made supper, took

care of the children, saw to the cats, the dogs, they laid the table . . . this was too

much! So from above one heard cries of: ‘Macalzone! Liar! You’re not like that

here, you’ve never been in a kitchen in your life. Lazy buggers!’

The volubility of the Italians is such that in a few moments the whole place was

in uproar, with horizontal shouting (from the participants in the audience in the

street) and vertical shouting (women spect-actors in action, even though they

were still settled at their windows). Attacks and reproaches flew in all directions

till the husbands, who had shown these beautiful images of themselves, left the

stage in shame. . . .

No one in that square had remained a ‘spectator’: they had all been spect-actors,

sitting, standing, far away, close by, up above and down below.

20 When does a session of Theatre of the 
Oppressed end?

Never – since the objective of Theatre of the Oppressed is not to close a cycle, 

to generate a catharsis or to bring an end to a process in development. On 

the contrary, its objective is to encourage autonomous activity, to set a process 

in motion, to stimulate transformative creativity, to change spectators into 

protagonists. And it is for precisely these reasons that Theatre of the Oppressed 

should be the initiator of changes the culmination of which is not the aesthetic

phenomenon but real life.

This is theoretically what should happen, and it is what has happened in

practice.

Let us look at Forum Theatre. The oppressed creates a ‘model’, made up of

images from his or her real life. In other words, an oppressive reality shown in

images. These images possess two essential characteristics – being images of the

real and being real themselves. The fact of being represented makes them exist.

Thus, starting from the creation of the anti-model, we can observe both the

existence of a real oppression and real images of that oppression. As if there were

two worlds, the world of the reality from which the oppressed has drawn to create

images and the world of the images themselves.

Or to simplify: if I take a photo of Maria, Maria is a real being, but the photo,

which is her image, that photo is also real. If I draw Maria or if I sculpt her, or if,

inspired by her, I write a poem or novel, I am creating images of Maria, images

which are real, like Maria.
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By extension: the oppressed person responsible for the creation of the anti-

model (a dynamic collection of images) and all the oppressed people who identify

with him or her (by absolute identity or by analogy) are the privileged of this new

form of theatre. They participate simultaneously in these two worlds, the world

of the relevant reality and the world of images made real. People who do not

identify themselves with the oppressed who have created these images can also

gain from them, but at a distance – they will never be able to apply to their real

lives these experiences realised in an imaginary life. But the oppressed themselves,

they will be able to practise, to train for action, they will be able to act within the

imaginary life of the theatre forum, so that afterwards, catalysed, they can imme-

diately apply this new energy to their real lives, since these oppressed are part of

both worlds.

Let us pause to stress this fundamental point. The oppressed act as subject 

in both these worlds. In their fight against the oppression of the imaginary 

world, they are practising and fortifying themselves in preparation for the future

fight they will undertake against the real oppressions (not simply the real images

of these oppressions).

In truth, a session of Theatre of the Oppressed has no end, because everything

which happens in it must extend into life. Theatre shall never end! Theatre of the

Oppressed is located precisely on the frontier between fiction and reality – and

this border must be crossed.

If the show starts in fiction, its objective is to become integrated into reality,

into life.

Now, when so many certainties have become so many doubts, when so many

dreams have withered on exposure to sunlight and so many hopes have become

as many deceptions – now that we are living through times and situations of great

perplexity, full of doubts and uncertainties, now more than ever I believe it is time

for a theatre which, at its best, will ask the right questions at the right times. Let

us be democratic and ask our audiences to tell us their desires, and let us show

them alternatives. Let us hope that one day – please, not too far in the future 

– we’ll be able to convince or force our governments, our leaders, to do the 

same: to ask their audiences – us – what they should do, so as to make this world

a place to live and be happy in – yes, it is possible – rather than just a vast market

in which we sell our goods and our souls.

Let’s hope.

Let’s work for it!
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6 FIRST EXPERIENCES WITH INVISIBLE 
THEATRE

One point must be clearly understood: Invisible Theatre is theatre; it must have 

a text with a scripted core, which will inevitably be modified, according to the

circumstances, to suit the interventions of the spect-actors.

The chosen subject must be an issue of burning importance, something known

to be a matter of profound and genuine concern for the future spect-actors. From

that starting point, a small play is constructed. The actors must play their parts as

if they were playing in a traditional theatre, for a traditional audience. However,

when the play is ready, it will be performed in a place which is not a theatre and

for an audience which is not an audience. In the course of our European expe-

riences, we did shows in the Paris Métro, in ferry boats, in the restaurants and

streets of Stockholm, and even on a stage in a theatre where a conference was

taking place.

I repeat again: in the Invisible Theatre, the actors must perform just like real

actors; that is, they must live.

Examples of Invisible Theatre

1 Sexual harassment

This invisible play was performed three times in the Métro in Paris, on the

Vincennes–Neuilly line. Our chosen theatre was always the last carriage before

the first-class section (which existed in those days), in the middle of the train.
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First action

The group (apart from two actors) got on at the first stop; the scene-setting 

took place at the second. Two female actors remained standing near the central

doors, one actor, the female victim, sat down, with the Tunisian on the next 

seat, the mother and son a little further away, and the other actors scattered

around the carriage. Through two stations, nothing abnormal took place; they 

all read the papers or engaged in minimal conversation with the other passengers,

etc.

Second action

At the third station, another actor, the male aggressor, got on board. He sat down

opposite the female victim, or, if the seat was taken, stood beside her. After a little

while, he started nudging his leg against the young woman’s, and she immediately

began to protest. The aggressor said he hadn’t done anything, it was an accident.

On no occasion did a single passenger ever defend the young woman. After a short

interval, the aggressor returned to his task, and this time didn’t stop at leaning 

his leg against the young woman’s, but openly placed his hand on her thigh. 

The latter became indignant, but no one backed her up. She got up and crossed

to the other side of the compartment, where she remained standing. The Tunisian

grasped the opportunity to stick up for . . . the aggressor. That concluded the

second action.

Third action

At the fifth station, the male victim got on, a very handsome young actor, the

best-looking man in our group (we were no James Deans!). He had barely entered

before the two women by the doors, the feminist and her female friend, started

airing various opinions on this young man’s good looks. After a bit, the feminist

addressed the male victim, asking him the time. He answered. She asked him

which station he was getting off at. He objected:

‘Look, what’s with the questions? Have I asked you anything, have I asked you

what station you are getting off at?’

‘If you had asked me, I would have told you: I’m getting off at République, and if

you’d like to get off at the same place, we could “get off” together.’

As she spoke she caressed him, under the outraged stares of the passengers (who

must have had some difficulty believing this unusual scene). The young man tried

to escape her clutches, but she hung on to him:
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‘Are you aware that you’re a very handsome man? Do you know, I have this

terrible urge to kiss you . . .’

The young man tried to flee, but he was hemmed in between the feminist and

her friend, who were loudly asserting their right to kiss him. And this time the

passengers did make a stand . . . against the women.

Several passengers had already intervened directly in the action. The male

aggressor had leapt to the defence of the male victim. The female victim had taken

sides with the feminist, explaining that when she herself had been assaulted a few

moments earlier, no one had defended her, and that if a man had the right to

assault a woman, a woman must also have the right to lay hands on a man she

found attractive.

Fourth action

The female victim, the feminist and her friend together tried to attack the male

aggressor, threatening to strip him naked as a punishment, but he disappeared.

The other actors stayed in the carriage to listen to what the passengers said, and

also to direct the conversations gently onto the barbarity of sexual harassment on

the Paris Métro or anywhere else for that matter.

In order to be sure that the whole carriage would know what was going on, the

mother asked her son what it was all about. The boy watched, and delivered a

vocal commentary (in such a way that everyone could hear), thus ‘broadcasting’

the action unfolding further away.

In the course of these scenes, there were some delicious episodes. For example,

the old lady who exclaimed:

‘She’s absolutely right – that young man really is rather handsome.’

Or the man who vehemently defended the male’s ‘right’:

‘It’s the law of nature; that’s the way men are, and there’s no getting away from it.’

For him, male advances were a law of nature, but the same gestures made by a

woman were an aberration. Worse still, another man added that when a woman

is sexually assaulted, it is because she has ‘done something – it’s always the

woman’s fault!’

One of the two men defending this strange theory was sitting right next to his

wife at the time. The Tunisian didn’t waste this opportunity:

‘D’you think so? Do you think that men have the right to touch up women in the

Métro?’
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‘Yes, I do – they provoke us!’

‘Then if you’ll excuse me, that’s exactly what I was about to do to your wife.’

And he made as if to caress her.

We were within a hair’s-breadth of a fight! The Tunisian had to make his

excuses and get off before the intended stop.

At one of the performances of this piece, there was such a great commotion

that the Métro stopped at the next station and all the passengers came to watch.

But the actors in the spotlight (the first aggressor, the female victim, the feminist

and her friend) hadn’t bargained for the tube train stopping, they had only

prepared their script as far as the station – thus they had to improvise for a good

five minutes, without any preconceived plan, with the spect-actors/passengers

urging the women to go ahead and strip the aggressor.

In this scene, the theme of the piece was clear enough: neither men nor women

have the right to sexually harass anyone. However, for this piece to have a political

dimension, fifty groups would have to play it five hundred times! In such circum-

stances, perhaps abuses of this kind would cease or at least become less frequent,

and perhaps the aggressors might worry about the possibility of becoming victims

of aggression themselves.

2 Queen Silvia’s baby

During the Skeppsholm Festival in Stockholm, I worked with several mixed groups

of actors and spect-actors. I told them all about the Parisian experience, and they

wanted to do some Invisible Theatre in the metro themselves. We prepared a

number of scenes, and chose 10 July 1977 as our ‘opening day’, a day on which

several plays were to be performed in the festival.

But the news spread quickly; though we were rehearsing in ‘workshop groups’

(each being limited to thirty people), a number of people knew what we were

planning. The result was that the next morning, the Svenska Dagbladet, one of 

the leading Swedish newspapers, published my photograph with an enormous

headline announcing the ‘première’ of Invisible Theatre in the Stockholm metro,

and advising passengers not to let themselves be caught unawares by this new

form of theatre.

We decided to change ‘theatres’. Stockholm (Stock-holm, island of piles) is an

archipelago – fourteen islands in the centre, and more than 24,000 in all. The ferry

boats are an important and efficient means of transport. So we decided to perform

in a ferry boat.
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It was around this time that Queen Silvia’s baby was due to be born. The group

told me that there was a general feeling of discontent about the cost of the

renovation of the hospital where ‘the prince’ – it turned out to be a princess – was

to be born; four doctors had been assigned full-time to watching and attending

the royal confinement! The Swedish National Health Service may well be one of

the best in the world, but many Swedes still complain of shortcomings in that area.

First action

A young pregnant woman (complete with false belly) chats to a female friend and

tells of her great admiration for Queen Silvia and her anxious wait for the birth

of the heir to the throne. An actor, in the guise of a random passenger, doesn’t

agree and says so. Various details about the costs come out, the salaries, the advan-

tages of the royal family, republic versus royalty, medicine and socialism, etc.

Second action

The young pregnant woman feels the onset of labour pains. Immediately an actor

playing the part of a doctor appears and offers his services to help her. She refuses

his help:

‘So where have you suddenly appeared from, doctor?’

‘I’m on my way back from the hospital. I have been working there all night. I have

already attended five births today – so as far as I’m concerned, one more birth is

no big deal –’

‘That’s precisely why I don’t want your help. When I had my first child the 

doctor who looked after me was so tired that he ended up doing an unnecessary

Caesarean on me, just because he wanted to finish as quickly as possible and didn’t

want to wait around. [I should say in passing that this had really happened to the

‘pregnant’ actress.] This time I want the person who takes care of me to be one

of the Queen’s four doctors – you know, the lot who have been waiting around

there for the past several weeks, they’ll be well rested by now. Who’ll take me

there? I want someone to take me to one of the Queen’s four doctors.’

The scene carried on, and the actors argued with the passengers about the Swedish

hospital system, which was the subject of the piece. At least half of the passengers

joined in the discussion; the other half followed the debate attentively.
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Third action

On the Djurgarden-Slussen line, the journey takes seven minutes, which was

exactly the duration of the ‘show’. By the time the boat docked, the crew had

already warned the hospital by radio, and there was an ambulance waiting for our

pregnant woman. As the actors had foreseen this eventuality, we also had a car

at our disposal and the young woman refused the ambulance and set off in the

company of her friends while the discussion continued on the quayside.

3 Racism I: the Greek

This piece was played in two different restaurants, both open-air establishments.

The theme, put forward by the actors, was obviously of enormous importance in

Sweden, where there is considerable prejudice against foreigners. ‘Dog’s Eye’ is

an epithet applied to anyone whose eyes are not blue (in a country where the

majority of the indigenous population have blue eyes).

First action

The wife and the husband are seated together at a table, loudly engaged in argu-

ment. She tells him off for being too fond of (other) women, for not helping with

the household chores, not taking enough interest in their son, etc. He tries to assert

his ‘man’s rights’.

Second action

A young woman, the husband’s mistress, comes in and sits down at another table.

The husband leaves his wife on her own, in spite of her protests, and goes to sit

with his mistress. Amorous dialogue ensues.

Third action

Enter a young Greek man, who looks for a place to sit. The wife invites him to sit

next to her. To his astonishment, the wife tries to seduce him.
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Fourth action

The husband sees that his wife has company, he returns to her side and tries to

get rid of the Greek. He attacks him on grounds of nationality. The wife insists on

the Greek staying with her. The waiter is forced to intervene, because the husband

asks him to throw the Greek out of the restaurant and the wife asks him to throw

her husband out. General argument. The husband’s rage is based not on the 

fact that his wife is with another man, but that this man is . . . a Greek. And he

proclaims this fact to the assembled company.

On the two occasions on which this scene was performed, the public’s partici-

pation was full-blooded. The second time, I was sitting next to a Swedish journalist

covering the story. At a table some distance away were some of her friends.

According to her, they were all self-proclaimed anti-racists. And now this racist

scene was being played out in front of them, it was happening right there and

then. And yet the only ones who didn’t want to join in were these friends of the

journalist. They were the exception – the argument was intense. Racism was not

the only topic under discussion, but also a married woman’s right to get her own

back on her husband.

4 Racism II: the black woman

This piece was performed on a ferry boat.

First action

The group once again took the Slussen boat, but this time in the opposite direction,

towards Djurgarden, which is the zoological garden. The boat was packed. This

was the most explosive of the Skeppsholm shows, the most violent show and also

the one which provoked the most spirited reactions.

As the first move, a black woman actor takes a seat, positioning herself strategi-

cally in a visible spot. An Italian man, a male office worker and a female drunkard

all sit or stand a little distance away. The drunkard (an excellent actor) was 

one of the first people on board. Can of beer in hand, she solemnly greets every

passenger who enters. She chats amiably to some, provokes others and generally

outrages most with her behaviour.
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Second action

The boat leaves. After a few moments, the Italian approaches the young black

woman and asks her what she’s doing there; she, a black girl, is sitting, and he, a

white man, is standing. Violent argument about racial rights. The angry black

woman gets up and the Italian sits; he starts reading an Italian newspaper. The

drunkard, who has witnessed the scene along with everyone else, approaches 

the Italian.

Third action

The drunkard insists that the Italian get up and give her his place.

‘You said that this was a land for whites – fair enough, this is a land for whites,

white Swedes; and you’re Italian. Get out of that seat.’

Further discussion on countries of origin, races and the rights of man. Finally the

Italian leaves.

Fourth action

The office worker approaches the drunkard. He insists that she get up and give

him her place, because Swedish she may be, but she is also drunk and unproduc-

tive, and, in his book, the priority for seated accommodation is not solely a

question of race and nationality but also of class: he is white, Swedish and a white-

collar worker. General revolt.

The cumulative effect was extraordinary. A crowd of people defended the

drunkard, all arguing at once, for and against relative differences in rights for

different nationalities, races or classes.

Fifth action

An actor pretends to convince the young black woman to return to her place. 

She refuses the ‘charity’. Different actors seated around the place stand up to 

argue against prejudice, and each cites a reason: ‘I am standing up because I am

Brazilian!’ ‘I am standing because I am Indian!’ ‘I am standing because I am poor’,

etc.

The result was incredible and wonderful. Quite apart from the effectiveness 

of the discussion, it was amazing to see so many empty seats, vacated in token of

protest, in spite of the fact that the boat was crowded and everyone was cramped.
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After the show, the actor who took the role of the office worker, a professional

with a long career behind him, told me that he had never been so nervous at an

opening night, he had never been so terrified. But he also acknowledged that he

had rarely been so glad to take part in a show.

5 Picnic in the streets of Stockholm

I lived in São Paulo in Brazil for fifteen years. There the streets are right on top of

each other, which means that people who live on the third floor sometimes have

car exhausts level with their windows; those who live on the first or second floor

see cars moving around above them. That’s why for me Stockholm is a nice city.

But it’s not the same for the people who live there. They say that the city was

planned for cars and not for pedestrians. So they chose this as their theme and

mounted the following play.

First action

A family (father, mother, son, daughter) set out a table, complete with flowers,

cups, a thermos of tea, biscuits, etc., right in the middle of the pavement, and they

start having tea. Three car-loads of actors park nearby and watch.

Second action

Two actors take the role of passers-by; they grumble, saying that the pavement

was made for people to walk on and not for people to set up tables and have tea.

The family, after a short discussion, gives in.

‘Since we can’t have tea on the pavement, which is intended for pedestrians, let’s

have it in the middle of the road.’

Third action

The three cars move off together and the family signal them to stop; the three cars

stop. They block the road, bringing the traffic to a complete standstill. The family

set out their table, flowers, cups, thermos flask and biscuits, in the middle of the

road, and take tea, with an utterly British imperturbability. The actors in the three

cars act like normal drivers and remonstrate with the family; as far as they’re

concerned the road was made for cars and not as a place for families to have tea.
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Fourth action

A sort of contest develops between the family and the drivers, both parties trying

to convince the spect-actors to support their cause.

In a matter of minutes, the road was chock-a-block with buses, taxis, cars,

mopeds, all hooting their horns. The actors tried to persuade them to take tea with

them. Some accepted the offer. Others got annoyed:

‘Why don’t you go and have tea at home?’

‘Because we haven’t got such a nice car as you. Because we haven’t got time; 

we only have an hour’s break from work, we work in Stockholm and live in

Salsjobaden, which is nearly an hour from here! Because . . . etc.’

The arguments raged. The actors were fired with enthusiasm and went on to

improvise well beyond the bounds of their prepared text. As a result of the marvel-

lous response from the spect-actors, the improvisation went on a further quarter

of an hour, which is a very long time for this kind of theatrical event and in

circumstances such as these. The arguments came thick and fast . . . right up until

the arrival of the police.

An unrehearsed action: the police

Invisible Theatre almost always comes up against an important problem: safety.

Invisible Theatre offers scenes of fiction, but without the mitigating effects of 

the rites of conventional theatre, this fiction becomes reality. Invisible Theatre is not

realism; it is reality.

And everything that happens, happens in reality: a young woman kissing a boy

in the Métro in Paris, an expectant mother feeling labour pains in a Stockholm

ferry-boat, a black girl driven from her seat, a Greek man arguing with a Swedish

husband over his wife, a family taking tea in the middle of the road – all this is

reality, even though it has been rehearsed.

The family was a real family, the tea and toast were real tea and real toast – and

the police who turned up were also real. They arrived with two cars and a police

van. The Stockholm police have installed a network of television cameras, so that

the strategic points of the town are continually under the surveillance of these

invisible eyes. And the Invisible Theatre had been seen by these invisible cameras

connected to the police’s invisible headquarters. . . .

Had the scene run its intended course, the protagonists of the play would by

this time have packed their bags and departed peacefully, ‘with the Lord’s blessing’.

But as a result of the enthusiasm of both actors and spect-actors (who even went
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as far as forming a circle and dancing to the rhythm of the bus and taxi horns) the

police had time to make their spectacular entry. The sergeant wanted to arrest

‘the actors’, but how could he work out who was an actor and who wasn’t? So

he decided that everyone touching any part of the ‘set’ (sitting on a chair, holding

a cup of tea, or even eating a piece of cake) was an actor. Several actors were

arrested – including a few charming ladies who were just passing by – and had

their records checked over the radio. As they were not on a wanted list, they were

immediately freed again.

One should never explain to the public that Invisible Theatre is theatre, lest it

lose its impact. However, in this particular case, we had no option but to explain

to the police. But I have a feeling that they still didn’t really understand. . . .

6 The audience’s children

For my last lecture at the festival, there were some 700 adults and at least 

50 unruly children. In Sweden there is an incredibly tolerant attitude towards

children; they’re allowed to do whatever they like. In the course of the perfor-

mances, there were occasions when they got on to the stage and, during a musical,

even spoke into the microphone; nothing ever happened to them, not even the

smallest reprimand.

In this last lecture, my task was to explain what Invisible Theatre was, and to

describe the pieces we had done. But the actors had a better idea: they prepared

an Invisible Theatre scene about children. The result was fantastic.

First action

The actors were scattered throughout the audience. We arranged that when I was

going to talk about Invisible Theatre, I would give a signal by putting my hands

on my head. The moment came, I put my hands on my head. One of the actors

stood up and proposed in Swedish (the conference was being held in English) that

the children be removed from the room because not a single word of what I was

saying could be heard, and this was annoying for the other people present.

Second action

A female actor defended the children and their right to participate in the confer-

ence even if they couldn’t understand it. A male actor tried to eject a child from

the room, another caught hold of the child and tried to stop him being ejected.
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From various parts of the room chunks of prepared dialogue were delivered,

blending in with the audience’s spontaneous interventions. I asked in English

what was happening. Here once again was a situation which was explosive, a

situation which involved the participation of everyone in the theatre.

Third action

At another signal given by me, all the actors got on stage at the same time, and 

I invited them to take a bow to the audience, just like in a conventional theatre.

It was only at this moment that the audience realised that they had been involved

in an Invisible Theatre scene. And it was then that they understood what Invisible

Theatre is. There was no need to say any more.
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7 ARTISTIC CREATION AND DIVINE MADNESS

A meditation on art and the miraculous

Long ago, a indigenous poet from the Pataxó first nation of the north-eastern region

of Brazil, a religious man, wanted to immerse himself in a study of the Bible – and

from the very first pages, he was amazed at the sidereal miracles related therein.

In Genesis, the first chapter, it was written that, on the first day of Creation, God

created light so that He might see with clarity what He was doing and not come

to regret it later. And there was light and God saw that the light was good. 

It illumined all around. So far, so good.

On the second day, He created the firmament separated from the waters, 

and He gave it the name of sky, and He saw that it was good; the best! Further

emboldened, on the third day He separated the water from the dry land, He created

trees, fruits and seeds, and He saw that all was good, land and sea, all was of the

best quality; thus far, everything was going fine, God was thrilled.

On the fourth day – tired from so much toil, longing for Sunday! – He created

the day and the night, the seasons of the year, the year itself, the sun to brighten

the day, and the stars so that the night would not be as dark as before the Creation.

He liked it all, because it was all good – so says the Bible, which repeats the word

‘good’ in every phrase. 

On the fifth day, God filled the sea with fishes and the sky with birds, sweet

doves of peace and carnivorous eagles; to help Him to populate the empty vast-

nesses, He ordered the fishes and the birds to go forth and multiply – a task which

they all threw themselves into with great relish! God saw that everything was very

good indeed, the world being full of ferocious animals, eating each other, 

very good, very fine.

Then came the sixth day and God, exhausted, observed the empty earth,

desolate in comparison to the sky and the sea, which were teeming with restless

beasts, and He created the animals that creep on the earth and hang in the trees,

minuscule ants and heavy pachyderms; some vegetarian but the majority eaters
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of living flesh, still palpitating and bloody. He created these animals and He saw

that all were good, the dog and the cat, the wolf and the lamb, the serpent and

the sparrow, the ant and the ant-eater. Rending each other to pieces, slaughtering

one another, totally unabashed. Very good.

Analysing His work, God suffered a sudden jolt, realising that He had forgotten

the most important thing, the very thing which was the centre of His initial 

project: He had created the supporting actors . . . but the protagonist was lacking.

Preoccupied, He murmured to His divine self: ‘Right now, without further ado, I

am going to create Man! I am going to excel myself. All this fauna and flora, these

glaciers and volcanoes – all this is different from me. Man, however, will be created

in my image and likeness! He will be a mini-equal – in everything, right down to

the wrinkles under his eyes and the frown on his brow!’

In a fraction of a second, availing Himself of the damp clay at His feet, God

created carnal man and breathed life and soul into his nostrils. Take note: all the

rest of Creation – right down to the meanest of reptiles and the most subterranean

of worms – God made starting from nothing, mere abstraction from His immaterial

will. Man, however, was the only one to be . . . recycled; he was made of clay. 

It couldn’t work. It didn’t work.

It was already the sixth day and God, tired, looking at man below from 

on high, saw that there was nothing about him that He was pleased at having

made. God was desolate, inconsolable, as He gazed down at the naked Adam, a

skinny, squinting, scrap of a thing, standing there with crossed arms, awaiting

orders.

‘So what did the good Lord make me for – eh, guv’nor? Spill the beans!’ said

the first man, no sooner born into the world than complaining.

‘What a stale, barren, graceless thing!’ thought God. ‘What an act of folly I have

committed! Where did I go wrong?’

Sunday, as is well known, is the day of divine rest and there was still much to

be done before the Sabbath was accomplished. Due to excess of work, God, at His

first attempt, had made the world ‘very good’, as the Bible says, but in rough: 

a first version, a sketch, a draft.

He set about repairing what He could, to the best of His abilities, and He started

to notice infantile errors that He had committed; for example, only once He had

finished, did God realise that He had created man, but, by an inexplicable lapse –

or out of lamentable misogyny! – He had forgotten to create woman. As He had

already used up all the immediately available material, He had to recycle once

again: He anaesthetised man, took a rib from him and, with this curved bone, He

made a genuine miracle – He invented Eve! Thank God – which I mean quite

literally, thanks, God! – we men, happily, are not alone!
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Reading the Bible, the poet understood that, in spite of our having been 

made in God’s likeness, we are only His image – not the thing itself. God was

generous, He gave us an unequivocal demonstration of His good will; however

He could not make us exactly like Him, He could not clone Himself – cloning still

hadn’t been invented in these primal times! Instead, He made us an ‘unfaithful

copy’, almost a caricature. We are His image; unhappily, we are not God. What a

pity!

At this point, we come up against the problem of the finishing touches – God

is all powerful and, had Sunday not been His day of (deserved) rest, He would no

doubt have perfected His creation and made of us something a little better – which

just goes to show that haste is always the enemy of perfection. After this unique

seven days, during which He had really worked, God resolved to take some

holiday; from what one can deduce from the Bible, after this first rough draft 

of the world, it appears that He contented Himself with looking on – apart from

criticising and ordering the occasional flood, He did nothing more.

The poet discovered that, apart from anything else, God does not have a

corporeal existence – that would imply a limit and He accepts no finitudes. We

are His image, carnal and perishable: we have a body. He, however, is weightless:

He is pure thought, spirit without flesh – without blood in His veins and without

heart.

As He had no arms – it is the poet who says this and not I, prosaic man 

that I am! – He sought help from the visual arts to reveal the world, not as He

created it, imperfect, but as it would have been had His divine intentions not been

frustrated.

Following this reasoning, God’s magnificent initial plan, so imperfect in its

realisation, would not be perceptible in the visible things created by Him, but only

in the work of artists, who give it its finishing touches. Only in the work of art do

we find God’s true intention, His pilot project for the world, the plan He never

realised on account of end-of-the-week pressure.

God had a clear idea about sounds, silences, noises, but He had no time to

compose the actual scores, requiring composers for the orchestration: music would

be the realisation of a divine idea only sketched out in the timbres and melodies,

the notes and harmonies, that floated randomly around the atmosphere, awaiting

their capture by a musical genius.

God – lacking arms – called upon painters to do the painting, sculptors to make

the sculptures, poets to produce lyricism and the epic Bible to explain the inex-

plicable. And what a story that is – managing to tell of the first day, the second

day and the third day, when it wasn’t till the fourth day that the days and the

nights were even invented? 
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God left us – us unfinished mortals – the task of putting the finishing touches

to the world. More’s the pity, God did not have time to invent the future and,

against our will, He bestowed upon us total and complete freedom; He gave us

this marvellous and dangerous thing, free will, which is, at one and the same time,

a blessing and a curse. He ordained that we should choose our own paths and,

without explaining to us what Good and Evil were, merely prohibited us from

eating apples. Apricots and carambola, acaí fruit and acerola,46 bananas and water

melons, anything goes – except the apple. Never the apple!

Naked man was hungry, and naked woman positively famished . . . and this

God had not taken into account. Thus it was that, one day . . . one fine day . . .

passing through the gardens of Eden, to all appearances a person who wanted for

nothing – who would have thought it would come to this? – an irritated Eve

turned to a timid Adam and spoke, tetchily:

‘This God of ours is very omnipotent, right? Too omnipotent for my liking! Just

who does He think he is? Would you credit it! It’s the pits! I still get the feeling

that He is hanging around, half omnipresent – hanging around all over the place,

spying on us! You know what’s more, mate? I’ve thought of something I fancy us

doing – and don’t you dare tell me no, Adam!’

Adam, after much thought, mumbled: ‘See, I think . . . I think that . . . perhaps

. . . when you come to think of it . . . I’d even go as far as to say that . . . after a

fashion . . . who knows? When you look at it from that angle . . . from where I’m

standing . . . when you turn it over and . . . when you come right down to it . . .

on the other hand . . .’

To shut him up, Eve invented the kiss on the lips!

Well, the rest of the story you already know. Along came the serpent and asked:

‘Why not?’ This, as everyone knows, is the most dangerous question in existence,

the most subversive! Why not, if I want to?

When people ask this question, they are not really wanting reasons not to do

something – most often they are after reasons to do something! Never ask yourself

why not . . . unless you really want to do it! Good luck!
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Passion and art

Thanks to the Pataxó poet, I found myself thinking of the similarities between the

work of God and the work of the artist. Is it the case that God only reveals Himself

in the work of art? And what is art?

Art can be understood in many ways. I favour the notion that art, of whatever

kind, is always a conjunction of the sensory systems which allow human beings

– any human being, but only human beings – to make representations of the 

real.

Art does not reproduce the real; it represents it. Even the theatre, even in its most

extreme naturalist guise, does this; even the French director Antoine47 who, at

the beginning of the twentieth century, to furnish the setting for a play whose

action took place in a slaughterhouse, bought fresh meat every day, even he

created an aesthetic distance: on one side the stage, its forms and colours; on the

other, the audience. Impenetrable worlds: one was the image of the real; the other,

the reality of the image.

Even the first rupestral painters, painting bison and lions and other animals on

the roofs of their caves, even they knew that the one thing was the real and the

other, a different thing, its pictorial representation: the cave painter would

approach the horns and teeth of the wild animal, in its painted incarnation,

without fear – whilst fleeing in terror from the model for his art, roaming free on

the open plains.

The arts are representations of the real, they are not the real, but what reality

is it that they represent? There are arts, like music, that organise sound and silence,

in time. There are arts, like painting, that organise form and colour, in space. And

there are arts, like the theatre, which organise human actions, in space and in time.

If that is where art resides – in the organisation and representation of the real

– and if the theatre represents human actions – which of these actions may be

considered worthy of theatrical representation?

Evidently, only those in which human beings reveal their passions. Lope de

Vega,48 Spanish playwright of the Golden Age, used to say that the essentials of

theatre came down to two actors, a platform and . . . a passion.

But . . . what is the passion? Passion, like art, can be defined in many ways; 

I like to think that passion is every one of the extremely intense feelings of which
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the human being is capable. Love and hate, the search for an ideal, fraternal

solidarity, scientific curiosity, the drive for sporting achievement – all of these can

be passions, if they are extreme. Thus the artist, when he or she is really an artist,

is a person in the grip of a passion.

Passion is overdue for rehabilitation, for restoration to its primary meaning of

vital force, which has been damaged by the semantic thread which traces back 

the origin of both passion and pathology to the Greek word pathos. Passion is not

suffering, it is not illness: it is life! The Passion of Christ was not the trips and trials

on the road to Calvary: the Passion was his determination to realise the Lord’s will

and to save humanity from original sin.

Your interlocutor here, dear reader, is not a religious person: he is a passionate

one! I am a man impassioned by passions, and yet I swear that it is not they that

cause my suffering: it is the obstacles that are raised up between me and my

passions that cause me suffering.

For Romeo and Juliet it is not their passion that makes them suffer and brings

about their death: it is the voracious hatred between the Montagues and the

Capulets, their landowning families, with their followers and hired thugs,

struggling for more land and power – this, not their passion, is their downfall.

The obstacle causes them suffering: their passion gives them life! It was Chê

Guevara’s passion that brought him to Cuban felicity; it was imperialist obstacles

that brought him to Bolivian death. It was the passion of Tiradentes that brought

about the Inconfidência Mineira;49 it was Dona Maria, A Louca (the Madwoman),50

who brought about his downfall!

Passion brings suffering, sure, but not because it is passion, but because it is

libertarian!

The human being, in his and her inclement struggle against nature, fighting for

survival and for joy, driven by the desire to find pleasure in life, fleeting as it is –

our right and our duty – becomes extraordinary, breaks barriers; the human being

lives life with urgency, because of mortality and the fact that death does not wait

– to keep it at bay, we have the passions, many and varied. Only one species of

passion can exist under the heading of tragic passion: that in which the conscious
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risk that the impassioned runs is loss of life – the passion in which he or she prizes

the object of his or her passion more than life itself.51

The passion, by virtue of being libertarian, seeks to reinvent life, to re-create

the world. It is the river that destroys the banks and fecundates the soil!

We are passionate – why then are we not tragic? Our passion, in the day-to-

day, does not show or proclaim itself. We live our lives strangling passions, ours

and other people’s. Disguising them, hiding them, clothing them in overcoat and

tie or tight-fitting skirt. The true passion, however, goes naked because it is total,

full-on and unsubmissive! – it cannot respect rules or timetables, proprieties or

etiquettes. It explodes! It breaks out!

At the opposite extreme to the tragic passion is clownish love. An emotion is

extraordinary when it does not fear death. The clown does not go that far, he does

not confront the world: he merely disorganises it. By means of his own ridicule,

he exposes the ridiculousness of others – our own! – which, without the clown,

would pass unnoticed; we are so resigned to our own ridiculousness, that we no

longer see it. We are all clowns and the whole world is a ring – but in this arena

there is no audience, everyone acts, no-one sees us. Step forward the true clown,

i.e. our critical consciousness, and this is important: this clown comes dressed as

one! We accept it because it has a red nose.52

Such is the theatre: tragic passion and clownish love. The former justifies our

life; the latter corrects our trajectory.
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be Romeo if all he desired was Rosaline’s bed. Romeo is more than this: he is in the grip of a passion.

Romeo . . . is Juliet. Othello is . . . Desdemona.



The mad artist and the artist madman

But what is the artist doing when he tries to correct the work of God, or at least

to interpret His designs? Or, if not His designs, if the artist does not believe in Him,

the designs of nature? Making art, the artist is committing a folly: he is imitating

and correcting God – within the limits of common sense, watched over by the

clown that he carries within him. So what about when the madman is doing 

the same thing, when raving in delirium – what is he doing? He is doing art. 

The madman is the tragic artist without the clown’s limits, which he ignores. The

madman does not fear the clown, who intimidates us.

The artist and the madman seek the same end: to order chaos, to search for

meanings. That was what God was doing on the very first day of the Creation.

The Bible says: ‘In the beginning there was Chaos and God said: “Let there be

light.”’. And the invisible was seen. When Van Gogh paints trees swaying in the

wind, Van Gogh paints the wind: he makes us see the invisible, like God. When

Beethoven creates a symphony, he makes us hear the silence – hear the inaudible.

Who, if not God, could do as much?

The artist and the madman seek to give a meaning to life and to nature which,

as we know, has no meaning.

Nature is cruel, merciless, like the unfinished work that it is, the imperfect

sketch. It charges forward, it totters giddily forth, like a blind man on a shooting

range. In nature, goodness does not exist – it does not abound like the wild flowers.

It is true that animals protect their young, by which means they demonstrate 

that they feel something akin to our human love, our tenderness; but the same

female that nuzzles her young, can tear to shreds the young of other animals,

tearing apart lives. In nature, the fat eat the thin, the strong engulf the weak. 

That is not good at all – let us contradict the Bible or anyone who thinks that it is

good!
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The lack of determination of the white-face clown, his lack of total and complete surrender, is what

stops him running the greater risks that Romeo and Othello run; the melancholic sadness of Pierrot

and his dreamer character, reflective and distant, disconcerts the ballerina, who dances and twirls

off in search of the nimble Harlequin, who has his feet on the ground, and designs on her heart.

Neither Pierrot, nor Charlie, our Charlie Chaplin – they are one and the same! – neither of the two

give themselves up completely to the search for their object, nor do they offer their lives for it – more

often they offer their face or their buttocks (for a slap), and even that is more likely to be out of

inadvertence than by design. A.B.



The terrible truth is that we know that in this badly realised world, life feeds 

on death: we have to eat, and in order to eat, we have to kill – cauliflower or goat,

crisp lettuce or plump pig: we kill to kill our hunger. To be alive is only to be not

yet dead! ‘A corpse deferred, that breeds’ says the poet Pessoa53 of the human

condition.

In this world of rancour and hatred, of jolts and traps, goodness is a human

invention. It has to be taught and learnt: for this reason, we need artists and

madmen – to show us other possible paths, beyond the beaten tracks or the

perpetual to-and-fro along a single street. To show us the designs of God or 

the purposes of nature. To invent those things that make nature blossom, guided

by another human invention: ethics.54

My mother, who was stuffed full of wisdom, was fond of repeating the popular

saw: ‘Of the artist and the madman, we all of us have a little.’ Were she alive today,

at this point she would say, in her infinite wisdom: ‘Of the artist, of God and of

the madman, we all of us have a little.’

For the love of God, may they never cure our madmen – only let them lessen

their suffering creating their own vision of life. For the love of madmen, may they

not abandon the unfinished work of God halfway through: may they advance to

the edge of the precipice and step forward. For the love of humanity: let us all be

artists, let us all be madmen.

Let us be mad artists, let us be artists . . . mad.
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POSTSCRIPT

The pedagogy of fear – theatre and the twin
towers: an essay after 11 September 2001

Thirty days after the tragedy of the twin towers, I began a workshop at the 

Theatre of the Oppressed Laboratory in New York. I am aware that our theatrical

techniques, in whatever circumstances they are deployed, always give rise to an

intense process of sensitisation amongst the participants; in this case, there being

six thousand dead buried so close to us, in time and space – killed only one month

previously, buried a mere two kilometres from the room we were working in 

– I was at pains not to provoke even greater emotions, of grief. I was sure the

participants would choose to talk only of the towers.

To my surprise, in the first two days of the workshop we dealt only with ‘usual

suspects’ in terms of subject matter; racism, unemployment, sexism, various

species of loneliness. As for the towers, silence reigned. Could the trauma have

been so violent, even to the point that no-one wanted to remember it, lest they

relive the panic?

On the third day, during a simple exercise – the machine of rhythms, in which

the actors use body and voice to make rhythms which illustrate a theme, in this

case, the city of New York – I noticed that three people were weeping in secret

silence. Later, in the construction of the scenes, the subject of loss of identity came

up, in an imprecise, roundabout way. A young woman told her story: brought up

by her grandmother, after a twenty-year separation she re-encountered her

biological mother and would not recognise her as her mother – a motherless

daughter. Another woman, who was HIV positive, wanted a child, and this was

proscribed by her doctors: a woman, prohibited from motherhood. Who might

they be, this non-daughter and this non-mother?

Later there arose topics overladen with gloom, in which the national invulner-

ability was being questioned. Till the twin towers, war had always been far from

home, foreign; now it was becoming visible in the smoking debris, smelling evil

in the unfamiliar odour brought by the wind for weeks after the twin towers’ fall.
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First in New York, then at Michigan University, the stories gradually became

more discernible. A student in a ‘republic’55 wanted to watch war reports on the

TV; his companions preferred basketball and boxing – they wanted to ignore what

was happening, just as half the voters had ignored the last presidential elections.

Marcia, a North American teacher, wanted to explain to her pupils that the French

Revolution happened not in the encyclopedias, but in the streets; the Bastille, built

out of stones, was itself brought down with heavy stones, not with elegant

drawings in satin-silky books. Marcia wanted her pupils to know that their country

was living a crucial historical moment: that mountain of dead of the World Trade

Center was living history. Her pupils did not want to hear her.

A drummer had stopped playing; he was asking himself what music was for, 

if it did not explain the hatred, if it did not control or make manageable the fear.

He was searching, in the theatre, for the artist’s raison d’être. He was fearful of the

blame that might attach to the artist; how many real-life crimes – massacres of

students and teachers by a schoolmate, amongst other sick examples – might have

been inspired by the seductive fiction of films of terror and violence?

During the time the workshop was running, a political scientist was on TV stating

that, by the age of fourteen, every young North American will have seen at least

fourteen thousand killings on screen: by machine guns, bombs, grenades, exploding

bridges – this is standard fare for the majority of Hollywood films. Children see

blood every day in TV lives. New York had already been destroyed, in films, by

gigantic gorillas and evil-looking aliens, way before the airplane-bombs did it. The

drummer was asking himself how, after the twin towers, it would it be possible to

watch a film of John Wayne, who used to kill natives as he watched them in the

rear-view mirror of his car? How could we watch Rambo and James Bond, without

the audience either dying of laughter, or gnashing their teeth in hatred?

In our theatrical laboratory, the workshop participants were fearful in the 

face of so many uncertainties and questions: what is the price, in dollars, of a 

single bomb or a ballistic missile? Who makes them, who pays for them, to whom

does the money go? Was it the case, as some said, that the shares of the war-

related industries would really reach vertiginous heights on the stock exchanges

of the world? How could it have been possible for nineteen terrorists to 

pass unnoticed through two ultra-modern airports without inside assistance? 

Was McVeigh of Oklahoma56 a one-off case or only one among many crazed 
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55 The Brazilian term for a college fraternity, a group of students living in the same house.

56 Timothy McVeigh, an American neo-Nazi, was convicted in June 1997 of bombing the Oklahoma City

federal building, a terrorist attack which left 168 people dead.



neo-Nazis, who were carrying on from where he left off? If the biological terror

turned out to have been engendered by unhinged assassins resident in Trenton

(as is suspected and feared at the time of writing), would the armed forces then

have an isonomic57 duty to bomb New Jersey and its innocent population, as they

were bombing Kabul and its women clad in their mobile sarcophagi?

After the individual questions, other more wide-ranging matters came up,

uncertainties relating to politics and economy. The workshop participants were

amazed at their own lack of knowledge of recent history. They had no access 

to reliable information. Why had the evidence of bin Laden’s involvement – if

such proof existed – why had this only been shown, in full, to the leaders of certain

English-speaking countries and not to us all? Why should we be, in this war, mere

spectators who could not decide about the actions to be taken, but who would

certainly pay for the consequences of those actions? People felt that they should

intervene, go onto the stage where action was being taken, but . . . where was

that stage and how was it to be occupied?

They were fearful in the face of the many alarms: after anthrax, would smallpox

be next? After the twin towers, the Empire State Building, the San Francisco

Golden Gate bridge or the Statue of Liberty? It is nerve-racking to live in times

when you quake to open a map. Like in Latin America, as I write in December

2001: after the bankruptcy of Argentina which country will be next? Military wars

kill people; economic wars kill even more, quietly, far away.

Truth is therapeutic: doing Theatre of the Oppressed, I could understand the

awesome power of the pedagogy of fear – young people learning to see the world

beyond their frontiers. To see that, yes, it was true that the United States (along

with the Soviet Union, the UK and others) helped save the world from Nazism –

the truth; it was true that they helped in the reconstruction of Europe with the

Marshall Plan – the truth. But it was also true that, throughout the last century,

US espionage agencies sowed death and destruction in the countries of South and

Central America, in Africa, in Asia and even in Europe.

Truth is therapeutic: young people, using theatre, dialogue, wanted to conquer

it. Troubled by the events around them, they were seeking their true identity,

which had been snaffled by mendacious patriotic political speechifying and

censored media.
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57 The OED defines isonomy as: ‘equality of laws or of people before the law; equality of political rights

among the citizens of a state’ (from the Greek, as one might expect). A.J.



Before returning to Brazil, I went to visit the scene of the crime, disposable

camera in hand. There they were selling, by the dozen, national flags and posters

of the towers still standing. The World Trade Center was always a place considered

worthy of touristic visitation – and it still is.

Augusto Boal

December 2001
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